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Abstract
This thesis examines lay sense-making of biotechnological items, its functionality 
and its limitations, which, it is claimed, may have implications for biotechnological 
developments and how they are received. The theoretical approach taken to lay 
sense-making drew on social representations theory as an explanatory framework. 
This informed the aim to collect data on verbal and visual representation, and 
categorisation, of biotechnological items. Data was collected in three studies, through 
multiple sorting tasks and in-depth interviews with lay individuals in the UK, and 
field obseiwation of mobilisation events and protests in the US. Methods used to 
analyse the data were multidimensional scalogram analysis, smallest space analysis, 
content analysis and thematic content analysis with data display. Representation and 
categorisation captured in the studies points to lay sense-making and knowledge of 
biotechnological items having a number of functions beyond understanding, and 
limitations beyond any scientific and technical knowledge-deficits of the kind 
suggested in ongoing surveys. Findings are supportive of previously reported 
findings suggesting that lay knowledge is complementary to scientific, regulatory 
and commercial loiowledge sets. It is argued that limitations of and constraints on lay 
sense-making of biotechnological items are related to its rich functionality and its 
complementarity. Findings also suggest that lay engagement with and sense-making 
of biotechnology can be empowering for those involved, allowing lay people to take 
ownership of a concept and topic such as biotechnology that might very well affect 
areas of their lives. On the other hand, it is suggested that as lay people become more 
engaged with biotechnology, their agendas may also become more engaged, 
suggesting in turn that biotechnology may be progressively less likely to be judged 
on its own merits, or that developments may be increasingly stalled by negotiation of 
competing interests.
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1. Introduction to the thesis
This thesis addresses functionality and limitations of lay sense-making and 
Icnowledge in relation to biotechnological items. That is, items that involve the 
application of scientific and/or engineering know-how in the biological domain. This 
includes research, the development of techniques and applications, and product that 
interact with many areas of human life. Lay sense-making here refers to the process 
of individuals and groups outside the field and business of biotechnology, or of a 
particular biotechnological item under consideration, making sense of it. 
Biotechnology is dealt with as a concept, topic and object of thought that can mean 
different things to different individuals and groups.
Lay sense-making and knowledge form part of an environment for 
biotechnology that may act to facilitate or constrain elements of its development. In 
turn, biotechnological developments have implications for many areas of life and this 
situation looks set to continue. This suggests that lay Icnowledge may have 
consequences for biotechnology and contain perspectives on it worth considering. It 
also suggests that despite criticisms of the public’s views, Icnowledge and 
understanding of modern biotechnology, there is every reason to expect that lay 
individuals will continue to make sense of biotechnological items and form views on 
them into the foreseeable future. Biotechnology appears a well-suited domain in 
which to address possible limitations and functionality of lay knowledge because its 
complexity, diverse implications and promise of ongoing developments within and 
beyond the human lifespan presents a challenge for lay sense-making and 
stakeholder understanding of it.
The reason for the focus on functionality is that if biotechnology has 
implications for many areas of people’s lives and many are engaged in making sense 
of it, then the question arises as to what is this sense-making doing for them, and 
what might it do. Social psychological research into lay knowledge has suggested 
that lay sense-making can be suited to or serve uses beyond understanding, making 
sense or being able to give a meaningful account of something. Certain functionality, 
intentional or otherwise, might conceivably also have implications for progress in 
biotechnology, which may be of consequence to stakeholders. As indeed may
limitations of lay sense-making, the other main focus of the investigation into lay 
Icnowledge, Limitations of lay sense-making might, for example, lead to 
biotechnological developments not being addressed on their merits. If lay sense- 
making has implications for biotechnological developments, then such limitations 
could have consequences.
For the aforementioned reasons it was thought important to undertake an 
investigation into lay sense-making and Icnowledge of biotechnological items in 
order to shed light on the nature of the knowledge produced, the sense-making 
processes involved, their functionality and limitations. Through the examination of 
this sense-making and knowledge the research is intended to identify functions and 
to explore the nature of any functionality found, how it comes to be and the 
processes involved. By studying lay knowledge of biotechnology as knowledge 
distinct from scientific or technical Icnowledge with some different functions and 
addressing a different distribution of issues and concerns, it is also possible to 
explore limitations beyond the degree of scientific and technically accurate content. 
To assess lay Icnowledge of biotechnological items for limitations related to the lay 
sense-making process itself.
The theoretical approach to lay sense-making taken in this thesis drew on 
elements of the theory of social representations introduced by Serge Moscovici as an 
explanatory framework. Although much of the research into the lay public’s 
knowledge and understanding of biotechnological items assesses it in relation to 
external benchmarks of scientific and technical accuracy, resear ch comparing 
scientific, regulatory and commercial discourses with that of the wider lay public 
suggest that it should be appreciated as a distinct knowledge set addressing a 
different distribution of issues and concerns. As a theory of lay knowledge concerned 
with how people make sense of new developments (Moscovici, 1984; Moscovici, 
2001), particularly in the sciences, social representations theory appeared well-suited 
to the study of lay sense-making and resultant Icnowledge of biotechnology. As a 
theory about non-expert, common sense being used in the process of making sense of 
new developments, often in specialised fields without what some regard as sufficient 
scientific and technical knowledge or experience to draw on, it offers explanations 
for how the public can make sense of biotechnological items that can incorporate the
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critique of the public’s scientific and technical understanding and still facilitate 
study of lay sense-making as a functional phenomenon. Social representations theory 
also suggests that it might be fruitful to investigate lay sense-maldng and knowledge 
of biotechnological items for limitations beyond the degree of scientific, technical or 
specialist knowledge that they may re-present and contain. The framework provides 
insight into a limitation of the lay sense-making process itself, namely the foregone 
conclusion phenomenon (Jodelet, 1991; Moscovici, 1984).
An important dimension of the approach taken to the examination of lay 
sense-making and knowledge of biotechnological items in this thesis was the 
functional. The qualitative methods used in the second and third studies particularly, 
are theory-generative, and so while this approach is informed by the social 
representations framework, certain aspects of the framework were found not to be as 
useful as others. The traditional perspective on what might be termed the stuff of 
social representations as loose networks of ideas, imagery and metaphor while face- 
valid, is not helpful in the way that the descriptions of process and mechanism, 
namely anchoring and objectification are helpful to an examination of functionality 
(Jost & Ignatow, 2001; Moscovici, 1998; Moscovici, 2001). While accepting idea 
and image as components of social representations and lay knowledge, it became 
clear early on in the analysis of the second study that these ideas and images were 
being brought together by participants into representation of biotechnology that 
consisted of informational solutions for not only what biotechnology is, but also how 
it might be used, who controls and may have access to it and their possible 
motivations, among other things. In the second study these were solutions to the 
problem of not loiowing in a situation where participants felt obliged to proffer an 
account of the biotechnological items, but solutions could also be tactical such as in 
the identification of targets for feelings, protest and action in the third study. This 
perspective immediately lent itself to addressing issues of use and functionality. 
Another development was that objectification was parsed out and further specified 
into kinds of links to objects and translation into imagery. This parsing out and 
further specifying was intended to shed more light on the nuances of objectification, 
to enable the examination of different strategies or directions that could be taken with
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objectification, and to allow for linldng to objects of varying degrees and senses of 
realness without the traditional dichotomous undertone.
The adopted theoretical framework provided the working hypothesis of what 
lay sense-making of biotechnology involved. This informed the aim to collect data 
on verbal and visual representation of biotechnological items and categorisation of 
biotechnological items. The methods used to collect this representation and 
categorisation data were the multiple sorting task, semi-structured interviews, and 
field observation. The research problem posed qualitative questions about lay sense- 
making, its functionality and limitations, and so the methods employed were 
qualitative.
An important consideration was to choose methods whereby representation 
and categorisation by participants or people being observed would not be unduly 
influenced by researcher constructs and the researcher effect. In the case of field 
observation, social representation of biotechnological items takes place in its 
‘naturally occurring’ context, a series of public events with lots of similar recording 
equipment being used into which the observer could ‘blend’. In the multiple sorting 
task, participants are free to categorise items according to whatever principles they 
choose. Participants do the categorising, provide the reasons for how they have 
sorted the items involved, and label the categories. In the case of interviews, the 
interviewer is an intended factor in that social situation, being the reason to give an 
account of biotechnological items. Social representations are realised in 
communication in the theoretical approach taken. Questions are open-ended rather 
than constrained and interviews are relatively flexible in structure, enabling follow- 
up on the participant’s line of thought. In the latter cases, settings and the manner of 
the researcher were intended to be informal. Field observation in particular, is open 
to criticism of selectivity. That is, the researcher selects what to focus on. In an 
attempt to address this concern, I explain my selection criteria and the reasoning 
behind them.
The analytical approach was to look for patterns, themes, differences and 
functionality in representation and categorisation of biotechnological items. 
Examination of data did involve confirmation and non-confirmation of relevant 
propositions suggested in existing literature, particularly those that formed
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theoretical bases for the interpretations of data, but analyses were hypothesis 
generating rather than hypothesis testing in nature. Methods employed were 
multidimensional scalogram analysis, smallest space analysis, content analysis and 
thematic content analysis. Thematic content analysis was intended to interpret 
representational themes, among the engaged and the seemingly unengaged. Scaling 
was intended to reveal patterns and differences in categorisations, which could then 
be interpreted with reference to reasons given for sorts. The focus of analysis in the 
first study is categorisation behaviour and categories and constructs produced. There 
is a shift to more in-depth examination of representation in the second and third 
studies, including examination of linlcs among representational elements, anchoring, 
and informational solutions produced.
The focus is on the communicated representation of biotechnology, the 
cultural artefact so to speak, and not whether it is an accurate re-presentation of what 
people believe. The theoretical approach taken assumes varying fidelity and 
representation across human and non-human media. Intentionality, free will, truth- 
telling, accurate self-knowledge and consistency of thought or mental configuration 
across time are not assumed, or necessary to the research.
Examination of representation of biotechnological items in this thesis led to 
the proposal of several functions of lay knowledge and sense-making. These include 
target identification and the production of informational solutions that do not require 
esoteric Icnowledge to be understood, suggested by findings of all three studies; the 
extension, deepening and concretising of relevance, suggested by the second and 
third studies; and additional functionality such as appropriation into a wider agenda 
and rendering of controversy suggested by the third study, which investigates 
representation of biotechnology in the context of mobilisation events and protests. 
Findings of that study also suggest what could be interpreted as an extension of the 
previously proposed group coordination function. It is argued that informational 
solutions linking biotechnology to a range of salient issues that engender broad 
concern and are already the subject of active and established movements could 
function to set the intellectual context for movement solidarity. This in turn suggests 
that the conception of the group coordination function can be extended to a multi-
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group coordination function. Mechanisms, choices and processes through which 
these functions come to be are specified.
Thesis findings confirm in relation to lay sense-making of biotechnological 
items, several previously proposed functions of social representation. These include 
the rendering of the new and unfamiliar, familiar; the rendering of the intangible, 
tangible; evaluation; and in the third study, social influence functions and the group 
coordination function. The thesis specifies how some of these functions can come 
about in the context of lay representation of biotechnological items, and in the 
context of mobilisation and protest actions.
The thesis argues that functionality of lay sense-making and knowledge of 
biotechnology is rich and can be conceived of as multi-levelled, with the more 
fundamental functions having a role in broader-stroke functions. This is suggested by 
the findings of second and third studies, in which interdependent functionality at 
different levels of analysis appears to build up to broader functions.
Several arguable limitations of lay sense-making are proposed in this thesis.
It is proposed that the momentum of representation exerts a pull on the item being 
anchored to it that can leave lay sense-making of biotechnological items vulnerable 
to agendas and politicisation. This is argued with particular reference to the findings 
of the third study, but seeds of this can also be seen in the second study. The pull of 
the representation being anchored to appears to occur in the second study without 
any apparent agenda in play. In the first study however, some tentative suggestions 
of subordination of categorisation to interests and coherence using the task-based 
methodology appear mildly supportive of the idea that lay sense-making of 
biotechnological items is vulnerable to interests to some degree even when agendas 
are not explicitly engaged. The findings of the third study also suggest that the 
characteristic of representation whereby certain areas of a domain can be brought 
into sharper focus while others fade into the background (Flick, 2001), is vulnerable 
to bias and misleading. This is argued to be particularly so in the case of 
biotechnology because it is a domain with diverse logical categories that could then 
receive differential coverage. It is also proposed that aspects of lay sense-maldng 
appear conducive to emotiveness which could be argued to distract from the facts 
and to be divisive in some of the examples from the second and third studies.
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Findings from these studies also suggest that the symbolic nature of lay sense- 
making is prone to introduce symbolic loaded-ness, opening up lay knowledge of 
biotechnological items to many associations and interpretations, and loading the 
concept and topic of biotechnology with meanings and associations that some who 
work in the field might find spurious or unwarranted. A bias towards the cautionary 
was also found in some cases of the representation of biotechnological items in the 
second study. Such features of lay sense-making and knowledge of biotechnological 
items are argued to limit the scope and use of this knowledge and the trust that might 
be placed in it.
Thesis findings were supportive of previous findings suggesting that lay 
Icnowledge addresses a different distribution of issues and concerns to those reported 
of scientific, regulatory and commercial Icnowledge sets, but also suggest the 
feasibility of extending the hypothesis to lay sense-making producing a different 
distribution of informational solutions addressing a different distribution of 
informational problems.
This thesis has implications for public engagement with biotechnology. On 
the one hand it suggests that lay engagement with and sense-making of 
biotechnology can be empowering for the individuals and groups involved, allowing 
lay people to take ownership of a concept and topic such as biotechnology that might 
very well affect various areas of their lives. On the other hand, it suggests that as lay 
people become more engaged with biotechnology, not only does the functionality 
and efficacy of their representation appear to grow but their agendas may also 
become more engaged, suggesting that biotechnology may become less likely to be 
judged on its own merits, or may be stalled by negotiation of competing interests.
The broad and sometimes profound implications of biotechnology for many areas of 
life and its many logical categories, it can be argued, would only increase the 
chances of conflicting agendas being engaged. Therefore, while engagement with 
biotechnology-related issues may be empowering for the lay individual, from another 
perspective there may be benefits to an unengaged public in terms of less 
impediment to progress of certain lines of research more vulnerable to controversy. 
More broadly, while lay sense-making has limitations and constraints on it that it is 
argued make necessary the buffers between public opinion and regulatory policy, the
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complementarity and areas of functionality such as those related to lay-friendliness 
and relevance suggested in this thesis, can be argued to support public consultations 
on biotechnological matters of significance to society that put the emphasis on being 
informed by the public rather than educating the public. The caveats would be that 
this informing be on complementary dimensions, and again, that the buffers remain 
in place between public opinion and policy.
It is hoped that perspectives introduced in this thesis, such as informational 
solutions and the specification of kinds of objectification will help in the functional 
examination of social representations, especially with regard to the different 
representational choices that can be made or directions that can be taken, whether 
that be strategic and tactical, or less conscious in nature. An informational solutions 
approach might also be helpful in comparison studies assessing the complementarity 
or otherwise of different discourses and Icnowledge sets through detennining whether 
they address different problem sets, or perhaps whether they address similar problem 
sets in contradictory ways that might lead to conflict.
The final argument of this thesis, that the limitations of and constraints on lay 
sense-making of biotechnological items are related to its rich functionality and its 
complementarity has implications for appreciation of different kinds of Icnowledge. 
As discussed in the chapter on research issues, findings and stakeholder concerns 
suggest that the narrow focus of techno-scientific research is limiting of the scope of 
technologists and scientists in terms of proper regulation of their own work and 
appreciation of its wider implications, but that narrowness of focus and delimitation 
of scope is regarded by many to be a source of its efficacy. The proposition that the 
functionality and complementarity of lay sense-making is bound up with its 
constraints and limitations suggests that taking best advantage of incorporating lay 
Icnowledge into the ongoing debates around biotechnology will involve considered 
delimiting of its scope.
Brief introductory summaries of the individual chapters to follow will now be
given.
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1.1. Chapter Two
The second chapter addresses various issues relating to the research. The background 
to the research problem is explored, relevant research findings are reviewed, and a 
theoretical framework for addressing the problem of how lay people might make 
sense of biotechnological developments is introduced. This leads onto an explanation 
of the research problem that relates it to research issues discussed. The chapter 
reflects on the context for biotechnology and for lay sense-making of domains that 
despite their specialised nature increasingly affect the lives of members of the wider 
public. It considers the challenges facing lay people in making sense of 
bioteclmology and the challenges facing stakeholders in making sense of wider 
implications and public perceptions of biotechnological developments. Findings 
relating to public reception and Icnowledge of biotechnology are reviewed, as well as 
critique of the public’s views, knowledge and understanding of biotechnology. Social 
representations theory is then explored as a framework for studying lay knowledge 
and sense-making of biotechnological items, including their functionality and 
limitations. The discussion moves forward to explain how various issues covered in 
the chapter suggest research problems that the following studies address,
1.2. Chapter Three
The first study is presented in chapter three. It is a multiple sorting task study with 
multidimensional scalogram analysis, smallest space analysis and content analysis. 
The study is exploratory in the sense of its providing the first primary access of this 
thesis into the domain of how people make sense of biotechnology and what sense 
they make of it. It explores lay Icnowledge of biotechnological items and its 
formation through the examination of the categorisation of biotechnological items by 
participants in a sorting task where they are free to categorise items according to 
whatever principles they like. There is also an additional structured-sorting task, for 
comparison. The chapter touches upon several issues examined in more depth in later 
chapters. These issues include the multidimensionality and functionality of lay sense- 
making, the suggestion that lay sense-making addresses a different set of issues and
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concerns than other discourses, and what could be seen as a limitation of lay 
categorisation, the idea of subordination of categorisation to interests and to 
coherence across categorisations.
1.3. Chapter Four
Chapter four develops on the previous chapter by examining lay sense-making 
processes in greater depth. The semi-structured interview methodology used is more 
suited to exploring the dynamic nature of lay sense-making and the richness of lay 
knowledge, and to appreciate the roots of the multidimensionality apparent from the 
analysis in the third chapter. In addition to this, the last section of discussion in the 
third chapter hints at variety in functionality but more content is needed to examine it 
properly, which is available in the second study. The fourth chapter also addresses 
some arguable limitations of lay sense-making in relation to biotechnological items, 
as well as the possibility that it may complement other areas of the ongoing debates 
surrounding biotechnological developments. The second study takes a more 
functional and informational approach. The aim is to examine representational 
processes, mechanisms and content in some detail, in order to see how they might tie 
in to any functions or limitations found. It is early in the analysis of second study 
data that it is found that representational content can be usefully interpreted as 
informational solutions to knowledge problems such as what biotechnology items 
are, who is behind them, what motivates them and who will items affect, and that the 
objectification process can be usefully parsed out into different kinds of links to 
objects and translation into imagery. These developments enable detailed findings 
relating to the functionality of lay sense-making of biotechnological items and the 
underlying processes, and several functions and limitations are suggested by the data. 
Despite any functionality to lay sense-making, participants express feelings of 
inefficacy and a lack of control in relation to biotechnological developments, many 
of which have implications for their own lives.
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1.4. Chapter Five
While the second study examines the representation of biotechnology by members of 
the public for whom making sense of biotechnology is accompanied by a feeling of 
not being able to do anything about or influence it in any way, the third study 
presented in chapter five affords an opportunity to examine the representation of 
biotechnology by people who while also not being part of the business of 
biotechnology in the traditional sense, nevertheless feel that they can do something 
about it and take action. The third study examines the representation of 
biotechnology by protestors in the run up to and during protests against the BIO 2004 
Biotechnology Industry Organisation’s annual convention.
The BIO 2004 field observation study is in two parts, both of which address 
properties and functionality of lay sense-making and Icnowledge by approaching 
activist representation as an extension of lay representation along a continuum of 
engagement. The same functional and informational approach is talcen as with the 
previous study, but this is also a good opportunity to explore the relationship 
between the representation of biotechnology and group pressures and interests, 
namely a wider agenda of ‘reclaiming the commons’, and to see whether or not there 
are different properties, limitations and functionality. The previous study aims to be 
specific about the properties and functions of representation of biotechnology and the 
meanings and imagery sequences produced, in order to get at what these enhanced 
meanings are a solution to, to get at their usefulness. In the third study, this applies to 
a political and indeed, oppositional context. To this end, the first part of the BIO 
2004 study examines the representation of biotechnology realised in nine 
mobilisation speeches given by speakers at the Reclaim the Commons (RTC) teach- 
in and conference in San Francisco during the summer of 2004, prior to the protests. 
The second part of the BIO 2004 study examines the representation of biotechnology 
by RTC protesters during the protests against the BIO convention.
Differences between RTC representation and representation in previous 
studies are brought to light. Functionality and limitations are discussed, including 
additional and extended functionality and new insights into limitations. Implications
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for the politicisation of biotechnology are explored and issues relating to 
complementarity are addressed.
1.5. Chapter Six
Chapter six begins by revisiting areas where this thesis has made contributions to the 
understanding of lay sense-making and Icnowledge, including but not limited to lay 
sense-making and knowledge of biotechnology. The discussion moves on to specific 
issues arising from the thesis, including limitations, constraints, functionality and 
efficacy of lay Icnowledge and its formation in relation to biotechnology. It then goes 
on to argue that the limitations of and constraints upon lay sense-making can lead to 
its displaying rich functionality and varying degrees of efficacy, together with some 
degree of complementarity to other knowledge sets.
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2, Research issues
This chapter addresses a variety of research issues. It provides background to the 
research problem, reviews relevant research findings, and outlines the theoretical 
framework for addressing the problem of how lay individuals and groups make sense 
of biotechnological developments. The research problem is then stated in relation to 
the issues discussed.
With the increasing breadth and depth of Icnowledge that characterises human 
societies, and increasing specialisation in many areas that affect our lives, we are all 
members of lay publics in relation to a plethora of complex domains, some of which 
increasingly affect our lives. Here we are defining a lay individual as a person who is 
a non-expert, not in the profession, or not in the business of a particular domain, field 
or industry, or item within it. Beyond the associated wider lay public, a variety of lay 
publics are often identified, such as disabled members of the wider lay public, 
members of a particular gender within the lay public, a paiticular socio-economic or 
religious grouping, and so on. These tend to be aligned with recognised social 
categories, although other distinctions may be relevant. They are not special interest 
groups, although special interest groups will often form to re-present the interests of 
identified lay publics. They are, however, an interpreted section of the wider lay 
public that there is reason to believe might be interested and affected in a distinct set 
of ways by an item within the domain concerned.
A good example of such a domain is biotechnology. Not only is it 
increasingly affecting the lives of members of the wider lay public in more ways and 
more profound ways, but it also increasingly engages and is engaged by a large range 
of definable lay publics, sometimes with competing interests. It falls into many 
logical classes, which is part of the complexity, but also means that many lay publics 
make sense of it and feel they know about it even though they are lay people in 
relation to most dimensions of it, and even of the specific item(s) within it that they 
may be interested in. Furthermore, in a domain such as biotechnology, built on many 
layers of Imowledge and with many narrow sub-classes, even apparent experts can 
practically be lay people in relation to an item very similar to the item they are 
working on. Inversely, what are practically-spealdng lay individuals such as political
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or other special interest-holders may sometimes appear or talce on the trappings of 
experts in relation to the domain or an item within it. All of this complexity amplifies 
the challenge for lay individuals and groups trying to make sense of a domain, or 
items within a domain that may profoundly and widely affect them, but also 
complicates the challenge for stalceholders and decision-malcers of making sense of 
all the ways in which biotechnology may affect or be affected by its complex 
environment, including who to listen to and when. Now we will unpack some of 
these issues in more detail, before narrowing in on lay sense-making.
2,L Biotechnology and its environment
A  broad definition of biotechnology would be that it is the application of scientific 
and engineering Icnow-how in the biological domain. This includes research, the 
development of techniques and applications, and product that interact with many 
areas of human life. A selection of the broader, more encompassing definitions of 
biotechnology generated by Answers.com, are:
‘The application o f  the principles o f  engineering and technology to the life sciences’ (The 
American Heritage Dictionaiy o f  the English Language, 2007, /biotechnology)
‘Generally, any technique that is used to make or modify the products o f  living organisms in 
order to improve plants or animals, or to develop useful micro-organisms’ (McGraw-Hill 
Encyclopedia o f Science and Technology, 2007, /biotechnology)
‘...the term ‘biotechnology’ is generally considered synonymous with gene splicing and 
other forms o f  genetic engineering. In practice, however, biotechnology refers to a library o f  
advanced scientific tools for the manipulation o f  biological organisms, systems, or 
components for the production o f  goods or services in all sectors o f  human activity.’ (The 
Oxford Companion to the Body, 2007, /biotechnology)
‘The use o f  biology to solve problems and make useful products.’ (Britannica Concise 
Encyclopaedia, 2007, /biotechnology)
‘Biotechnology, broadly defined, refers to the manipulation o f  biology or a biological 
product for some human end.’ (Genetics, 2007, /biotechnology)
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The definitions above pack a lot of very different, and importantly different, lines of 
research, technique and application development into one rather neat concept. Yet 
these quotes are included to illustrate that even relatively broad definitions from a 
general purpose source do not encompass much of what biotechnology means and 
might mean for many people.
Unpacking biotechnology a bit, it becomes clear that various lines of research 
hold different promise for the future, and that there are applications across a very 
wide range of industries and dimensions of life. Biotechnology not only has many 
logical categories, but it can also be placed in many logical categories. Taking a 
closer look at these categories it becomes clear that they constitute a situation in 
which a single individual could be very much against one aspect of biotechnology, 
and simultaneously be very much for another aspect of it. At the same time however, 
one person could conceivably have conflicting views and feeling towards 
biotechnology, the entity. In a technical sense biotechnology is a grab bag concept 
that holds many different discrete items. In another sense it is an idea that can 
become politicised in and of its self.
A brief scan of social scientific research into biotechnology and society, 
biotechnology industry literature, and popular internet databases alone suggests that 
the list of human issues and activities that biotechnology has implications for and 
that have implications for biotechnology is too long and comprehensive to fairly 
summarise (Answers.com/biotechnology, 2007; Bio, 2004; EGN, 2007). Some 
examples of the range of industries, fields of research, areas of life, cultures, 
geographical areas, sections of society, and social issues that biotechnology affects 
follow.
The fields of research and industries affected include food, drinlc, agriculture, 
environmental clean-up, water; health and medicine, including drugs and gene 
therapy; fertility and reproduction, including treatments and cloning; manufacturing; 
finance; law, including intellectual property; genetic engineering and modification; 
genetic screening, testing and selection; various fields of forensics, including 
criminal investigation; security and defence, weaponry, mining, marine applications; 
sequencing and mapping biological systems at different levels, such as organisms or
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organs, and this includes humans and other animal species, as well as plants, 
protozoa and viruses; the chemical industry; religion; governance; media; marketing, 
sales and PR; education and academia.
From the list above it is clear that biotechnology affects or has implications 
for most areas of life including the family and family planning, food, the 
environment, commerce, work, leisure, health, science, learning; ethical, moral and 
religious thought; law, communications, governance and warfare. It has implications 
for society that can fracture across cultures as well as sections of society, along moral 
and economic dimensions, or potentially according to gender, parental, disability, 
racial, and many other issues. Biotechnology is a global phenomenon; at the same 
time, different societies around the world have and will engage in biotechnology at 
different rates and in different ways. This ecology of issues and relations is a 
complex environment for biotechnology, with many risks and benefits extending 
beyond the industry and beyond the technical.
The breadth and depth of categories biotechnology inhabits leads to the 
situation where the majority of any society does not have access to or understanding 
of certain elements and dimensions of biotechnology. Analogously, a specialist in 
that element and dimension of biotechnology will not access or appreciate all the 
effects, perspectives on and implications of biotechnology, and possibly not even 
their own specialism. That matters. One reason it matters is that developments in 
biotechnology over recent decades have attracted much media and public attention 
(Gaskell, 2001). This appears largely due to applications of biotechnology being 
perceived by many to have wider social implications, and possibly in part due to their 
providing great fodder for the imagination. Implications have been suggested for 
core human concerns, such as food, disease, water and pollution, as well as 
challenges to cultural tenets including the sanctity of life, uniqueness and species 
boundaries. Ensuing political, legal and opinion-leading debate, media coverage, and 
the views of lay publics interact to form a social, cultural and political environment 
that may ‘act to facilitate or constrain’ developments in biotechnology (Gaskell,
2001, p.234), identifying them as important areas of study for those concerned with 
such developments.
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2.1.1 The environment for biotechnology
This section will further explore various dimensions of the social, cultural and 
political environment for biotechnology, providing examples of how different 
elements can interact with each other and jointly affect an item, and how 
biotechnological items can both affect and be affected by the environment. A variety 
of biotechnological items are perceived by many to have wide-ranging and in some 
cases profound social implications. Implications have been suggested for core human 
concerns, such as food, disease, water and pollution, as well as how we see ourselves 
as a species. At the same time, ensuing political, legal and opinion-leading debate, 
media coverage, and the views of lay publics interact to form a social, cultural and 
political environment that may ‘act to facilitate or constiain’ developments in 
biotechnology (Gaskell, 2001, p.234). This section is aimed at illuminating the 
context for the biotechnology industry and for lay Icnowledge and sense-making 
relating to biotechnology and biotechnological items. Some dimensions of this 
context will be spotlighted, but a major theme will be the interconnectedness of this 
context, which is why the words ‘environment’ and ‘ecology’ are used in this 
section, to convey a sense of that interconnectedness.
Examples o f biotechnological items being facilitated or constrained by, and more 
generally affecting and being affected by other elements and dimensions o f their 
environment
Biotechnological items are facilitated and constrained by elements and dimensions of 
their environment. Furthermore, they often affect and are affected by these other 
elements and dimensions of their environment in complex ways. Complex, almost 
ecological networks of interactions and effects appear to characterise the 
environment for biotechnology. This complex ecology of biotechnology is 
characteristically both global and local.
The biotechnology industry and research communities operate globally across 
national, legal and commercial boundaries (Bio, 2004; EGN, 2007). Related to this 
they affect and are affected by trends in globalisation, national and international
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governance. This is one dimension of a social, cultural and political environment 
and ecology for biotechnology. An example of these two-way effects is the making 
of regulations and the passing of laws. Developments in biotechnology can occur 
faster than the ability of regulations and directives to be made or clarified. This can 
act to constrain the biotech industry. One area where this issue is arising is in relation 
to the commercial release of meat and milk derived from the offspring of cloned 
animals. Many industry insiders believe that such products will enter the food chain 
somewhere in the world by 2010 (EGN, 2007). Their commercial release will be 
constrained however, among other things by pending regulatory assessment in the 
US, and the yet to be clarified situation of whether they will be classified as GMOs 
and fall under certain EU directives. There are also no regimes in place for their 
labelling, but this is an issue. Furthermore, the unevenness of regulation across the 
globe may also facilitate and constrain the development and commercialisation of 
these biotechnological products in various ways. The commercialisation of these 
clone-related products will also be facilitated or constrained by other dimensions of 
the environment for biotechnology. The public and particular lay publics dimension 
of the social, cultural and political environment also affect and are affected by this 
biotechnological item, through the gate of market acceptability (EGN, 2007). This is 
one of those areas where it is clear that the various dimensions of the environment 
for biotechnology form an ecology that may come together to facilitate and/or 
constrain biotechnology, or particular biotechnological items. Market acceptability is 
influenced by the media, by commercial competitors, buyers, suppliers, distributors 
and partners; by tax and tariff regimes; by regulators and lawmakers as described in 
the first part of the clone-related products story; and ultimately, by potential end- 
consumers. These end-consumers are largely members of the public in the case of 
meat and milk, and lay people. Here clearly, what lay people think of the 
biotechnology item, and biotechnology in general, will constrain further production 
and commercial viability, at least if the public is aware of the origins of what they are 
eating. Limits to lay Icnowledge may indeed facilitate as well as constrain the 
development and commercialisation of a biotechnological product that would not be 
well-received if it was clearly identifiable by lay people, or they were aware of its 
presence in their food chain. Lay reception will likely differ from region to region,
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and between sections of society, depending on values, transparency and the actions 
of other parties.
Unevenness in regimes governing research leads to the situation where there 
are also significant differences within the EU in the degree to which they facilitate or 
constrain lines of biotechnological research. Christine Hauskeller’s research team at 
Egenesis concern themselves with these differences (EGN, 2007). The UK regime 
facilitates embryonic stem cell research while Germany’s regime largely constrains 
it. In Germany, this has resulted in the facilitation of adult stem cell research.
Existing ethical frameworks constrain many lines of biotechnological 
research and development. At the same time, progress in these fields puts pressure on 
existing ethical structures and related institutions to change. Findings from ongoing 
research by Ruth Chadwick and Mina Bhardwaj of Cesagen provide an example of 
this in the medical arena (EGN, 2007). Trends towards large population-level gene- 
banks are leading medical ethics to reframe ethical questions in line with shifts from 
a focus on the individual to the population. These shifts in ethical perspective have 
not been reflected in the policies and practices of longer-established institutions 
however, which represent a constraining influence.
Vocal, represented lay publics and civil society produce a moral climate for 
biotechnology. Graeme Laurie and team, researchers at Innogen, find that civil 
society is more concerned with moral dimensions of biotechnology than are 
‘stakeholders’ (EGN, 2007). So this moral climate potentially acts as a constraining 
force on biotechnology. Laurie and team suggest however, that policymakers, 
lawmakers and regulators are uncomfortable addressing these moral issues and their 
policies, laws and regulations do not truly or consistently reflect the moral values 
advocated. Instead there is the confusing situation where these institutions and their 
instruments represent some ‘collective’ moral and ethical values more effectively 
and frequently than others.
Ian Welsh and team at Cesagen (2007) are identifying a diverse variety of 
publics engaging with biotechnological items and their implications, including 
disability rights activists, patients and scientific workers. These publics are trying to 
make sense of recent developments in genetics, faced with a fast developing 
scientific and technological field encompassing a broad range of applications with
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wide-ranging social, ethical, moral and technical implications. They are finding a 
lot of ambivalence, probably in large due to the complexity and far-reaching nature 
of the field and the time it is taking to distinguish issues that will arise within a 
human timeframe from issues that are highly speculative. The Cesagen team have 
found very few polarised for or against positions, with a few exceptions such as 
animal rights campaigners. In this complex and challenging situation, alliances 
appear to be forming and specialists such as Genewatch appear to be springing up as 
network resources. The ambivalence and complexity conceivably may in some ways 
facilitate and in other ways constrain various biotechnological items. Alliances may 
create stronger support and stronger opposition for item-proponents. In other 
situations, ambivalence and mixed interests may be exploited by item proponents, or 
may be confusing and make public relations and marketing more challenging and 
unpredictable.
Certain lines of biotechnological research lead to expectations that 
biotechnology will contribute to health, agricultural and economic development, 
through avenues such as crop enhancements, novel vaccines and opportunities for 
firms to move up the value-added chain (EGN, 2007). On the other hand, there are 
concerns that biotechnology leads to new forms of exploitation and asymmetric 
advantage, such as obtaining commercial rights to indigenous biology even in 
examples where it was previously being exploited by indigenous peoples, concerns 
that biotechnological products will be tested in developing countries without safety 
measures standard in the developed countries, and brain drain. There are concerns 
that risks and benefits will not be fairly shared. These expectations and concerns feed 
back and become public and government relations and expectations-management 
issues for the biotechnology industry and elements of it.
Jonathan Sulcs of the Genomics Forum’s research findings suggest that there 
are concerns among stakeholders that governance issues surrounding bio-security 
might act to facilitate bio-defence initiatives and constrain bio-medical initiatives in 
line with narrow special interests of groups such as pharmaceutical companies or 
security communities (EGN, 2007). These concerned stakeholders want more 
interests to be taken into account. This would of course likely, among other 
outcomes, make the environment even more complex for biotechnology. Suks also
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asserts that a major insight from his two-day expert workshop is that too much 
attention may be being given to perceived bio-security threats for which there is no 
hard evidence, and that this may be diverting attention and resources fiom more 
promising lines of biotechnological research.
Commercial, competitive, legal, globalisation and governance issues combine 
in an intellectual property system that researchers led by Steve Hughes of Egenesis 
and Xiaobai Shen of Innogen, have argued are deficient and can impede 
biotechnological innovation through hold-ups and transaction costs (EGN, 2007).
The 'natural ' environment
Emma Frow at Genomics Forum explains that plant biotechnology is an opportunity 
to reconcile economic development with environmental sustainability (EGN, 2007). 
Bio-remediation is garnering gi'owing interest (Eccles, 2001). Biotechnological 
research is tackling even very difficult bio-remedial problems such as radioactivity 
and mixed-waste environments (Brim et al., 2000). There have also been some 
concerns that GM crops might ‘contaminate’ wildlife and other farmed varieties. It 
also seems that GM Crop varieties may contaminate each other. Actual evidence has 
been found of contamination (Champion et al., 2003). During 2002, for example, 
some seed lots of an oilseed rape hybrid were discovered ‘to be contaminated with 
2.8% seed containing an unauthorized genetic modification not covered by their 
release consent’ (p. 1814). Other farmed crops and wildlife have also been affected. 
This has been picked up in mainstream media (BBC, 2005), and would from there 
have been seen by the wider public.
Intermediation o f communications
A feature of the environment and ecology biotechnology is part of is that 
communications, especially between science and technology communities and 
particular lay publics and the wider public, is highly mediated. The mainstream of 
mediation is the mainstieam media. Other mediators are civil society and public 
consultation exercises. The mainstream media is a highly contested communications
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platform. Interests and values of policy-makers, regulators, special interest groups, 
scientists, companies, media producers and professional commentators compete and 
conflate, are negotiated and varyingly accommodated (EGN, 2007). Recently, many 
researchers, companies and organisations have attempted to communicate more 
directly to the wider public and particular sections of the public via the internet.
Civil society, among other things, re-presents and advances shared interests, 
purposes and values of lay publics (LSE Centre for Civil Society, 2007), and 
contributes elements of moral climate influenced by the public and various lay 
publics. As such civil society organisations become mediators of communication. To 
the degree that values and interests of other parties than the group for which a 
particular organisation advertises itself as advocating become conflated or confused 
with the values and interests of that group, the Icnowledge of biotechnology 
stakeholders, regulators and policy-makers may be limited. Conceivably, conflicting 
or confusing interests and values may arise because civil society organisations 
engage in narrow ranges of activity and address narrow sets of issues and as such 
become special interest groups removed from the lay public from which they sprung. 
Additionally, civil society in theory is distinct from institutions such as the state, the 
market and the family, but in practice have strong links with them through advocacy 
relationships. This can lead to compromises and arrangements which while often 
necessary, can lead to distance between the perceptions, interests and values of a 
segment of the population, and a civil society organisation that may appear to other 
parties to re-present their message. Similarly, government by democratic 
representation could also be interpreted by biotechnology stakeholders to represent in 
policy the will of the wider public, when in fact many special interests are clouding 
the picture. These dimensions of the environment for biotechnology are complicated 
by layers and networks of interests, and so the complexity itself again also becomes a 
factor that can affect biotechnology, and of course be affected by it.
A related issue emerges from Innogen findings that civil society is more 
concerned with moral dimensions of biotechnology than ‘stakeholders’ (EGN, 2007). 
This moral climate would potentially then act as a constraining force on 
biotechnology. Lawmaking, policymaking and regulating are mediating that force 
however, buffering it in some ways, and institutionalising it in others, further
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confusing the situation. Laurie and team at Innogen suggest that policymakers, 
lawmakers and regulators are uncomfortable addressing these moral issues and their 
policies, laws and regulations do not truly or consistently reflect the moral values 
advocated (EGN, 2007). Instead there is the confusing situation where these 
institutions and their instruments represent some ‘collective’ moral and ethical values 
more effectively and frequently than others.
A climate o f ideas
Biotechnological developments take place against a backdrop of ongoing moral, 
ethical, intellectual and cultural discourse. They add to that discourse, and are 
sometimes facilitated or constrained by it.
One set of discourses that biotechnology affects and is affected by negotiate 
conceptions of human nature. Three examples of this are the discourses regarding the 
contributions of heredity and environmental factors to antisocial behaviour, 
discourses regarding identity, and discourses surrounding the balance between the 
individual and the population in ethical considerations. The latter has already been 
discussed, but we will address the first two discourses.
Kim-Cohen et al (2006) have found that a certain variation in the monoamine 
oxidase A (MAOA) gene influences the impact of childhood abuse on the risk of 
developing antisocial behaviour. They have found significant correlations in studies 
involving males. However, Mairi Levitt and Elisa Fieri of Cesagen argue that an 
earlier study that the Kim-Cohen meta-analysis covers and replicates demonstrates 
that interactions between inherited and environmental factors are too complex to 
isolate their roles in antisocial behaviours (EGN, 2007). Nevertheless, the idea of 
genetic predisposition to antisocial behaviour has already contributed to wide support 
among teaching professionals for interventions in schools to help young people 
manage their emotions.
Biotechnology exists in a social context that includes ongoing discourse 
regarding identity: human identity, social identities, and individual identity. 
Hauskeller of Egenis argues that representatives of human genetic informational 
projects promised insights into who we are and what made humanity and individual
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humans unique (EGN, 2007). She writes that this meaning of HGI research has 
followed the item into regulatory and public discourse. She presents the argument 
that expert and lay ethical discourse is similar in relation to genetic traits and the 
genome seeming to combine to define an individual’s identity.
In 2007, two dominant forces in the climate of ideas and the environment for 
biotechnology are the Earth’s climate and the environment we live in. This may 
facilitate some biotechnological items, such as bio-fuel applications. More 
respondents than not in the 2005 Eurobarometer claimed that they would be willing 
to pay more for bio-fuelled vehicles and would be willing to pay more for bio­
plastics (Gaskell, 2006). And yet, as discussed elsewhere, environmental concerns 
over GM crops could be constraining on agri-food applications. Furthermore, links 
between different research areas, public perceptions, regulations and investment 
strategies could conceivably lead to constraints in one area contributing to the 
facilitating or constraining of another area, and boosts in one area contributing to the 
constraining or facilitating of another area.
In this section, we have covered many examples of external influences on the broad 
field of biotechnology, and the influence it is having and will continue to have on its 
enviromnent. Jonathan Suk pointed to the trend in certain scientific communities 
towards a desire for more self-regulation and less of the kinds of external influences 
described in this section (EGN, 2007). In Suit’s expert workshop however, social and 
political scientists expressed concerns that seemed to suggest that techno-scientific 
communities with highly pressured and focused mandates for biotechnological 
research and results may not have sufficient incentives or awareness of the 
implications of their own research to properly govern it. The interconnectedness of 
this environment for biotechnology suggests that perceptions, communications and 
activities at any point in the environment could affect another element of the 
environment, meaning that many or all parts of the environment could at least 
indirectly have important affects on the development of areas of biotechnology.
The complex enviromnent and ecology around biotechnology suggested in 
this and the previous section, in turn suggest that many agendas, perspectives and
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ways of looking at biotechnology will be activated. Biotechnology also potentially 
becomes a platform from which to view many different categories and dimensions of 
human experience. There are many dimensions to biotechnology and many 
perspectives from which to make sense of them. There appears to be more to 
biotechnology than research, development, commercial and regulatory issues, as 
complex a web of issues as they are by themselves. The lay publics are part of this 
environment for biotechnology, and three questions are, what dimensions of 
biotechnology will they attempt to make sense of, what issues will they try to 
address; and secondly, how well-equipped will they be in Icnowledge, sense-making 
and access terms to address these issues; and thirdly, how will the Icnowledge they 
produce affect the ongoing debate and how complementary might it be to other 
knowledge sets.
2.2. Why study lay knowledge and sense-making in relation to biotechnology?
Two inter-related and valid questions are: why study lay Icnowledge and sense- 
making in relation to biotechnology and not some other field; and why study lay 
knowledge and sense-making of biotechnology rather than some other variety of 
knowledge and Icnowledge production? There are two main reasons to study lay 
knowledge and sense-making in relation to biotechnology. Firstly, biotechnology 
space is a very suitable opportunity to address the limitations, constraints, 
functionality, efficacy and complementarity of lay Icnowledge and sense-malcing. 
Secondly, lay Icnowledge and sense-making may have important implications for the 
development of biotechnology and offer perspectives on it worth considering.
Recent and ongoing developments make biotechnology something lay people 
have to make sense of in general and in terms of particular items. The field of 
biotechnology is in ongoing development and so members of lay publics may have 
vaiying levels of familiarity with different biotechnological items and lines of 
inquiry. This allows the researcher to explore how lay people make sense of items at 
different levels of existing familiarity.
Biotechnology and biotechnological items inhabit or can be interpreted as 
belonging to a wide variety of logical categories, suggesting that there may be many
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viable and justifiable perspectives on it. Many of these categories lie within or 
overlap with the wider social, economic, cultural, psychological and political areas 
that affect and are part of lay people’s lives, which suggests that lay perspectives on 
and knowledge about biotechnology will be generated. This affords the opportunity 
to study how lay people make sense of new technology and developments in 
complex and complicated domains built up on layers of previous knowledge that 
may affect their lives.
As previously discussed, views of lay publics interact to form a social, 
cultural and political environment that may act to facilitate or constrain 
developments in biotechnology, and biotechnology has implications for many 
aspects of lay people’s lives which should be considered. If lay knowledge and 
sense-making is an important part of the environment of biotechnology that can both 
facilitate and constrain biotechnology, and is affected by it, then the limitations, 
constraints, efficacy, functionality and complementarity of this Icnowledge and sense- 
making is an important area of investigation. If biotechnology, its complexity, 
ongoing development and implications for so many areas of life and society, 
constitutes a good test of the limitations, constraints, efficacy, functionality and 
complementarity of lay knowledge and its production, then it is a great opportunity 
to examine these dimensions of lay Icnowledge and sense-making.
Growing bio-banlcs are leading to concerns that expectations regarding health 
will have to be managed, developing economies are beginning to see the 
biotechnology industry as key to future competitiveness, and many industry insiders 
believe that products derived from the offspring of cloned animals will be entering 
the food chain in some part of the world by 2010 (EGN, 2007). The diverse field of 
biotechnology appears to have many more latest and loudest developments in the 
pipeline, and how lay publics make sense of new developments in biotechnology is a 
subject that looks set to be of renewed concern repeatedly for the foreseeable future.
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2.3. More on the public and biotechnology
2.3.1. Public reception of biotechnology
Levels o f support for biotechnology and biotechnological items
Large scale, longitudinal surveys provide a broad scope of the public reception of 
biotechnology. The Eurobarometer series of surveys have repeatedly found that 
levels of support for biotechnology are application specific (European Commission, 
1997; Gaskell, Allum, & Stares, 2003; Gaskell, 2006; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA & 
Marlier, 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). Europeans have generally supported research 
into therapeutic and environmental applications of biotechnology. Whereas, findings 
suggest widespread opposition to genetically modified foods and to the cloning of 
animals, even for medical applications. The Eurobarometer series of surveys appear 
to give a good overview of general views and levels of support among the European 
public. It has the advantage of longitudinal and comparative elements, and having 
very wide samples, which by 2005 had grown to 25,000 respondents with 
approximately 1,000 from each EU Member State (Gaskell, 2006).
In the most recent survey, the therapy-related items pharmacogenetics and 
gene therapy were perceived as useful and morally acceptable, and this despite gene 
therapy being seen as a risk for society (Gaskell, 2006). In the 2002 survey, genetic 
testing for inherited diseases and the cloning of human cells and tissues were seen as 
useful, morally acceptable and to be encouraged, although the latter was also seen as 
a risk (Gaskell et al., 2003). In 2005, there was still relatively high support for stem 
cell research in Europe, slightly higher for non-embryonic lines of research, largely 
conditional upon tight regulation being in place (Gaskell, 2006). Xenotransplantation 
was judged moderately useful, moderately risky and was only weakly supported 
(Gaskell et al., 2003).
Items seen as related to environmentally sustainable and remedial 
applications of biotechnology appear to receive relatively wide support from 
respondents. Bio-fuels, bio-plastics and bio-plants for industry receive wide support 
in 2005 (Gaskell, 2006). In 2002, GM enzymes for the production of
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environmentally friendly soaps were generally seen as useful and to be encouraged 
(Gaskell et al., 2003).
In the most recent survey, as with previous surveys, the majority of 
participants were found not to support GM foods. GM foods were also judged not to 
be useful, morally unacceptable and to be risky for society (Gaskell et al., 2003; 
Gaskell, 2006). The item, GM crops received lukewarm support in the 2002 survey, 
whilst being judged moderately useful and almost as risky as GM food.
The results of another eaiiier study reflect similar breakdowns of support. In 
response to a computer questionnaire given to 5400 visitors to a gene technology 
exhibition in Switzerland, 63% of participants said gene technology is dangerous, 
56% said that it had its benefits and 53% were in favour of gene technology 
(Zwimpfer, Gerber, Hunziker, Rihm, & Wessels, 1994). Once again, support was 
application specific. Vaccines and drugs received the majority of support. Genetic 
tests for hereditary diseases were less supported. Transgenic animals received as 
many supporters as opponents; however, the example given was cancer mice. Other 
applications and objects may conceivably not have attracted even this level of 
support. Respondents were most critical of GM food, with 68% opposing longer life 
tomatoes.
In a focus group study commissioned by the Danish Nutrition Council, none 
of the thirty participants reported being a full supporter of genetic engineering 
(Jensen & Mortensen, 1987). Whilst they accepted that there were medical benefits, 
they had ethical concerns regarding animal welfare, meddling with nature and the 
need for regulation. This may have been due to the broad framing of questions, the 
broad category addressed. It is noteworthy however, that even among general 
supporters of biotechnology, it can be perceived as somewhat ‘unnatural’ (Gaskell, 
1997; Gaskell et al., 2003). So there appears to be some weighing up going on even 
among supporters.
Specific applications deemed worthy of encouragement have often still been 
perceived as having associated risks (Gaskell, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003). A 
quantitative study into the UK public's attitudes to human genetic information, 
suggests that mixed feelings can accompany general support for a specific 
application (Human Genetics Commission, 2001). The findings suggest general
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support for uses of genetic information in areas such as diagnosis and treatment, 
alongside strong concerns about the use of genetic information by profit-motivated 
corporations for insurance and recruitment, or by parents who want to choose their 
child’s chaiacteristics.
Levels o f optimism in relation to biotechnology
In the 2005 Eurobarometer survey, 52% of European respondents were categorised 
as optimistic about biotechnology and genetic engineering. Comparing optimism 
about this technology class to two other major post-war era technologies, computers 
and information technology, and nuclear power, the 2005 survey finds biotechnology 
somewhere between the two. For computers and IT, 79 % of respondents were 
categorised as optimistic. For nuclear energy, the figure was 32%. Pessimism levels 
also placed biotechnology in between. After many years of media coverage and 
debate, biotechnology still attracted a ‘don’t know’ response to the question ‘will 
biotechnology (or genetic engineering) improve our way of life in the next 20 
years... have no effect... or make things worse’, from 22% of respondents (p. 11). 
The reports authors claimed that this suggests that many people still have not made 
up their minds about biotechnology. Further on in this chapter and in this thesis, 
some issues, concerns and knowledge problems that may underlie this state of things 
will be explored.
Levels of optimism relating to biotechnology had been found to have 
declined between 1991 and 1999 from 50 % in 1991 to 41 % in 1999, before rising 
again between 1999 and 2005 to 52%, close to 1991 levels (European Commission, 
1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; Gaskell, 2006; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; 
INRA Europe, 2000). Those percentages take into account new EU Member States. 
Levels of pessimism have followed an inverse trend.
In an earlier quantitative study conducted in the UK, France, Germany and 
Italy, a majority of respondents in the four countries expected biotechnology to 
improve life (Taverne, 1990). At the same time there were strong concerns about the 
potential dangers, particularly of eugenics and environmental contamination.
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General levels o f engagement or activism among the public
The most recent Eurobarometer survey on the topic of biotechnology suggests that 
38 % would sign a petition, that 33% would participate in a public debate or hearing, 
and that 16 per cent would demonstrate about issues surrounding biotechnology 
(Gaskell, 2006). 71% of the Eur opean public would definitely or probably watch TV 
programming or read articles regarding biotechnology.
2.3.2. Underlving issues and concerns
Many issues and concerns have been suggested to underlie the public reception of 
biotechnology and particular biotechnological items.
Morality, usefulness and risk
According to the Eurobarometer surveys, the main criteria for acceptance or non- 
acceptance of a biotechnology or its applications appear to be morality, risk and 
usefulness (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; 
INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). Where the public perceives genuine moral 
difficulties and/or no real benefits, it is unwilling to accept the perceived risks of new 
biotechnologies (Gaskell, 2000). Support for an application appears to be best 
predicted by evaluating the moral perspective, followed by its usefulness (Hamstra,
1998). In Eurobarometers 46.1 and 52.1, perceived risk appears to have only a 
marginal correlation with support for the application (European Commission, 1997; 
INRA Europe, 2000). Morality, usefulness and risk issues also arise as major 
concerns underlying levels of support, and mixed levels of support, for 
biotechnological items among Europeans in 2005 (Gaskell, 2006). When asked what 
they want to Icnow about, participants generally respond that they do not want to 
know about scientific details of items as much as they want to Icnow about benefits 
and risks for society, and that ethical issues are properly addressed. A substantial 
minority of respondents expressed wanting more emphasis placed on moral and 
ethical dimensions of biotechnologies.
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Hagedom and AllenderHagendorn (1997) sought to identify issues of public 
concern over agricultural and environmental biotechnology through a content 
analysis of opinion surveys and the popular press. A frequency index was generated 
to rank issues under categories of genetically engineered foods, plants, animals and 
micro-organisms. The public had largely been concerned with a subset of issues 
relating to ‘ethics, safety and value’. This index of issues was compared to a similar 
index of issues arising from technical and regulatory sources. They found that 
scientific and regulatory communities had ‘dealt’ with a different set of mainly 
research oriented issues. These differences in the focus of discourses will be explored 
in a later section. Others have suggested that the public has serious ethical and moral 
concerns, which many scientists have been found to view as unproblematic, focusing 
too much on risk (Birke & Michael, 1998; Gunter, Kinderlerer, & Beyleveld, 1999).
Familiarity
Familiarity arises as an apparent mediating factor, in that those who say they have 
heard of gene therapy or pharmacogenetics appeal* more positive about those items in 
terms of morality, usefulness, risk and support, than those who appear unfamiliar 
with them (Gaskell, 2006). In the case of GM food there is no significant difference 
in support and only very small variations in risk perception, but there is a more 
positive view about the moral acceptability and usefulness. This suggests that a 
perception or feeling of unfamiliarity and lack of information, or something not 
being on the public’s radar so to speak, is an issue in and of itself, which requires 
addressing before many members of the public can become more at ease about the 
item. It will not necessarily lead to higher levels of support for an item, however. It is 
also important to note that familiarity does not mean familiarity with scientific and 
technical details (Gaskell, 2006). Respondents in the 2005 Eurobarometer appear 
more interested in what items mean for society.
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Concerns about nature and unnaturalness
Pardo, Midden and Miller (2002), interpret the numbers relating to European 
reception of biotechnology as low receptivity. The low receptivity to biotechnology 
in European societies, they argue, reflects a general ambivalence towards science and 
technology. However, GM food is the current operational biotechnological 
application attracting relatively high levels of opposition, and yet Gaskell (2006) 
argue that comparative and longitudinal Eurobarometer data do not suggest that this 
opposition is part of a wider disapproval of science and technology, but instead that 
compelling consumer benefits of GM food have not been communicated. Certainly it 
would seem that various concerns arising among the European public about 
biotechnology are related to mixed feelings regarding science and technology. After 
all, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries science and technology brought us 
atomic bombs and gas chambers as well as electricity and penicillin. However, if we 
contrast public opinion on other technologies such as solar power, communications 
and IT with public opinion on biotechnology, it becomes clear that there is 
something else at work here (Gaskell et al., 2003; Gaskell, 2006; INRA Europe,
1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). Pardo et al suggest that this 
something else is the perception of biotechnology as 'unnatural' and the concerns 
arising from that perception. They argue that the ambivalence is exacerbated by the 
perception of biotechnology as having the potential to disrupt the fragile balance of 
nature, to which Europeans have developed a 'romantic attachment'. Together with a 
pessimistic view of changes to nature brought about by humans which has developed 
over the last thirty years, they argue that this ensures a lukewarm reception to 
biotechnology.
As mentioned earlier, Eurobarometer findings suggest widespread support for 
traditional therapeutic uses of biotechnology in diagnosis and treatment (European 
Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; Gaskell, 2006; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA 
et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). However, they also suggest significantly less 
support for the use of transgenic animals for research or organ transplants and 
widespread opposition to the cloning of animals. Meanwhile, there is greater and 
growing support for the cloning of human cells and tissues for similar purposes
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(Gaskell, 2000; Gaskell, 2006). There appear to be concerns about the transgression 
of species boundaries, especially between humans and other animals (Birke et al.,
1998). Concerns over ti'ansgenic animals and low support for items such as 
xenotransplantation relative to other therapeutic items would support claims about 
the public having concerns regarding the treatment of animals, the unnaturalness of 
transgenic items, and interference with nature. It could also be about scale, that there 
are distinctions made between technologies that affect the macro and those that affect 
the micro, for instance, whole versus part cloning, an entire organ or animal versus a 
cell or tissue. The fact is that animal cloning is permitted with regulation on a macro 
level whilst human cloning is only permitted on a micro scale, and this illustrates the 
inter-relatedness of biotechnological issues, and related to this, the need for more 
depth research in unpicking lay thinking.
Unnaturalness and concerns about impacts of biotechnology on nature appear 
to be a prominent issue for the public. As mentioned earlier, even among those who 
are optimistic about biotechnology and support it, and even among those supporting 
specific items, there are still many concerns over unnaturalness and impacts on 
nature (Gaskell, 1997; Gaskell, 2000; Gaskell et al., 2003; Gaskell, 2006; Taverne, 
1990).
Concerns about a slippery slope
An ongoing concern is the fear that the cloning of animals, brought to the public's 
attention by media coverage of the creation of Dolly the Sheep, might open the 
floodgates to human cloning and then other developments such as eugenics. In the 
Wellcome Trust research into perspectives of the British public on human cloning, 
participants expressed concerns that stem cell research might open the flood gates to 
reproductive human cloning, with its associated negative ethical implications 
(Wellcome Trust, 1998). In relation to trans-genetics, there also appear to be 
concerns about the transgression of species boundaries, especially between humans 
and other animals (Birke et al., 1998).
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Complicating issues
The focus group study commissioned by the Danish Nutrition Council illustrates 
some of the issues and concerns that complicate the reception of biotechnology 
(Jensen et a l, 1987). The study focuses on genetic engineering. None of the thirty 
participants reported being a full supporter of genetic engineering. Whilst they 
accepted that there were medical benefits, they had ethical concerns regarding animal 
welfare, meddling with nature and the need for regulation. There were fears about 
human applications expressed in relation to the Hitler regime and Huxley's 'Brave 
New World'. Government and industry were not trusted to regulate and pursue 
genetic research in the best interests of the public. There are two particularly 
complicating issues among these. Firstly, in expressing fears about human genetic 
engineering in relation to a fictional work, or historical events, how much of the fear 
communicated will be based on the biotechnological item and how much will be 
based on aspects of the fiction, or the historical event? Secondly, there is the 
situation of support being partly conditional on regulation, while at the same time 
there not being trust in government or industry to regulate in the best public interest. 
This concern appears to be self-reinforcing.
Support is, in many cases, in spite o f concerns
In an earlier quantitative study conducted in the UK, France, Germany and Italy, 
there were strong concerns about potential dangers, particularly of eugenics and 
environmental contamination, even with a majority of respondents in the four 
countries reporting that they expected biotechnology to improve life (Taverne, 1990). 
Even among general supporters of biotechnology, perceived unnaturalness can be a 
concern (Gaskell, 1997; Gaskell et a l, 2003).
In the quantitative study into the UK public's attitudes to human genetic 
information, despite the findings suggesting general support for uses of genetic 
information in ai*eas such as diagnosis and treatment, there were strong concerns 
about the use of genetic information by profit-motivated corporations for insurance 
and recruitment, or by parents who want to choose their child’s characteristics
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(Human Genetics Commission, 2001). There were concerns around who might use 
the item, for what they might use it, and who the targets might be.
Multiple issues attaching to items could lead to clashes o f concerns or interests, and 
mixedfeelings towards items
This goes back to the complexity of biotechnology and even specific 
biotechnological items. Multiple issues can attach to specific items, potentially 
causing clashes of interests and concerns within one individual. What we see here is 
a broad set of considerations being addressed by lay people, not a narrow set. The 
study into the UK public's attitudes to human genetic information mentioned above, 
suggests that mixed feelings towards a specific application might occur due to 
variation in attitudes to different issues raised by specifics of an application (Human 
Genetics Commission, 2001).
Issues and concerns regarding human ability and understanding
The Public Perceptions of Agricultural Biotechnologies in Europe research project 
(PABE) found that ordinai y members of the public are concerned largely about 
issues surrounding human fallibility in relation to GMOs (Marris, Wynne, Simmons, 
& Weldon, 2001). One dimension of these concerns appears to be to do with our 
ability to understand and mitigate the risks of all the ways in which GM crops might 
affect the environment, such as the behaviour of insects, for example bees flying 
from field to field, which it was believed might pose contamination risks. These 
concerns were based on Imowledge of human fallibility and our track record on the 
environment.
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Issues and concerns regarding whether the reliability and interests o f institutions, 
industry and various groupings ofpeople will coincide with the best interests o f the 
wider public and at-risk groups
As already mentioned, the PABE report argues that ordinary members of the public 
are concerned largely about issues surrounding human fallibility in relation to GMOs 
(Marris et al., 2001). These concerns over human fallibility extend to institutions, 
and appear to be based on knowledge of the past behaviour of the actors, or types of 
actors involved, such as regulatory authorities. They appear to have partly derived 
from histories such as track records. In addition, life experience had taught 
respondents that ‘formal rules and regulations, though well intended, would not, in 
the real world, be fully applied’ (p. 10).
Eurobarometer surveys report ambivalence and widespread opposition 
towards genetically modified foods and 'biotechnology/genetic engineering' being 
utilised in food production (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; 
Gaskell, 2006; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). 
Furthermore, there has been significantly greater opposition to GM foods than GM 
crops, suggesting that the public is more concerned about food safety than 
environmental impacts (Gaskell, 2000). There have been concerns among some 
sections of the population over whether food regulation agencies, the food industry, 
government and scientists can be trusted after their handling of the Foot and Mouth 
and BSE crises (Pardo, Midden, & Miller, 2002). Trust is very hard to recover once it 
is deemed to have been betrayed (Slovic, 1999).
Distrust has not been limited to the food industry. The findings of the Human 
Genetics Commission (2001) study suggest that there have been concerns among the 
public around who might use human genetic information, for what they might use it, 
and who the targets might be. The study suggests strong concerns about the use of 
genetic information by profit-motivated corporations for insurance and recruitment, 
or by parents who want to choose their child’s characteristics. David Porteous and 
team at Innogen are finding public concern and trust issues surrounding consent, 
storage, access and use of genetic information (EGN, 2007). Trust issues involved 
with GM food and HGI reflect tmst issues that have appeared to surround all of the
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contentious biotechnology applications (Gaskell, 1997; Gaskell, 2000). There have 
been concerns about labelling, regulation and public paiticipation in the decision­
making process. There has been a lack of confidence in some sources of information 
and authority. Support for various biotechnological applications correlates with trust 
in public authority.
Eurobarometer findings suggest that the most trusted sources of information 
on 'science and technology' are consumer and environmental organisations, schools 
and universities (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et ah, 2003; INRA Europe, 
1991; INRA et ah, 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). According to Gaskell (2003):
‘Around 70% o f Europeans have confidence in doctors, university scientists, consumer 
organisations and patients’ organisations. Around 55% have confidence in scientists working 
in industry, newspapers and magazines, environmental groups, shops, farmers and the 
European Commission. However, less than 50% have confidence in their own government 
and in industry.’
The House of Lords' Science and Technology Committee (2000) announced that 
trust in governmental scientific communications was at an all time low. Pardo et al 
(2002) suggested that low confidence was partly due to changing perceptions of big 
business, the food industry and regulatory agencies. The perceived incompetence 
displayed by the European regulatory authorities, scientists, the food industry and 
national governments during the BSE and Foot and Mouth crises, and disputes 
between national governments, particularly France and the UK, have revived 
scepticism and suspicion amongst some sections of society. However, the 2005 
Eurobarometer survey appeared to find Europeans more optimistic and more trusting 
of the biotechnology industry and the regimes in place (Gaskell, 2006). A majority of 
respondents expressed willingness to delegate responsibility and decision-making to 
experts and authorities. Elsewhere in the report of the findings there was in general 
however, expression of interest in knowing that sufficient regulatory and ethical 
frameworks were in place even for a relatively well-supported item such as stem cell 
research.
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Desire among a sizeable minority for more attention to be paid to the voices o f the 
public
Despite a majority of Eurobarometer 2005 respondents expressing willingness to 
delegate responsibility and decision-making to experts and authorities, a sizeable 
minority wanted a greater place for public views in the ongoing debate on 
biotechnological matters and more emphasis on moral and ethical dimensions 
(Gaskell, 2006).
2.3.3. Findings regarding knowledge of biotechnoloev among the public
Overall, research findings have seemed to suggest that the public has a poor 
scientific Icnowledge of biotechnology, but some findings have suggested that a 
better way of looking at it might be that the public possesses a different kind of 
knowledge about biotechnological items. Further critique of views, knowledge and 
understanding of biotechnology among the public, among lay people will be 
separated out and addressed in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
Results of both quantitative and qualitative studies have concluded that the 
public has a poor scientific knowledge of modern biotechnology (European 
Commission, 1997; Food Future, 1995; Gaskell et al., 2003; Hamstra, 1998; INRA 
Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000; Wellcome Trust, 1998), This 
applies to self-report as well. For example, according to INRA (2000), 80% of both 
supporters and opponents of biotechnological applications report that they are 
‘insufficiently informed about biotechnology’. The Wellcome Trust (1998) 
commissioned research into the UK public’s perspectives on human cloning and the 
use of cloning technology in medical research explored participants’ Icnowledge 
through focus groups and interviews. Knowledge of the technical process was found 
to be limited. Pardo et al (2002) suggest that the European public has limited levels 
of understanding as regards biotechnology.
Focus group findings in the PABE report (2001) suggested that although 
ordinary members of the public did not hold technical knowledge of the science, 
research, regulation and commercialisation involved, they did appear to possess
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knowledge of GMOs. In the main, concerns were not ‘based on erroneous beliefs’ 
(p.9). Participants’ views were based on ‘empirical knowledge’. Marris et al go on to 
describe that the ‘kind of Icnowledge’ of GMOs that members of the public possessed 
was empirical lay Icnowledge of the past behaviour of the actors, or types of actors 
involved, such as regulatory authorities. There was also ‘Icnowledge about human 
fallibility derived from their daily experience’ (p. 10). Thirdly, there was ‘non­
specialist’, commonsense Icnowledge about things such as the behaviour of insects, 
such as bees flying from field to field.
In 2002, the Eui'opean public’s Icnowledge on matters relating to 
biotechnology and genetics was found by the Eurobarometer survey to have only 
slightly improved over the decade since the first survey (Gaskell et al., 2003). 
Knowledge assessment of respondents was based on a ‘biotechnology quiz’ 
consisting of statements such as ‘ordinary tomatoes do not contain genes, while 
genetically modified tomatoes do’ and ‘there are some bacteria that live on water’, to 
which they were asked to respond, ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘do not know’. By 2005, 8 out of 
the 10 questions asked in the quiz go back to 1996. From the vantage point of the 
2005 Eurobarometer, Gaskell (2006) argue that there has been a small increase in 
Europeans’ Icnowledge of genetics and biotechnology between 1996 and 2005. It is 
not clear to the authors whether this is due to the broader population learning more or 
whether it is due to a new generation, taught about biotechnology at school, entering 
the survey. Correct responses to a question about reproductive cloning have 
increased the most, suggesting that media coverage might be a factor.
The Eurobarometer survey of 2005 finds that the 66+ age group answers less 
‘textbook science’ quiz items correctly on average than the younger age groups, 
which all fair about the same (Gaskell, 2006). In relation to the more narrowly 
biotechnological quiz items, the likelihood of correct responses decreases as age 
increases. The three more narrowly biotechnological items are untrue statements 
designed, the authors say, to tap into menacing images about biotechnology. The 46- 
65 age group are actually most likely to respond that these statements are correct.
The 66+ age-group are most likely to respond that they do not know. This seems to 
suggest that as time passes and generations progress through the survey age- 
groupings, one could expect more correct responses to these items, but of course
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biotechnological developments seem set to carry on at a fast pace, so any 
Icnowledge gap that can be argued now would appear set to continue well into the 
future.
Findings suggesting poor scientific knowledge among the public have 
sometimes been presented as a Icnowledge deficit, or lack of knowledge on the part 
of the public (Hansen, Holm, Frewer, Robinson, & Sandoe, 2003; Marris et al., 
2001). This critique of the public’s knowledge and understanding will be addressed 
in the next section, 2.4.
Proportions o f the public that have heard about biotechnology
Eurobarometer findings for 2005 suggest that a majority of the European public have 
at least heard about biotechnology prior to the survey. 42 % of respondents report 
having talked about biotechnology with someone before the survey and 17% said 
that they had actively searched the internet on the topic. 10% of respondents even 
reported having attended a public meeting regarding biotechnology.
Associations lay people are making
In the Eurobarometer there is also an open question, which consisted of respondents 
being asked, ‘Could you tell me what comes to mind when you think about 
biotechnology in the broad sense, i.e. including genetic engineering?’ This was taken 
as far as eliciting a spontaneous association, which was then rated ‘positive, negative 
or neutral’, also speaking to attitude or support. In all the above cases, the percentage 
of respondents in each response category was calculated. In Eurobarometer 52.1, 
biotechnology was most popularly associated with ‘animal cloning and human 
beings’ (43%), ‘scientific research -  health -  technological development’ (33%) and 
‘genetically modified food’ (28%). 28% responded ‘do not know’ (INRA Europe, 
2000).
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2.3.4. Some publics or groupings in relation to biotechnology
Many lay publics, groupings or sections of society have been conceptualised in 
relation to biotechnology. As mentioned earlier, a large and dynamic variety of 
identifiable lay publics appear to be engaging with and making sense of 
biotechnological items (EGN, 2007). Public engagement is complex and dynamic. 
Identified publics include patients, parents, people concerned about animals, disabled 
people, people suffering from chronic illnesses, native peoples, and activists who are 
themselves generally advocates of wider publics such as those already mentioned, 
but are also often identified as a separate class, such as animal rights, social justice 
and disability rights activists. As discussed previously, while these different 
groupings have differing interests, probably because of the multi-category nature of 
not only biotechnology but also particular biotechnological items, the varying 
interests and values of different groupings sometimes do not appear to translate into 
substantial variations in levels of support along group lines. In other cases they do. 
Nevertheless, whatever values and interests items may trigger, they do not always 
appear to translate into levels of support variations that might be expected (Gaskell,
2006).
Regional groupings
For the majority of EU countries, Eurobarometer findings suggest that the proportion 
of people opposing GM food is greater than the proportion of people supporting it 
(Gaskell, 2006). There are exceptions, however. In the Czech Republic, Ireland,
Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Portugal and Spain, the number of supporters is suggested to 
be greater than the number of opponents.
Among biotechnology items there is a relatively strong level of support for 
stem cell research across Europe, at 59% for embryonic and 65% for non-embryonic 
stem cells, though conditional on sufficient regulation (Gaskell, 2006). Among the 
highest levels of support for embryonic stem cell research are in Belgium, Denmark, 
Italy, Netherlands and Sweden. Among the countries where support is relatively low.
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such as the Baltic States, Ireland, Malta, Portugal and Slovenia, there are relatively 
high levels, around one-third, of undecided respondents.
In relation to bio-plants, the proportion of approving respondents is greater 
than the number of disapproving respondents in all EU countries except Austria 
(Gaskell, 2006).
In relation to the storage and use of genetic data for medical and forensic 
purposes, there do appear to be some marked regional differences (Gaskell, 2006). In 
Sweden, Finland, Denmark and the Netherlands levels of support are at 70% and 
above, compared to approximately % in Germany, Greece and Austria. Gaskell et al 
(2006) suggest that this may reflect the communitarian ethic in the former countries.
Familiarity with biotechnological items differs from country to countiy. 
Taking the least well Icnown item across Europe, pharmacogenetics familiarity 
ranges from 14 % in the UK to 47 % in Sweden (Gaskell, 2006). And these regional 
differences in familiarity are item specific. For instance, in the Eurobarometer for 
2005, UK respondents report being joint-second most familiar with stem cell 
research, despite reporting the lowest levels of familiarity with pharmacogenetics. 
Interestingly, it is not always the case that increased national and political levels of 
debate increases levels of public awareness.
Levels of optimism regarding biotechnology are similar among US, Canadian 
and European publics (Gaskell, 2006). One notable exception however, is GM food, 
which Canadians and Europeans in general appear to view as less beneficial and 
more risky than do the US public.
Age groups
Over 65s appear less supportive of therapeutic genetics and GM food than younger 
age groups (Gaskell, 2006). Younger age groups are more likely to report that they 
would purchase GM food than older age groups. This is consistent with the risk 
literature where supporters of recent technologies tend to be younger (Slovic, 1999).
The Eurobarometer survey of 2005 finds that the 66+ age group answers less 
‘textbook science’ quiz items correctly on average than the younger age groups, 
which all fair about the same (Gaskell, 2006). In relation to the more narrowly
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biotechnological quiz items, the likelihood of correct responses decreases as age 
increases. The three more narrowly biotechnological items are untrue statements 
designed the authors say, to tap into menacing images about biotechnology. The 46- 
65 age group are actually most likely to state that these statements are correct. The 
66+ age-group are most likely to respond that they do not loiow.
Gender
The most recent Eurobarometer suggests that males aie more supportive of 
biotechnological items than females, on average (Gaskell, 2006). This differential 
decreases among the more highly educated males and females however, although 
highly educated women still appear to show a less active interest than their male 
counterparts according to the findings. In the risk literature the categories male and 
highly educated correlate with trust in authority and perceptions of low risk (Slovic,
1999). Earlier Eurobarometer surveys also found significant gender differentials 
regarding acceptance and perceptions of the risks of biotechnology (European 
Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; 
INRA Europe, 2000). Other European research has found women to be more 
concerned over gene technology and food risks than men, and found greater support 
for GE among males than females (Jelsoe, Lassen, Mortensen, & Kamara, 2001; 
Siegrist, 2003).
Perceptions of risk and trust in authority may not be the only reasons for 
gender differentials in support for biotechnology and particular applications. Other 
social and situational factors may attach to certain applications. For instance, in 
interviews and focus groups Macintyre, Reilly, Miller and Eldridge (1998) found that 
females in the UK were more concerned about food safety than men (Finucane & 
Holup, 2005). This concern increased if they were pregnant or had young children. 
These types of issues might affect certain applications, in this example GM food, and 
influence gender, parental and age differentials. Macintyre et al (1998) conclude that 
understandings of food safety appear to be dependent on social and cultural context.
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The 2005 Eurobarometer suggests males are more Icnowledgeable about 
biotechnology and related science in general (Gaskell, 2006). However, females 
appear more knowledgeable in terms of items surrounding pregnancy.
Religion
Eurobarometer survey results suggest that support for an application among the 
European public appears to be best predicted by evaluating the moral perspective 
(European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et 
al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). Even amongst supporters of a given biotechnology, 
there are concerns over the ‘unnaturalness’ of biotechnology. One might then expect 
that when it comes to organised religion and biotechnology, the higher the degree of 
faith the greater the sensitivity to the moral issues surrounding biotechnology, and to 
the ‘naturalness’ and degree o f ‘interference with God’s work’. It appears that some 
religious beliefs may affect the way biotechnology and particular applications of it 
are seen. Several religious groups have stated that genetic engineering goes against 
their belief systems (Finucane et al., 2005). According to Bruce and Eldridge (2000), 
certain religious groups have expressed concerns that trans-genesis is tantamount to 
playing God, that it is wrong in principle and will upset the natural order with 
unknown consequences. This appears to be the main problem the Scottish Anglican 
church have with GM foods, which among their number is considered morally 
disgusting (Paarlberg, 2000). The transfer of genes between species that cannot 
normally breed is deemed unnatural (Shepherd, Manaras, & Sparks, 2000). Other 
data on the influence of religion is however, counter-intuitive.
It seems that the only Christian group where members generally perceive 
cloning as a religious issue is the Evangelical movement (Scorgie & Evans Jones, 
1997). Research on Christianity and its impact on attitudes towards human cloning 
suggests that Christians are no more likely to be against human cloning than non­
religious individuals (Evans, 2002). Gaskell et al (2003) counter-intuitively suggest 
that people in Catholic countries have a higher propensity to support therapeutic 
cloning than in non-Catholic countries. Embryonic stem cell research could be 
argued to touch upon religious issues such as the sanctity of life. The dominant
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religious denomination of countries does not, however, appear to be a clear 
influence on the notable differences found in levels of support across national 
boundaries in Europe (Gaskell, 2006). Traditionally Catholic and Protestant nations 
appear among the countries registering the highest levels of support for embryonic 
stem cell research. Furthermore, the differences in levels of support for embryonic 
and non-embryonic stem cell research are not significantly larger in culturally 
Catholic and Protestant countries of Europe.
Animal rights groups
Ian Welsh and team at Cesagen suggest that animal rights groups appear to be among 
few groupings with clear pro/anti positions in the biotechnology debate (2007). They 
are clearly against items where they perceive animals come to harm.
2.3.5. Public and the media
Mainstream media as the dominant way in which the public comes into contact with 
the topic o f biotechnology
Mainstream media appears to be the dominant way in which the public are coming 
into contact with ideas, images and information about biotechnology. In the 
Eurobarometer survey for 2005, 71% of respondents report that they would definitely 
or probably watch TV programming or read articles on the subject of biotechnology, 
while a majority of respondents report having heard about biotechnology through the 
media (Gaskell, 2006). 17% report having searched for information about 
biotechnology through the internet. 42% report having talked with someone about 
biotechnology prior to the survey, while 10% report having attended a public 
meeting related to biotechnology. As previously discussed, what people make sense 
of or seek to in relation to biotechnology are usually images, concepts and stories 
covered by mainstream media.
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On the balance o f coverage
Mainstream media is a highly contested communications platform. Cesagen 
researchers have argued that mainstream media coverage can be uneven (EGN,
2007). Interestingly, they claim that scientists speaking on hot topics such as cloning 
have recently had more leverage to set media agendas, whereas actors such as the 
women whose embryos are being used for research are not given a fair share of 
airtime.
Message fidelity
Cesagen researchers claim that audiences and publics sophisticatedly demarcate fact 
from fiction (EGN, 2007). They explain that this is contrary to the fears expressed by 
biotechnology proponents. There may be some communications problems however, 
in terms of terminology. Christine Hauskeller of Egenis has found what she calls 
semantic drift in dissemination of research (EGN, 2007). She argues that in 
biomedical research there are many terms with no fixed and undisputed meaning that 
depend on context for their meanings to be located. This tends not to be a problem in 
research discourse, she claims, but when taken wider there is semantic drift and in 
addition to this, re-labelling strategies backfire.
Influence, the public and the media
Bauer (2002; 2005) explores the relationship between quality press coverage of 
biotechnology and the perceptions of its readership, drawing on analysis of British 
press coverage from 1973 to 1999 and analysis of Eurobarometer data of European 
public opinion about biotechnology from 1996 and 1999. The articles covering the 
research claimed a convergence of press coverage and the perceptions of the 
readership over time, and suggested the cultivation of a dichotomy between 
‘“desirable” biomedical biotechnology’ and ‘“undesirable” agri-food biotechnology’ 
in the minds of the readership. A cultivation argument however, is not full-proof. 
‘Desirability’ and ‘undesirability’ could conceivably have been reached by a
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different route. It could possibly have been a co-construction as journalists can be 
influenced by their perceptions of the views of their readership, their families, the 
guy on the street, or the implied other. Nevertheless, this research suggests a lay 
sense cultivated to an extent by the media - media fostered meaning - focusing on the 
layperson’s taking of sense rather than his or her making of sense.
2,4, Critique of the publions views, knowledge and understanding in relation to 
biotechnology
2.4.1. Critique of the public’s views, knowledge and understanding of biotechnoloev 
-  knowledge deficit
The argument that negative views towards biotechnological items among the public, 
and differences o f opinion between experts and lay people, are due to a ‘knowledge 
deficit ‘ on the part o f lay people
There are experts in areas such as GM food and crops, including scientists, food 
producers and public health advisors, and also public understanding researchers, that 
attribute differences of opinion between themselves and lay people to a ‘knowledge 
deficit’ on the part of lay people (Hansen et al., 2003). The PABE report (2001) also 
notes that many stakeholders in the GM debate frame public responses to GMOs in 
terms of a lack of knowledge or of being ‘non-scientific’. Gaskell et al (2000), state 
that opponents of biotechnology were generally more likely to believe untrue 
statements about biotechnology, which not only demonstrated a lack of scientific 
knowledge in their view, but also a lack of trust in science and a tendency to believe 
statements that demonised science.
Gaskell et al (2006) situate the biotechnology-arena Icnowledge-deficit 
argument within a wider knowledge-deficit model, which argues that negative views 
towards science and technology result from a lack of loiowledge among the public.
In one sense, the Icnowledge-deficit model is correct in relation to 
biotechnology. The findings of many quantitative and qualitative studies suggest that 
the public has a poor scientific knowledge of modern biotechnology (European
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Commission, 1997; Food Future, 1995; Gaskell et al., 2003; Harastra, 1998; INRA 
Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000; Wellcome Trust, 1998). This 
is important because loiowledge deficit such as this would in all likelihood have 
consequences for understanding of biotechnological items, and sense made of them. 
It would appear to be a limitation and a constraint on understanding and what sense 
can be made. The model begs two questions, however: whether this is a complete 
enough way of assessing what lay people know, and whether any deficit of scientific 
knowledge actually accounts for negative views towards biotechnological items 
among the public, and differences of opinion between experts and lay people.
Policy suggestions that appear to draw on a knowledge-deficit argument
There do appear to be consequences to holding a laiowledge-deficit model of public 
views on biotechnology. Drawing on this knowledge-deficit outlook are the 
suggestions that consumers should be educated into wanting and adopting new 
technology (Marris et al., 2001; Santerre & Machtmes, 2002), and that public 
familiarity with basic scientific concepts and principles are necessary for effective 
democratic decision-making (Miller, 1998).
Critique o f the critique
This knowledge-deficit model implies that either lay people in general hold little 
knowledge of any kind relating to biotechnological issues, or it is evaluating the 
public’s loiowledge against benchmarks of informed-ness external to it. The problem 
with this model is that it does not properly, if at all, appreciate lay knowledge as a 
different form of knowledge that may or may not have a place in the ongoing debate 
over biotechnology. Instead the model appears to be conceiving of lay knowledge as 
little or no scientific and factual loiowledge, or to varying degrees, ‘wrong’ 
loiowledge. This is important because the findings of many quantitative and 
qualitative studies can lead to the conclusion that the public has a poor scientific 
knowledge of modern biotechnology (European Commission, 1997; Food Future, 
1995; Gaskell et al., 2003; Hamstra, 1998; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993;
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INRA Europe, 2000; Wellcome Trust, 1998), and yet there are various findings that 
undermine the Icnowledge-deficit model that appears to seek to establish poor 
scientific loiowledge as the reason for and reluctance to accept or encourage 
biotechnologies and their many applications. The Eurobarometer surveys themselves 
show a poor correlation between ‘loiowledge of biotechnology’ and support for its 
applications (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et ah, 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; 
INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). This applies to self-report as well. For 
example, according to INRA (2000), 80% of both supporters and opponents of 
biotechnological applications report that they are ‘insufficiently informed about 
biotechnology’. Better informed people are not less critical, in fact they are more 
likely to perceive disadvantages and to display less confidence in regulations of 
biotechnological research and development (Food Future, 1995). Therefore, 
assertions by some scientists that the low levels of support for some applications are 
due to a lack of loiowledge and awareness appear unfounded. For many people, lack 
of support may in fact be due to the real ethical and moral concerns involved, which 
many scientists have been found to view as unproblematic, focusing too much on 
risk (Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999).
The Wellcome Trust (1998) commissioned research into perspectives of the 
‘uninvolved’ British public on human cloning and the use of cloning technology in 
medical research, ‘exploring participants’ loiowledge and image’ of the areas. Data 
was collected through 10 group discussions and 4 interviews with couples. In the last 
half hour of the two hour discussions, participants were ‘taught’ about cloning 
technology, the lessons comprising o f ‘scientific information’ complete with 
diagrams relating to human cloning and the use of cloning technology in medical 
research. Groups were then ‘reconvened between one and four weeks later to see 
how, if at all, views had changed’. Participants were found to have ‘fearful 
perceptions’ and many concerns relating to human reproductive cloning. It was 
almost uniformly rejected. Knowledge of the technical process was limited but 
provision o f ‘additional factual information’ did not alter those concerns. After the 
additional information and time for consideration, reservations were expressed in 
relation to the ‘type of research’ and the ‘uses’ it would be put to. Participants also 
expressed concerns that if such research were allowed to go ahead, it might open the
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flood gates to reproductive human cloning, with its associated negative ethical 
implications. Participants were also suspicious of scientists’ motives and had little 
confidence in regulation. Findings undermining the loiowledge-deflcit model also 
emerge from studies specifically looking for any relationship between levels of 
knowledge, informed-ness and levels of support for biotechnology.
Priest, Bonfadelli and Rusanen (2003) looked for a relationship between 
‘levels of knowledge, educational levels, and degrees of encouragement for 
biotechnology development’ across a variety o f ‘medical and agricultural 
applications’. The cross-cultural study used results from the 1999 Eurobarometer 
survey and a telephone survey carried out in the United States similarly configured 
for the variables under consideration. The relationship between the variables was 
described as ‘weak’ in the face of both lower and higher perceived risk. Analysis of 
the relationship between encouragement and trust in relevant authorities and 
institutions was also found to be weak. The authors concluded that the results ‘called 
into question’ the knowledge deficit model and the ‘common assumption that higher 
science literacy produces greater acceptance’. Degrees and distributions of trust in 
the various actors involved in the development and debate over biotechnology 
appeared to be a factor in opinion formation and support for applications.
Bonfadelli, Dahinden and Leonarz (2002) explained that due to the Swiss 
system of direct democracy, two referenda had been held on biotechnology 
regulation in Switzerland, one in 1992 and the other in 1998, sparking extensive 
public debates. The Swiss public is therefore relatively ‘well-informed’ on 
biotechnology in comparison to other Europeans, and yet they are ‘sceptical’ about 
it. Bonfadelli et al argue that this contradicts the ‘deficit model’ that predicts a 
‘positive correlation between knowledge of, and support for, a specific technology’.
Gottweis (2002) argued that positive public reception of medically-related 
biotechnology revealed through public opinion research indicated that the ‘deficit 
theory’ that public concerns are ‘based on misunderstandings and lack of scientific 
information’ is overly simplistic and that ‘lack of trust’ played a larger role. 
Furthermore, for many people lack of support in some areas may in fact be due to the 
real ethical and moral concerns involved, which many scientists have been found to
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view as unproblematic, much more focused on risk (Birke et a l, 1998; Gunter et al,
1999).
Sturgis, Cooper and Fife-Schaw (2005) investigate the idea that increased 
scientific loiowledge can bring about change in the ‘favourability of attitudes’. The 
study is investigating what the favourability of attitudes would be if the general 
public had as much scientific knowledge, and scientific knowledge regarding 
biotechnology, as the ‘currently best-informed members’. The relationship between 
loiowledge and attitudes is examined with respect to biotechnology using data from 
the 2000 British Social Attitudes Survey and the 1999 Wellcome Consultative Panel 
on Gene Therapy, and a regression-based modelling technique. Findings suggest that 
scientific knowledge has an important role in determining attitudes, but that the 
nature of the relationship varies according to the application and the ‘social location’ 
of the individual.
While limited scientific knowledge clearly has consequences for understanding of 
biotechnological items and sense made of them, it may not account for negative 
views towards biotechnological items among the public, and differences of opinion 
between experts and lay people, to the degree that some would think. The model 
would also not appear to be a complete enough way of assessing what lay people 
know, and what underlies their views and concerns.
2.4.2. Critique of the public’s views and loiowledge of biotechnoloev -  a different 
kind of loiowledge, based on a different set of concerns
There has been support for the idea of assessing lay loiowledge regarding 
biotechnology on its own terms, quite apart from the degree to which it contains what 
is often termed ‘accurate’ or ‘factual’ scientific information. There are suggestions 
that lay knowledge regarding biotechnology should be appreciated as a different kind 
of loiowledge, addressing a different distribution of issues and concerns, and that this 
is reflected in different views on some items.
Hendry (2002) argues that scientific and commercial/industrial communities 
engage in ‘separate discourses’ about biotechnology than do the general public. It is
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argued that these separate ‘preoccupations and concerns’ are founded on different 
concepts of loiowledge and learning with different underlying logics and 
assumptions.
Hagedorn and AllenderHagendorn (1997) sought to identify issues of public 
concern over agricultural and environmental biotechnology through a content 
analysis of opinion surveys and the popular press. A frequency index was generated 
to rank issues under categories of genetically engineered foods, plants, animals and 
micro-organisms. This index of issues was compared to a similar index of issues 
arising from technical and regulatory sources. They found that scientific and 
regulatory communities had ‘dealt’ mainly with research oriented issues, whereas the 
public had largely ‘been concerned with a different subset’ of issues relating to 
‘ethics, safety and value’. The idea that the public are concerned with ‘a different 
subset’ of issues than scientific and regulatory communities deal with, suggests that 
public perspectives might have value apart from the degree to which they contain 
what is often termed ‘accurate’ or ‘factual’ scientific information.
In some cases, members of the public do not appear to desire scientific details 
of biotechnological items. What members of the public generally do want to know 
about are the social implications of items. In the 2005 Eurobarometer survey, people 
were asked what they desired to know about stem cell research (Gaskell, 2006). They 
generally did not desire to Icnow scientific details. Responses suggested that they 
wanted to know about implications for society, such as benefits, risks and ethical 
issues, and they wanted to know that these issues would be properly dealt with and 
that sufficient regulation would be in place.
Focus group findings in the PABE report (2001) suggested that although 
ordinary members of the public did not hold technical loiowledge of the science, 
research, regulation and commercialisation involved, they did appear to possess 
loiowledge of GMOs from which their concern derived. In the main, concerns were 
not ‘based on erroneous beliefs’ (p.9). Participants’ views were based on ‘empirical 
knowledge’ and ‘not on subjective or emotional responses’. Marris et al go on to 
describe that the ‘kind of knowledge’ employed by members of the public to make 
sense of GMOs was o f ‘different kind’ to that seen as relevant by scientists, policy 
makers and promoters of GMOs. The main type of knowledge employed in
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evaluating GMOs was found to be an empirical lay knowledge of the past behaviour 
of the actors, or types of actors involved, such as regulatory authorities. There was 
also ‘knowledge about human fallibility derived from their daily experience, which 
had taught them that formal rules and regulations, though well intended, would not, 
in the real world, be fully applied’ (p. 10). Thirdly, there was ‘non-specialist’, 
commonsense knowledge about things such as the behaviour of insects, for example 
bees flying from field to field, which it was believed might pose contamination risks.
An important point made in the PABE report is about the mobilisation of 
existing loiowledge in the making sense and evaluation of GMOs. Existing 
knowledge being brought to bear on the biotechnological developments would mean 
that history and context are being brought to bear and not just what might be termed 
the narrow facts of the science, regulations or procedures. Track records appear to be 
being brought to bear, as well as trust, suspicions, expectations and much more. 
Michael and Brown (2004) investigate the ways in which ‘lay people understand and 
assess xenotransplantation’, drawing on focus group data. Lay people are found to 
show collective cost-benefit thinking complicated by three ‘meta-arguments’ 
regarding ‘unexamined relations of trust’, irrelevance due to inevitability of 
xenotransplantation and ‘redundancy in the face of desperation’. Here expectations 
and relations of trust are being brought to bear on the issue xenotransplantation, and 
the results also show that metaphors were employed by participants to try and 
understand xenotransplantation. The concept of xenotransplantation is being attached 
to issues of social relations and expectations of efficacy, complicating the lay sense- 
making process. When Siegrist (2003) examined perceptions of and attitudes toward 
genetically engineered food and other ‘food hazards’ in telephone interviews 
conducted with a random sample of 1001 people in Switzerland, general attitudes 
towards technology and political beliefs were found to influence perceptions of GE 
food and gene technology.
The idea that lay loiowledge addresses a different set of issues and concerns 
speaks to a complementarity of lay knowledge. That it may contribute to filling out 
the big picture of biotechnology.
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2,5. Social representations theory as a framework for examining lay knowledge of 
biotechnology, and understanding how and why lay people make sense of 
biotechnological developments
Social representations theory provides a framework for studying how and why 
laypeople make sense of new developments, particularly in the sciences, and for 
examining lay loiowledge. As such, it seems particularly relevant to the study of lay 
sense-making and resultant loiowledge with regard to bioteclinology.
In the case of members of the public making sense of modern biology-based 
technological items, including recent and ongoing developments, lay people are 
being faced with a rapidly developing techno-scientific field encompassing a broad 
range of applications with wide-ranging social, ethical, moral and technical 
implications. Social representations theory is particularly suited to this area because 
it is about how lay people make sense of new developments, and was formulated 
with how lay people make sense of new items emerging from science and technology 
fields especially in mind.
It seems that social representations theory provides an integrating explanatory 
framework for some of the suggestions for how members of the public make sense of 
biotechnological items that have been encountered so far. Social representations 
theory is apt in that it provides explanations for how lay people can make sense of 
items without access to memories of knowingly experienced material objectifications 
of significant dimensions of the items, which as discussed earlier, is generally the 
case with lay people.
The PABE report (2001) suggested members of the public possessed lay 
knowledge of the past behaviour of the actors within the GMO arena as well as 
knowledge of human fallibility derived from past experience. An important theme of 
the PABE report is about the mobilisation of existing knowledge in the making sense 
and evaluation of GMOs. Existing knowledge being brought to bear on the 
biotechnological developments would mean that history and context are being 
brought to bear on GMOs. This historical dimension is a core tenet of social 
representations theory where new developments are anchored to pre-existing 
categories as part of the sense-making process. The PABE report also mentions
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members of the public possessing non-expert commonsense knowledge about 
things such as the behaviour of insects, such as bees flying from field to field. Social 
representations theory is about non-expert, common sense being used in the process 
of making sense of new items, so again, social representations offers explanations for 
how the public can make sense of biotechnological items without what some regard 
as sufficient scientific or technical knowledge, or material objectification.
Michael and Brown (2004) found that metaphors were employed by 
participants to try and understand xenotransplantation. Metaphoric sense-making is 
also part of the SR explanation of lay sense-making.
We have touched upon limitations of the public’s loiowledge regarding 
biotechnology in terms of its scientific content, but the social representations 
framework provides insight into a limitation of lay knowledge and sense-making that 
goes beyond any scientific loiowledge-deficit, which may well be applicable in the 
biotechnology arena. This is the phenomenon of the foregone conclusion, what 
Moscovici calls ‘the priority of the verdict over the trial’ (Moscovici, 1984, p.32). 
Social representations theory also provides insight into functionality of lay 
knowledge.
Serge Moscovici is generally acknowledged as having developed what is 
referred to as social representations theory. His theory appears to have been 
emerging in the early 1950s from musings over social loiowledge (Moscovici, 2001). 
He was addressing the problem of how science ‘turns into common loiowledge or lay 
knowledge’; how new scientific ideas, ‘strange images’ and ‘esoteric names’ are 
‘accepted’ and incorporated into the wider culture: into everyday thinking, 
conversations, language and behaviour; into dictionaries and literature. Moscovici 
was not conceiving of the masses passively consuming these new ideas. Instead, 
diverse theories were ‘combined’ and ‘shaped’ by the ‘intuitions, the interests, and 
the ordinary experience of each of us’. Despite the connections between lay 
knowledge and scientific knowledge, Moscovici was keen to point out that there 
were differences between the two ‘types’ of knowledge. Lay knowledge did not 
require special training; it was picked up by ordinary members of a community in the 
‘normal course of life’. Furthermore, lay knowledge did not have ‘truth or epistemic 
error as its only touchstone’. For Moscovici, with the onset of universal education in
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the West, including science education to a certain level, lay loiowledge and lay 
loiowledge of scientific subjects in particular, increasingly became seen as ‘trivial, 
superficial and false’, as ‘vulgarisation of science’. It was and still is held in some 
contempt. This was accompanied by what Moscovici thought of as the lamentable 
belief that scientific thinlcing and loiowledge should replace lay thinking and 
knowledge. It would seem then that the study of social representations arose out of 
an appreciation of lay knowledge in the broader sense of trying to fully understand it 
because it is valuable.
Moscovici argues that science, once based on common sense, on lay 
loiowledge, had ‘made common sense less common’ and that now common sense 
was ‘science made common’ (Moscovici, 1984, p.29). This makes common sense 
sound like dumbed-down science. However, Moscovici goes on to show a great 
appreciation of common loiowledge, describing its representations as a ‘digest of 
culture and a mystery’ and stating that its commonplaces conceal ‘a world of 
knowledge’, which suggests he believes that lay knowledge is much more than 
watered-down scientific knowledge. Moscovici observed that the proliferation of 
scientific theories and information rather than replacing social representations such 
as those of which lay loiowledges, folk sciences and ideologies consisted, actually 
generated more such representations (Moscovici, 1984). The new, esoteric 
information was being consensually processed and re-presented at a more accessible 
level into something more familiar and tangible. Moscovici put this across as 
something societies and groups are compelled to do when they encounter the novel 
and unfamiliar, which of course science and technology produce.
If lay knowledge consists of social representations, what are social 
representations? Social representations are co-constructed networks of shared 
meaning and associated imagery, and so much more. The word ‘representation’ 
suggests a loiowledge of something not derived directly from sense data and indeed 
this is what Moscovici was suggesting by its use (Moscovici, 2001). For Moscovici, 
lay knowledge consists of representations that pre-exist or substitute for direct 
observation and interaction in our perceptions. Moscovici (2001, p. 18) used the 
example of money to explain what he termed the ‘primacy of representation’. He 
wrote that ‘we do not first “perceive” money by looking at a banknote’ but rather.
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‘the representation of money... is already there’. An individual today does not 
derive ideas such as the idea that one can buy things with the banknote or exchange it 
for goods and services from looking at the banknote, these ideas are part of a pre­
existing representation that culturally we share. Moscovici also held it as self-evident 
that these representations only last as long as a group believes in them. To extend the 
example of money, if we no longer shared this representation, if we stopped 
believing that we could exchange these banknotes for goods and services, the 
banknotes would lose their value.
Moscovici (2001, p. 19) reflected on what a representation consisted of. He 
identified two aspects: a ‘conceptual or verbal aspect’ and a corresponding ‘iconic’ 
or imagery aspect. The images could come across through figurative language from 
which meanings could be taken and mental images could be formed. For example, 
‘man on the moon’ might mean something for the reader while also evoking mental 
imagery. Moscovici has repeatedly identified metaphors as a key way in which the 
ideas are translated into imagery, and from this line of thought has defined a dynamic 
view of social representations as fluid networks of ideas, metaphors and images, 
‘more or less loosely tied together’ (Moscovici, 1998, p.244; Moscovici, 2001). 
Moscovici (1998) appears ambivalent to the more static and structural approach of 
researchers such as Abric (2001) and Emler and Dickinson (1985) that present social 
representations as hierarchical arrangements of ideas, metaphors and images 
connected according to the demands of kernels, core beliefs that in turn reflect the 
pressures and demands of the groups concerned. Nevertheless, Moscovici (1988) 
proposed that researchers could distinguish between types of social representations 
on the basis of some overall properties and social functions. Jost and Ignatow (2001) 
point out that there is no conclusive empirical support for this suggestion. This kind 
of theoretical typology at the macro level and in the structural approach overshadow 
the dynamic nature of social representations and the important insight that social 
representations are researcher constructs approximating at patterns of representation 
distributed across a population and constantly mutating (Lahlou, 2001).
An important point is intrinsic to my use of the word ‘representations’ 
interchangeably with ‘social representations’. Moscovici (2001) appears to object not 
only to Descartes’ dualism in relation to the mind/body problem but also in relation
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to the dichotomisation of the individual mind and culture. So, if I were to write that 
a social representation was a construct of the researcher concerned that identified 
what they perceived as a pattern of representation among a given population (Lahlou, 
2001), I would still acknowledge that those representations held by individual 
members of the population were social in nature. It is simply that an individual 
cannot perceive the stmcture of a social representation in its entirety or its detail 
because it at once inhabits many minds and is dynamic. All of this is not to say that 
there are not representations that are individual in nature, and of course social 
representations are individualised, that is part of how they mutate (Lahlou, 2001). 
This is however, part of a process of ongoing co-construction and cultural selection 
whereby some mutations reproduce across a population and others ai e minority or 
become extinct. The individual representations that appear to endure tend to be 
aligned with (, to conceivably have seeded) and/or derive from the emergent pattern 
and current of representation in a population of representations: what might be re­
presented as the social representation (Moscovici & Galam, 1994). The pressures of 
communication and collective action demand it.
Moscovici was looking for the form that lay knowledge took and he arrived at 
the social representation, and from there he proceeded to its formation, the 
representational processes. In social representations theory, this familiarisation of the 
unfamiliar is made possible through two processes of social representation: 
anchoring and objectification.
Moscovici proposes that the unfamiliar, such as the strange, new ideas and 
concepts emerging from science and accompanying new technology are rendered 
familiar and more tangible through two cognitive processes of social representation: 
anchoring m d objectification (Moscovici, 1984, p.29). The first mechanism, 
anchoring works to set the strange, new ideas in the familiar context of categories 
and representations already held by individuals and their social contexts, to reduce 
them to the available encyclopaedia of the usual categories and images that are 
familiar to them. The second mechanism of social representation seeks to objectify 
the abstract concepts, to render them more tangible by turning them into ‘something 
almost concrete’; by linking them to concrete objects and translating them into 
concrete images familiar from the material world.
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Moscovici elaborates on the ways in which the two mechanisms make the 
unfamiliar, familiar (Moscovici, 1984, p.29/30). He explains that anchoring draws 
the foreign, the unfamiliar, the disturbing into ‘our own particular’ framework, into 
our own particular view of the world with its system of categories for comparisons 
with and inteipretations in reference to the category attributes, until the introduced 
concept finds its place, or is placed. This in a sense controls the new idea, anchoring 
it like ‘a stray boat to one of the buoys’ within our horizon. Comparisons with 
existing categories and placement classify the new item. Objectification plays its part 
in the familiarisation process by reproducing the new item, as Moscovici put it, 
‘among the things we can see and touch and thus control’. It is clear that a strong 
sense of controlling, almost taming strange, new items comes across in Moscovici’s 
familiarisation concept. What is being described is clearly not a process in which the 
public is passively educated in science, but a view of lay sense-making whereby a lot 
of the control rests with the wider society and with groups and individuals outside of 
the scientific community, or more broadly, outside of the producers of the new and 
unfamiliar, and apart from the properties of the new and unfamiliar themselves. The 
latter property of the process refers to the comparison of the new item to prescribed 
category attributes, and in the vivid world of objectification, often to a prototype or a 
‘test case’. This is where the danger inherent in social representations as here 
described lies, the fact that it relies on social memories, on implicit assumptions and 
‘foregone conclusions’. Moscovici powerfully extends the legal metaphor, referring 
to this phenomenon as ‘the priority of the verdict over the trial’ (Moscovici, 1984, 
p.32).
Denise Jodelet’s classic study of French villagers’ representation of mental 
patients placed in their midst by the medical authority illustrates the verdict before 
the trial point in relation to unfamiliar newcomers to a community (Jodelet, 1991). 
Villagers appeared to compare the incomers with categories and examples that were 
already established within their social context, such as the idiot, the tramp and the 
rogue. The mental patients were compared and interpreted against generally accepted 
category attributes, the test case or prototype. Jodelet found that even in the cases 
where a villager was aware of discrepancies, the mental patients would still acquire 
the generally accepted attributes of the category in the villager’s representation of
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them. According to Moscovici, as we transform and integrate new items into our 
existing representations the existing representations are also modified ‘somewhat’, 
but not by as much as the introduced items that ‘acquire a new existence’
(Moscovici, 1984, p.37). This asymmetry appears to be down to the vast, weight of 
memory, of our cultural memory, that tames and controls and imposes its pressures 
and demands on the new. The anchoring of new objects to pre-existing categories 
and representations nevertheless evolves these categories and representations. They 
expand, differentiate, are united and placed into different relations to one another 
(Flick, 2001). This process takes place within individuals and crucially, between 
individuals.
Interestingly, when initially defining the two mechanisms and sub-processes 
of the consensual process of social representation, Moscovici restricts himself first to 
describing a ‘thought process... in the mind’, which at least sounds like quite an 
individual event for what is usually defined as such a consensual process (Moscovici, 
1984, p.29). It is essential to remember, I think, especially when considering 
methodologies, that although the theory seeks to emphasise that social representation 
occurs between individuals and often across large groups, individual cognition, albeit 
using cultural material, plays a crucial part in the processing of the introduced 
concept.
Doise (1992) proposes the distinction of different levels of analysis of 
anchoring that are sometimes referred to as three types of anchoring (see Doise, 1986 
for levels of analysis). Firstly, there is psychological anchoring (Chryssochoou,
2004). This is people anchoring new information to their existing representations, 
with emphasis being placed on elements conceptualised as beliefs and values. The 
categorising of beliefs and values as things that can be anchored to and parts of a 
representation is sometimes done quite loosely, but in order to do so accurately a 
belief would be defined as information or knowledge believed to be true, and a value 
would be defined as a concept such as a principle or standard important to someone 
and possibly encoded as valued. Secondly, there is sociological anchoring. 
Chryssochoou (2004) describes Doise’s conception of this as the understanding of 
new loiowledge in a similar way by members of the same group. Anchoring 
intermediated by how people understand and are located with respect to social
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regulations, structures and identity dynamics is termed social psychological or 
psychosocial This proposal actually appears to be an expansion of the anchoring 
metaphor to social dynamics tightly related to social representational processes rather 
than a clarifying distinction. One now needs a qualifier to get back to the specificity 
of the definition proposed in the previous paragraphs. Where these related issues 
arise it may be prudent to describe them in other language and restrict the prefixing 
of representational processes to descriptors or qualifiers of the original definition, as 
outlined earlier for anchoring. That way the SR concept anchoring will get more 
specific rather than less specific.
2.5.1. Functions of social representation: the functional approach to lav Icnowledee 
and its production
The social representations theoretical framework included some ideas addressing 
functionality of lay knowledge and sense-maldng. Research taking a functional 
approach has suggested a range of functions. This sub-section will briefly review a 
variety of functions proposed in the social representations literature.
To render the new and unfamiliar, familiar;
Moscovici (2001) suggested that people construct representations in order to make 
the new and unfamiliar, familiar. Underlying this view of the function of social 
representation is the assumption that people are uneasy with the new and unfamiliar. 
Moscovici (2001, p.20) argues that initially new and unfamiliar items seem strange 
and uncanny to people, and that ‘individuals and communities resist the intrusion of 
strangeness’. If they are not able to resist the intrusion of the strange and unfamiliar 
into their lives they will have to make a representation of it. This transforms the 
strange and disturbing idea into something familiar that they can feel more at ease 
with.
According to Moscovici, new, novel and different individuals, objects, 
behaviours and ideas are at first considered not only strange and unfamiliar, but also 
‘groundless’, ‘unreasonable’ and ‘disturbing’ (Moscovici, 2001, p.20). Moscovici
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goes on to say that those individuals and groups that ‘cannot avoid contact’ with the 
strange, new ideas, behaviours or people then ‘have to make a representation of 
them’. This malces the strange and disturbing idea into something familiar that they 
can ‘feel at ease with’. This idea of rendering a new and strange item familiar in 
order to feel more at ease with it intertwines in Moscovici’s writings with the notion 
of social representation as a way of dealing with a sense of threat and distance that 
the new and unfamiliar instil. Earlier, Moscovici writes that the unclassified, 
unlabelled and unanchored are ‘alien, non-existent and at the same time threatening’ 
(Moscovici, 1984, p.30), and suggests that social representation functions to 
overcome this sense of thieat symbolically.
And the intangible, tangible
Classification and the concretising objectification mechanisms of representation help 
render the intangible, tangible (Moscovici, 2001).
Coping with threat
As already mentioned, Moscovici (1984) writes that these new and unfamiliar items 
can seem threatening, and suggests that social representation functions to overcome 
this sense of threat symbolically. Wagner, Kronberger and Seifert (2002) take up 
Moscovici’s idea that individuals and groups find new and unfamiliar entities 
disturbing and threatening and that social representation is a symbolic way of dealing 
with this situation when proposing that the function of social representations of 
genetic modification they identified in the Austrian and Greek publics was symbolic 
coping with their fears. This fear and sense of threat however, is assumed according 
to Jost and Ignatow (2001). They argue that social representations in relation to 
biotechnology, particularly those found in the Wagner et al study, do not appear to fit 
with a coping function. They claim that menacing images and related beliefs are 
actually more likely to exacerbate fear and a sense of threat. Of course, there may be 
arguments in the other direction. Some that spring to mind are, firstly, the possibility 
of this form of social representation being a type of coping through catharsis;
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secondly, coping through exploring scenarios, some of which may be worst-case; 
and thirdly, coping through the development of arguments and imagery that might 
help any argument against the developments, facilitate communications of 
displeasure, or simply transform the new developments into conversational currency. 
Gaskell (2001, p.233) writes about biotechnology that ‘people feel concerned, even 
threatened’ by this unfamiliar and ‘for the most part incomprehensible’ new science 
of biotechnology. He writes that social representation is in response to this 
‘challenge’ lay publics are ‘confronted by’. Calling representation a response is not 
as strong as calling it a coping function, but it is consistent with that idea.
Evaluation
Moscovici (1984) asserts that the anchoring system of classification assigns items 
positive or negative value; that in fact, ‘neutrality is forbidden’ by its logic. By this 
argument, the assigning of positive or negative value is intrinsic to social 
representation. Positive and negative evaluation enables opinion formation.
Group cohesiveness, identity, distinctiveness and coordination
Moscovici (2001) was very keen to point out that social representations, if anything, 
account for what binds groups of people together and distinguishes them from other 
groups of people, and that social representations express a group’s identity more than 
its physical or organisational properties. Doise, Clémence, and Lorenzi-Cioldi (1993) 
describe social representations as shared frames of reference. Doise (2001, p.98) 
describes them as ‘organising principles of symbolic relationships between groups 
and individuals’ that are ‘generated in systems of communication that necessitate 
common frames of reference’ among participants. Saadi Lahlou (2001) however, 
takes the group coordination and cooperation implied in and indeed necessary to the 
definition of social representations one step further. He explicitly argues that group 
coordination is a function of social representations, stating that social representations 
facilitate cooperation between individuals in this way.
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Lahlou (2001) compellingly argues that the technical coordination and 
social positioning (including division of labour, hierarchy and group affiliation) 
required for many of the most significant human endeavours from pyramid building 
to space travel are dependent on shared representations and common vision. Of 
course, there is the academic question of whether social representations serve the 
evolution of group cooperation and coordination or whether group cooperation and 
coordination serves the evolution of social representations, but that teleological 
question aside, Lahlou’s argument is positively commonsense. Jost and Ignatow 
(2001) have pointed out however, that Lahlou’s (2001) notion of a group 
coordination function of representations is not actually addressed in the study that 
accompanies his assertions. The research on the social representation of eating in 
France that Lahlou presents alongside this argument does not provide any empirical 
support for the apparently face-valid group coordination function or explicitly deal 
with cooperation (Jost et al., 2001). Rather, what are described in extensive detail are 
semantic relationships between concepts relating to food and eating, and some 
differences in associations according to age and gender. There are then references to 
societal norms and constraints that presumably connect or bring into line these 
differences, but how this might happen is not shown in relation to the data. Jost and 
Ignatow (2001) argue that coordination has not been demonstrated in relation to the 
data, let alone a coordination function.
Social influence
Moscovici (1988) describes two ‘types’ of social representation with a social 
influence function. Hegemonic representations are described as homogenous, stable 
and imposed, and they function to justify and maintain the status quo. Jost and Banaji 
(1994) have a similar concept with the system justification function. Then there are 
polemic representations, often associated with protestors, dissenters, counter-cultural 
and activist groups, which are oppositional in nature and function. Polemic 
representations are about system disruption. Both are social influence functions.
They are related to the idea that a social representation can be propagandist, realised 
in communication that arises out of social conflict and functioning to establish a
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version of the truth, or what is right from what is wrong, while discrediting other 
versions and differentiating itself from them (Doise, 1993). Propaganda and its 
constituent social representations can also be thought of as an attempt to assist or 
damage the cause of an organisation, movement, group or way of life (Collins 
English Dictionary, 1998). So both hegemonic representations and polemical 
representations inasmuch as they are about system justification and system disruption 
fall under this umbrella.
Moscovici (1988) had proposed that researchers could distinguish between 
types of social representations on the basis of some overall properties and social 
functions. He had distinguished three SR types: hegemonic, polemical and thirdly 
emancipated. As already discussed, hegemonic and polemical representations have 
what we term here social influence functionality, the dissenting voices generally 
gaining influence through a consistent minority in the latter (Moscovici & Mugny, 
1985; Moscovici, 1976). Emancipated representations on the other hand, are 
described as group-specific and independent, interpretative and consensual. Influence 
and influence attempts are involved in human communications in general, but 
emancipated representations are not about high-level social influence. Jost and 
Ignatow (2001) argue that there is no conclusive empirical support for being able to 
distinguish between types of social representation in this manner. At the same time, 
Jost does not oppose the idea of functionality of the process social representation, or 
of social representations having functions such as social influence. As already 
mentioned, Jost and Banaji (1994) propose their own function, the system 
justification function.
Rational argumentation
Jovchelovitch (2001) conceives of social representations functioning to facilitate 
rational argumentation. Jovchelovitch presents the social representations concept as a 
relatively recent phenomenon made possible by more democratic societies in which 
everything is questioned and autocratic representation from on high has diminished. 
In this conception of social representations they function to facilitate rational 
argumentation. Jost and Ignatow (2001) criticise this thesis however, suggesting that
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Jovchelovitch’s view of social representations emerges from an idealised 
conception of rational, rigorous, free and open debate that is not lived up to in reality 
and that there is no evidence for the presence or absence of social representations 
affecting the quality of argumentations. In fact, they go on to argue that the content 
and processes of social representations are often relatively iiTational and misleading.
2.5.2. Representing biotechnologv
Gaskell (2001) argues that within the biotechnology industry, biotechnology is 
commonly anchored to the life sciences and objectified with research activity, 
processes, applications and products. Largely due to the aforementioned wider social 
implications however, biotechnology and its various applications and lines of 
research are also being made sense of by members of lay publics, those who do not 
possess comprehensive knowledge of the life sciences and developments therein, and 
who do not have direct interaction with the material objectifications. Lay sense- 
making of biotechnology therefore anchors developments in biotechnology to 
categories available to lay publics, and objectifies it with imagery-objects contained 
therein. This is important because representations of biotechnology form a socio­
political environment that may ‘act to facilitate or constrain’ developments in 
biotechnology (Gaskell, 2001, p.234).
Drawing on social representations theory, numerous in-depth interviews and 
focus groups, Gaskell (2001) argues that in order to make sense of unfamiliar, new 
developments in biotechnology, most members of the public rely on various media 
and conversations among their social networks. Biotechnology is made reality 
through conversations drawing on ideas, metaphors and images from sources such as 
films, media reports, myths such as Franlcenstein and Faust, recent events such as the 
BSE crisis and existing beliefs about science. Biotechnology is familiarised by 
anchoring biotechnological items to existing categories, e.g.: nucleic transfer 
methods to the category Cloning and foods produced through genetic manipulation to 
the category GM Food. These abstract ideas are given relatively tangible form 
through the mechanism of objectification. For example, cloning is sometimes 
objectified with ‘Dolly the sheep’ and GM Food with ‘Frankenfoods’. According to
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Gaskell (2001), different social groupings with different worldviews and knowledge 
bases to draw upon, and with different agendas, concerns and interests will produce 
varied representations of biotechnology that constitute a socio-political environment 
for developments in biotechnology, that ‘may act to facilitate or constrain’ them 
(p.234).
Wagner, Ki'onberger and Seifert (2002) drew on the social representations 
framework to explain how a country’s public develops ‘an everyday understanding’ 
of genetic modification when it is portrayed as ‘potentially harmful’ by the media 
and where there has been ‘a recent increase in political activity’. Austria and Greece 
were chosen to illustrate the process under these conditions. Data was drawn from 
policy analyses, media analyses and the Eurobarometer surveys of European public 
opinion about biotechnology from 1996 and 1999. Data on public knowledge, belief 
and attitudes was collected through three questions from the Eurobarometer survey. 
They found that public understanding of genetic modification under these conditions 
was largely composed o f ‘menacing images’ and ‘related beliefs’. ‘Imaginary 
beliefs’ about genetically modified organisms were targeted by questions that 
involved eliciting responses of degrees of agreement/disagreement, or ‘Don’t know’ 
to proposed constructs, such as ‘Genetically modified animals are always bigger than 
ordinary ones’. The researchers put forward the theory of collective symbolic coping 
in order to try and understand the findings, which identified four phases: 1) 
awareness creation; 2) production of divergent images; 3) convergence upon several 
dominant images; and, 4) normalisation. The theory is very much about a social co­
construction of lay laiowledge in reaction to media portrayals of risk and policy 
activity. The researchers argue that the ‘beliefs in menacing images’ are ‘functionally 
equivalent to scientific knowledge in providing judgemental confidence and reducing 
self-ascribed ignorance’. They drew on Moscovici’s proposition that people co­
construct a social representation of the new, novel or unfamiliar, in order to deal with 
a sense of threat, to reduce fear and uncertainty by familiarising and making tangible 
a new development (Moscovici, 1984).
The findings and arguments reviewed in this chapter suggest that lay sense-making 
and laiowledge regarding biotechnology form part of an environment for
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biotechnology that may act to facilitate or constrain elements of its development. 
Despite criticisms of the public’s views, knowledge and understanding of modern 
biotechnology, developments in it affect many areas of life and promise to continue 
doing so. Therefore, there is every reason to expect that members of lay publics will 
continue to make sense of biotechnological items and form views of them into the 
foreseeable future. This chapter reviews findings suggesting that lay sense-making of 
biotechnological items addresses a separate set of issues and concerns from 
scientific, regulatory and commercial knowledge sets. It is argued here, that this 
suggests that there may be a complementarity to lay knowledge and that it may well 
have a place in ongoing debates around biotechnology. Nevertheless, findings and 
theory reviewed also suggest that lay knowledge may have certain limitations, and it 
is important to have some idea of what these might be. These and other issues raised 
in this chapter, led to the focus on lay sense-maldng and laiowledge of 
biotechnological items. The aim of this thesis is therefore, to examine lay sense- 
making and knowledge of biotechnological items, in order to shed light on the nature 
of the laiowledge produced, the processes involved, their functionality, their efficacy 
and their limitations.
The social representations literature suggests a number of functions that lay 
sense-making and laiowledge may serve. As explained in section 2.5.1, several of 
these functions have been contested. This thesis examines lay sense-making and 
knowledge of biotechnological items in order to shed light on the nature of any 
functionality, how it may come to be and the processes involved. Any functions 
identified will be examined, and functions reviewed in this chapter will be looked 
for. In this thesis, the term ‘function’ refers to what use, action, or effect some 
mechanism or property of lay sense-making or dimension of lay knowledge, is suited 
to or serves. Therefore, functionality does not have to be intentional, even if it 
appears to be so.
Findings of both qualitative and quantitative studies indicate that the public 
has a poor scientific laiowledge of modern biotechnology, as referenced in section 
2.3.3. Poor scientific knowledge and accuracy have been put forward as a limitation 
of a wider lay public’s knowledge regarding biotechnology, as referred to in section 
2.4. This critique itself has been criticised on the grounds that it does not appreciate
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lay laiowledge of biotechnology as a distinct and different kind of knowledge. In 
section 2.5 however, it is argued that social representations theory suggests another 
limitation of lay sense-making and knowledge of a domain under consideration, 
namely the foregone conclusion phenomenon. This suggests the importance of 
investigating lay sense-making and laiowledge of biotechnological items for 
limitations beyond the degree of scientific, technical or specialist knowledge that 
they may re-present and contain. These would be assessments of limitations of lay 
sense-making and knowledge based on examinations of actual lay knowledge about 
biotechnology, qualitatively distinct from any assessed lack of scientific content or 
accuracy among the public.
In section 2 and 2.1 of this chapter, there are a range of examples suggesting 
that biotechnology has implications for very many areas of life and engages the 
interests of many sections of society. In sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, findings suggest 
that scientific and regulatory communities may focus largely on particular research- 
oriented subsets of these issues. Earlier, in the penultimate paragraph of 2.1.1, it is 
also suggested that that techno-scientific communities with highly pressured and 
focused mandates for biotechnological research and results may not have sufficient 
incentives or awareness of the implications of their own research to properly govern 
it. Other findings in section 2.4.2, suggest that members of the public address a 
different set of issues and concerns than the discourses of the other communities. In 
section 2.3.3, it is suggested that the public possess a different kind of laiowledge 
about certain biotechnological items. In this thesis, it is expected that lay sense- 
making will address a different distribution of issues and concerns than do scientific, 
regulatory and commercial knowledge sets.
Earlier in section 2.2 of this chapter, it was argued that it is important to study lay 
sense-making and knowledge of biotechnological items because firstly, as a domain 
biotechnology presents challenges to lay sense-making, and secondly, lay laiowledge 
and sense-making may have important implications for the development of 
biotechnology and offer perspectives on it worth considering. Further on, it was also 
recognised that as a laiowledge-set distinct in various ways from scientific, 
regulatory, or commercial discourses, lay knowledge and sense-making of
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biotechnological items, including its possible limitations, should be examined 
largely in relation to its own processes and functions.
The theoretical approach underlying the studies that follow drew on social 
representations theory because it appears particularly relevant to the study of lay 
sense-making and knowledge of biotechnology and appears to fit with the insights 
gained from the review of the literature. Social representations theory provides a 
framework for studying lay sense-making of new developments, particularly in the 
sciences, without access to memories of knowingly-experienced material- 
objectifications of significant dimensions of the items. It provides conceptual tools 
such as anchoring and objectification for examining lay sense-making and 
knowledge. It addresses lay laiowledge as a distinct form of laiowledge. The social 
representations framework also has within it a functional approach and has proposed 
a limitation of lay laiowledge with reference to the lay sense-making process, namely 
the foregone conclusion phenomenon (Jodelet, 1991; Moscovici, 1984).
The potential offered by social representations theory allows both for 
working hypotheses and explanations to be developed. It informed the aim to collect 
data on verbal and visual representation, and categorisation of biotechnological 
items, as well as the expectations of functionality and limitations. This would not 
only allow exploration of whether lay people were making sense of biotechnological 
items in some of the ways suggested by this model and with functions previously 
suggested, such as Lahlou’s (2001) group coordination function, some of which had 
been contested (Jost & Ignatow, 2001), but also exploration of any new functionality; 
levels, forms and degrees of functionality; limitations; and specifications of their 
underlying dynamics.
The first study, presented in chapter three, was largely explorative. The main 
purpose of the study was to provide the first primary access of this thesis into the 
domain of how lay people make sense of biotechnological items and what sense they 
make of them. As argued earlier in this chapter, a key part of how people make sense 
of new ideas is by drawing them into existing available categories. It was deemed 
important to create a situation in which participants could categorise 
biotechnological items according to their own constructs in order to reveal 
constructs, principles and existing categories that might be employed by lay people
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in making sense of future developments in biotechnology. The approach chosen in 
the following study to explore lay categorisation of biotechnological items was the 
Multiple Sorting Task (Barnett, 2004; Canter, Brown, & Groat, 1985). The multiple 
sorting procedure appeared ideal for the purpose because of its focus on free 
categorisation of multiple items on the part of participants. The procedure also allows 
for categorisation of biotechnological items in the context of other biotechnological 
items, which seems quite realistic as people rarely consider items from a wider 
logical class in isolation. Multidimensional scalogram analysis was used to interpret 
the categorisations of subsets of participants in order to explore how categorisations 
might vary with social category memberships.
The second study was intended to develop on from the first by examining lay 
sense-making processes in greater depth. The semi-structured interview methodology 
used is more suited to exploring the dynamic nature of lay sense-making and the 
richness of lay knowledge, and to appreciate the roots of the multidimensionality 
apparent from the analysis in the first study. Furthermore, the analysis in the first 
study hinted at variety in functionality at the level of informational content, but more 
content was needed to examine it properly. The aim was to examine representational 
processes, mechanisms and content in some detail, in order to see how they might tie 
in to any functions or limitations found. It was early in the analysis of second study 
data that it was found that representational content can be usefully interpreted as 
informational solutions to laiowledge problems such as what biotechnology items 
are, who is behind them, what motivates them and who will items affect, and that the 
objectification process can be usefully parsed out into different kinds of links to 
objects and translation into imagery. These developments enabled detailed findings 
relating to the functionality of lay sense-making of biotechnological items and the 
underlying processes, and several functions and limitations are suggested by the data.
The third study examined the representation of biotechnology by protestors in 
the run up to and during protests against the BIO 2004 Biotechnology Industry 
Organisation’s annual convention. While the second study examined the 
representation of biotechnology by members of the public for whom making sense of 
biotechnology was accompanied by a feeling of not being able to do anything about 
or influence it in any way, the third study presented in chapter five afforded an
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opportunity to examine the representation of biotechnology by people who while 
also not being part of the business of biotechnology in the traditional sense, 
nevertheless felt that they can do something about it and take action. The same 
functional approach was taken as with the previous study, but this was also a good 
opportunity to explore the relationship between the representation of biotechnology 
and group pressures and interests, namely a wider agenda of ‘reclaiming the 
commons’, and to see whether or not there were different properties, limitations and 
functionality in action.
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3. Lay categorisation of biotechnological items: A multiple sorting task study
5.i. Introduction
This chapter raises several issues examined in more depth in later chapters. These 
issues include functionality of lay sense-making, the suggestion that lay sense- 
making addresses a different set of issues and concerns than other discourses, and 
what could be seen as a limitation of lay categorisation, the idea of subordination of 
categorisation to interests and to coherence across categorisations.
The study presented in this chapter addresses lay categorisation of 
biotechnological items. Investigating lay categorisation of biotechnological items 
was deemed important to better understanding ways in which lay people might make 
sense of biotechnological developments and distinguish among them. It also became 
clear during the review of the literature, that in order to assess lay knowledge of 
biotechnological items on its own terms, it is important to examine processes 
involved in its generation, which include the drawing of new scientific ideas into 
existing categories (Moscovici, 2001).
One much-used approach to researching lay laiowledge of biotechnological 
items has been to examine and test its factual content and accuracy. Much of the 
research into lay knowledge of biotechnological items has focused on what to a large 
extent has been shown to be missing from lay laiowledge (Hansen et al., 2003). Lay 
laiowledge of biotechnology has often been assessed in terms of what it is not -  
scientific laiowledge, instead of on its own terms. For example, in the Eurobarometer 
series, a ‘biotechnology quiz’ was used to measure the laiowledge of respondents. It 
consisted of statements such as ‘ordinary tomatoes do not contain genes, while 
genetically modified tomatoes do’ and ‘there are some bacteria that live on water’, to 
which they were asked to respond, ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘do not laiow’ (European 
Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 1991; 
INRA Europe, 2000). Coming from this perspective however, many experts, from 
GM scientists and public understanding researchers, to the food producers and public 
health advisers have attributed differences of opinion between themselves and lay 
people to this ‘laiowledge deficit’ on the part of lay people (Hansen et al., 2003).
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Framing lay responses to biotechnological developments in terms of a lack of 
knowledge or of being ‘non-scientific’ would seem to undermine the place of lay 
knowledge in the ongoing biotech debate. The loiowledge-deficit approach however, 
by not appreciating lay knowledge of biotechnological items on its own terms, may 
not be capturing the nature of public perceptions and lay knowledge of 
biotechnological items (Marris et al., 2001).
Some research has been done examining lay knowledge and scientific 
knowledge of biotechnology as separate loiowledge-sets addressing separate interests 
and concerns with different underlying logics and assumptions (Hagedorn & 
AllenderHagedorn, 1997; Hendry, 2002), and the study presented in this chapter 
relates somewhat to such studies in that it seeks to examine the formation of lay 
laiowledge of biotech on its own terms. Focus group findings in the PABE report 
(2001) suggested that although ordinaiy members of the public did not hold technical 
knowledge of the science, research, regulation and commercialisation involved, they 
did appear to possess knowledge of GMOs from which their concern derived. Lay 
sense-making would appear to be largely addressing a different subset of issues and 
concerns than regulatory and scientific inquiry, and according to a different set of 
criteria. This would appear to be a different layer of information and a different kind 
of information (Marris et al., 2001), that when studied can add another dimension to 
understanding of what biotechnological items mean for society. Similarly, the idea 
that the public are concerned with a different subset of issues than scientific and 
regulatory communities deal with, suggests that public perspectives may, or may not, 
have value to add to the biotech debate apart from the degree to which they contain 
what is often termed ‘accurate’ or ‘factual’ information. If lay sense-making is 
addressing different dimensions of the biotechnological domain, then assessing the 
resultant laiowledge from an external perspective may show up inaccuracies and 
non-factual content, but that then does not go on to indicate that the resultant 
knowledge is not satisfying its purpose. Examining the formational processes such as 
categorisation may shed more light on the ways different groupings of lay people 
might make sense of biotechnological items, how lay people might distinguish 
among biotechnological items, and the kinds of existing categories that may be used 
in familiarising themselves with biotechnology.
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Previous literature has drawn distinctions about social categories such as 
gender and religious groupings in relation to the reception of certain biotechnological 
items. Examining such social subsets affords an early opportunity to explore the 
relationship between categorisation and interests, which might be expected to vary 
on certain items across subsets based on gender, degree of religious faith, whether 
one is disabled or not, or whether one is a parent or not. For instance, Ian Welsh and 
team at Cesagen (2007) have found special interest groups claiming to represent the 
interests of particular social groupings, such as disability rights activists, in relation 
to biotechnological matters. These interests might differ from those of other 
groupings within society, and may influence categorisation accordingly. In today’s 
society, people are members of multiple identified social groupings, and so it would 
be interesting to see whether when sub-setting a sample of people with multiple 
grouping memberships according to particular social categories such as gender or 
whether they are a parent or not, these particular groupings can be seen to differently 
affect categorisation, and what any similarities might be.
Research findings have suggested gender differentials in the reception and 
laiowledge of biotechnological items. As discussed in section 2.3.4 of the chapter on 
research issues, such differentials have been suggested in reference to levels of: 
support for biotechnological items, active interest in biotechnology, knowledge of 
biotechnology and related science, knowledge of items related to childbirth, safety 
concerns and acceptance of risks. In the Macintyre et al (1998) findings, women who 
were parents of young children or soon-to-be parents appeared to be especially 
concerned about food safety, raising the issue of how parenthood may also affect 
how people make sense of various bioteclinological items.
Eurobarometer survey results suggest that support for an application among 
the European public appears to be best predicted by evaluating the moral perspective 
(European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et 
al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). Even amongst supporters of a given biotechnology, 
there are concerns over the ‘unnaturalness’ of biotechnology. One might then expect 
that when it comes to organised religion and biotechnology, the higher the degree of 
faith the greater the sensitivity to the moral issues surrounding biotechnology, and to 
the ‘naturalness’ and degree o f ‘interference with God’s work’. Section 2.3.4 reviews
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findings which suggest that certain religious beliefs may affect the way 
biotechnology and particular applications of it are seen and made sense of. These 
include beliefs about a natural order and boundaries between species that should be 
respected and maintained. With respect to human cloning however, some research 
into Christianity and its impact on attitudes towards human cloning suggests that 
Christians are no more likely to be against human cloning than non-religious 
individuals (Evans, 2002). Moreover, findings reviewed in section 2.3.4 suggest that 
people in Catholic countries have a higher propensity to support therapeutic cloning 
than in non-Catholic countries, and that traditionally Catholic and Protestant nations 
appear among the countries registering the highest levels of support for embryonic 
stem cell research, and this while embryonic stem cell research could be argued to 
touch upon religious issues such as the sanctity of life. It will be interesting to see if 
there appear to be any qualitative differences in the categorisation of a range of 
biotechnological items between individuals reporting religious faith and individuals 
that do not, or whether there appear to be any differences according to reported levels 
of faith.
If serious disability or disease plays a major role in an individual's life, 
personally or otherwise, sensitivity to issues of eugenics, cure and prevention may 
well affect the formation of representations about biotechnological items and the 
manner in which they are categorised. The degree to which this results in marked 
differences in the categorisation of biotechnological items between this group and 
people who do not report serious disease and disability playing a major role in their 
life will be examined in this study.
There are some indications in the existing literature of how the layperson 
might categorise and distinguish among biotechnological items. According to the 
Eurobarometer surveys, the main criteria for acceptance or non-acceptance of a 
biotechnology or its applications appear to be morality, risk and usefulness 
(European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et a l, 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et 
al, 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). It will be interesting to see the extent to which these 
criteria reflect, or are reflected in lay categorisations of biotech items. Bauer (2002;
2005), drawing on Eurobarometer data of European public opinion about 
biotechnology from 1996 and 1999 claimed a dichotomy between ‘“desirable”
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biomedical biotechnology’ and ‘“undesirable” agri-food biotechnology’ had been 
cultivated in the minds of British newspaper readers. It will be of interest to see 
whether this construct is expressed through the categorisation. It will also be 
interesting to see whether Pardo et al’s (2002) claim that Europeans’ romantic view 
of nature underlies their reception of biotechnology is reflected in the 
categorisations. Even among general supporters of biotechnology it can be perceived 
as somewhat ‘unnatural’ (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA 
Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000).
3.1.1. The studv
The general aim of the study that follows is to investigate lay categorisation of a 
varied set of biotechnological items in order to shed more light on lay sense-making 
and resultant knowledge of biotechnology. It is deemed important to look at a varied 
set of items because the public is exposed to a range of biotechnological items over 
time and therefore items are not likely to be considered in complete isolation. In 
particular, the study was intended to examine any patterns found in the categorisation 
of biotechnological items, and any identifiable similarities and differences in lay 
categorisation of biotechnological items according to reported levels of faith, the 
reported role of serious disability or disease in one’s life, gender, or whether or not a 
participant has children. Patterns found in the categorisation of biotechnological 
items could refer to the principles used to categorise and distinguish among them, the 
categorisations made according to different principles, and to the use of the 
categories themselves. The focus on certain social subsets addresses the possibility of 
qualitative differences and similarities in the ways in which different social 
groupings tend to categorise and make sense of biotechnological items.
It was deemed important to create a situation in which participants categorise 
biotechnological items according to their own constructs in order to reveal 
constructs, principles and existing categories that might be employed by lay people 
in making sense of future developments in biotechnology. The approach chosen in 
the following study to explore lay categorisation of biotechnological items is the 
Multiple Sorting Task (Barnett, 2004; Canter, Brown, & Groat, 1985). The multiple
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sorting procedure appeared ideal for the purpose because of its focus on free 
categorisation of multiple items on the part of participants. Interestingly, the 
procedure also allowed for categorisation of biotechnological items in the context of 
other biotechnological items, which seems quite realistic as people rarely consider 
items from a wider logical class in isolation. Furthermore, the method allowed for 
qualitative distinctions in lay categorisation and as such suited the intention of 
understanding ways in which lay people make sense of biotechnological items.
MST had the advantage over the questionnaire approach of not having the 
researcher determine the constructs, and response options not being constrained 
(Barnett, 2004). Participants do the categorising, provide the reasons for how they 
have sorted the items involved, and label the categories. On the other hand, the 
resulting data is qualitative rather than quantitative and therefore analysis is 
subjective and open to criticism on that point. Other methods, such as Kelly’s 
repertory grid which have been approached quantitatively (Jankowdcz, 2003), albeit 
after some researcher interpretation, were somewhat constraining -  in the case of 
grid, constructs are bipolar (Stewart, 1981).
The free sorts, where participants are asked to categorise items according to 
whatever principles they might think of are followed by structured sorts, in which 
participants are asked to categorise items in response to researcher propositions. The 
first structured sort addressing level of support for an item is intended mainly for 
mapping onto free sort displays in order to show whether, for example, a particular 
pattern of categorisation might appear to correspond to a certain pattern of support. 
As referred to earlier, the Eurobarometer survey findings suggested that the main 
criteria for acceptance or non-acceptance of a biotechnology or its applications 
appeal’ to be morality, risk and usefulness (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et 
al., 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). If these 
constructs arise in independent lay categorisations, as well as others that may arise, it 
will be interesting to see if they appear to correspond to particular patterns of support 
or feelings that particular items should be discouraged.
The second structured sort is largely inspired by Pardo et al’s (2002) notion 
that the European’s romantic view of nature may underlie a lot of perception of and 
resistance to biotechnology. This structured sort addresses any relationship between
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the degree to which it is believed that an item will lead to a deviation from that 
which is natural and level of support/thought that item should be discouraged, and 
also to see whether or when a concept of naturalness may underlie other 
categorisations.
3,2. Method
3.2.1. Sampling
Multiple sorting tasks were conducted with a sample of 58 members of the public in 
London and Guildford in October of 2003. The mean age of the sample is 29. Age 
ranges from 18 to 56. The sample consists of 33 females and 25 males. 33 
participants reported being Christian (various denominations) with levels of faith 
ranging from 1 through to 7 on an ‘importance of faith to... everyday life’ scale (1 -  
not important at all; 7 of vital importance). 18 participants reported having no faith. 4 
reported being agnostic, 2 spiritual and 1 Hindu. 10 out of 58 participants reported 
that they, close friends or relatives were disabled and/or seriously ill. 9 out of 58 
participants had children.
Sampling was opportunistic and not intended to be representative of any 
population.
Subsets
Individual analyses were run relating to different groupings such as gender, religion, 
role of disease and disability in an individual's life, and progeny. Due to 
methodological constraints regarding the number of cases that can be analysed at any 
one time by the scaling program, subsets of 6 individuals with 2 sorts each were used 
for each side of a comparison. For example, in the gender-analysis the 
categorisations of 6 males and 6 females were compared. The resulting subsets were 
6 males and 6 females; 6 individuals with children and 6 without; 6 individuals who 
reported serious disease and/or disability played a significant role in life and 6 for 
whom it did not; and finally, 6 individuals who reported not having a faith (labelled
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Non-Faith), 6 Christians who reported their faith as of low importance to their 
everyday lives (labelled Low-Faith), and 6 Christians who reported their faith as of 
high importance to their everyday lives (labelled High-Faith). In this study we use 
Christianity as an example of religion due to sampling constraints and the dangers 
inherent in comparing across religions in a study of this size. Non-faith refers to 
participants who reported not having a faith, excluding those who reported as being 
‘spiritual’, or ‘agnostic’.
Members of groupings were selected randomly from the whole sample and 
their status on other compared characteristics is shown in Table 3.2.1.1 below:
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Table 3.2.1.1. Status of subset members on other compared characteristics
Gender sub-samples
Female
Status on other compared characteristics
Male
Level of faith Children DD G<
1 None No No X
2 None No No X
3 2 No No X
4 4 No No X
5 None Yes No X
6 4 No No X
1 7 No Yes X
2 7 Yes No X
3 None No No X
4 4 No No X
5 None No No X
6 1 Yes No X
Level of faith (Non-Religious/Christians)
Reported no faith
Reported low faith (123)
Reported high faith (567)
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
* Note that num bers in relation to 'level of faith' refer to a  strength of faith sca le  with points from 1 to 7, 
with 1 referring to the participant's faith not being important to their everyday iife, and 7 referring to their faith 
being vitally important to their everyday life. For the Non-Rellgious/Low-Faith Christian/High-Faith Christian 
sub-sam ple com parisons, self-ratings of 1-3 w ere labelled Low-Faith, and self-ratings of 5-7 w ere labelled (High-Faith).
(Continued on the next page)
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Table 3.2.1.1. Status of subset members in relation to other compared characteristics 
Ccontinuedl
DD sub-samples
DD
Status on other compared characteristics
Non DD
Children
Participants with children
Level of faith Children DD G ender
1 None No X Female
2 1 No X Female
3 1 No X Male
4 3 No X Male
5 5 No X Female
6 6 Yes X Female
1 None No X Female
2 None No X Male
3 2 No X Female
4 None No X Female
5 1 No X Male
6 1 No X Female
Participants w ithout children
7
None
None
2
3
6
7
4
None
4
2
2
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
3.2.2. Data Collection
The methodological priority was that the participants should start by generating 
constructs and categories of their own choosing. Therefore the first stage of the 
research revolved around the multiple sorting task. Participants carried out sorting 
tasks during individual interviews. They were asked to soil 14 biotechnological 
items. The name of each biotechnological item was typed on a piece of card along 
with definitions sourced from BBC Online, Guardian Unlimited, and Times Online 
websites in 2003 (see Table 3.2.2.1 below, for the list of items and definitions). 
Participants were given the cards to familiarise themselves with and given 
instructions to sort them in such a manner that all the cards in any particular group
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were ‘similar to each other in some important way and different from those in the 
other groups’ (Canter et al., 1985). Full instructions given to participants can be 
found in Appendix A. They are in accordance with standard procedure, adapted from 
Canter et al (1985). The participants were allowed to sort freely in accordance with 
as many principles as they could think of. After each sort, they were asked to give an 
explanation for the overall sort as well as reasons for the categorisations, which they 
entered onto the open-ended questionnaire. A specimen questionnaire can be found 
in Appendix B.
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Table 3.2.2.1. The 14 biotechnological items that participants were asked to sort
1. GM FOOD - food genetically modified by altering an existing section o f  DNA, or by adding 
a new gene altogether.
2. GM  CROPS -  Crops genetically modified by altering an existing section o f DNA, or by 
adding a new gene altogether.
3. BIO-REM EDIATION -  environmental clean-up using micro-organisms.
4. XENOTRANSPLANTATION -  the use o f  non-human animals as organ donors.
5. TRANSGENIC ANIM ALS - animals modified to include the genes o f other organisms.
6. TRANSGENIC PLANTS AND CROPS -  plants or crops modified to include the genes o f  
other organisms.
7. HUM AN GENETIC INFORM ATION - we are referring to the collection, storage and use 
of information about people's genetic characteristics.
8. GENETIC SCREENING AND SELECTION - screening o f  embiyos by pre-implantation 
genetic diagnosis (PGD) Selection can be on the basis o f  illness or gender.
9. HUM AN GENETIC ENGINEERING - genetic modification o f  humans.
10. IVF TREATM ENT - In-Vitro Fertilisation, fertilisation o f the woman's egg with a donated 
sperm in a test-tube.
11. HUM AN REPRODUCTIVE CLONING -  Reproduction o f  a human being to create an 
identical human being.
12. HUM AN THERAPEUTIC CLONING -  cloning o f human cells and tissues for medical 
purposes,
13. ANIM AL REPRODUCTIVE CLONING -  reproduction o f  an animal to create an 
identical animal.
14. GENETICALLY ENGINEERED M EDICINE - the introduction o f  human genes into 
bacteria to produce medicines or vaccines, for example, to produce insulin for diabetics.
The table above lists the biotechnological items and descriptions given on cards to 
participants. They are factual, albeit simplified, descriptions of the items that a 
scientific authority might feasibly try to get across to members of the public. This 
allowed us to observe how the participants themselves would categorise items 
intended to provide factual and accurate information, rather than providing both the 
items and the response options and eliciting responses solely in terms of our own 
constructs (Barnett, 2004; Canter et al., 1985). The 14 biotechnological items were
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chosen to include research, applications and manifestations of biotechnology, as it 
was thought that some individuals may have different attitudes to that which is in 
development, that which is currently being applied, and that which is the product of a 
technology. It was also intended to represent the range of items that might fall under 
the term ‘biotechnology’.
Secondary to the free sorts, researcher proposed structured sorts were used to 
examine how participants categorised items according to the degree to which they 
should be encouraged or discouraged, and the degree to which they might lead to a 
deviation from that which is natural. These structured sorts were chosen as it was 
thought it might be of interest to compare the free categorisations with some 
indicator of support level and with naturalness constructs, which Pardo et al’s (2002) 
claimed underlay much of Europeans’ reception of biotechnology. Participants were 
asked to sort items into three pre-defined categories for both of the structured sorts. 
For the first structured sort, the three categories were: research should be 
encouraged, not clear whether or not research should be encouraged, and research 
should be discouraged. For structured sort two: the item would lead to no deviation 
from what is natural, the item would lead to some deviation from what is natural, and 
the item would lead to a great deviation from what is natural.
3.2.3. Overview of analvsis
The free sorts were analysed systematically with a non-metric scaling procedure 
called multidimensional scalogram analysis, MSA (Barnett, 2004; Zvulun, 1978). 
The analysis involved creating a data matrix for each subset or grouping, with items 
in rows and participant sorts in columns (Wilson & Hammond, 2001). Each cell of 
the data matrix contained a number indicating the category in which the item for the 
corresponding row had been placed. The MSA output plotted each biotechnological 
item as a point in geometric space. Spatial proximity indicated conceptual similarity. 
Biotechnological items frequently categorised in the same way were located closer 
together on the plot than those that were generally perceived as dissimilar. The 
overall plot could then be interpreted and partitioned into meaningful regions. This 
was done with reference to reasons given by participants for their sorts and
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categorisations, providing an understanding of the reasons items were generally 
being categorised together or distinguished apart. Different samples were then 
compared and contrasted. All the MSAs in this chapter were carried out at a 
minimum contiguity level of .90. This means that the program has found a solution 
for all the combinations of 14 items and 12 cases where distortions between the data 
and its representation are at an acceptable level.
The structured sorts provided two levels of insight. Firstly, the structured sort 
results were analysed using Smallest Space Analysis, or SSA (Barnett, 2002; Barnett 
& Brown, 2007). This was in order to determine the level of similarity or 
differentiation between samples in their responses to the structured sort questions 
(see section 3.3.2). Secondly, they were mapped on to the MSA plots of the free sorts 
to further inform the plots. With biotechnological items categorised into one of three 
categories, 1, 2 and 3, for each structured sort, mean scores would be calculated for 
each item for both sorts. For the first structured sort, whether or not research in the 
featured area should be encouraged or not, the mean scores for the first structured 
sort are based on a score of 1 meaning that research should be encouraged, 2 that the 
participant is not clear whether or not research should be encouraged, and 3 that 
research should be discouraged. The mean score would be the mean of the scores 
given by all members of the subset to the item concerned. For the second structured 
sort, whether or not the featured item leads to a deviation from what is natural or not, 
1 corresponds to no deviation from what is natural, 2 corresponds to some deviation 
from what is natural and 3 corresponds to a great deviation from what is natural.
A content analysis of all the sorts in the sample was conducted to determine 
the sorting constructs, or sorting principles used to sort and categorise items. In this 
overall content analysis the categories produced in relation to the sorting constructs 
were also listed and were ranlced in order of frequency (see section 3.3.4). Content 
analyses of subset sorts were also conducted to determine and compare between 
samples the sorting principles used to sort and categorise items (see section 3.3.3).
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3.3. Results
The following sections present the findings of MSAs of subset free sorts, SSAs of 
structured sorts, and content analyses of free sorts by subset and for all participants. 
Section 3.3.1 attempts to illustrate how different subsets of participants - drawing on 
differences in gender, level of faith, proximity to disability and disease and whether 
or not a participant has children - categorised biotechnological items in relation to 
one another during the free sorts. This section is also intended to allow comparison 
between free sorting of biotechnological items and structured sorts of the same items. 
Section 3.3.2 presents the results of an analysis of the structured sorts that explored 
how participants categorised items according to the degree to which they should be 
encoui aged or discouraged, and the degree to which they would lead to a deviation 
from that which is natural, and tries to discern similarity or differentiation between 
subsets in their responses to the structured sort questions. Section 3.3.3 compares the 
free sorts across subsets, further exploring some of the themes and differences. 
Section 3.3.4 presents a content analysis of all the free sorts conducted in order to 
help in understanding the categorisation of the biotechnological items across the 
sample.
3.3.1. Multidimensional scalogram analyses
This section contains MSA plots for the various subsets of participants corresponding 
to level of faith, the reported role of serious disability or disease in one’s life, gender, 
and whether or not a participant has children. The MSA plots illustrate how 
participants categorised biotechnological items in relation to one another during the 
free sorts. Each biotechnological item is represented by a dot which is labelled with 
the item’s name. The two figures in the brackets next to each biotechnological item 
label are mean scores that summarise the results of the structured sorts. The first 
figure in brackets refers to the first stmctured sort, whether or not research in the 
featured area should be encouraged or not. The second figure refers to the second 
structured sort, whether or not the featured item leads to a deviation from what is 
natural or not.
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Please note that a content analysis of the free sorts was earned out with an 
inter-rater reliability of 93% agreement between researcher and collaborator and 
results can be found in section 3.3.4, Table 3.3.4.I. Any statements of categorisation 
being made according to a certain sorting principle, or construct, such as morality, 
risk or usefulness, are supported by that analysis, which is consistent with an 
interpretation of the plot because they are both based on reasons given for individual 
sorts and participants’ categorisations. A breakdown of the use of sorting principles / 
constructs by subset can be found in section 3.3.3.
3.3.1,1. Faith subsets: Multidimensional scalogram analyses
The faith subsets, Non-Faith, Low-Faith and High-Faith, were each composed of six 
study participants who declared not having a faith, faith being of low importance and 
faith being of high importance, respectively. MSA plots for each of these three 
subsets follow.
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Fig. 3.3.1.1.1 Partitioned MSA plot for Non-Faith subset
‘FOOD AND MATERIALS’
•  GM Food & Crops (1.7,2.4)
•  Transgenic Plants and Crops (2,2.8)
“morally questionable but justified”
“safe/not particularly safe”
Bio-Remediation 
(1.4,1.6)ANIMALS
“morally justified”
"safe”
IVF TreatmentXenotransplantatio
•  Genetically Engineered Medicine 
( 1 . 1 , 2 .2 )
“immoral and wrong”
"not particularly safe/dangerous”
•  Transgenic Animals (2.2.8) 
Animal Reproductive (1.7,2)
Cloning (2 .2 .2_,8)_,.—
‘HUMANS
Genetic Engineering (2.6,2.8)
Human Genetic ,  •  Human Ttierapeutic Cloning 
information (1.6,2.2)
(2.6,3) \  (1.9.2.2)
Human Reproductive Cloning * Genetic Screening and Selection (2, 2.5)
The above plot, Fig. 3.3.1.1.1, summarises the results of the MSA of Non-Faith sorts. 
The morality of the biotechnological item appears to be the most popular sorting 
principle for non-faith participants. Morality related sorts account for a third of the 
sorts. Based on the reasons given for individual sorts, we are able to partition the plot 
into three distinct regions: morally ‘justified’, ‘morally questionable but justified’ 
and ‘immoral and wrong’. Referring to Fig. 3.3.1.1.1 it is clear that the three regions 
derived from sorts according to perceived risk of items correspond exactly to that of 
the morality-related sorts. Items are categorised according to ‘safety/danger’ levels in 
exactly the same way that participants categorise items according to morality and 
ethical considerations. The ‘safe’ region overlaps with the morally ‘justified’ region. 
The ‘safe/not particularly safe’ region overlaps with the ‘morally questionable but 
justifiable’ region. Lastly, the ‘not particularly safe/dangerous’ region overlaps with 
the ‘immoral and wrong’ region. In other words, low risk conesponds to morally 
‘justified’, low to medium risk corresponds to ‘morally questionable but justified’
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and medium to high risk corresponds to ‘immoral and wrong’. This suggests a 
relationship between categorisations according to morality and categorisations 
according to risk.
What the biotechnological items were perceived by members of the subset to 
target, another theme to emerge in the sorting, also overlies the other sorts in an 
apparently systematic way. Upwards across the plot we move from human targets, to 
animal targets to food and material targets. All biotechnology items where ‘Animals’ 
are considered to be the target of the R&D are located in the ‘immoral and wrong’ 
region, including Xenotransplantation, the use of animals as organ donors for human 
transplant patients. This application however, is closer to the ‘morally justified’ 
region and to the ‘target: human’ items than the other ‘target: animal’ items. Where 
‘Food and Materials’ are considered targets, items are located in the ‘morally 
questionable but justified’ region. That is except for Bio-Remediation, which judging 
by spatial distance participants find relatively dissimilar to the other items 
categorised as targeting food and materials. Biotechnology items where ‘Humans’ 
are considered to be the target are located in the ‘morally justified’ or ‘immoral and 
wrong’ regions, but notably not in the ‘morally questionable but justified’ region. 
Where humans ai e concerned, our participants tend to be morally certain, one way or 
another.
Both human and animal reproductive cloning are located in the ‘immoral and 
wrong’ region. Human reproductive cloning, cloning of an entire human being is 
located in the ‘immoral and wiong’ region, while human therapeutic cloning, the 
cloning of human cells and tissues is categorised as morally ‘justified’.
Items in the 'morally justified' and 'morally questionable but justified' regions 
had first structured sort means that fell between 1 (research should be encouraged) 
and 2 (not clear whether or not research should be encouraged). Whereas, items in 
the 'immoral and wrong' region had means that fell between 2 and 3 (research should 
not be encouraged). The more moral an item was deemed to be, the more it was 
considered worthy of encouragement: the more immoral, the worthier of 
discouragement. All items except Bio-Remediation fell between 2 (leads to some 
deviation from what is natural) and (leads to great deviation from what is natural).
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but generally the more immoral an item was deemed to be the greater the deviation 
from what is natural it was considered it would lead to.
Fig. 3.3.1.1.2. Partitioned MSA plot for Low-Faith fl-31 subset
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The plot in Fig. 3.3.1.1.2 above summarises the results of the MSA of our Low-Faith 
(1-3) subset, which comprises of Christian participants who report their faith as not 
being very important in their daily lives. The partitions are derived in reference to 
reasons given for individual sorts. Note, the broken lines indicate that members of 
subset using the relevant categories were divided in their categorisation of 
Xenotransplantation in relation to whether it should be categorised as targeting 
human or animal, and whether it should be categorised as ethical/good or unethical. 
The target, and morality and ethics-related principles dominate the plot. From right 
to left across the plot we have items categorised as targeting 'humans', then those 
targeting 'animals' and then those targeting 'food' and 'neither humans nor animals'. 
From top to bottom we have items considered 'ethical'/'good' and then items 
considered 'unethical'. Items categorised as 'ethical' were also categorised as ‘useful’. 
Items categorised as ‘unethical’ were also categorised as 'not useful'.
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Items considered to target ‘food’ or ‘neither human nor animal’ are 
categorised as ‘ethical’ and ‘useful’. Items with obvious medical applications 
targeting humans are considered ‘ethical’, ‘good’ and ‘useful’. Items considered to 
target animals are considered ‘unethical’.
Items categorised as 'ethical', 'good' and 'useful' receive first structured sort 
means that fall between 1 and 2, whereas items categorised as 'unethical' and 'not 
useful' receive first structured sort means that fall between 2 and 3. Items considered 
ethical and useful are mean averaging closer to 'research that should be encouraged' 
and items considered unethical and not useful are mean averaging closer to 'research 
that should be discouraged'. Whilst most items across the plot are judged to lead to 
some degree of deviation from what is natural, the 'unethical' and 'not useful' items 
are generally judged to lead to greater deviations.
Fig. 3.3.1.1.3: Partitioned MSA plot for High-Faith subset
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The target of the item is the prevalent principle employed by Chr istian participants 
reporting their faith as very important to their lives and appropriately dominates the 
plot. The sort data suggests the plot be partitioned into three main regions: ‘Humans’, 
‘Animals’ and ‘Plants/Crops/Food’. Application and Risk were also significant
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principles employed in the categorisation process. The application principle also 
gave rise to a new category: ‘Collection of Information’, which is not used to this 
degree in previous subsets. In fact, one of the individual ‘Risk’ sort categories is 
‘Danger of abuse of information’.
Where the application of a biotechnological item is considered to be 
‘Treatment’, the benefits are deemed to outweigh the risks. Conversely, where 
‘Cloning’, ‘Food’ or ‘Collection of Information’ is considered to be the application, 
the risks are deemed to outweigh the benefits. Human therapeutic cloning straddles 
the ‘Cloning’ and ‘Treatment’ categories and is classed as an ethical and moral 
danger in one sort and as more helpful than dangerous in another. Reproductive 
cloning items are deep inside the ‘risk > benefit’ zone.
The majority of items categorised as treatments and where benefits are 
deemed to outweigh risks are also considered to target humans. Those items in this 
area not generally considered to be targeting humans are nevertheless closer to the 
‘Human’ region, indicating conceptual similarity relative to other items in their target 
group. Furthermore, the items in question are Xenotransplantation, the use of animals 
as organ donors for human transplant patients, and Bio-Remediation, which can also 
be argued to have human health implications. Also note. Transgenic Animals is in 
the ‘risk > benefits’ zone, while Xenotransplantation is in the ‘benefits > risk’ zone.
The figures in the brackets next to each biotechnological item are the means 
that summarise the results of the High-Faith structured sorts.
Treatment applications, where benefits are deemed to outweigh the risks, 
mean average closer to 1 (research that should be encouraged), whereas 'cloning' and 
'food' applications where risks are deemed to outweigh the benefits are generally 
much closer to 3 (research that should be discouraged). Treatment applications are 
also generally deemed to lead to less of a deviation from what is natural than 
'cloning' and 'food' applications, although almost all items are judged to lead to some 
deviation from what is natural.
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3,3.1.2, Disability and disease related subsets: Multidimensional scalogram 
analyses
This section presents MSA plots for a subset of six participants who suffer, or have 
someone close to them who suffers with a serious disease or disability, and a subset 
of six participants who do not.
Fig. 3.3.1.2.1. Partitioned MSA plot for the subset of participants who have or are 
close to someone who suffers from a serious disabilitv or disease
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The above plot, Fig. 3.3.1.2.1, summarises the results of the MSA of free sorts by a 
subset of six participants who report suffering, or having someone close to them who 
suffers with a serious disease or disability. These participants have organised the 
items according to three main principles: what they believe to be the application of 
the item, its risk and what it targets. Based on these sorting principles, in reference to 
the reasons for individual sort and the categories produced, it is possible to divide the
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plot into different regions. According to the Application principle, we are able to 
divide the plot into the following regions based on sort categories: 'Useful for 
environment', 'Useful for food', 'Useful for medicine' and 'Not useful’. 
Biotechnological items are being categorised according to what they can be applied 
to. The Risk principle provides us with three more categories which translate into 
regions on the plot: 'Safe', 'Quite dangerous' and 'Dangerous'. These participants were 
categorising the items not only in terms of what they might be used for, but also the 
potential dangers associated with pursuing such lines of research. The Target 
principle, popular across all subsets so far, leads us to partition the plot according to 
the following categories: 'Plants and environment', 'Humans', 'Animals' and 'Humans 
and animals'. Here items are being organised according to their perceived targets.
Four of the items represented as being 'useful for medicine' are also 
represented as being 'safe'. These include Xenotransplantation, the only item to target 
Animals which is not represented as 'quite dangerous'. This situation highlights the 
importance of the application, because Transgenic Animals and/or cloned animals 
may be used for Xenotransplantation, but they are categorised as quite dangerous. It 
would appear that the representation of Xenotransplantation as having a medical 
application corresponds to the representation of its being 'safe'. This subset have 
categorised Transgenic Animals and Animal Reproductive Cloning as being 'useful 
for food', and they have gone on to be represented as 'quite dangerous', as have all 
the items represented as having food applications. Three items represented as 'useful 
for medicine' are categorised as 'dangerous' or 'quite dangerous': Genetic Screening 
and Selection, Human Genetic Information and Human Genetic Engineering.
The figures in brackets next to each item are the means that summarise the 
results of the subset’s structured sorts. Most of the items that fall between 1 (research 
should be encouraged) and 2 (not clear whether or not research should be 
encouraged) in the first structured sorts, are located in the 'safe' region. The 
exceptions, GM Food and Crops are towards the upper-end of the range and 
definitely not deemed worthy of encouragement. Four out of seven of the items mean 
averaging between 1 and 2 in the first structured sorts have a medical application, 
one has a bio-remedial application and two have food applications. They are all 
represented as 'useful'. All the items represented as 'dangerous' and/or 'not useful' are
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generally categorised as research that should be discouraged. Application, 
usefulness and risk arise as important themes in deciding which items should be 
encouraged and which items should be discouraged.
All of the items are perceived on mean average to lead to a deviation from 
what is natural. Furthermore, with the exception of Bio-remediation they all mean 
average between 2 and 3 on the second structured sort. So despite the potential 
medical applications for technologies such as Human Therapeutic Cloning, there are 
significant concerns over the unnaturalness of biotechnological interventions among 
this subset of participants. However, whilst in most cases items which mean average 
very high on unnaturalness also mean average above 2 on the discouragement scale, 
there is an exception: Human Therapeutic Cloning. Furthermore, all the items 
represented as having a medical application and being 'safe', have first structured sort 
mean averages of between 1 (research should be encouraged) and 2 (not clear 
whether research should be encouraged) despite deviation from what is natural mean 
averages ranging from 2 to 2.7. Once again, as long as medical items are deemed 
safe, then unnaturalness does not seem to be an obstacle to encouragement for this 
subset. Trans-genesis and Reproductive Cloning items received the highest 'deviation 
from what is natural' mean averages.
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Fig. 3.3.1.2.2. Partitioned MSA plot for subset of participants who do not report 
suffering, or having someone close to them who suffers with a serious disease or 
disabilitv
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Fig. 3.3.1.2.2 above summarises the results of the MSA of free sorts by a subset of 
participants who report not suffering or having someone close to them who suffers 
with a serious disease or disability. The predominant principle used to organise the 
items was the Target of the R&D. Based on this principle and in reference to the 
reasons given for individual sorts we were able to partition the plot into thiee distinct 
regions: Human, Animals and Plants & Crops. This is a theme running through all 
the subsets. Participants in general are primarily concerned about the target(s) of the 
biotechnology and these form a major part of their conceptualisation and 
representation of the items involved. Procedure was another theme of categorisation 
to emerge. It did not distinguish well between items however, due to the fact most 
items were categorised under genetic manipulation.
More items are deemed worthy of encouragement by more members of this 
subset across all of the target groups than was the case for the subset of participants 
who reported suffering, or having someone close to them who suffers with a serious 
disease or disability. Overall, this subset of participants reported items as leading to 
slightly less of a deviation from what is natural. Notably, Human Genetic
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Information mean averages 1.6 on unnaturalness structured sort, much less than for 
previous subset. Also, Human Genetic Information and Genetic Screening and 
Selection both mean average 1.5 on the first stmctured sort, half way between 'not 
clear whether or not research should be encouraged' and 'research should be 
encouraged'.
33,1,3, Gender subsets: Multidimensional scalogram analyses 
Fig. 3.3.1.3.1. Partitioned MSA plot for Male subset
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The above plot, Fig. 3.3.1.3.1, summarises the MSA of a subset of Male free sorts. 
The primary principles used to distinguish between biotechnological items were the 
target of the biotechnological item, and the morality of the item. Based on the 
reasons given for individual sorts and the categories items are placed into, we are 
able to partition the plot into distinct regions: items represented as targeting 'humans', 
'humans and animals', 'just animals', 'food (plants and crops)', and an item 
represented as targeting the 'environment'. The spatial proximity of items within 
these regions indicates that the target of the item is a major part of how it is 
represented by subset members. There is a grey area as regards Xenotransplantation,
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which is deemed to target humans and animals. The diagonal line leading from 
bottom right to top left across the plot divides the items represented as moral from 
the items represented as immoral. Left of the line are items perceived to be morally 
'right'. Most of these items are categorised as targeting humans and notably, all items 
targeting humans in this region are deemed to have medical applications. The items 
targeting humans that are not deemed to have medical applications, namely Human 
Genetic Engineering and Human Reproductive Cloning, are deemed immoral along 
with items targeting animals, food and plant life. These moralistic categorisations of 
biotechnology are anchored to a representation of biotechnology 'meddling with 
nature'. The only item targeting non-humans that falls into the moral category is Bio- 
remediation, which is seen as 'cleaning up the mess us humans have made to the 
environment', and is by definition remedial as are the medical applications.
The figures in the brackets next to each biotechnological item are the means 
that summarise the results of our Male structured sorts. As might be expected, items 
in the 'right' and 'not meddling' with nature region generally have deviation ft om 
what is natural mean averages closer to 1 than do items in the 'wrong' and 'meddling' 
with nature region. What is interesting, however, is that the encouragement mean 
averages on both sides of the moral divide largely fall between 'should be 
encouraged' and close to 'not clear whether or not should be encouraged or 
discouraged'. This suggests that although Males are categorising in terms of right and 
wrong, what interferes with nature and what does not, this is not feeding through into 
judgements that research should be discouraged. In general. Males are deciding that 
research should be encouraged, or else they are not sure whether or not it should be 
encouraged or discouraged.
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Fig. 3.3.1.3.2. Partitioned MSA plot for Female subset
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The above plot, Fig. 3.3.1.3.2, summarises the MSA of our Female subset. The main 
sorting principle used by our Female participants to distinguish between 
biotechnological items by far was whether they targeted 'Humans', 'Animals' or 
'Plants and Crops'. Here we have a much less complex plot due to the dominance of 
the Target sort, although there is a little bias towards the Application, and whether it 
is 'reproductive', 'non-reproductive' and/or 'medical'.
In the majority of cases when an item is considered to lead to a deviation 
from what is natural it is not deemed to be worthy of encouragement. This leads us 
on to one of the key differences between the Male and the Female structui ed sorts. 
Males were more moralistic and mindful of nature in their free sorts. Yet when issues 
of the degree to which items led to a deviation from what is natural and whether 
research should be encouraged or discouraged arose in the structured sorts, Females 
were more likely to judge that an item should be discouraged, and Females generally 
deemed items to lead to more of a deviation from what is natural. In the structured 
sorts, the Female participants were less favourable towards items targeting animals, 
food, crops and plants. There were some noteworthy exceptions to Females being 
more negative on biotechnology in the stmctured sorts. Females were more
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favourable towards medical items, except for the informational sub-category where 
they were slightly less favourable, although these items still fall between 'should be 
encouraged' and 'not clear whether should be encouraged or discouraged'. Female 
participants were much more favouiable towards IVF, unanimously categorising it 1 
= research should be encouraged in contrast with the Male participants' mean average 
of 2.3. Female participants were also much more favourable towards Bio- 
remediation, mean averaging 1.2 in contrast with 2.3 for the Males.
33,1,4. Progeny subsets: Multidimensional scalogram analyses
Fig. 3.3.1.4.1. Partitioned MSA plot for subset of participants with children
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The above plot. Fig. 3.3.1.4.1, summarises the results of the MSA of our With 
Children sorts. The With Children participants appear to have mainly organised the 
items according to their morality and what they target. Informed by reasons given 
for individual sort and the categories, it is possible to partition the plot into different 
regions. According to morality, from right to left, we have the categories 'Moral',
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’Good and Bad' and 'Immoral'. According to target, clockwise, we have the 
categories 'Humans', 'Animals' and 'Agriculture and Environment'. Our With 
Children subset are representing items in terms of how moral they are and what they 
target. All items categorised as targeting animals are represented as 'immoral'. Also 
of note, the items IVF and Genetic Screening and Selection are represented as moral. 
Most of the items represented as having medical and bio-remedial applications are 
located in the Moral region.
The figures in brackets next to each item are the means that summarise the 
results of our With Children structured sorts. On the first structured sort, all items 
within the Moral region fall between 1 and 2. In the 'Good and Bad region half the 
items mean average under 2. In the Immoral region all the items mean average over 
2. This indicates that the Morality principle is likely to be a significant factor in 
deciding whether or not an area of research should be encouraged. The perceived 
'deviation from what is natural' mean average also appears to generally rise from 
right to left across the plot, indicating that categorisations of morality may be 
anchored to representations relating to interference with nature. Items categorised as 
having medical, bio-remedial or food applications generally mean average between 1 
and 2 on the first structured sort, indicating that they are more likely to be deemed 
worthy of encouragement. They are also more likely to be thought of as leading to 
less of a deviation from what is natural than other items, despite the fact they may 
involve the same amount of genetic manipulation and hybridisation.
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Fig. 3.3.1.4.2. Partitioned MSA plot for subset of participants without children
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Fig. 3.3.1.4.2 above summarises the results of the MSA of Without Children sorts. 
The predominant principle used to organise the items was the target of the R&D. 
Based on this principle and in reference to the reasons provided for individual sorts 
we were able to partition the plot into three distinct regions: Human, Animals and 
Plants & Food, This is a theme running through all the subsets. Participants in 
general ai e primarily concerned about the target(s) of the biotechnology and these 
form a major part of their conceptualisation and representation of the items involved. 
This differs from the previous subset, where considerations of target are more 
equally balanced with considerations of morality.
Once again, the figures in brackets next to each item are means that 
summarise the results of the structured sorts, this time for the Without Children 
subset. The Without Childr en subset are similar to our With Children subset in that 
they are more likely to believe that research in items which they categorise as having 
medical applications should be encouraged than other items, and that these 'medical 
applications' are exempt from the otherwise across-the-board similarity between first 
and second structured sort scores. They also deem research into Bio-remediation
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worthy of encouragement. They differ however, in regards to their treatment of food 
application, which they are more likely to categorise as research that should be 
discouraged. Crucially, they also differ on the question of Genetic Screening and 
Selection. Generally, they are not clear whether or not it should be encouraged.
3.3,2. SSA plots for comparing structured sorts o f subsets
This section presents a series of figures that summarise and plot the structured 
sorting of the fourteen biotechnological items by members of the various subsets in 
relation to one another in geometric space, with spatial proximity indicating 
similarity in the sorting of items. Structured sorts were used to examine how 
participants categorised items according to the degree to which they should be 
encouraged or discouraged, and the degree to which they would lead to a deviation 
from that which is natural. The structured sorts were analysed using an SSA program 
in order to determine the level of similarity or differentiation between subsets in their 
responses to the structured sort questions. The plots should help discern in relation to 
the two structured sorts, whether participant responses can be partitioned in relation 
to their subset memberships.
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Fig. 3.3.2.1. SSA plot comparing Non-Faith and High-Faith first stmctured sorts:
‘To what extent do you think that more research should be encouraged in each of
these areas?’
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Fig. 3.3.2.2. SSA plot comparing Non-Faith and High-Faith second structured sorts:
T o  what extent do you thinlc that each biotechnology application leads to deviation
from what is natural?'
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Fig.s 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2 above summarise the SSAs of the first and second structured 
sorts, combining the responses of the Non-Faith and High-Faith participants. Spatial 
proximity indicates similarity between responses. The distribution of responses 
across the two plots is suggestive of a differentiation between the Non-Faith subset 
and the High-Faith subset as regards which biotechnological items they thought 
should be encouraged or discouraged and to what extent the various items might lead 
to a deviation from what is natural.
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Fig. 3.3.2.3. Partitioned SSA plot comparing Non-DD and DD first structured sorts:
‘To what extent do you think that more research should be encouraged in each of
these areas?’
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DD =  Members o f subset o f six participants who report suffering, or having someone close to them who suffers with a serious 
disease or disability
NoDD = Members o f  subset o f six participants who do not report suffering, or having someone close to them who suffers with a 
serious disease or disability
Fig. 3.3.2.3 above summarises the degree of similarity or difference between both 
DD and NoDD participants' responses regarding to what extent they thinlc research 
should be encouraged across the biotechnological items. The distribution of 
responses suggests a separation between the majority of DD participants and the 
majority of Non-DD participants on this question. This indicates that the degree to 
which research in different areas of biotechnology should be encouraged or 
discouraged may be a principle upon which the two subsets are divided, and each are 
bound together.
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Fig. 3.3.2.4. Partitioned SSA plot comparing Non-DD and DD second structured
sorts: ‘To what extent do you think that each biotechnology application leads to
deviation from what is natural?'
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Fig. 3.3.2.4 above summarises the degree of similarity or difference between both 
DD and Non-DD participants' responses regarding the degree to which items lead to 
a deviation from that which is natural. The DDs are more concentrated along the 
bottom of the plot whereas the NoDDs are more spread out indicating a wider 
spectrum of views on the degree to which different biotechnological items lead to a 
deviation from what is natural. This does not so much suggest main differences 
between groups as main differences between NoDD participants on this issue. 
(Higher variation of naturalness scores amongst NoDDs).
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Fig. 3.3.2.5. Partitioned SSA plot comparing Male and Female first stmctured sorts:
‘To what extent do you think that more research should be encouraged in each of
these areas?’
m
m
4/5 male
5/7 female
m
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Fig. 3.3.2.6. Partitioned SSA plot comparing Male and Female second structured
sorts: ‘To what extent do you thinlc that each biotechnology application leads to
deviation from what is natural?'
4/6 male 4/6 female
The plots above, Figs. 3.3.2.5 and 3.3.2.6, summarise SSAs of the first and second 
structured sorts, combining the categorisations of male and female participants. They 
are suggestive of a differentiation between our male and female participants as 
regards which biotechnological items they thought should or should not be 
discouraged and to what extent the various items might lead to a deviation from what 
is natural.
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Fig. 332.1. Partitioned SSA plot comparing WC and NC first structured sorts: ‘To
what extent do you think that more research should be encouraged in each of these
areas?’
WC WCNC
NCWC
5/6 NC
WC
5/6 WC
WC
NC NC
WC
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Fig. 3.3.2.8: Partitioned SSA plot comparing WC and NC second structured sorts:
‘To what extent do vou think that each biotechnology application leads to deviation
from what is natural?'
NC
NC WCWC
NC
WC NC
WC
NC
NC
WC
Fig. 3.3.2.7 shows more differentiation than Fig. 3.3.2.8, suggesting a greater 
differentiation between the subsets in categorisation relating to whether or not items 
should be encouraged than in relation to judgements about the degree of deviation 
from what is natural the various items might lead to.
3.3.3, Content analysis by subset
This section compares the tree sorts across subsets, exploring some of the themes 
and differences. The tables herein show the number of participants per subset who 
use each of the sorting principles/constructs listed as a reason for at least one of their 
sorts. They also display the number of unique constructs/principles involved, as 
researcher-collaborator categorised with an inter-rater reliability of 93% in the 
cumulative content analysis presented in Table 3.3.4.1 in section 3.3.4, which 
follows after this section.
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3.3.3.1. Faith-based subsets
The faith subsets, Non-Faith, Low-Faith and High-Faith, were each composed of 6 
study participants who declared not having a faith, faith being of low importance and 
faith being of high importance, respectively.
Table 3.3.3.1.1 below indicates the number of participants per subset who use 
each of the constmcts listed as a reason for at least one of their sorts.
Table 3.3.3.1.1. Content analvsis of free sorts among the faith-based subsets
Sorting principle / construct used in Non-Faith Low-Faith High-Faith
free sort 1-3 5-7
Target e.g. human, animal, plant etc. 3 3 5
Morality 4 3 0
Risk 2 0 2
Application e.g. Medical, food etc. 1 0 3
Knowledge & Understanding 0 2 1
Impact on Nature 1 2 0
Procedure 1 0 1
Usefulness 0 2 0
Number of unique principles used 6 5 5
The above table shows that the Target principle is prevalent across the subsets. 
Morality and ethics related sorts however, are prevalent in the non-faith and low- 
faith subsets while in the high-faith subset the Morality principle is not used at all. 
Non-faith and low-faith participants categorise biotechnological items in more 
moralistic terms than the high-faith Christian participants do. Impact on Nature is 
another sorting principle employed by non-faith and low-faith participants and not by 
the high-faith subset.
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3.3.3.2. Disabilitv and disease related subsets
Table 3.3.3.2.1 below presents for comparison the sorting principles used by a subset 
of six participants who suffer, or have someone close to them who suffers with a 
serious disease or disability and a subset of six participants who do not.
Table 3.3.3.2.1. Content analvsis of free sorts for disabilitv and disease related 
subsets
Sorting principle / construct used in free 
sort
Affected by 
serious disability
Not affected by 
serious disability
Target e.g. Human, Animal, Plant 3 5
Application e.g. Medicine, Food, 3 2
Morality 2 1
Risk 3 0
Procedure 0 3
Knowledge & understanding 1 1
Number of principles unique used 5 5
There was a focus on risk in the subset of participants affected by serious disability 
or disease that did not appear to be shared by the subset of participants who do not 
suffer, or do not have someone close to them who suffers with a serious disease or 
disability. Conversely, half the subset of participants reporting that serious disease or 
disability did not play a major role in their lives categorised items according to the 
procedure involved, which none of the subset reporting their lives being affected by 
serious disability or disease appeared to do. Categorising biotechnological items on 
the basis of the target of the R&D was a main feature for both subsets.
3.3.3.3. Gender subsets
Table 3.3.3.3.1 below, presents for comparison the sorting principles used by a 
subset of six female participants and a subset of six male participants.
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Table 3.3.3.3.1. Content analvsis of free sorts within the gender subsets
Sorting principle / sorting construct Male Female
used in free sort
Target e.g. Humans, Animals, Plants 3 6
Morality 3 1
Application e.g. Medical, Food 2 2
Risk 1 1
Procedure 1 1
Knowledge & Understanding 1 1
Usefulness 1 0
Number of unique principles used 7 6
Table 3.3.3.3.1 above indicates that the Target principle is once again a prominent 
means of distinguishing between biotechnological items across both the subsets, but 
it appears to be the predominant sorting principle for the female subset. Morality 
appeared to be one of two main ways of framing biotechnological items among the 
male subset. However, morality did not appear to be a focus for most members of the 
female subset. Otherwise, men and women appeared to be categorising 
biotechnological items according to similar principles,
3.3.3.4. Progenv subsets
Table 3.3.3.4.1 below, presents for comparison the sorting principles used by a 
subset of six participants with children and a subset of six participants without 
children.
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Table 3.3.3.4.1. Content analysis of free sorts within the progeny-related subsets
Sorting principle / sorting construct used With Without
in free sort Children Children
Target e.g. Humans, Animals, Agriculture 3 6
Morality 4 2
Application e.g. Medicine, Food etc. 2 2
Risk 1 0
Procedure 1 0
Knowledge & Understanding 0 1
Unnaturalness 0 1
Usefulness 1 0
Number of unique principles used 6 5
The dominant sorting principle amongst those paiticipants without children is the 
Target of the item. Participants with children are also using the Target principle to 
categorise and distinguish between items, but not to the same extent. Morality 
emerges as the most prevalent sorting principle used by participants with children. 
Participants with children are clearly categorising biotechnological items in more 
moralistic terms than their counterparts without children. Participants from both 
subsets are categorising biotechnological items in terms of their application.
3,3.4. Content analysis o f all the free sorts conducted
A content analysis of all the fi*ee sorts was conducted in order to help in 
understanding the categorisation of the biotechnological items across the sample. The 
results of the analysis are displayed in Table 3.3.4.1, which follows:
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Table 3.3.4.1. Content analysis of all free sorts, n = 58
Sorting principle / 
construct used
Categories employed 
(in order o f frequency)
Total*
Target
What the item targets, or 
will affect
(1) Humans, animals, plants/crops/food -  also agricultural, 
environmental;
(2) Micro-organisms; non-human organisms; no fit/doesn’t go/other; 
Ù ) Combination o f  things; life; directly affects humans, indirectly 
affects humans, does not affect humans; passive; materials.
39
Application / Use
The application, or what 
the item will or might be 
used fo r
( 1 ) Medical/treatment/therapy/vaccines ;
(2) Genetic modification/alteration/engineering; cloning/identical; 
reproduction/fertilisation;
(3) Food/consumption; information; environmental;
(4) Human cloning, animal cloning, therapeutic cloning; embiyo 
intervention; embryo screening; longevity; human/animal 
engineering, crop/environmental engineering; trans-genesis; genetic; 
not medicinal; bettering the world; agricultural; no real usage; bio­
remediation; general; miscellaneous/no fit/other.
30
Morality/Ethical
M oral and ethical 
judgements along the 
lines o f  right or wrong, 
good or bad, positive or 
negative, should or 
should not
(1) Good, bad (incl. ‘for society’); immoral/wrong; positive, negative 
(inch purpose, development); unethical, ethical;
(2) Should happen, should not/never happen; undecided;
(3) Morally justified, morally questionable but justified; moral/right, 
sick; no interference; neither/indeterminate/unrelated; neutral 
purpose; humane, inhumane; acceptable, despicable; no privacy; 
veering towards immoral, neither moral nor immoral, not about 
morals.
21
Usefulness
Usefulness, benefits, or 
lack thereof
(1) Medical benefits, no medical benefits; unnecessaiy/pointless;
(2) Useful, not useful; o f  obvious benefit, not sure whether beneficial 
on balance; practical benefits; positive advance, non-beneficial, can 
be beneficial, not likely to be beneficial; helpful; possibly useful; 
useful to humans; advances life through treatment, improves food 
supplies; undecided.
10
Risk/Safety/Danger 
Also risk > /<  benefits
(1) Dangerous; danger o f  abuse; high risk;
(2) Healthy, unhealthy; too much interference; safe, not particularly 
safe; quite dangerous; medium risk, low risk; risk o f  rejection 
(foreign material); risks >/< any benefits; harmful; less likely to be 
abused.
10
Impact on nature / 
unnaturalness
Also impact on 
environment; whether it 
is ecological or not; 
interference; playing  
G od
(1) Interference/meddling with nature; cross- 
breeding/transgression/genes into other organisms; unsure;
(2) Unnatural; not meddling; causes no change, assistive; ecological, 
not ecological; benefit to nature, might harm nature, harmful to 
nature/environment; impact on environment; human interference, 
doesn’t involve human interference; playing God, those poor 
animals, messing with the environment, other.
9
Inter-rater reliability o f  table: 93% agreement between researcher and collaborator 
* Total number o f  times sorting principle / construct used (Continued on next page)
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Table 3.3.4.1. Content analysis of all free sorts. n~5S (continued)
Sorting principle / 
construct used
Categories employed 
(in order o f frequency)
Total*
Knowledge, familiarity 
& understanding
Participant's knowledge 
about andfamiliarity 
with the item
(1) Familiar, unfamiliar;
(2) Prior knowledge, some Icnowledge, no prior knowledge, don’t 
know enough.
8
Procedure
The procedure, or 
aspects o f  the procedure 
that the item involves
(1) Genetic modification, cloning; modification through introduction 
o f foreign DNA/transgenic/cross-mixing;
(2) Non-genetic procedures; no modification, modification using own 
organism type; screening; modifications before life, modifications 
during life; bio-remediation; general usage o f  gene, specific usage o f  
gene, genetic information; umelated to others.
7
Level o f controversy
Controversy and level o f  
controversy
(1) Controversial;
(2) High, medium, low; may be controversial, neutral; non- 
controversial.
4
Likelihood/actuality
Whether or not an item 
actually happens, or 
how likely it appears 
that a given item will be 
realised
(1) Probably will happen, does happen, doubt could happen; present 
and future technology, present technology, possible future 
technology.
3
Public acceptability & 
understanding
Level o f  understanding, 
confusion and 
acceptability o f  an item 
among the public
(1) Difficult for public to understand resulting in prejudice & 
scepticism, more accepted in the public eye; would confuse people so 
they could not make rational choice, less likely to confuse people in 
making a decision/rational choice; not accepted yet, accepted more 
often; doesn’t fit.
3
My position on item (1) For, against; pro, con. 2
Importance to me (1) Important to me, not important to me, no fit. 1
Inter-rater reliability o f  table; 93% agreement between researcher and collaborator 
* Total number o f  times sorting principle /  construct used
Referring to Table 3.3.4.1 aboye, the lay categorisation of biotechnological items 
was cumulatiyely multidimensional, if predominantly descriptiye and judgemental. 
(Please note that the term ‘judgemental’ is meant matter-of-factly and not being used 
in a pejoratiye sense here or anywhere it is used in this thesis.) Participants were 
asked to sort items according to as many constructs as they could thinlc of. The mean 
number of constructs employed per participant was 2.5.
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The two sorting constructs most frequently employed in categorising the 
biotechnological items were descriptive in nature, identifying the target of the item, 
what or who would be affected by it, and the application, or what it would be used 
for. In relation to the Target construct, participants appeared to be using it mainly to 
distinguish items directed at humans, from items directed at other animals and them 
in turn from items that affected plants, crops and food. Items thought to taiget plants, 
crops and food were often categorised together, or split between agricultural and 
environmental targeting. Participants also tended to categorise and distinguish items 
according to their perceived application, or use, such as whether it would be put to 
medical or therapeutic uses, or used to genetically engineer or modify; for 
reproduction, cloning or perhaps for food. Categorisation according to the procedures 
used was much less prevalent but largely distinguished items perceived to involve 
genetic modification, introduction of foreign genetic material and cloning.
Many of the constructs used to categorise and distinguish between items were 
judgemental in nature. Principles of morality, usefulness, naturalness/impact on 
nature and risk were used to organise and place the biotechnological items. 
Judgements were often made according to moral and ethical considerations where 
items were categorised as good or bad, should or should not happen, moral or 
immoral, ethical or unethical. In relation to certain items, some participants were 
undecided, had to qualify or temper judgements, found that the items could not be 
categorised according to moral principles, or decided that the relevant issues were 
not moral or ethical ones. Some participants categorised items according to their 
perceived usefulness, necessity and benefits. There was a strong focus on whether or 
not items were perceived to have likely medical benefits. Participants also 
categorised items according to perceived risk, dangers and safety, identifying levels 
and, less so, types of risk. Principles of unnaturalness, environmental and ecological 
impacts were used to categorise and distinguish between items, leading to 
judgements of interference and meddling, transgression and unnaturalness, but also 
not meddling, assistive and benefits to nature. In some cases participants were unsure 
regarding naturalness or impact of an item.
Some participants appeared to bring awareness of the views of others to bear 
on their categorisation of biotechnological items, categorising and distinguishing
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between items based on their perceptions of public understanding and acceptability 
of items, and levels of controversy sunounding them.
There was some reflection among paiticipants on their own Imowledge, 
understanding and familiarity regarding various items. This was brought to bear on a 
number of categorisations. Two participants categorised items according to their own 
position on them, and one according to items’ importance to them. Three sorts were 
carried out according to the perceived probability that an item would ever be 
realised, or whether it was already happening.
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3.4, Discussion
The core aim of this study was to investigate lay categorisation of a varied set of 
biotechnological items in order to shed more light on lay sense-making and resultant 
knowledge of biotechnology, a category with many logical class sets. Patterns were 
found in terms of the principles used to categorise biotechnological items and 
between categorisations made according to different principles. There also appeared 
to be identifiable similarities and differences in lay categorisation of biotechnological 
items according to level of faith, the reported role of serious disability or disease in 
one’s life, gender, or whether or not a participant has children. The multidimensional 
scalogram analysis of free sorts by subset suggested that there may be some 
subordination of categorisation to interests, foreshadowing related politicisation of 
biotechnology examined in chapter five. The content analysis of categorisation was 
suggestive of functionality, which is examined in depth in following chapters.
3.4.1. Patterns in the categorisation of biotechnological items
Relationships found in some subsets between categorisations made on the bases of 
different constructs, particularly according to principles of targeting, morality, 
naturalness, risk, and usefulness, suggest that these constructs are connected and 
overlapping in some ways. This adds an interesting dimension to the finding of 
the Eurobarometer surveys, that the main criteria for acceptance or non-acceptance 
of a biotechnology or its applications appear to be morality, risk and usefulness 
(European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA Europe, 1991; INRA et 
a l, 1993; INRA Europe, 2000). The interesting conundrum arises as to what degree 
these constructs had become interlinlced prior to attaching to biotechnological items, 
and to what extent the biotechnological items act as a bridge of influence between 
them, and the resulting connections actually lead to convenient patterns in 
categorisations made according to them. These findings also appear to some extent 
supportive of Pardo et al’s (2002) assertion that Europeans’ relationship with nature 
may underlie much of their reception of biotechnology.
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The systematic correspondence in categorisation of biotechnological items 
according to different principles that some MSA plots of subset free sorts appeared to 
reveal might suggest that biotechnology is being anchored to networks of 
overlapping categories, and/or that categorisation according to certain principles was 
subordinate to categorisation according to other principles, or subordinate to 
predispositions towards certain positions on an item. There certainly appears to be a 
convenience to the correspondence between perceptions of morality and perceptions 
of safety, and the correspondence between perceptions of immorality and wrongness 
and perceptions of dangerousness. After all, if one has already deemed an item 
immoral, it will only make the position more coherent to categorise the same item 
dangerous, thus avoiding ambivalence, and vice versa. At the same time it can be 
argued that constructs of morality and danger could be interconnected in many cases 
for reasons more external to the self. These lend support to the proposition of 
studying lay Imowledge and thinking about biotechnology with reference to the 
theory of social representations, which provides a framework for understanding 
anchoring of recent information to just such networks of existing categories and 
other informational manifestations (Moscovici, 1984), while developments on the 
theory have conceived of existing group interests as being at the heart of a social 
representation (Abric, 2001).
The findings showed a strong focus on the targeting of biotechnological 
items, and evaluations in many of the subsets appear to be driven to a large extent by 
targeting, with varyingly especial regard given to human, animal, food and 
environmental targeting. The MSA plots revealed a tendency for biotechnological 
items that participants categorised as targeting animals to also be categorised by 
those participants in ways that might be seen as negative towards those items where 
morality- or risk-related constioicts arise. According to the morality principle, items 
targeting animals were deemed immoral, wrong, negative, good and bad, or 
meddling; and according to risk they tended to be seen as dangerous or too risky. 
This would appear to be supportive of Pardo et al’s (2002) argument that reluctance 
among European publics to accept biotechnology is based on a romantic view of 
nature. The categorisation of items targeting plants, crops and food however, was 
much more mixed, suggesting that this sense of protectiveness might be restricted to
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animals. Nevertheless, structured sorts showed that most items were deemed by 
participants to lead to at least some deviation from that which is unnatural, 
suggesting that even when items were not categorised as damaging, immoral, 
meddling or unnatural, and even when they were supported, there was often still the 
sense of unnaturalness.
3.4.2. Similarities and differences in lav categorisation of biotechnological items 
according to level of faith, the reported role of serious disabilitv or disease in one’s 
life, gender, or whether or not a participant has children
The dominance of the target principle across the subset free sorts as shown by the 
MSA plots, subset content analyses and also demonstrated by the cumulative content 
analysis suggests a core similarity to the way participants who, while differing in 
terms of levels of religious faith, the reported role of serious disability or disease in 
their lives, gender, or whether or not they had children, thought about 
biotechnological items.
A study into the UK public's attitudes to human genetic information had 
suggested target of research and applications as an important concern, in that case the 
targeting of children (Human Genetics Commission, 2001). Other research had 
highlighted concerns in the field of research that affected animals and of course in 
relation to what is acceptable with respect to human research. The present study 
develops on this to show actual distinctions being made on the basis of what are 
being targeted across a variety of biotechnological items, suggesting that it is a core 
concern and an important means of distinguishing between biotechnological items in 
terms of how they are seen and judged, and levels of support for them. At the same 
time there were differences to the categorisation of biotechnological items across the 
subsets. Differences were found in the principles according to which items were 
categorised - varying dimensions of categorisation if you will -  suggesting different 
perspectives and priorities. There were also differences in categorisation of particular 
items according to apparently similar principles between compared subsets, 
suggesting differences in beliefs, attitudes, and perhaps interests.
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Some of the differences in emphasis on and use of various constructs in the 
categorisation of items could be interpreted as suggesting that categorisation of items 
might to some extent be subordinate to group concerns and priorities. For example, 
in the case of the subset of participants reporting serious disease or disability played 
a major role in their lives, considerations of the item's possible applications and level 
of risk were as prominent as considerations of the target of the biotechnology. The 
subset of participants reporting that serious disease or disability did not play a major 
role in life, thought about biotechnology mainly in terms of what it was targeting and 
the procedure being used, apparently not thinking about the items in terms of their 
risk. This could be because participants affected by serious disability or disease 
might be more likely to perceive themselves as potentially having much to gain and 
much to lose from biotechnological developments. Believing they might be affected 
by the developments, risk of items would arguably be a more important factor. In 
another subset comparison, the subset of participants without children were thinking 
about biotechnological items predominantly in terms of what they target, whereas the 
subset with children were clearly thinking about biotechnology in more moralistic 
terms. It could be speculated that those with children were thinking more 
moralistically due to concerns about the kind of society their children might grow up 
into. The following example is somewhat counter-intuitive. In the free sorting task, 
the non-faith and low-faith Christian subset of participants were thinking about 
biotechnology in moralistic terms, whereas in the high-faith Christian subset the 
morality principle was not employed. Instead there was a greater focus on the target 
of the biotechnological item, whether it targeted humans, animals or 
plants/crops/food. Members of the high-faith subset also tended to categorise items 
according to application: treatment, food and so on. In fact it appeared that the 
stronger the faith the less moralistic the thinking about biotechnology. Looking at the 
plot, members of the high-faith subset appeared to be doing a risk/benefit analysis by 
application. So emphasis and use of constructs in categorising the items did appear to 
be driven by members’ interests and concerns to an extent, although possibly not 
concerns some might have anticipated from the subset category.
The second difference pattern found was differences in judgements of 
particular items across subset comparisons. This refers to particular items being
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judged and categorised differently according to similar constructs. An example from 
the faith subset comparisons should illustrate. In the no-faith and low-faith subsets all 
items classed as targeting animals were categorised as ‘immoral’ and ‘unethical’, and 
they were also all categorised as ‘not useful’ and ‘not particularly safe/dangerous’. In 
the high-faith subset, an exception was made for ‘Xenotransplantation’. The benefits 
of Xenotransplantation, ‘the use of animals as organ donors for human transplant 
patients’, were deemed to outweigh the risks because it was thought useful to 
humans. ‘Xenotransplantation’ was also categorised as ‘ethical’, ‘good’ and ‘useful’ 
in the low-faith subset, but here it was classed as targeting humans. So, firstly, 
according to the ‘usefulness’ principle, ‘Xenotransplantation’ is deemed as ‘not 
useful’ and not safe in the no-faith subset and correspondingly is judged ‘immoral’ 
and ‘unethical’, but in the high-faith subset, reflecting usefulness to humans the 
associated costs are deemed to outweigh the risks, and in the low-faith subset, 
according to the ‘target’ construct, the Xenotransplantation item that straddles two 
logical classes is categorised differently as targeting humans, apparently aligning 
with acceptability (ethical, good, should be encouraged), and this is despite it being 
deemed to lead to great deviation from what is natuial in the structured sorts for this 
subset. Attitudes, concerns and priorities appeal' to be reflected in the categorisation. 
Categorisation appears flexible and subordinate with multiple valid judgements / 
categories per item, and difference patterns can be interpreted. Another example 
follows. Whilst most items classed as medical applications were considered safe by 
the subset of participants who reported suffering, or having someone close to them 
who suffers with a serious disease or disability, there were exceptions. Genetic 
Screening and Selection, Human Genetic Information and Human Genetic 
Engineering were all categorised as 'dangerous' or 'quite dangerous'. These were 
items that could be interpreted as being anchored to representations of eugenics that 
one might expect to be perceived as a threat by those suffering from a serious disease 
or disability, or who has someone close to them that does. Of course, we would have 
to look more closely at the anchoring taking place to be more confident of this type 
of argument, which we will be doing in the next chapter. Notably, the subset of 
participants who reported not suffering or having someone close to them who suffers 
with a serious disease or disability, were much more positive on the structured sorts
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in reference to Genetic Screening and Selection and Human Genetic Information.
So again, interests, concerns, priorities, varying realities in relation to the item (what 
is safe to person A may be a threat to person B) appear to be represented in the 
accruing categorisations.
Differences found in the principles according to which items were 
categorised, appear to reflect different perspectives and priorities and suggest that to 
some extent categorisation may be subordinate to social and situational contexts, as 
did differences in categorisation of particular items according to apparently similar 
principles between compared subsets. This suggests that social representational 
thought regarding the subordination of representation to the group’s interests and 
general outlook may well extend into and across the sphere of biotechnological 
items, and that the implications of Macintyre et al’s (1998) conclusions that 
understandings of food safety may be dependent on social, cultural and situational 
context may extend not only to GM foods but across a range of biotechnological 
items. In the Macintyre et al (1998) findings, women who were parents of young 
children or soon-to-be parents appeared to be especially concerned about food safety. 
Differences in categorisation in the present study between the subset of participants 
with children and the subset of participants without children suggest that to some 
extent parents and non-parents might actually be seeing biotechnological items 
differently, and one may speculate that this could coincide with differing levels of 
concern. Interestingly, the main difference here appeared to be the subset with 
children thinldng about biotechnology in more moralistic terms, rather than in safety 
terms, but it is of course possible that since moralistic and risk categorisations appear 
to overlap in some instances, that perhaps one may proxy for another in some 
instances, too. It may also be speculated that if there are forces driving subordination 
of categorisation to interests, concerns and priorities, they mobilise whatever 
cognitive material is available to that end, or that any supportive and appropriate 
material will do. As mentioned earlier, there were also differences in categorisation 
of particular items according to apparently similar principles between compared 
subsets, suggesting differences in beliefs, attitudes, and perhaps interests, and 
possibly subordination to them. What may also be of interest is that there appeared to 
be consistency to the differences found in categorisation, so that difference in
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categorisation according to one principle might follow through to a difference in 
another.
SSA plots suggested some differentiation between compared subsets as 
regards which biotechnological items they thought should be encouraged or 
discouraged and to what extent the various items might lead to a deviation from what 
is natural. This was true across both structured sorts in subsets comparisons 
coiTcsponding to level of faith and gender. In the comparison of the subset of 
participants with children and the subset without, there appeared to be a similar 
differentiation relating to whether or not particular items should be encouraged, and 
the same for comparisons between the subset of participants who reported suffering, 
or having someone close to them who suffers with a serious disease or disability, and 
the subset of participants who did not. In two cases there also appeal ed to be more of 
a spread of views in one subset than the other. The subset of participants who 
reported their lives being affected by serious disease or disability appeared 
concentrated in their views on the degree to which different biotechnological items 
lead to a deviation from what is natural, while the subset of participants who did not 
report their lives being affected by serious disability and disease were more spread 
out across the plot indicating a wider spectrum of views. In the other case, 
participants without children appeared to have a slightly wider spread of views on the 
degree to which different biotechnological items lead to a deviation from what is 
natural than those with children. These findings appear to support the suggestion that 
there are patterns of differences between participants according to gender, level of 
faith, parenthood and proximity to serious disability and disease. They also support 
the notion that particular subsets may be more focused on particular dimensions of 
biotechnology.
The finding that the subset of participants reporting no faith and the low-faith 
Christian subset of participants were thinking about biotechnology in moralistic 
terms, whereas in the high-faith Christian subset the morality principle was not 
employed appears to run counter to some previous findings that certain religious 
groups, including Christian groups, have expressed concerns that genetic engineering 
goes against their belief systems (Finucane et al., 2005). Previous research into 
cloning applications had suggested that it was not a religious issue for most Christian
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groups at least (Evans, 2002), and the present study extends this possibility across a 
range of biotechnological items.
3.4.3. Multi-dimensionalitv and flexibilitv
The content analysis of all free sorts revealed that the cumulative lay categorisation 
of the biotechnological items was multidimensional: descriptive, judgemental, 
socially aware, reflective and also concerned with the likelihood and actuality of 
items. Description identified the target of the item, what or who would be affected by 
it; the application, or what the item would be used for; and less so, aspects of 
procedure. Judgemental categorisation consisted of moral and ethical judgements as 
well as judgements of risk, usefulness, unnaturalness and impact on nature. 
Knowledge of how the general public might perceive and react to items was also 
brought to bear on categorisation of the items. Categorisations showed some 
sophistication, with judgements occasionally qualified, tempered or forfeited. In 
some cases, where a particular construct was felt not to be appropriate items were left 
uncategorised according to that construct. With various ways of coming at 
introduced information, the lay categorisation displayed a lot of flexibility.
3.4.4. In summarv
Some areas o f categorisation may be suggestive o f some subordination o f  
categorisation to interests and to coherence across sorting decisions; there are some 
seemingly convenient choices
Several areas of categorisation discussed may be suggestive of some degree of 
subordination of categorisation to interests and to coherence across sorting decisions; 
there are some seemingly convenient choices. Such bias and lack of objectivity could 
be seen by some as a limitation of lay knowledge production. At this point however, 
subordination of categorisation to interests and coherence is only a speculative 
explanation for the patterns found.
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Some degree of subordination of categorisation to interests, concerns, 
priorities and values may be suggested by identifiable differences in lay 
categorisation of biotechnological items according to level of faith, the reported role 
of serious disability or disease in one’s life, gender, or whether or not a participant 
has children. These include differences in the principles or constructs according to 
which items were categorised, as well as differences in categorisation of particular 
items according to apparently similar principles, which may also suggest differences 
in beliefs and attitudes in some of the cases. If indeed categorisation was sometimes 
subordinate to grouping interests however, it was not always in an intuitive way. For 
instance, the non-faith and low-faith Christian subsets of participants were thinking 
about biotechnology in moralistic terms, whereas in the high-faith Christian subset 
the morality principle was not employed. In fact, some of the data on Christian group 
positions on biotechnology suggest that cloning research is not a religious issue for 
them, whereas genetic engineering is (Evans, 2002; Finucane et al., 2005). The 
subordination of categorisation to grouping-interests explanation is consistent with 
findings suggesting that understandings of GM foods may be dependent on social 
and situational context (Finucane et al., 2005; Macintyre, Reilly, Miller, & Eldridge,
1998). The possibility of subordination of categorisation to interests is explored in 
more depth in the third study, presented in chapter five of this thesis.
Some degree of subordination of categorisation to coherence, or to underlying 
predispositions towards an item may be suggested by the seemingly systematic 
correspondence in categorisation of biotechnological items according to different 
principles across some sorts. There appeared to be a convenience to the 
correspondence for example, between perceptions of morality and perceptions of 
safety, and the correspondence between perceptions of immorality and wrongness 
and perceptions of dangerousness. After all, if one has already deemed an item 
immoral, it will only make the position more coherent to categorise the same item 
dangerous, thus avoiding ambivalence, and vice versa. Another explanation however, 
would be that biotechnological items are being anchored to networks of overlapping 
categories. The categories morality and danger may be interconnected in available 
representations being anchored to by the participant involved. The next chapter will 
examine lay knowledge and thinking about biotechnology with more explicit
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reference to the theory of social representations, which as already mentioned 
provides a framework for understanding anchoring of recent information to just such 
networks of existing categories and other informational manifestations.
Functionality
Functionality of lay categorisation revealed in the study presented in this chapter 
appeal ed to include evaluation, judgement, identification of targets and uses of items, 
as well as non-technical and lay-friendly representation of technical items. 
Functionality of lay sense-making and knowledge regarding biotechnology will be 
examined in more depth in the remaining chapters of this thesis dissertation.
Categorisation of biotechnological items had an evaluation function, ranging 
from assigning items to categories such as moral and immoral, good and bad, wrong 
and right, through to more complex evaluations which combined risk and benefit, or 
morality with justification in terms of usefulness. Many of these evaluations were 
three-tiered. Whereas Moscovici argues that when lay people make sense of items by 
reducing them to available categories, the items are assigned positive or negative 
values and neutrality is forbidden (Moscovici, 1984), we find categories such as 
‘morally questionable but justified’, and ‘good and bad’. These mixed feelings, or 
mixed evaluations could be interpreted as quite neutral, or as neither positive nor 
negative. It seems to suggest a complexity to biotechnological items and possible 
relations with them, including evaluations, which in turn speaks to the challenge 
facing lay people making sense of biotechnological items.
Categorisation provided judgements on morality, risk, usefulness, 
unnaturalness and impact on nature, and what will or might be - including the 
likelihood and actuality of items and how the general public might perceive and react 
to them. There was identification of targets and uses of items, and much less so 
aspects of procedure. Lay categorisation represented biotechnological items in non­
technical, lay-friendly language by placing them in non-technical, lay-friendly 
categories.
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Any subordination of categorisation to interests might conceivably function 
to build into lay knowledge different perspectives, values and interests, such that it 
encompassed them or reflected negotiation of them, and remained widely relevant.
Addresses different issues and concerns
Judging from the content analysis of category-labels and principles used to categorise 
items, the main issues and concerns surrounded what items targeted or would affect, 
the application or what the item would be used for, and moral and ethical issues. This 
is consistent with the idea that lay people address a different distribution of issues 
and concerns than scientific, regulatory and commercial communities (Birke et al., 
1998; Gunter et al., 1999; Hagedorn et al., 1997; Hendry, 2002). Hagedorn and 
AllenderHagendorn (1997) examined an index of issues arising from technical and 
regulatory sources and found that scientific and regulatory communities dealt mainly 
with research oriented issues. Scientists have also been found to focus much more on 
risk than moral and ethical concerns (Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999). The 
idea that lay Imowledge addresses a different set of issues and concerns speaks to a 
complementarity of lay knowledge. That it may contribute to filling out the big 
picture of biotechnology. This issue will be explored further in later chapters.
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4. Lay representation of biotechnological items: In-depth, semi-structured 
interviews
4.1. Introduction
This chapter develops on the previous chapter by examining lay sense-making 
processes in greater depth. The interview methodology used is more suited to 
exploring the dynamic nature of lay sense-making and the richness of lay knowledge, 
and to appreciate the roots of the multidimensionality apparent from the analysis in 
the previous chapter. Furthermore, the last section of discussion in the previous 
chapter hinted at variety in functionality at the level of informational content, but 
more content was needed to examine it properly. Function, or functionality here 
refers to the use, or uses something could serve, or the effects that it could have. 
Properties refer to characteristic qualities or traits of lay sense-making and 
knowledge of biotechnological items. This chapter also addresses some arguable 
limitations of lay sense-making in relation to biotechnological items, as well as the 
possibility that it may complement other areas of the ongoing debates surrounding 
biotechnology.
Social representations researchers address properties of lay knowledge. Lay 
knowledge is thought to consist of social representations, themselves consisting of 
loose networks of meaning, metaphor and imagery (Doise, 1993; Moscovici, 1998; 
Moscovici, 2001). Social representations are conceived of as having a conceptual or 
verbal aspect and a corresponding iconic or imagery aspect. One of the purposes of 
this chapter is to look in some detail at the links between different types of 
representational stuff, the conceptual to the iconic, and among other things to' be 
specific about certain types of links.
As discussed previously in chapter two, researchers have sought to identify 
functions of social representations. These are generally broad functions at the level of 
a social representation held by a group or groups, not examples of functionality and 
solutions within the detail of the representational information. Jost and Ignatow 
(2001) argue that these proposed functions often do not correspond with the data 
which they accompany. The proposed functions are interesting as possible
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explanations of the endurance of social representations however, and the functional 
approach would seem to have utility in areas such as communication and politics. 
Proposed functions of processes and mechanisms appear defined, although in their 
critique of the functional approach, Jost and Ignatow (2001) suggest that while they 
are valuable concepts they are not very well defined. This last point is applied to 
objectification. In this chapter, the conceptual area occupied by objectification will 
be parsed out a little as will its functionality. The study also attempts to develop on 
the inquiry into functionality by exploring functionality of lay Imowledge thi ough a 
bottom-up approach of examining items of representational data and representational 
operations, seeking to identify any kinds of problems that such items are providing 
solutions to and any kinds of effects such operations are having.
Lay Imowledge of biotechnological items addresses different concerns to the 
kind of Imowledge generated by scientific and regulatory communities, which has 
been identified as dealing mainly with research oriented issues (Hagedorn et al., 
1997). Additionally, it has been argued that scientific and regulatory communities 
can focus too much on procedure and risk (Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999). 
Lay knowledge incorporates and processes new sciences, arts, philosophies 
(Moscovici, 1984), experiences and interests, and lay representation brings to bear on 
new ideas and developments some legacy of these perspectives and information. Lay 
perceptions of biotechnological items have also been found to be based on empirical 
knowledge, not subjective or emotional responses (Marris et al., 2001). Lay 
knowledge of biotechnology may, therefore, be a complementary body of knowledge 
and worthy of further examination.
The following study aims to examine properties and functionality of pre­
existing lay knowledge brought to bear on biotechnological items, representational 
processes involved, and lay Imowledge of biotechnological items produced. This is 
intended to further illuminate the kinds of problem lay Imowledge of 
biotechnological items might offer solutions to, and the kinds of problem it probably 
does not offer solutions to. It should also shed more light on possible functions of 
particular properties of lay sense-making and Imowledge of biotechnological items, 
such as the linlcs between representational stuff, and anchoring themes.
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In-depth, semi-stmctured interviews with the interviewer free to probe and 
follow up participants’ lines of thought are used to explore dynamics of the lay 
sense-making and the informational content of lay knowledge generated, and to 
appreciate roots of any multidimensionality found. The interview situation puts 
sixteen participants in the position of needing to make sense of biotechnological 
items if they are to give an account of them, which is the behaviour the study is 
intended to record and examine. In the next chapter, a more observational study is 
presented. In this study however, the interview technique allows the following up of 
participants’ lines of thought, affording the opportunity to explore representations 
being anchored to and roots of any multidimensionality found -  expected after the 
previous study. It is also expected that in many cases, participants will not have a 
ready knowledge of items concerned and will thus be put in the position of trying to 
make sense of an item without recourse to ready knowledge, allowing examination of 
the sense-making or loiowledge-construction process in relation to biotechnological 
items. The aim is to be specific about the knowledge and its creation. It is felt that 
there is a need to get more specific about the qualities and capabilities of the resultant 
Imowledge, about its functionality and also about the functionality of the sense- 
making processes by relating them in a more specific way to the infonnational 
content employed and produced.
Firstly, the properties and functionality of the lay Imowledge produced will 
be addressed by getting more specific about its informational content, by examining 
the content closely for demonstrable properties and function. At this point the content 
will also be examined for its transposable material; the cultural, anecdotal and 
experiential material that was not specific to the bioteclinological items. This existing 
material brought to bear on the introduced items will have been examined closely for 
properties and functionality along with the more specific and adapted informational 
content. Secondly, linking of abstract concepts relating to biotechnological items to 
more concrete objects and their translation into vivid imagery will be examined 
closely for properties and functionality. Thirdly, the anchoring process will be given 
more descriptive attention to illustrate with broader extracts the anchoring of items 
and the kind of material they can be anchored to. Then, participants concerns and 
feelings will be given attention.
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4.2, Method
4.2.1. Sample
The sample consisted of 8 men and 8 women, all British citizens. Sampling drew 
from various cultural and socio-economic groupings, with differing proximities to 
disability and illness, faith and non-faith, from parents and non-parents. Participant 
age ranged from 20 to 55. Self-reports of ethnic background included: 'White 
British', 'Black British' (African and West Indian), Mixed-Descent British and an 
'Iranian born in Britain'. Levels of formal qualification ranged from none to Masters 
level. Occupation status included unemployed, student, employed and self-employed. 
None of the participants reported being in the business of science or technology, or 
being employers. Details of participants are included in Table 4.2.1.1, below.
It was crucial that none of the participants be in the biotechnology field or 
industry, and ideal that they not work in science and technology, as the study 
addresses lay sense-making of biotechnological items. Apart from that consideration, 
the sampling strategy was largely aimed at drawing on a potentially wide base of 
representations and experiences to which biotechnological items might be anchored 
without sacrificing interview depth. It was important to draw from both genders 
because, as addressed in section 3.1 of the previous chapter, research findings have 
suggested gender differentials in reception and knowledge of biotechnological items, 
and that different perceptions of risk and authority between the sexes may affect how 
they make sense of biotechnological items. People with different levels of formal 
qualification were drawn upon because levels of support for biotechnological items 
vary with levels of education, as do perceptions of authority and risk which could 
affect how people make sense of biotechnological items (Gaskell, 2006; Slovic,
1999). Parents and non-parents being included in the sample was important because 
parenthood may also affect how people make sense of vaiious biotechnological 
items, as argued in section 3.1. Ian Welsh and team at Cesagen (2007) have found 
disability rights activists engaging with biotechnological matters, and as argued in 
section 3.1, if serious disability or disease plays a major role in an individual's life, 
personally or otherwise, this may well affect how that individual makes sense of
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biotechnological items. The argument for including participants of faith and 
participants reporting non-faith is also made in section 3.1. Incorporating other 
diversity such as ethnicity and occupational variety into the sample was welcomed 
for the reason stated above, that sampling aimed to draw on a potentially wide base 
of representations and experiences to which biotechnological items might be 
anchored, but was largely opportunistic.
Table 4.2.1.1. Details of participants
1M/F Racial backround Rellglon/falth Parental status
1 Jenny 1F Black/African Spiritual/None Non-parent
2 Rob 1M White Non-faith Parent
3 Morgan 1F White Non-faith Non-parent
4 Mona F Iranian Faith/Muslim Non-parent
5 Christian M White Non-faith Parent
6 Jessie F Black/Afro-Caribbean Christian/Non-practising Parent
7 All M White Spiritual Parent
8 Alex M Black/Afro-Caribbean Non-faith Non-parent
9 Reese M Mixed background Christian/Non-practising Parent
10 Drew 1F White Christian/Non-practising Parent
11 Sidney F Mixed background Faith/Christian Parent
12 Lee M White Non-faith Non-parent
13 John M White Non-faith Non-parent
14 (Daphne) F Biack/Afro-Caribbean Faith/Christian Parent
15 (Sarah) F White Faith/Christian Non-parent
16 Bailey M White Non-faith Non-parent
Age Employment status Formai qualification DD/NODD**
1 Jenny 46 Self-employed Graduate DD
2 Rob 51 Employed O' ievel/GCSE equivaler DD
3 Morgan 21 Employed A' level equivalent NODD
4 Mona 20 Student A' level equivalent DD
5 Christian 46 Employed A' level equivalent NODD
6 Jessie 54 Unemployed O' ievel/GCSE equivaler DD
7 Aii 31 Employed Graduate NODD
8 Alex 27 Unemployed A' level equivalent DD
9 Reese 26 Employed Graduate NODD
10 Drew 43 Self-employed Postgraduate NODD
11 Sidney 55 Employed None NODD
12 Lee 31 Employed Graduate NODD
13 John 37 Employed Postgraduate NODD
14 (Daphne) 52 Retired Graduate DD
15 (Sarah) 29 Employed Graduate NODD
16 Bailey 22 Self-employed A' level equivalent NODD
* Not participants' real names
** DD = participants who report suffering, or having someone close to them who suffers with a serious 
disease or disability; NODD = those who do not 
*** All participants reported their nationality as British
*** None of the participants reported being in the business of science or technology, or being employers
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4.2.2. Interviews
In-depth interviews were conducted with the 16 participants in London, the UK, in 
April and May of 2004. Interviews took place in a variety of environments including 
participants’ homes, the interviewer’s home, quiet cafés, a pub garden and parks.
The pre-arranged interviews were interpersonal situations wherein participants were 
asked to provide an account of items about which, as expected, in many cases they 
did not possess a ready or coherent knowledge. As such they were in the position of i
having to make sense of the items in order to be able to give that account. In the first 
instance, these items were in the form of labelling terms, such as ‘Biotechnology’,
‘Genetics’, ‘GM Food’ or ‘Human Genetic Engineering’. Participants were asked 
what came to mind when they thought about the item. If anything came to mind, they 
were asked how they felt about it. Then participants were given a brief but accurate 
media byte styled description of the item and asked what they thought about the item 
as described. The interviewer was free to follow up the participant’s lines of thought, 
to probe deeper, asking prompter questions such as ‘why’ and how they felt about 
some of the things that came up. These items were the ‘strange new ideas’, the 
information that people had to make sense of. Broader items such as Biotechnology 
and Genetics were introduced first in order to avoid providing information on what 
biotechnology consisted of, prematurely. Definitions of Biotechnology and Genetics 
were not given as it was felt they would offer general explanation of later items.
Apart from these two items, biotechnological items are the same as those presented 
to participants in the first study, and justification for the choice of items was 
provided in section 3.2.2 of the previous chapter. The items aie listed below:
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Table 4.2.2.1. 16 biotechnological items for participants to make sense of
1. BIOTECHNOLOGY -  definition not given
2. GENETICS -  definition not given
3. GM FOOD - food genetically modified by altering an existing section o f  DNA, or by adding 
a new gene altogether.
4. GM CROPS -  crops genetically modified by altering an existing section o f  DNA, or by 
adding a new gene altogether.
5. BIO-REM EDIATION -  environmental clean-up using micro-organisms.
6. XENOTRANSPLANTATION -  the use o f  non-human animals as organ donors.
7. TRANSGENIC ANIM ALS - animals modified to include the genes o f  other organisms.
8. TRANSGENIC PLANTS AND CROPS -  plants or crops modified to include the genes o f  
other organisms.
9. HUM AN GENETIC INFORM ATION - we are referring to the collection, storage and use 
o f information about people's genetic characteristics.
10. GENETIC SCREENING AND SELECTION - screening o f embiyos by pre-implantation 
genetic diagnosis (POD) Selection can be on the basis o f illness or gender.
11. HUM AN GENETIC ENGINEERING - genetic modification o f  humans.
12. IVF TREATM ENT - In-Vitro Fertilisation, fertilisation o f  the woman's egg with a donated 
sperm in a test-tube.
13. HUM AN REPRODUCTIVE CLONING -  Reproduction o f  a human being to create an 
identical human being.
14. HUM AN TH ERAPEUTIC CLONING -  cloning o f human cells and tissues for medical 
purposes.
15. ANIM AL REPRODUCTIVE CLONING -  reproduction o f  an animal to create an 
identical animal.
16. GENETICALLY ENGINEERED M EDICINE - the introduction o f  human genes into 
bacteria to produce medicines or vaccines, for example, to produce insulin for diabetics.
Participants were informed that they could end the interview at any time. None chose 
to do so.
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4.2.3. Thematic data analysis and display
A representation can inhabit non-human media such as the transcript of an inteiwiew 
(Lahlou, 2001). In fact, many SR researchers would go so far as to say that 
representations are realised in communication (Doise, 1993). The transcripts of 
interviews in which lay people are representing biotechnology are lay 
representational data, information stored on paper or electronically that can then be 
Icnown by a human agent, reproduced in their mind in which state it would be lay 
knowledge. The interviews then were lay sense-making in action and what was 
produced was lay Imowledge and the interview transcript is direct data on lay 
knowledge of biotechnological items, but more than that, it is part of the lay sense- 
making process. The reader of the findings section of this document will have lay 
Imowledge of biotechnological items reproduced in their mind from dead 
information, idiosyncratically of course, but that is part of the process of mutation. 
Furthermore, sense-making is not just cognition, it is also behaviour. These 
observations fulfil the core assumptions of the phenomenological approach, that 
there is a relationship between cognition, account and behaviour and that meaning 
occurs and is made sense of in social interaction (Denzin, 1995; Smith, 1995). 
Smith’s (1996) IP A (Inteipretative Phenomenological Analysis) approach to 
understanding the complexity and processes underlying people’s worldviews is often 
used to address phenomenological research problems. This study’s methodology 
drew on certain aspects of IPA because of its suitable theoretical grounding and 
techniques for analysing transcripts of semi-structured interviews. The process 
followed is summarised below:
1) Interviews were transcribed
2) Instances of meaning (e.g. ‘biotechnology is manipulation of life’), objects (e.g. 
‘that sheep they cloned’) and imagery (e.g. ‘pigs that glow in the dark because 
they're crossed with jellyfish’) were coded
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3) Connections were found between instances and themes of content relating to 
meaning, objects and imagery emerged or were established (e.g. ideas about 
unnaturalness and the putting together of things that perhaps do not belong together, 
or images of human reproductive cloning on a large scale)
4) Relationships were found between these themes and themes of process emerged or 
were established (e.g. anchoring to the cautionary, or producing informational 
solutions for what biotechnological items might involve)
5) Statements about themes were supported with reference to extracts, strings and 
tables of data
The main departures from IPA were in the write-up and data display as alluded to in 
point (5), intended to render the analysis more transparent (Miles & Huberman,
1994). This study was designed partly to get more specific about the properties and 
functions of lay sense-making and Imowledge. Therefore, in section 4.3.1, units of 
informational content (that can also be thought of as units of functional context) were 
displayed in relation to their functionality, or what they were information-ally 
solutions to. Then strings of these units were presented to support statements about 
the properties and functions of lay knowledge that resulted from participant sense- 
making. In section 4.3.2, the linlcing of biotechnological concepts to objects and their 
translation into imagery was given the same specific treatment, with units of 
objectification phenomena examined and grouped according to their properties and 
later strung together to support statements about their potential functionality and 
effect. In section 4.3.3, thematic statements about the contextualising mechanism and 
process of anchoring were fittingly supported with transcript extracts to illustrate the 
context.
The connections between instances should be regarded as an interpretation of 
the data, other connections could undoubtedly have been found.
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4.3. Findings
Participants were asked what came to mind when they thought about various 
biotechnological items, ranging from Biotechnology itself, and Genetics, through to 
more specific items including applications and products of biotechnology, such as 
Genetic Screening and Selection or Transgenic Animals. In the first instance, only 
the labelling term of the item concerned was given to them. They were asked, for 
example, what came to mind when they thought about ‘Biotechnology’, ‘Genetics’, 
or ‘Human Therapeutic Cloning’, with no description of the items given. Without the 
descriptions, many participants were unable to answer the question on several of the 
items for which the labelling terms consisted of what might be considered esoteric 
language: Xenotransplantation, Bio-remediation, Transgenic Plants and Crops, 
Transgenic Animals and for three participants. Biotechnology. On introduction to 
brief but accurate media byte styled descriptions of the items however, participants in 
the main had their memory jogged and actually had access to pre-existing ideas and 
images familiar from the news media, documentaries and science fiction from which 
to draw on in representing biotechnology, such as an image of the human ear grown 
on a mouse, or the idea of eugenics based on genetic-engineering explored in the 
film, GATTACA. Most participants appeared to have encountered ideas or images 
relating to many of the items previously, with the exception of the Bio-remediation 
item. What was not there consistently was a ready loiowledge, so participants were 
making sense of many of the items for the first time. Furthermore, all of the 
participants had to make sense of the biotechnological items as described in the 
media bytes, our ‘strange new ideas’.
The short responses based on item labels are not separated out from analysis 
of the remainder of the transcripts because this study is concerned with potential 
properties and functions of lay sense-making and knowledge, and not with 
manipulating source information or measuring participant loiowledge. However, the 
results should be appreciated in light of the seeming fact that in many cases 
participants did not already have even a slight ready or coherent knowledge of items 
and that all participants drew on non-biotechnological matters in order to give an 
account of items and thus the transcript data is definitely data on lay sense-making.
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In response to questions about what came to mind for participants when they thought 
about an item, how they felt about it and other usually open-ended questions 
following up their lines of thought, participants brought together ideas and images 
into a representation of biotechnology. This representation consisted of informational 
solutions for not only what biotechnology is, but also how it might be used, who 
controls and may have access to it and their possible motivations {why), among other 
things.
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4.3.L Informational solutions
Table 4.3.1.1. Informational solutions relating to biotechnological items
i) What solutions
W hat biotechnological items are: something as essential to us as our DNA - a whole new science 
has been created around it /  DNA testing /  treatment /  putting a whole load o f parts together that 
perhaps were not meant to be together / biological weapons /  beneficial /  unhealthy /  unnatural /  
something that should be there /  cloning /  new species o f  plants that are poisonous or have no benefit 
or are negative to the natural biology / substituting a pig's heart for a man's heart /  identifying 
somebody's genetic make-up and then basing certain decisions and assumptions on that information /  
classifying people according to their genes / altering things we shouldn't be / messing around with 
God's plan /  taking nature out o f  it completely / totally wrong /  dangerous / necessary / unnecessary / a 
quick fix / interesting /  scaiy / wrong / manipulation / manipulation o f  nature, o f  life /  animal genes in 
my vegetarian food / messing with food /  man playing God / against nature / mixing human genes and 
monkey genes / messing around with Noah's Ark / cruel / humans having fun with something they 
shouldn't really be fooling around with /  a prime example o f  interfering with the plan / messing around 
with things that have been working well for a veiy long time /  change their colour, change their size, 
mix things together, you loiow, put things together that were never intended to be together /  sensible
ii) Why solutions
M otivations behind b iotech nolog ica l item s (w hy en gage in them ): treatment /  military /  select the 
make up o f  your child /  parents' selection o f  their child /  the betterment o f  us all /  for society /  for 
them selves /  to see i f  they can do som ething /  against som e future killer /  just to see what w ill happen / 
for a quick fix /  they know they'll make m oney out o f  it /  tiy ing to override the larger schem e o f  things 
/  for fun /  no good reason
Possible motivations behind biotechnological items (why might they be engaged in): medical 
reasons / food production reasons / political reasons / to destroy different races / to differentiate races, 
class in different ways / to classify people according to their genes / to build a master race / to create a 
super army o f  super-fit human beings /  cloning an individual to cany out tasks /  to manufacture an 
army o f  human beings who are prepared to cany out illegal and immoral acts against all people / 
tracking matriarchal heritage /  to create an Aryan race /  cloning oneself /  cloning people to tiy and kill 
someone / to clone a class /  crime / having a clone o f  themselves so that if  they need a bone manow  
transplant or a new heart /  not good / to make 20000 copies o f themselves /  to have workhorses_______
iii) Who solutions
W ho is behind the item s: scientists /  powerful people /  super-rich /  human beings 
W ho m ight control them : government /  powerful people
W ho m ight use them : government /  governments /  governments in other countries /  America /  the 
UK /  other countries /  the m ilitaiy /  com panies /  fam ilies /  lots o f  people /  rich Americans /  super-rich
W ho m ight have access to them : government /  a state /  M NCs /  an individual /  som e despot 
som ewhere in the world /  Technological Hitler /  Russians /  Americans /  parents /  fam ilies /  lots o f  
people / rich Americans
W ho they affect: people /u s /c h ild r e n  /  my child /  me
W ho they m ight affect: different races /  me_________________________________________________________
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iv) How solutions (Table 4.3.1.1. continued)
How they work: God knows
W hat is involved: they went around all over rural Africa, taking swabs from inside o f peoples' 
mouths / money /  accidents /  pain / along the process things are gonna go wrong / that sheep that they 
cloned died really, really young and had all sorts o f  health problems, so it's not smooth, it's not like 
they clone an identical person, genetically they're cloned but they can't live a normal life / a friend o f  
mine had a child using I VF and the boy doesn't talk at all and he's three-year's old / a direct effect on 
us and the future o f  not only the human race, but the planet /  risks / not being respectful o f  certain 
natural laws
W hat will be involved: an imbalance /  the few who fall along the way, who get a disability or die 
because o f our research / problems / unnatural things are gonna happen /  risks along the line
W hat might be involved: creating a new underclass / the idea o f the perfect or ideal human / 
something bad / if  you create them (clone o f  yourself), you’re gonna want to be in charge o f  them / 
side-effects / increase in cancers / crossing plants, animals and stuff like that / contamination / we can 
be throwing something else out that we are unaware o f  /  the ethical things o f does that ape-human 
have the same rights as a human being all this sort o f  thing / major problems in the future /  it could 
come out wrong /  losing some kind o f  freedom
How they are used: to treat /  misuse /  for biological weapons /  DNA testing /  to track matriarchal 
heritage / to clone cells or tissues /  select the make up o f  your child /  parents' selection o f  their child /  
HIV was created in a laboratory
How they will be used: it will start with the animals and then it will move to the humans, whether it's 
cloning or mixing animals with other animals; they always test it on the animals first and then it 
comes to humans / for the wrong things /
H ow  they might be used: in a positive w ay /  in a negative way / in health /  helping people maintain 
health longer /  iiTesponsibly /  at the sam e tim e they can create som e animal viruses that can w ipe out 
the human race /  m isuse /  abuse /  tiying to coiTect genetic information /  differentiating races, classing  
in different ways /  to classify people according to their genes /  to destroy different races /  to clone an 
individual to can y  out tasks /  to manufacture an army o f  human beings w ho are prepared to carry out 
illegal and immoral acts against all people /  for racial or any kind o f  discrimination /  genetically  
deciding what a person w ill be /  to build a master race /  to create a super army o f  super-fit human 
beings /  to create an Aryan race /  m edically /  food production /  politically /  to clone an arm or a leg /  
to clone a man or a woman /  corruptly /  to predict your future, whether yo u ’re a good risk or not /  to 
choose gender /  fam ilies may begin to be more selective to a point where i f  the child was gonna be a 
girl and they don't want a girl then they'll abort it /  lots o f  people cloning them selves /  rich Americans 
cloning them selves /  cloning people /  cloning people to tiy  and kill som eone /  for crime /  having a 
clone o f  them selves /  som ebody w hose super-rich w hose gonna make 20000  copies o f  them selves /  
save a human life /  i f  they (ape-humans) were bred to be either incredibly intelligent or super dumb 
and they are workhorses sort o f  thing /  to grow an ear for my child
How they should be used: the reasons for having this treatment should be legitimate /  there should be 
sfrict guidelines as to the people who should be allowed to use this treatment. I think these guidelines 
should include things like the reason why she wants this treatment and many more /  not necessarily 
government but there should be a body, whether it be medical or whatever, that regulates what people 
do with their DNA / with enough rules and regulations /  they've got to keep strict laws on it to stop the 
scientists from getting carried away
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Referring to Table 4.3.1.1 above, one can see that participants produced 
informational solutions for:
(a) What the biotechnological items are
(b) The motivations and possible motivations behind them
(c) Who is behind the items, who might control them, who might use them and 
who might have access to them
(d) Who they affect and might affect
(e) What is involved, what will be and what might be
(f) How they are used, how they will be and how they might be
(g) How they should be used, regulated and limited
These are solutions to not knowing in a situation where participants felt obliged to 
proffer an account of the biotechnological items, and they constitute a multi­
dimensional, non-technical knowledge of them. These units of functional context are 
the molecular building blocks of wider properties and functionality. They form a 
knowledge that is judgemental, descriptive, predictive, socially and psychologically 
aware; that codes in the anecdotal and the experiential. This knowledge contains 
moral, risk, impact and usefulness information, as well as information about 
motivations. The representation by participants does not contain solutions for how 
the items work, detailed procedure or how one might go about practising, creating, or 
technically applying items. The knowledge is practical to the extent that it allows 
participants to form an attitude, express an opinion and potentially join in the debate 
on biotechnology. The different types of informational solutions give the participants 
a variety of ways to approach the topics concerned. The following sub-sections 
attempt to show wider properties and functionality of the resultant loiowledge in 
relation to strings of the informational solutions:
4.3.1.2. Judgement
Many of the solutions appear to have a judgemental dimension and a judgement 
function. They provide functional context, judgement material that is cultural in
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nature and has been brought to bear on the biotechnological items but could in most 
cases have been applied to another problem. ‘Against nature’, ‘man playing God’ or 
‘totally wrong’ are examples of this transposable material that biotechnological items 
have been anchored to. This transposable material is the stuff of lay knowledge.
Judgement functions and knowledge properties emerging through the 
informational solutions contained in Table 4.3.1.1 include: moral and ethical, risk, 
unnaturalness, interference with nature, impact, usefulness, motivations, 
trustworthiness and competence; and often combinations of these. The informational 
solutions tend not to be one-dimensional, but the following segments will focus on 
certain dimensions whilst also pointing out others.
Moral knowledge
Many of the informational solutions produced by participants constitute moral 
knowledge, as is illustrated in the following strings:
W hat biotechnological items are; altering things we shouldn't be / messing around with 
God's plan / totally wrong /  wrong /  manipulation / manipulation o f nature, o f  life /  messing 
with food / man playing God /  against nature / humans having fun with something they 
shouldn't really be fooling around with / a prime example o f interfering with the plan / 
messing around with things that have been working well for a very long time / put things 
together that were never intended to be together / putting a whole load o f  parts together that 
perhaps were not meant to be together / unnatural /  cruel /  sensible /  have no benefit or are 
negative to the natural biology / something that should be there /  a quick fix
Motivations behind biotechnological items (why engage in them): the betterment o f  us all 
/  for society /  no good reason
What is involved: not being respectful o f  certain natural laws
What might be involved: som ething bad /  the ethical things o f  does that ape-human have 
the same rights as a human being
How they will be used: for the wrong things
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How they might be used: in a positive way / in a negative way / irresponsibly / misuse / 
abuse / corruptly
How they should be used: the reasons for having this treatment should be legitimate / there 
should be strict guidelines as to the people who should be allowed to use this treatment. I 
think these guidelines should include things like the reason why she wants this treatment and 
many more /  not necessarily government but there should be a body, whether it be medical or 
whatever, that regulates what people do with their DNA / with enough rules and regulations / 
they've got to keep strict laws on it to stop the scientists from getting can ied away
Solutions such as those featured above contain a sense of right and wrong in relation 
to biotechnological items. This is in terms of what the items are, the motivations 
behind them, what they involve, how they might be used and how they should be 
used. The solutions include information on what should and should not be in relation 
to the items. They are amongst other things, judgements. They are also 
aclcnowledgements of the moral and ethical dimensions of items. Some of the items 
are also judgements on naturalness and unnaturalness, impact on nature and 
interference.
Multidimensional solutions also have other properties and functions. The 
above string reveals judgement on usefulness: ‘have no benefit’; and judgements on 
motivation, competence and trustworthiness: ‘for society’, ‘corruptly’, ‘fooling 
around with’, ‘stop the scientists getting carried away’, ‘irresponsibly’, ‘misuse’, 
‘abuse’. There is conditionality: ‘with enough rules and regulations’. Some of the 
solutions are also descriptive, dealing with the targeting of the item: ‘messing with 
food’ and basic observations about the process: ‘putting a whole load of parts 
together...’, ‘altering’.
Judgements o f unnaturalness and impact
Participants produced informational solutions in relation to biotechnological items 
that judged them unnatural and wrong, even unhealthily so, as illustrated in the 
following strings:
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What biotechnological items are: unhealthy / unnatural / new species o f  plants that are 
poisonous or have no benefit or are negative to the natural biology / taking nature out o f it 
completely / totally wrong / wrong /  manipulation o f  nature, o f  life /  against nature
What is involved: unnatural things are gonna happen /  a direct effect on us and the future o f  
not only the human race, but the planet / not being respectful o f  certain natural laws
What will be involved: an imbalance
Solutions also conveyed a sense of several items being adverse to nature, 
manipulating it, not being respectful of it and even removing it from the equation 
altogether.
Judgements of unnaturalness co-existed with other properties and functions. 
For example, there is also prediction: ‘unnatural things are gonna happen’.
Judgements o f interference
What biotechnological items are: altering things we shouldn't be /  messing around with 
God's plan / manipulation /  messing with food / man playing God /  messing around with 
Noah's Ark / humans having fun with something they shouldn't really be fooling around with 
/ a prime example o f  interfering with the plan /  messing around with things that have been 
working well for a very long time
Motivations behind biotechnological items (why engage in them): hying to override the 
larger scheme o f things
What might be involved: contamination / we can be throwing something else out that we 
are unaware o f / major problems in the future / it could come out wrong
Some of the biotechnological items constituted interference for participants. The 
language that was predominantly used was ‘messing around’, ‘playing’ and ‘fooling 
around’, conveying a sense of item practitioners not being fully aware or in control 
of the consequences of what they were doing, that we could be ‘throwing something 
else out that we are unaware o f  and that there could be ‘major problems in the 
future’. So there was a strong sense of interference through negligence or insufficient 
competence and loiowledge. There was also the sense that ‘we shouldn’t be’ doing
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some of the things that these items involved, that things ‘have been working very 
well for a long time’ and were best left alone. Item practitioners were ‘messing’ with 
things that were ‘larger’ than they were, a sentiment communicated with references 
to ‘the plan’, ‘God’s plan’, ‘playing God’ and ‘the larger scheme of things’.
Putting together things that perhaps do not belong together
W hat biotechnological items are; putting a whole load o f  parts together that perhaps were 
not meant to be together /  substituting a pig's heart for a man's heart /  mixing human genes 
and monkey genes / messing around with Noah's Ark /  change their colour, change their size, 
mix things together, you know, put things together that were never intended to be together
W hat might be involved: crossing plants, animals and stuff like that / contamination / the 
ethical things o f does that ape-human have the same rights as a human being
How they will be used: mixing animals with other animals; they always test it on the 
animals first and then it comes to humans
Multidimensional solutions combined moral judgement with basic description of the 
processes involved. Participants represented certain biotechnological items as 
‘putting together’, or ‘mixing’ things from categories perceived as normally distinct. 
In many cases, participants included in the informational solution ideas along the 
lines of: those things ‘perhaps were not meant to be together’, or ‘were never 
intended to be together’, as illustrated in the above strings. These ideas also 
combined with concepts of ethics and animal application opening the floodgates to 
human application.
Knowledge o f risk
Many participant solutions include information about item risk:
W hat biotechnological items are: new species o f  plants that are poisonous or have no 
benefit or are negative to the natural biology / dangerous /  scaiy
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What is involved: accidents / pain /  along the process things are gonna go wrong /  
unnatural things are gonna happen / that sheep that they cloned died really, really young and 
had all sorts o f health problems, so it's not smooth, it's not like they clone an identical person, 
genetically they're cloned but they can't live a normal life / a friend o f mine had a child using 
IVF and the boy doesn't talk at all and he's thiee-year's old /  a direct effect on us and the 
future o f not only the human race, but the planet /  risks / risks along the line
What will be involved: an imbalance /  the few who fall along the way, who get a disability 
or die because o f  our research / problems
What might be involved: creating a new underclass /  something bad / side-effects / increase 
in cancers / contamination / we can be throwing something else out that we are unaware o f /  
major problems in the future /  it could come out wrong /  losing some kind o f  freedom
How they are used: misuse /  for biological weapons /  HIV was created in a laboratory
How they will be used: it will start with the animals and then it will move to the humans, 
whether it's cloning or mixing animals with other animals; they always test it on the animals 
first and then it comes to humans / for the wrong things
How they might be used: in a negative way / iiTesponsibly / at the same time they can create 
some animal viruses that can wipe out the human race / misuse /  abuse /  to destroy different 
races / to manufacture an army o f human beings who are prepared to carry out illegal and 
immoral acts against all people / for racial or any kind o f discrimination / to build a master 
race / families may begin to be more selective to a point where if  the child was gonna be a 
girl and they don't want a girl then they'll abort it /  cloning people to try and kill someone / 
crime
How they should be used; not necessarily government but there should be a body, whether 
it be medical or whatever, that regulates what people do with their DNA / with enough rules 
and regulations / they've got to keep strict laws on it to stop the scientists from getting canied  
away
The loiowledge of risk that emerges through these informational solutions has 
multiple properties and functions. It is judgemental, predictive and precautionary; it 
factors in motivations, trustworthiness, competence and perceptions of social 
phenomena; it processes experience and anecdote. Much of the risk information 
concerned social risks, ‘one thing leads to another’ type risks, and risks to do with
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the unknown -  qualitative risk judgements, not quantified or calculated probabilistic 
risk judgements. But there was qualification material such as judgements about 
necessary rules and regulation. There was negligible procedural risk information. 
There were also many unqualified, and what could be argued to be unfounded, 
foregone conclusions, such as ‘HIV was created in a laboratory’, or transgenic plants 
as ‘poisonous or have no benefit’; but there were many units of functional context 
that could be argued to have strong historical bases, such as that Human Genetic 
Information might be used for ‘racial or any kind of discrimination’.
Knowledge o f usefulness
Participants produced informational solutions with judgement functions regarding 
actual and potential item usefulness, but also judgements of motivation and 
description of user, use and application that qualify usefulness and identify for whom 
items will be useful, as is illustrated in the following strings:
What biotechnological items are: beneficial / necessary / unnecessary / something that 
should be there /  have no benefit
Motivations behind biotechnological items (why engage in them): treatment / military / 
select the make up o f  your child / the betterment o f us all /  for society / for themselves / 
against some future killer /  for a quick fix / make money out o f it /  no good reason
Possible motivations behind biotechnological items (why might they be engaged in): 
medical reasons / food production reasons /  political reasons /  to have workhorses
Who might use them: governments / America / the UK / other countries / the military /  
companies / families / lots o f  people / rich Americans / super-rich
How they are used: to treat /  for biological weapons / DNA testing /  to track matriarchal 
heritage / to clone cells or tissues / select the make up o f your child
How they might be used: in health /  helping people maintain health longer / trying to correct 
genetic information / medically /  food production / politically /  to clone an arm or a leg / to 
clone a man or a woman / to predict your future, whether you’re a good risk or not /  to 
choose gender /  save a human life / to grow an ear for my child
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4.3.1.3. Description
Descriptive properties and functions have already been cursorily demonstrated in 
addressing the multidimensionality of many informational solutions. Descriptive 
solutions identified targeting of items, use and application, and users. Description of 
procedural processes involved in biotechnological items was superficial. As one 
might expect of lay solutions, there was no technical description. Brief descriptive 
examples follow:
Targeting (who or what items are thought to be directed at)
cloning people /  ... to select children / classifying people... / messing with food /  substituting 
a pig's heart for a man's heart /  identifying somebody's genetic make-up... /  animal genes in 
my vegetarian food
Use and application
select the make up o f your child / DNA testing / ti eatment / biological weapons / military / 
identifying somebody's genetic make-up and then basing certain decisions and assumptions 
on that information / classifying people according to their genes /  tracking matriarchal 
heritage / to clone an arm or a leg / to conect genetic information
Users
Who might use them: governm ent /  governments /  governments in other countiies /  
America /  the UK /  other countries /  the military /  companies /  fam ilies /  lots o f  people /  rich 
Americans /  super-rich
Who might have access to them: government /  a state /  M N Cs /  an individual /  som e despot 
som ewhere in the world /  T echnological Hitler /  Russians /  Americans /  parents /  fam ilies /  
lots o f  people /  rich Americans
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Processes involved
Informational solutions that addressed process or procedure were very basic or 
superficial but in many cases enabled participants to reach a judgement:
putting a whole load o f parts together that perhaps were not meant to be together / cloning / 
substituting a pig’s heart for a man's heart /  identifying somebody's genetic make-up and then 
basing certain decisions and assumptions on that information /  classifying people according 
to their genes /  altering things we shouldn't be /  taking nature out o f  it completely / mixing 
human genes and monlcey genes / change their colour, change their size, mix things together, 
you know, put things together that were never intended to be together / they went around all 
over rural Africa, taking swabs from inside o f  peoples' mouths
Other
W hat biotechnological items are: something as essential to us as our DNA - a whole new  
science has been created around it
4.3.1.4. Prediction
Predictive solutions were already demonstrated, especially with regard to risk. For 
clarity, some examples of predictive solutions are listed below:
W hat is involved: a direct effect on us and the future o f not only the human race, but the 
planet
W hat will be involved: an imbalance /  the few who fall along the way, who get a disability 
or die because o f  our research / problems / unnatural things are gonna happen / risks along 
the line
W hat might be involved: creating a new underclass /  the idea o f  the perfect or ideal human / 
something bad / side-effects / increase in cancers /  crossing plants, animals and stuff like that 
/  contamination
How it might be used: to clone a man or a woman / in a positive way / in a negative way / in 
health / helping people maintain health longer
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4.3.1.5. Social and psychological awai'eness
Social and psychological awareness was brought to bear on biotechnological items 
tlirough informational solutions for possible motivations behind items, how people 
might react to items and the possible consequences. These informational solutions 
are, or are partly, formed from highly transposable functional context, units of 
cultural material that can be brought to bear on many things in life -  the ordinary 
categories. Some of the informational solutions are highly specialised however, 
oriented to paiticular item-properties, such as cloning. This is all part of the 
incorporation of the new that not only reduces the new but also inevitably adapts 
cultural loiowledge. Some examples of solutions for motivation, solutions for how 
people might react and solutions for possible social consequences follow:
Solutions for motivation
M otivations behind biotechnological items (why engage in them): treatment /  military / 
select the make up o f your child / parents' selection o f  their child /  the betterment o f  us all / 
for society /  for themselves / to see if they can do something / against some future killer /  just 
to see what will happen / for a quick fix /  they know they'll make money out o f  it /  trying to 
override the larger scheme o f  things /  for fun /  no good reason
Possible motivations behind biotechnological items (why might they be engaged in): 
medical reasons /  food production reasons /  political reasons / to destroy different races / to 
differentiate races, class in different ways /  to classify people according to their genes / to 
build a master race / cloning oneself / cloning people to try and kill someone / to clone a 
class / crime / having a clone o f themselves so that if  they need a bone manow transplant or a 
new heart / not good / to have workhorses
Solutions for how people might react to particular items
inesponsibly / misuse /  abuse /  tiying to correct genetic information / clone an individual to 
caiTy out tasks / if  you create them (clone o f  yourself), you’re gonna want to be in charge o f  
them / genetically deciding what a person will be /  build a master race / create a super army 
o f super-fit human beings /  create an Aryan race / politically /  corruptly / choose gender /
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families may begin to be more selective to a point where if  the child was gonna be a girl 
and they don't want a girl then they'll abort it /  lots o f  people cloning themselves / rich 
Americans cloning themselves / crime / having a clone o f  themselves /  somebody whose 
super-rich whose gonna make 20000 copies o f themselves /  save a human life
Informational solutions regarding the possible social consequences
Solutions for possible social consequences have already been shown, again because 
of the multidimensionality of informational solutions being as they are formed at 
least partly out of very transposable, multidimensional cultural material. 
Nevertheless, some examples follow:
W hat might be involved: creating a new underclass / the ethical things o f  does that ape- 
human have the same rights as a human being all this sort o f  thing / losing some kind o f  
freedom
How they might be used: differentiating races, classing in different ways /  to classify people 
according to their genes /  to destroy different races / to manufacture an army o f human 
beings who are prepared to cairy out illegal and immoral acts against all people / for racial or 
any kind o f  discrimination /  to create an Aryan race /  food production / to predict your future, 
whether you’re a good risk or not /  families may begin to be more selective to a point where 
if  the child was gonna be a girl and they don't want a girl then they'll abort it /  for crime /  if  
they (ape-humans) were bred to be either incredibly intelligent or super dumb and they are 
workhorses sort o f  thing
4.3,2. Links to objects and translation into imagery
In analysing the transcripts it became apparent that what is conceptualised as 
objectification, the concretising reproduction of abstract concepts among the tangible 
things from our collective experience that we can, or can almost touch and feel by 
linldng to concrete objects, could be made more specific in terms of kinds of linking, 
their properties and functionality. Furthermore, it was thought important to show in 
our demonstration of properties and functionality that linking to concrete images and 
imagery of objects from the material world and linking to very concrete, vivid and/or 
iconic cultural objects are functionally similar. To this end, links to objects in Table
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4.3.2.1 which follows, include references to both material and cultural items. It is 
also important to aclaiowledge that anchoring and objectification mechanisms and 
processes are only conceptually separated; that when an introduced item is anchored 
to existing sense material, it is linked to many interconnected things both abstract 
and concrete and that separating them out is only a theoretical exercise undertaken 
here to better grasp potential properties and functions of lay sense-making and 
knowledge.
Biotechnological items are linked to objects and translated into imagery by 
participants. This includes:
(i) Linlcs of effect -  Biotechnological items are linlced to objects such as food, 
people, ‘my child’ and the planet. These are links of effect, concretising the idea that 
biotechnology affects or can affect these objects, transforming it from an abstract 
concept into something that affects the material world. There was also a 
personalisation of effect in some cases, with items potentially affecting ‘me’, ‘my 
(x)’ and ‘us’
(ii) Object solutions -  Biotechnological items are linked to and represented by 
objects such as ‘the perfect fruit and vegetables’ or ‘that sheep they cloned’. To 
varying degrees, these objects are the concretising elements of informational 
solutions for what biotechnological items are, corresponding to meanings
(iii) Linlcs of association -  Biotechnological items are also associated with objects 
such as Franlcenstein, Hitler and swabs, some of which feature in related imagery
(iv) Translation of concept into imagery -  Biotechnological items are translated into 
imagery, consisting of images of objects such as those referred to in (i), (ii) and (iii) 
that are linked together into a series, altered to some degree and/or put in a dynamic 
visual situation depicting change or movement
Table 4.3.2.1 below displays instances of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) from the interviews:
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Table 4.3.2.1. Links to objects and translation into imagery
i) Linlcs of effect
human beings / the human race /  people /  us / races /  man / children /  my child / m e /  animals /  pig / 
sheep / mouse / the planet / nature / food / my food /  my vegetarian food
ii) Object solutions
biological weapons / that sheep they cloned / a whole clone /  workhorses / the perfect fruits and 
vegetables / ape-human / human ear on a mouse / creature /  pigs that glow in the dark /  bits o f animal 
in my vegetarian food
iii) Links of association
Franlcenstein /  minotaurs /  griffins /  friffids /  Russians /  Americans /  hypnotised assassins /  Africa /  
swabs /  sperm /  donor /  fair-haired /  girl /  boy /  lawyer /  the perfect or ideal human /  Hitler /  Hitler's 
Germany / Germans /  Second World War /  Aryan super-race / the A iyan race /  m oney / animal viruses 
/  laboratory / cancer /  God /  tiny little parasite
iv) Translation of concept into imagery
just things where a human being has six fingers /  a load o f  very clever people who look so similar that 
you'll have the Aryan super-race looming up /  manufacturing an army o f  human beings who are 
prepared to cairy out illegal and immoral acts against all people /  creating a super army o f super-fit 
human beings / lots o f  people might decide to do the same thing and then you'd have lots o f children 
running around all looking the same /  somebody whose super-rich whose gonna make 20000 copies o f  
themselves / substituting a pig's heart for a man's heart /  if  a gibbon’s heart is a good substitute for a 
human's heart / bits o f  animals in my vegetarian food / ape-human /  growing a human ear on a mouse / 
putting a piece o f corn into a pea pod / pigs that glow in the dark because they're crossed with jellyfish  
/  change their colour, change their size, mix things together, you laiow, put things together that were 
never intended to be together / once a tiny little parasite starts trying to organise the larger 
organisation ... we can be throwing something else out that we are unaware o f
4.3.2.2. Translation of concept into imagerv
The following string illustrates the translation into imagery of ideas about 
unnaturalness and the ‘putting together of things that perhaps do not belong together’ 
relating to transgenic, genetic modification and Xenotransplantation items:
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just things where a human being has six fingers / bits o f animals in my vegetarian food / 
ape-human /  putting a piece o f corn into a pea pod /  change their colour, change their size, 
mix things together, you know, put things together that were never intended to be together
The imagery employs uncomplimentary juxtaposition, the juxtaposition of categories 
which to most people do not properly or ordinarily belong together, such as a human 
being and six-fingers or a piece of corn in a pea-pod. Items such as ‘just things where 
a human being has six fingers’, ‘bits of animals in my vegetarian food’, ‘ape-human’ 
and ‘putting a piece of corn into a pea pod’ render more tangible and concrete ideas 
about the unnaturalness and the ‘putting together of things that perhaps do not belong 
together’ relating to transgenic, genetic modification and Xenotransplantation items. 
Uncomplimentary juxtaposition potentially functions to concretise and highlight the 
sense of something not ordinary and not proper about the item concerned.
The Transgenic Animals item was also translated into:
growing a human ear on a mouse / pigs that glow in the dark because they're crossed with 
jellyfish
These are examples of imagery that has appeared in the mass media and the 
participants concerned reported that they recalled encountering them through 
newspapers and TV. These items render the item ‘TRANSGENIC ANIMALS - 
animals modified to include the genes of other organisms’ more concrete. The item 
‘XENOTRANSPLANTATION -  the use of non-human animals as organ donors’ is 
rendered more concrete by the following elaborations:
substituting a pig's heart for a man's heart /  if  a gibbon’s heart is a good substitute for a 
human's heart
The idea of biotechnology, genetics and many of the biotechnological items 
constituting humans ‘trying to organise the larger organisation’ with potential 
consequences of which we are ‘unaware’ was rendered more tangible with:
once a tiny little parasite starts tiying to organise the larger organisation ... we can be 
throwing something else out that we are unaware o f
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The following string illustrates the translation of ideas about Human 
Reproductive Cloning into imagery:
a load o f very clever people who look so similar that you'll have the Aryan super-race 
looming up / manufacturing an army o f  human beings who are prepared to cany out illegal 
and immoral acts against all people /  creating a super army o f super-fit human beings / lots o f  
people might decide to do the same thing and then you'd have lots o f  children running around 
all looking the same / somebody whose super-rich whose gonna make 20000 copies o f  
themselves
Concerns about Human Reproductive Cloning on a large scale were translated into 
people making ‘twenty-thousand copies of themselves’, ar mies of super-fit or 
morally-uninhibited human beings, ‘lots of children running around all looking the 
same’ and a load of people ‘who look so similar that you’ll have the Aryan super­
race looming up’. ‘Looming’ made visual a sense of foreboding. The metaphor, 
‘worldiorses’ was used for clones that originals were in charge of. The imagery 
employed cultural material, both fictional and historical, such as the ‘super-army of 
super-fit human beings’ and the ‘Aryan super-race’.
4.3.2.3. Links of effect
Personalisation o f effect
There was a personalisation of effect in some cases. Items affected ‘us’ and ‘me’. 
Genetically modified food was not just about some food out there called GM food; it 
was about ‘my food’, or even ‘my vegetarian food’:
us /  my child / my food / my vegetarian food / me
One of the participants objectified the item ‘Transgenic Animals -  animals modified 
to include the genes of other organisms’, with the image of a ‘human ear grown on a
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mouse’. She then constructed a link of effect whereby this ear might be grown for 
her child.
Effects beyond humans
Participants represented items as affecting objects beyond human beings or our food. 
Various items were portrayed as affecting the planet and more frequently, as 
affecting nature:
the planet / nature / pig /  sheep /  mouse
Links to animals (not particular species) were included in the original items, such as 
Transgenic Animals, Xenotransplantation and Animal Reproductive Cloning.
4.3.2.4. Object solutions
Biotechnological items were represented by objects -  object solutions for what the 
items are, such as ‘the perfect fruit and vegetables’. Some examples are given in the 
string below:
that sheep they cloned / a whole clone / the perfect fruits and vegetables / human ear on a 
mouse /  pigs that glow in the dark / creature / ape-human
To varying degrees, these objects were the concretising elements of informational 
solutions for what the biotechnological items are, corresponding to meanings. The 
items GM (Genetically Modified) Food and GM Crops were objectified by ‘the 
perfect fruit and vegetables’. The image of perfect fruit and vegetables made the 
‘modification’ more tangible. ‘That sheep they cloned’ represented both Animal and 
Human Reproductive Cloning and the idea that clones might not live a ‘normal’ life. 
The ‘human ear on a mouse’ and the ‘pigs that glow in the dark’ were object 
solutions for what Transgenic Animals are, and made the idea of ‘animals modified 
to include the genes of other organisms’ more tangible by rendering the 
modifications more concrete.
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4.3.2.S. Links of association
Biotechnological items were associated with objects contained in categories and 
representations anchored to, some of which featured in related imagery. For example, 
the items Genetic Screening and Selection, Human Genetic Information and Human 
Genetic Engineering were anchored to existing representations of parental selection 
of children’s traits in speim donation and attempts at social engineering by the Nazis 
during the Second World War.
sperm / donor /  fair-haired / girl /  boy / lawyer /  the perfect or ideal human /  Aryan super-race
/ the Aryan race / Hitler /  Hitler's Germany / Nazis / Germans / Second World War
The items became associated with the concept of ‘the perfect or ideal human’ and a 
previous attempt at realising this idea, Hitler’s Aryan project. The anchoring to the 
representation of parental selection with relation to sperm donation associated these 
items with the idea that in picking the donor, parents-to-be choose ‘fair-haired, 
lawyer, stuff like that’ (Rob). Anchoring to a representation of existing gender 
selection Genetic Screening and Selection was associated with the idea that parents 
tend to choose boys over girls and might even abort girls.
There were some iconic cultural objects that already had in-built the property 
of uncomplimentary juxtaposition:
Frankenstein /  minotaurs / griffins /  Triffids
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4,3.3. Anchoring
43.3.1. Anchoring to fiction and myth
Referring to Tables 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.2.1, it is clear that fiction and myth provided a lot 
of material in the form of ideas and imagery for making sense of items such as 
Xenotransplantation and those involving genetic information, cloning and trans­
genesis - the modification of organisms to include the genes of other organisms. 
Many of the informational solutions, links to objects and translations into imagery 
were produced with this type of cultural material. In the absence of access to 
analogous 'real-world' examples of the more extreme implications of recent and 
radical items, some participants anchored media portrayals of these new 
developments to representations emerging from science fiction, such as 
'Franlcenstein', ‘Day of the Triffids’ and 'GATTACA', and myth. It is important to 
note that these were all cautionary tales.
Biotechnological items that were perceived to transgress species boundaries, 
such as Xenotransplantation - the use of non-human animals as organ donors for 
human transplant patients - and trans-genesis, were anchored in representations from 
sci-fi horror and mythology. For example, one participant anchored 
Xenotranplantation to representations from 'Frankenstein', obviously in reference to 
the creation of the Doctor's monster:
Frankenstein. I say that because it's putting a whole load o f  parts together that perhaps were 
not meant to be together in the first place. I don't see the reason to substitute a pig's heart for 
a man's heart. Alex
The story being referenced contains themes of wrong conduct and science gone mad, 
which is echoed in the participant’s later talk:
To do that would be to alter things that we shouldn't be doing. Alex
Trans-genetic items were anchored to representations of'freaks' and things 
alien contained in films such as 'Day of the Triffids' about man-eating plants from
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outer space, and in mythological representations of the revenge of the Gods and 
hybrid creatures. These are representations of 'wrongness', abnormality and the 
consequent danger:
Fictional minotaurs, griffins, as well as images from books and television; just things where a 
human being has six fingers. Ali
It conjures up images o f  the Triffids and stuff like that. Christian
Human Genetic Information and Engineering items were anchored to 
cautionary representations from science fiction films such as GATTACA:
A bit like the film, GATTACA. Just that whole idea o f  classifying people according to their 
genes, which was what was happening in that film, so you created a new underclass, Jenny
4.3.3.2. Anchoring to representations of Nazi Germany
Some participants anchored representations of Human Genetic Information, 
Genetic Screening and Selection, Human Genetic Engineering and Human 
Reproductive Cloning to cautionary representations of historical events, especially 
the Second World War and nationalist social engineering.
I do believe that when some kind o f  entity whether it be the government, MNCs or an 
individual, has access to this information - from examples in the past they have used it 
irresponsibly - examples o f  Germans for example in the Second World War with regards to 
tiying to correct genetic information and differentiating races, classing in different ways, 
wanting to destroy different races. Alex
First thing that comes to mind for me is Hitler's Germany. Jessie
You might get a load o f veiy clever people but you might also get a load o f  veiy clever 
people who look so similar that you'll have the Aiyan super-race looming up. Exactly what 
Hitler tried to do in a more natural way. I say natural, he tried to kill all the people who didn't 
look like the ideal and then he sent the ones who did out onto the farm to reproduce. Rob
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Technological Hitler. Building a master-race. Some despot somewhere in the world creating 
a super army o f  super-fit human beings. Again, I just don’t really see the need for it. Bailey
Germany under Hitler. For me it's that whole idea o f  wanting to create an Aryan race and 
obviously that Aryan race will exclude me personally. Jenny
Two of the participants who anchored to such representations quoted their sources as 
being a recent spate of documentaries on Hitler and the Nazi regime.
4.3.3.3. Anchoring to representations of usage bv state, government and military
To the extent that biotechnology was set in the context of representations of 
governmental usage, biotechnology was represented as something that was or might 
be misused, producing informational solutions for what biotechnology was or for 
how it might be used, such as ‘biological weapons’ and ‘manufacturing an army’:
There are probably in the past and now plenty o f governments that have misused things... In 
my opinion they have used biology for biological weapons, chemical weapons which has 
been done by my own countiy Rob
a state manufacturing an army o f  human beings who are prepared to carry out illegal and 
immoral acts against all people, almost like what the Russians and the Americans tried to do 
or did when they hypnotised assassins. Jessie
I do believe that when some kind o f  entity whether it be the government, MNCs or an 
individual, has access to this information - from examples in the past they have used it 
irresponsibly... Alex
Some despot somewhere in the world creating a super army o f  super-fit human beings. 
Bailey
You could have the issue o f  cloning a class by government or the military or something like 
that Rob
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Representations of state, government and military were cautionary and anchoring to 
them produced cautionary informational solutions in relation to biotechnological 
items.
4.3.3.4. Anchoring to representations of parental selection
The item, ‘Genetic Screening and Selection -  screening of embryos by pre­
implantation diagnosis -  selection can be on the basis of illness or gender’ was 
anchored to representations of existing or desired parental selection of 
children’s traits:
To screen for the sex o f the children is quite dangerous because somehow nature has 
managed to roughly keep the genders equal, not in all societies but as a general rule 
there are probably as many men on the planet as women and that's happened naturally 
and it won't happen if  you can select a male because most countries will select a male 
because they are more valuable in their terms. China's a good example. If you can 
screen against illness I think that is totally sensible. John
I do believe that this screening o f  embryos could be beneficial, but I do still think it is 
subject to misuse. Families may begin to be more selective to a point where if  the child 
was gonna be a girl and they don't want a girl then they'll abort it and I think that would 
be very dangerous- and there have been many things that I've read recently and 
documentaries where they say we will be able to choose the, well we can choose gender 
now, but to what extent do we want to do that? And I just think reproduction should be 
as natural as it can be. Alex
Getting right down to the nitty-gritty o f  parents' selection o f their child, I mean it's 
already lawful now, you can already virtually select the make up o f  your child. I 
understand in America you can already go and have a sperm donated and you can 
actually pick the donor, you know, fair-haired, lawyer stuff like that. So you're already 
doing that. I don't really think that's the way to go because you are taking nature out o f  
it completely and everybody's going to, well, I just think that's wrong, it's totally wrong.
It's going to create an imbalance. Rob
As illustrated in the extracts above, participants appeared to make sense of Genetic 
Screening and Selection in the context of the belief that many, if not a majority of
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parents prefer male offspring. Setting it in this context provided possible 
informational solutions, such as how Genetic Screening and Selection might be used 
and why, and solutions for what it might involve that included risk information: it 
might be used to select for male children because they are thought of as ‘more 
valuable’ in ‘most countries’; it might involve dangers, unnaturalness and the 
abortion of girls. The anchoring of Genetic Screening and Selection and human- 
oriented items to the representation of would-be parents selecting sperm donors 
according to certain traits produced solutions for what will be involved, who will use 
them and judgements that included risk information - creating an ‘imbalance’ and 
‘taking nature out of it completely’, moral information -  ‘it’s totally wrong’ and the 
who solution, ‘everybody’s going to’. These lines of anchoring were part of a larger 
theme of anchoring the items Human Genetic Information, Human Genetic 
Engineering and Genetic Screening and Selection to representations of 
discrimination between human beings, that produced item solutions in that vein. 
Screening by itself and screening for illness was judged ‘totally sensible’ and 
‘beneficial’.
4.3.3.5. Anchoring to representations of usage bv companies
The item. Human Genetic Information was anchored to cautionary representations of 
information usage by companies, producing cautionary informational solutions for 
how it might be used:
The thing that comes to mind about that is won ies about insurance, like life insurance, and 
mortgages - anything to do with a company being able to, in their own mind, predict your 
future, whether you're a good risk or not, and that's all very well if  you're a very healthy 
person with no genetic problems but if  you're not would you ever get life insurance, would 
you ever get a mortgage, would you ever get a job if they knew that in the future, or if  they 
could predict that in the future you would have problems with your health? It would be 
misused, because any information is misused even now. People with HIV don't get life 
insurance, you can't get a mortgage; or people with full-blown aids if  they are stupid enough 
to admit it on the form; it's a certain life expectancy. Jessie
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One o f the most powerfiil tools in the world is information, and as well as being productive 
it can be one o f the most destructive as well, depending on whose hand it's in. I do believe 
that when some kind o f entity whether it be the government, MNCs or an individual has 
access to this information, from examples in the past they have used it irresponsibly... Alex
4.3.3.6. Anchoring to representations of scientists and the research process
The extracts in this section show participants making sense of biotechnological items 
in the context of representations of scientists and the resear ch process:
If scientists discover how to clone a cell or tissue, they are going to discover how to clone an 
ann or leg, and then they are going to discover how to clone a man or woman. Drew
I don't trust them because all research is just to see what will happen and along the 
process things are gonna go wrong... It will start with the animals and then it will 
move to the humans, whether it's cloning or mixing animals with other animals; they 
always test I on the animals first and then it comes to humans. Sidney
In the first of the above extracts, the item ‘Human Therapeutic Cloning - cloning of 
human cells and tissues for medical purposes’ is anchored to a ‘one thing leads to 
another’ representation of the research process, which connects Human Therapeutic 
Cloning to Human Reproductive Cloning. Similarly, in the second extract, anchoring 
to a ‘one thing leads to another’ representation of the research process connects 
‘cloning and mixing of animals with other animals’ to equivalent human research.
I think research has to carry on for the betterment o f  us all but at the same time they can 
create some animal viruses that can wipe out the human race. I personally think that HIV was 
created in a laboratory. Scientists are intelligent people, some are working for the society and 
some are Just working for themselves to see if  they can do something, but at the same time 
accidents can happen. Mona
In the extract above, biotechnology is being made sense of in the 
context of conflicted representation of scientists and the research process. For 
example, research is represented as ‘for the betterment of us all but at the same 
time’ potentially destructive to ‘the human race’.
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In the following two extracts, biotechnological research is anchored to 
cautionary representations of scientists and health research:
It's like the time when they were talking about the vaccine and this scientist came on 
tele and he said, 'Well it doesn't matter if  we kill 50 people to save a 100.' Because 
scientists are doing things and researching things like they were researching asthma 
for instance and my son had asthma and that ventolin did a lot o f  things to him and the 
doctor kept saying 'oh no it couldn't be doing this to him', so I started taking that 
ventolin m yself to see what it would do to me and the effects, I got the same side- 
effects. But the scientists are saying, well if  it's going to better the majority to hell 
with the few who fall along the way, who get a disability or die because o f  our 
research. Jessie
I firmly believe that lots o f  diseases are created by scientists anyway, so to say I agree 
with what they are saying is to say go back and get rid o f  what you've done in the first 
place, which is created spina bifida and things like that a lot o f kids in the 1960s when 
I had my children people were given tablets to prevent pregnancy or morning sickness 
and fortunately for me I didn't take any o f  those things because I didn't believe in 
them. Sidney
4.3.3.7. Anchoring to representations of the medical arena
In the following extract. Genetically Engineered Medicine is anchored to 
representation of earlier breakthroughs in medicine as ‘necessary’ -  the specific 
example being ‘penicillin was necessary against tuberculosis’, producing the 
informational solution that the item ‘might be necessary against some future killer’
There is some that is necessary. Just like penicillin was necessary against tuberculosis, 
some genetically engineered medicines might be necessary against some future killer.
The thing is, probably we created the killer in the first place. Mona
There appears to be some mixed feeling with the line, ‘The thing is, probably 
we created the killer in the first place.’ This idea is comiected to the idea of 
genetically engineered medicines as necessary against some future killer, 
which encodes into, or at least attaches the ambivalence to the representation.
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In the following extract, health-related biotechnological research was set in 
the context of a representation of side effects caused by medical interventions in the 
1960s:
To say I agree with what they are saying is to say go back and get rid o f  what you've 
done in the first place, which is created spina bifida and things like that a lot o f  kids in 
the 1960s when I had my children people were given tablets to prevent pregnancy or 
morning sickness and fortunately for me I didn't take any o f  those things Sidney
In this context, health-related biotechnological research is just going back to ‘get rid 
of what you’ve done in the first place’, typical of a tendency among participants to 
represent medical and food-related biotechnological items as attempts to solve 
problems ‘we’, ‘humans’, ‘doctors’ or ‘scientists’ created in the first place.
In the following extract, as well as being anchored to a representation 
of health research, biotechnology is being anchored to a cautionary anecdote 
about a medical intervention. Together, these lines of anchoring produce risk 
information, cautionary solutions regarding what biotechnological research 
might involve.
It's like the time when they were talking about the vaccine and this scientist came on 
tele and he said, 'Well it doesn't matter i f  we kill 50 people to save a 100.' Because 
scientists are doing things and researching things like they were researching asthma 
for instance and my son had asthma and that ventolin did a lot o f  things to him and the 
doctor kept saying 'oh no it couldn't be doing this to him', so I started taking that 
ventolin m yself to see what it would do to me and the effects, I got the same side- 
effects. But the scientists are saying, well if  it's going to better the majority to hell 
with the few who fall along the way, who get a disability or die because o f  our 
research. Jessie
4.3.3.8. Anchoring to personal experience
Food and medically-related items almost exclusively appeared to be anchored to 
personal experience and this by female participants much more so than male
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participants. The anchoring of food and medically-related items to personal 
experience is illustrated below:
See I hate that I could be eating things like that and not even know about it. Leave it 
all alone. Don't like it, don't think it should happen. But I think we are already 
sufficiently down the line to have to be a bit more open than that. I'm a vegetarian; I 
don't want bits o f  animals in my vegetarian food, even if  it's just a gene. I don't want 
none o f  the animal genes in my food. Jenny
I don't know enough about it to say I'm against it or not. I loiow I wouldn't want to eat it, but 
I've probably eaten it already, but it's not something I'd choose to eat. Mona
Well, I'm against lab testing, but with the whole thing with GM Food and stuff, I do buy 
them. I don't thinlc, but you don't really know what you're eating. We don't really know the 
risks, you know, it could be increase in cancers for the perfect fiuits and vegetables and 
things like that. There have got to be some risks messing with food like that. Morgan
Because scientists are doing things and researching things like they were researching 
asthma for instance and my son had asthma and that ventolin did a lot o f  things to him 
and the doctor kept saying 'oh no it couldn't be doing this to him', so I started taking 
that ventolin m yself to see what it would do to me and the effects. I got the same side- 
effects. But the scientists are saying, well if  it's going to better the majority to hell 
with the few who fall along the way, who get a disability or die because o f  our 
research. Jessie
To say I agree with what they are saying is to say go back and get rid o f what you've 
done in the first place, which is created spina bifida and things like that a lot o f kids in 
the 1960s when I had my children people were given tablets to prevent pregnancy or 
morning sickness and fortunately for me I didn't take any o f those things because I 
didn't believe in them. Sidney
4,3»4, Concerns and informational solutions
Participants expressed some concerns and fears in relation to biotechnological items. 
In many instances, these fears and concerns appeared to drive the anchoring process.
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4.3.4.1. Anchoring appears in many cases to be driven and guided bv concerns. 
Anchoring driven bv one category of concern, for instance, such as a concern over 
who, can provide informational solutions not only in that category, but also in others. 
The anchor point however, provides a solution(s) in the category of concern
Anchoring appears in many cases to be driven and guided by concerns. Anchoring 
driven by one category of concern can provide informational solutions not only in 
that category, but also in others. The anchor point however, provides a solution in the 
category of concern. For example, a concern over who might have access to a 
technology can provide not only who solutions, but also solutions for how items 
might be used and why, and in some cases even appears to add some information to 
what biotechnology is. The anchor point however, the point at which the existing 
representation or category is anchored to, is a who solution or set of who solutions.
In section 4.3.3 on anchoring, we see that biotechnological items were 
anchored to representations relating to parties, such as government and scientists, 
which participants expressed concerns about. Participants were familiarising items 
by anchoring to existing representations not only of similar technologies, or similar 
uses of technology, but also of what those that they perceived might be in control of 
or have access to the technology concerned had done with their power or access in 
the past. This type of anchoring, which appears to be driven by the concerns over 
who might control, use or have access to items, also produces other solutions, such as 
how the items might be used and why, and even seems in some cases to add 
information to what biotechnology is. Participants also had clear preferences 
regarding who they would rather be in control of and have usage of the technology.
In these respects, it appears that who concerns and solutions were important to how 
an item was received, perceived and represented in general.
In the following extract, Alex first anchored the item ‘Human Genetic 
Information -  thé collection, storage and use of information about people’s genetic 
characteristics’ in a representation of information:
One o f  the most powerful tools in the world is information, and as well as being productive it 
can be one o f  the most destructive as well, depending on whose hand it's in. I do believe that 
when some kind o f  entity whether it be the government, MNCs or an individual has access to
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this information, from examples in the past they have used it iiTesponsibly. Examples o f  
Germans for example in the Second World War with regards to trying to correct genetic 
information and differentiating races, classing in different ways, wanting to destroy different 
races. If it was my information, I would feel that I had lost some kind o f  freedom, that I was 
perhaps a prisoner, and that information could be used negatively, or the wrong information 
could be put in about me. Alex
Alex’s representation of information was mixed, it could be ‘productive’ or 
‘destructive’, the outcome depended on ‘whose hands it’s in’. Alex focused on 
‘whose hands’ it might be in, who has had ‘access’ and ‘used’ this information ‘in 
the past’. Alex’s who concern appears to have driven the anchoring process to 
representation of the usage of information ‘in the past’ by ‘some kind of entity 
whether it be government, MNCs or an individual who has access to information’, 
which at the point of anchoring provides who solutions for who might use or have 
access to the item, but also provides informational solutions for how it might be used: 
‘from examples in the past they have used it irresponsibly’. These solutions then 
appear to have been anchored to the example of ‘Germans’ during the ‘Second 
World War’, supposedly driven by some impulse to provide an example of who. 
Representation of the Germans during the Second World War also provided 
informational solutions for how and why the item might be used: ‘to correct genetic 
information and differentiating races, classing in different ways, wanting to destroy 
different races’. In the final sentence, there is confirmation that Alex was actually 
projecting these informational solutions from the past into the future. There is also a 
personalisation of concern and of the solution for who it might affect, which will be 
explored further on.
In the extract below, ‘worries’ about how Human Genetic Information might 
be used in the areas of ‘insurance’, ‘life insurance’ and ‘mortgages’ leads on to the 
item being set in the context to of how ‘companies’ use information about potential 
consumers of loan and insurance products in the present, producing informational 
solutions for how HGI might be used, or ‘misused’, and why -  ‘to predict your 
future, whether you’re a good risk’ -  as well as solutions for who might use it -  
‘companies’ -  and who might be affected -  unhealthy people with ‘genetic 
problems’. There is also the sense that a deepening of inequity might be involved.
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The thing that comes to mind about that is worries about insurance, like life insurance, and 
stuff like mortgages. Anything to do with a company being able to, in their own mind, 
predict your future, whether you're a good risk or not, and that's all very well i f  you're a very 
healthy person with no genetic problems but i f  you're not would you ever get life insurance, 
would you ever get a mortgage, would you ever get a job if  they knew that in the future, or if  
they could predict that in the future you would have problems with your health? It would be 
misused, because any information is misused even now. A case in point is that people with 
HIV don't get life insurance, you can't get a mortgage; or people with full-blown aids if  they 
are stupid enough to admit it on the form; it's a certain life expectancy. Jessie
Once again, concern appears to drive and guide anchoring to informational solutions 
relating to those concerns that are contained within a representation that also contains 
other categories of informational solutions. The same applies to the extract below. 
Rob expressed concerns regarding how, why and by whom biotechnology might be 
used, and by whom it might be controlled, appear to guide anchoring to a 
representation of government usage of science and technology in the past and 
present:
I would rather it not be used for political reasons, rather for medical reasons or food 
production reasons. I'd rather it not be government run because I think it could be abused by 
future governments or governments in other counti ies. There are probably in the past and 
now plenty o f  governments that have abused things. In my opinion they have used biology 
for biological weapons, chemical weapons which has been done by my own country, by 
America and now other counti ies have got hold o f it and it's a threat to - it's always been a 
threat - but it's something that needn't have been. Rob
The representation produces solutions for how, why and by whom biotechnology is 
and might be used. How and why it is and might be used: ‘for biological weapons’. 
How it might be used: ‘abused’. Who might use it, get ‘hold of it’: ‘governments’, 
‘governments in other countries’, ‘my own country’ and ‘America’. The 
representation also provides solutions for what has been, is and might be involved: 
abuse, ‘threat’. This contributes risk information. Information is also added to what 
biotechnology is: ‘biological weapons’, ‘a threat’ and ‘something that needn’t have
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been [a threat]’. The latter solution leaves an opening for alternative approaches to 
biotechnology.
4.3.4.2. Concerns over who might control, use and have access to biotechnologv and 
biotechnological items
Participants expressed concerns over who might control, use and have access to 
biotechnology and biotechnological items.
My problem is not so much with the technology, but the hands in which it is in. Reese
In fact I would be very suspicious o f the hands this technology is most likely to be In which 
are the hands o f  powerful people who would manipulate it in, I think, a negative way. Alex
it's just the way it is applied and who applies it. I would rather it be used by people who 
Rob
I don't think a whole clone would be particularly beneficial to us and think in the wrong 
hands it could be used corruptly. Jessie
N ew species o f  plants that are poisonous or have no benefit or are negative to the natural 
biology. Who is manipulating it? Bailey
I think they've got to keep strict laws on it to stop the scientists fi-om getting carried 
away. Morgan
I'd rather it not be government run. Rob
As regards IVF I think the technology should be there but I do believe that the reasons 
for having this treatment should be legitimate. I believe that there should be strict 
guidelines as to the people who should be allowed to use this treatment. I think these 
guidelines should include things like the reason why she wants this treatment and 
many more. Lee
I do believe that this screening o f  embiyos could be beneficial, but I do still think it is 
subject to misuse. Families may begin to be more selective to a point where if  the
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child was gonna be a girl and they don't want a girl then they'll abort it and I think that 
would be very dangerous. Alex
In many cases, as illustrated by some of the extracts above, even when participants to 
a large degree accepted the technology, concerns remained over who might control, 
use and have access to it. Therefore, the who solutions displayed in Table 3.2.1, such 
as the solutions for who is behind the items, who might control, use and have access 
to them were important elements of the representation of biotechnological items. 
They address participant concerns. They do not however, alleviate them. In fact, 
many of the concerns are realised.
4.3.4.3. Taking it personallv -  personalisation of concern
If it was my information, I would feel that I had lost some kind o f freedom, that I was 
perhaps a prisoner, and that information could be used negatively, or the wrong information 
could be put in about me. Alex
Germany under Hitler. For me it's that whole idea o f wanting to create an Aryan race 
and obviously that Aryan race will exclude me personally... Jenny
4.3.5, Feelings o f  inefficacy and a lack o f control
Participants reported that the interviews had got them ‘interested’ or ‘more 
interested’ in biotechnology. There was a lot that concerned them about 
biotechnology and particular items. At the same time they reported feelings of 
inefficacy -  that there was not much they could do ‘to change anything’.
Participants also expressed concern and displeasure at the thought that some 
items could be affecting their lives without their knowledge. This was 
especially true for GM Food but also applied to HGI and Genetically 
Engineered Medicine. There was a sense that they lacked control over their 
consumption of GM Food, or what might happen to their genetic information. 
Nevertheless, there was an acceptance, a sense that there was nothing that 
could be done to stop the process, that ‘we are already sufficiently down the 
line to have to be a bit more open than that’. This sense of inefficacy and
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inevitability, the lack of knowledge and control, is illustrated in the following 
extracts:
So, if  anything, talking about it makes me more interested, it makes me think ok, what 
is this about, what can be done, why are people doing this, what is the potential o f it?
Drew
Do you think you would do something about it if  you knew more? Interviewer 
No, I wouldn't feel that I had a lot o f power to change anything. Drew
See I hate that I could be eating things like that and not even know about it. Leave it 
all alone. Don't like it, don't think it should happen. But I think we are already 
sufficiently down the line to have to be a bit more open than that. I'm a vegetarian, I 
don't want bits o f  animals in my vegetarian food, even if  it's just a gene, I don't want 
none o f the animal genes in my food. Jenny
I don't know enough about it to say I'm against it or not. I loiow I wouldn't want to eat it, but 
I've probably eaten it already, but it's not something I'd choose to eat. Mona
Well, I'm against lab testing, but with the whole thing with GM Food and stuff. I do buy 
them, I don't think but you don't really know what you're eating. We don't really know the 
risks, you know, it could be increase in cancers for the perfect fruits and vegetables and 
things like that. There have got to be some risks messing with food like that. Morgan
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4.4, Discussion
Feeling obliged to give an account of biotechnological items in the absence of 
recourse to a ready knowledge, participants drew on pre-existing ideas and images in 
the representation of the biotechnological items. The item representations produced 
consisted of information that could be broken down in terms of ideas, meanings, 
images, metaphors, associations and such. But since this information was produced 
in response to the problem of not laiowing, it is perhaps more useful to think of this 
information as a solution to the problem of not Imowing, and thus to break it dovm 
into informational solutions. Information is defined in this thesis as data organised in 
a way as to convey meaning, and this data may be verbal, iconic or both. 
Representation gives items meaning, yes, but we can be more specific about the 
functionality of the information. Participant representation of biotechnological items 
produced a range of informational solutions in relation to them:
(a) What the biotechnological items are
(b) The motivations and possible motivations behind them
(c) Who is behind the items, who might control them, who might use them and 
who might have access to them
(d) Who they affect and might affect
(e) What is involved, what will be and what might be
(f) How they aie used, how they will be and how they might be
(g) How they should be used, regulated and limited
These solutions constitute a multi-dimensional, non-technical knowledge of the 
items. This Icnowledge contains moral, risk and usefulness information, including 
judgements and representations of what might happen. It identifies actors or agents in 
relation to items, representing who: who is behind the items, who might control 
them, who might use them, who might have access to them and who might be 
affected. It is a knowledge of motivations and possible motivations behind items and 
item use. Participant representation does not however, contain solutions for how the 
items work, detailed procedure, or how one might go about practising, creating, or
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technically applying items. The knowledge is practical in that it allows participants 
to form an attitude, express an opinion and potentially join in the debate on 
biotechnology, it has judgemental and predictive functionality, and it also provides 
social and psychological insight. The different types of informational solutions give 
the participants a variety of ways to approach the topics concerned.
Relating some of the things discussed so far to existing literature, in the social 
representations approach, lay knowledge consists of representations and 
representations consist of meaning, metaphor and imagery ‘more or less loosely tied 
together’ (Moscovici, 1998, p.244; Moscovici, 2001). Moscovici identifies two 
aspects: a ‘conceptual or verbal aspect’ and a corresponding ‘iconic’ or imagery 
aspect. Researchers such as Abric (2001) and Emler and Dickinson (1985) present 
representations as hierarchical an angements of ideas, metaphors and images 
connected according to the demands of kernels of core beliefs. In this study, a 
functional approach to the stuff of lay laiowledge and representations appears to 
show that the mechanisms of representation, anchoring and objectification, are 
producing information as a solution to the problem of not knowing particular things 
about items, such as what they are, how they come to be, how they will be used, who 
might use them, the motivations behind them, and so on. So the unit of analysis is the 
informational solution, which consists of a ‘conceptual or verbal aspect’, and 
theoretically corresponds to an ‘iconic’ or imagery aspect. I wiite ‘theoretically’, 
simply because in speech and writing the expression of the information solution is 
obviously verbal and may only arguably have an iconic aspect. In the fifth chapter, 
where in some cases images are the unit of analysis, this situation will be reversed in 
those cases. What is also of interest is the functional linking of representational stuff, 
which is addressed by examining links to objects and translation into imagery and 
will be discussed more, further on.
The social and psychological insight that some of the items were anchored to 
adds to similar findings from earlier research. The PABE study (2001), which 
examined Public Perceptions of Agricultural Biotechnologies in Europe, found that 
participants’ perceptions of GMOs were based paitly on ‘knowledge about human 
fallibility’. In the present study there was evidence of anchoring to ‘knowledge about 
human fallibility’, which appeared to be derived from a combination of direct
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experience, peer anecdotes and cultural representations in the case of female 
participants, and were expressed almost solely in the context of wider cultural 
representations that would be familial* from the popular media in the case of male 
participants -  that is, not in terms of recall to direct experience or peer anecdotes. 
Anchoring to representations of human fallibility was part of a wider coding in of 
social and psychological information that could be complementary to the kind of 
laiowledge generated by scientific and regulatory communities, which Hagedorn and 
AllenderHagendorn (1997) identified as dealing mainly with research oriented 
issues. The PABE study (2001) also found that participant perceptions of GMOs 
‘were based on empirical knowledge, not on subjective or emotional responses’. 
According to the report’s authors, participants diew on:
‘Three types of lay knowledge: Non-specialist knowledge about the behaviour of insects, plants and 
animals; Knowledge about human fallibility, derived from their daily experience, which had taught 
them that formal rules and regulations, though well intended, would not, in the real world, be fully 
applied; and Knowledge about the past behaviour of institutions responsible for the development and 
regulation of technological innovations and risks. This third type of knowledge was the most 
predominant. Thus, the concerns expressed in the foeus groups were mostly based on empirical lay 
knowledge about the past behaviour of institutions responsible for the development and regulation of 
technoiogical innovations and risks, supported by numerous commonly shared experiences, which were 
considered to be unsatisfactory in many ways.’ (p.9 & 10)
The UK sample of the present study did not appear to anchor biotechnological items 
to ‘non-specialist knowledge about the behaviour of insects, plants and animals’, 
apart from human animals that is, but there was much anchoring to lay knowledge of 
record about the behaviour of institutions - not only those institutions particularly 
responsible for development (such as MNCs) and regulation of technological 
innovations, but also more generally, states and their governments. As well as 
anchoring to representations of the Foot-and-Mouth and BSE crises, empirical 
laiowledge of record brought to bear on biotechnological items went back to the Cold 
War era, the Second World War, and less so to Colonial times. Beyond this, the 
present study also found recent and radical biotechnological items being anchored to 
non-empirical laiowledge such as fiction and myth.
In the absence of recourse to analogous 'real-world' examples of recent and 
radical items and their implications, some participants anchored the media-byte
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descriptions of these new developments to representations emerging from science 
fiction and myth. Fiction and myth provided a lot of material in the form of ideas and 
imagery for making sense of items involving genetic information, cloning and trans­
genesis, and also Xenotransplantation. These huge cultural stores of ideas and 
imagery appeared to be very useful for the lay anchoring and objectifying of 
biotechnological developments. The use of mythical imagery and themes in making 
sense of biotechnology has been found in earlier studies as noted by Gaskell (2001). 
Gaskell along with an instance of this mythical sense-making should help illusti ate a 
point regarding objectification a little further on.
An important issue for item proponents to consider would be that many of the 
mythic, fictional and other cultural representations that biotechnological items were 
being anchored to were cautionary. This was true of the anchoring of items such as 
Genetic Screening and Selection, Human Genetic Engineering, Human Reproductive 
Cloning and Human Genetic Information to cautionary representations of 
discrimination between human beings. These included representations of wartime 
racial and social engineering projects, existing or desired paiental selection of 
children’s traits, and personal information usage by companies in the areas of loans, 
insurance and employment. Representations of state, govermnent and military that 
items such as Human Reproductive Cloning, Genetic Engineering and Genetic 
Information were anchored to were also cautionary. Anchoring to representations of 
scientific and medical research was also in many cases cautionary but was much 
more mixed, particularly in the case of medical research with medical items being 
anchored to memories of medical breakthioughs that saved lives but also to bad 
personal experiences with prescribed medicines, for instance. This would lead to 
mixed, if not conflicting solutions.
Anchoring to and associated objectification with cautionaiy material brings to 
mind the theory of social representations being a way of coping with thi eat. In the 
present study, participant representation of biotechnological items formed a range of 
informational solutions in relation to them that might serve a vaiiety of uses, as 
mentioned earlier. The formation of these informational solutions involved anchoring 
to available functional context, which could include individual experiences and peer 
anecdotes, but also involved anchoring to cultural material including fiction and
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myth, and representations of recent historical events. Much of this did consist of 
what could be interpreted as ‘menacing images and related beliefs’; much of it was 
cautionary. A question that can be asked is was this coping with threat, or simply 
anchoring to threat. It appears, as Jost and Ignatow (2001) had previously suggested 
in relation to the Wagner et al (2002) study, that anchoring to cautionary and 
menacing material would if anything exacerbates fears. This is because when 
participants anchored to fictional, mythical and other cautionary representations, they 
tended to represent biotechnological items from within the full, terrible scope of 
those representations as expressed. In addition to this however, it was found that 
participants after all their representation and much menacing imagery were left with 
a sense of inefficacy; a feeling of not being able to influence the development of 
biotechnological items. (The following chapter will explore among other things the 
representation of lay people more politically-engaged in the biotechnology debate 
and displaying a greater sense of efficacy in this regard.) This does not of course 
mean that social representation of biotechnological items could never be a way of 
coping with a perception of threat. One could easily speculate that much of the 
evolution of sense-making was related to coping with threat and perceived thi eat, as 
one could also make the argument that much of the evolution of sense-making was 
related to taking advantage of opportunities.
Participants expressed feelings of inefficacy and a lack of control over their 
consumption of GM Food, or what might happen to their genetic infoiTnation. There 
was a pervading sense that nothing they thought or did would make any difference to 
the ongoing development of biotechnology.
Biotechnological items were linlced to objects and translated into imagery by 
participants. This included (i) linlcs of effect, (ii) object solutions, (iii) links of 
association and (iv), the translation of concept into imagery, (i) Links of effect 
concretised the idea that items affect or can affect objects such as food, people and 
the planet, transforming them from abstract concepts into things that affect the 
material world. There was also a personalisation of effect in some cases, with items 
potentially affecting ‘me’, ‘my (x)’ and ‘us’, (ii) Object solutions are objects that 
biotechnological items were linlced to and became represented by. To varying
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degrees, these objects are the concretising and vivifying elements of informational 
solutions for what biotechnological items are, corresponding to meanings, (iii) Items 
were also associated with objects such as Frankenstein, Hitler and swabs, which 
often brought with them symbolic baggage, (iv) Items and concepts relating to them 
were translated into often vivid and, to varying extents, more concrete imagery 
consisting of objects referred to in (i), (ii) and (iii) linked together into a series, 
altered to some degree and/or put in a dynamic visual situation depicting change or 
movement.
Anchoring of items to existing representations provided objects that items 
could be linked to and that could be put into series and/or modified during the 
translation of items and related concepts into imagery. For example, ideas about the 
unnaturalness of items and the ‘putting together of things that perhaps do not belong 
together’ were vivified with iconic mythological material provided thiough 
anchoring to myth.
Uncomplimentary^ juxtaposition, the juxtaposition of categories of imagery 
which to most people do not properly or ordinarily belong together, was employed in 
rendering ideas about the unnaturalness of certain items and the ‘putting together of 
things that perhaps do not belong together’ more tangible and concrete. 
Uncomplimentary category juxtaposition was used in relation to GM Food, 
Xenotransplantation and transgenic items.
Taking a closer look at objectification, or the mechanism that makes abstract 
ideas more tangible, may have teased out some interesting distinctions. For example, 
while in the present study, genetic modification and trans-genesis are associated with 
Frankenstein, rendering the idea more tangible and thus arguably qualifying as 
objectification, Frankenstein does not become synonymous with a product of genetic 
modification as Gaskell (2001) notes it does among some opponents to GM foods 
who objectify the group, ‘Franlcenfoods’. In this study’s typology, we can then 
speculate that the relatively unengaged laypersons of this study are making sense of 
the items in order to better understand them, whereas opponents have started to 
employ imagery objects to make a point, which is still constructing sense but in a 
more pointed way subordinate to an agenda perhaps. This may be oversimplification.
Meant in the sense o f  both un-complementary and uncomplimentary
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and it is just speculation, but serves to illustrate that distinctions may be fruitfully 
made between instances of objectification. The distinction made here is between a 
linlc of association, where imagery objects are being brought in from context being 
anchored to, and object solutions, where imagery objects have been employed to 
symbolise, represent or even replace an item or group of items.
The multi-dimensionality of the lay laiowledge produced through participant 
representation reflected the multidimensionality of participant concern about items, 
but was not dependent on it. Participants expressed concerns about not only what 
items were, or how they might be used, but also who might use them and why. These 
include some concerns similar to those expressed by participants of the PABE study 
about GMOs (Marris et al., 2001), especially with regard to why they should be 
developed, how they should be regulated and concerns about who (in the case of the 
PABE study the concerns were centred around who will be responsible, who decided 
the items should be developed, and who will benefit). These concerns appeared to 
drive the anchoring process not just towards existing representations of similar 
technologies, or even similar uses of technology, but also of what those whom they 
perceived might be in control of or have access to the technology concerned had 
done with their power or access in the past. Similarly, in the PABE study, where 
there was a dominant focus on regulation of GMOs, instead of just focusing on the 
GMOs themselves and how they should be regulated, there was a strong focus on the 
track record of the institutions that would likely be involved. Who concerns appear to 
be major drivers of lay anchoring in relation to biotechnological items, another area 
of difference between this and other sources of laiowledge in this domain (Hagedorn 
et al., 1997; Hendry, 2002). It could also be argued that this makes lay knowledge 
produced in response to these concerns conducive to political agendas. Interestingly, 
in the present study, a why solution did not require a conresponding why concern, 
because a who solution anchor point would often be part of a representation that also 
contained a solution for why. This meant that the solution for why an item was being 
developed, the motivation behind it, could emerge from the representation of who 
was perceived to be behind it rather than via the application or possible uses path.
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The breadth and multidimensionality of lay laiowledge regarding 
biotechnology was hinted at in the previous study with the multidimensionality of the 
accruing lay categories relating to biotechnological items. This was despite evidence 
that task-based participant-construct methodologies can sometimes overemphasise 
descriptive categorisation and under-emphasise judgemental and emotional 
categorisation (Sampson, 1986). This study examines the properties and functionality 
of lay laiowledge content down to the level of the informational solution and finds 
that multidimensionality and broad functionality emerges through that level, 
although ultimately it can be argued to extend from the ambiguity or richness of the 
semantic level of lay languages.
What was most striking about participants’ representation of the 
biotechnological items was its multidimensionality and the breadth of its sense- 
making functionality. Granted the functionality is much to do with making sense, 
giving an account, forming an opinion and possibly consistency with existing 
attitudes, but within that the problem of not laiowing was solved fi'om many different 
angles, producing a very multi-paradigmatic laiowledge from just sixteen 
participants. This appears to come down to the functional context, the cultural 
material the items were anchored to. This cultural material is highly transposable and 
could thus be brought to bear on the complexity of biotechnology, biotechnological 
items and their implications. Because of the asymmetry involved in lay sense-making 
between existing cultural material and the new material introduced (Moscovici,
1984), which was discussed in chapter two, many of the informational solutions 
produced were relatively un-adapted units of functional context and thus had the 
multidimensional properties of enduring lay knowledge and its ordinary categories. 
Lay laiowledge incorporates and processes new sciences, arts, philosophies 
(Moscovici, 1984) and experiences, and lay representation brings to bear on new 
ideas and developments this wealth of information and perspectives that have been 
processed, filtered but also transformed and translated, and so much of these cultural 
artefacts are lost in translation, and such appears from the results of this study and 
the previous one to be the potential fate of these biotechnological items within lay 
knowledge. At the same time the debate on biotechnological developments would 
also appear to potentially have so much to gain from lay knowledge. The breadth and
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multidimensionality of the lay laiowledge about biotechnological items that accrued 
thi’ough the interviews suggests that such lay knowledge may be complementary to 
scientific knowledge, which it has been argued can focus too much on procedure and 
risk (Birke et ah, 1998; Gunter et ah, 1999). Despite apparent shortcomings and 
biases to do with superficiality, omission and foregone conclusion, this and the 
previous study suggest its broad judgemental functionality and its social and 
psychological awareness might also be a counterbalance to other discourses, 
political, regulatory, commercial and industrial, and could provide complementary 
input to the ongoing debate and comparable debates.
4.4.1. In summarv
Aspects o f lay sense-making that could be interpreted as limitations
Marris et al (2001) made a point of their having found lay knowledge of GMOs 
among their participants to be empirical and not based on erroneous beliefs. In the 
study presented in this chapter we find lay sense-making of more recent and radical 
biotechnological items employing non-empirical ideas and imagery emerging from 
science fiction and myth. The use of mythical imagery and themes in making sense 
of biotechnology has been found in earlier studies as noted by Gaskell (2001). The 
basis upon which this could be inteipreted as a limitation of lay knowledge 
production, however, is that anchoring to a fictional, mythical representation did not 
appear to be restricted to being a way of sourcing a useful metaphor to aid 
understanding. Characteristics of that mythical representation anchored to could 
become characteristics of the representation of the biotechnological item, not just in a 
figurative sense, but also in a sense where they literally formed part of a conclusion 
about the item.
These fictional and mythological representations are mainly cautionary tales. 
This could be argued to create an unfounded bias towards the cautionary in these 
cases. Even when cautionary representations being anchored to were not fictional, 
the tendency to represent biotechnological items from within the full, sometimes 
terrible scope of the representations as expressed could be criticised for similar
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reasons to the representation of Jodelef s villagers, where the attributes of the '
category being anchored to appear to obscure the actual item (Jodelet, 1991).
Objectification in particular could appear prone to emotiveness, which it 
could be argued may distract from facts. The cultural, symbolic loaded-ness we see 
in this study might frustrate groups such as scientists who appear to exalt exacting 
definition. The symbolic load carries many opportunities for varied interpretation, 
and appears to load the concept and topic of biotechnology with meanings and 
associations that some who work in the field might find spurious or unwarranted.
Functionality
The findings of this study suggest multidimensional and multi-levelled functionality 
of lay knowledge and lay sense-making in relation to biotechnological items. It is 
multidimensional in respect to there appearing to be different kinds of functionality, 
and multi-levelled in that more particular specifications of functionality appear to 
play parts in broader functionality.
Firstly, the specifications of functions realised primarily from analysis of 
findings of the present study relating to lay sense-making of biotechnological items 
will be addressed. Some of this is finer-grained functionality that plays a part in other 
functionality. There appear to be inter-dependencies among functions. Secondly, 
functions looked for in the data on the basis of previous literature on lay sense- 
making will be addressed.
In this study, relevance of biotechnological items is extended into the social 
sphere, personalised and concretised in various ways. Anchoring extends the 
relevance of biotechnology to a wider audience, linking biotechnology to wider 
issues, interests and concerns than the research-oriented, commercial and technical 
risk issues reportedly found among scientific, regulatory and commercial 
communities (Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999; Hagedorn et al., 1997; Hendry,
2002). Links to objects and translation into imagery highlight and concretize that 
relevance. This would also appear to be interdependent with emotionalising of the 
issues surrounding items.
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Representation could be seen to produce informational solutions that do not 
require esoteric laiowledge to be understood (or non-esoteric solutions for esoteric 
problems). Solutions for what biotechnology is, how it works, what is involved and 
how it is used might very well have been technical and required an esoteric 
laiowledge to be understood. Instead, the majority of the solutions were lay-friendly. 
This representation of items in lay people’s own language is in a sense efficacious 
and empowering and is implicated in more appropriative and political representation 
in the next chapter.
Identification and linking appear to be fundamental, fine-grained functions of 
representation involved in and with anchoring and objectification, and yet can be 
meaningfully distinguished from them. Identification includes the identification of 
targets for feelings and objects to concretise concerns, including certain roles or 
groupings within the population. Examples of this would be the identification of the 
company and the parent as entities that might use or even abuse genetic- 
informational items, the identification of rich people who might clone themselves, or 
the identification of scientists as those responsible for items and their effects. 
Representation produced informational solutions identifying who is behind items, 
who might control them, who might use them, who might have access to them, who 
they affect, who they might affect and what might be affected. The identified were 
linked together into networks of effect (including imagery of perceived causal 
relationships) and of association, they were linked to issues and sometimes abstract 
issues to render those issues and the items they surrounded more familiar and more 
tangible.
Identification and linking are interdependent with, or even intrinsic to other 
functions to be discussed, including in a fundamental way, anchoring and 
objectification. Anchoring to available knowledge provides a pool of objects and 
ideas that can be identified and linked to. Nevertheless, identification and linking can 
offer a more detailed level of description and also functional explanation.
Judgemental functionality was suggested firstly early in the process of 
analysing the first study’s categorisation data, and was also apparent from the 
findings of this study. Representation produced moral/ethical, rislc/safety.
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usefulness/value, naturalness/normality, motivation/underlying reason, and other 
judgements.
Representation produced prediction about things like how items might be 
used in the future, who might get access to them, and who might be affected if they 
do.
This study shed light on several areas of previously-proposed functionality already 
discussed in the second chapter. These functions were expected or looked for in the 
data on the basis of the previous literature. Some of the finer-grained of the 
functionality already discussed plays a part in functionality to be discussed. There 
was interdependent functionality at different levels of analysis, which could be 
conceived of as building up to broader functions.
This study reveals some specific ways in which representation can render 
biotech items more familiar by producing informational solutions to problems such 
as what the items are, what the motivations behind them are, who is behind them, 
who they might affect, how they might be used, and others. Items are brought into 
more familiar contexts, such as wider cultural representations, and less so peer 
anecdotes and even direct experiences thiough analogy. Items are related to familiar 
entities, such as institutions, historical situations, stories and myths, and made 
familiar tlirough association. This is consistent with Moscovici’s (2001) foundational 
proposal that people construct representations in order to make the new and 
unfamiliar, familiar*. The study also reveals some specific ways in which 
representation can render biotech items more tangible. Representation renders items 
more tangible by among other things, identifying actors or agents in relation to items, 
and what the item may itself be acting upon. Biotechnology is linked to things 
(images/objects) that are believed to be affected by it, or associated with it. Some 
objects become solutions for what an item is, and are thus rendered more tangible. 
Some object images are linked to an item and put together in sequence, so that the 
item or idea about an item, such as its relationship with other things, are translated 
into imagery to render them more tangible. The concretising function could be 
performed quite creatively, if necessary, as we see with what was termed 
uncomplimentary juxtaposition. Linlcs of effect, in concretizing what biotechnology
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affects, concretize biotechnology, transforming it from an abstract idea into 
something that affects and can affect the material world. Biotechnology is in this way 
connected to the everyday world and aspects of it that define it for us. Biotechnology 
is linked to objects that can be identified with, that many people are emotionally 
connected to.
Some of the anchoring and objectification seen in this study seemed to 
compound and sharpen fears and sense of thieat. Some items were anchored to 
cautionary representations involving racial and genetic discrimination, violence, 
social engineering, gender-based infanticide and designer children. How does this fit 
with Wagner et al’s (2002) and Moscovici’s (1984) ideas of social representation 
being a way of coping with threat? On the face of it, it would seem that as Jost and 
Ignatow (2001) point out, social representations in relation to biotechnology do not 
appear to fit with a coping function. Representation is actually more likely to 
exacerbate feai* and a sense of threat. In the present study, when participants 
anchored to fictional, mythical and other cautionary representations, they tended to 
represent biotechnological items from within the full, terrible scope of those 
representations as expressed. In addition to this, it was found that participants after 
all their representation and much menacing imagery were left with a sense of 
inefficacy, a feeling of not being able to influence the development of 
biotechnological items. However, the participants of the present study did not appear 
very engaged with the topic of biotechnology in their lives outside of the interviews. 
In the next chapter, we move along the continuum of engagement to those ready to 
protest against biotechnology and who display a greater sense of efficacy in this 
regard, and one of the questions we will ask is, can collectively representing 
biotechnology perform a coping function?
What we do see in the present study, is that representation of biotechnology 
does identify some targets for feelings, such as doctors and scientists, and renders 
some concerns more tangible by identifying segments of society such as parents, the 
rich, and companies. If the sense of threat is made more tangible and familiar 
through representation, this could conceivably aid coping with it, as now it is 
something one can act upon. Social and lay representation of biotechnology also 
produces informational solutions to problems like what is it and what does it involve
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that do not require esoteric knowledge to be understood. As well as improving 
accessibility, this also symbolically lays claim to the concept and topic of 
biotechnology by representing it in a different language. This can be symbolically 
and functionally empowering. Solutions for what biotechnology is, how it works, 
what is involved and how it is used might very well be technical and require an 
esoteric laiowledge to be understood. Instead, in this study the majority of the 
solutions are lay-friendly.
Moscovici (1984) asserts that the anchoring system of classification assigns 
items positive or negative value; that in fact, ‘neutrality is forbidden’ by its logic. 
Positive and negative evaluation enables opinion formation. As expected, in this 
study we find that representation involves evaluation, ranging from assigning items 
to positive or negative categories such as interfering or possibly beneficial, through 
evaluations of increasing complexity. Complexity of evaluation enabled and was 
complexity of judgement, including judgements about morality, risk, usefulness, 
targeting, agency, motivation and responsibility. Evaluation was also predictive at 
times: about what will or might be. It was formation and expression of opinion.
In relation to Jovchelovitch’s (2001) proposal of social representations 
functioning to facilitate rational argumentation, in this study we see that some 
representation anchors some items to unempirical, fictional, even mythical 
representations in absence of recourse to real-world examples. Jost and Ignatow 
(2001) had criticised Jovchelovitch’s thesis, in part because they argued that the 
content and processes of social representations are often relatively irrational and 
misleading. Returning to the findings of the study presented in this chapter, giving an 
account of a biotechnological item with recourse to a myth or a science fiction film 
may be a rational act in the absence of recourse to relevant empirical material and a 
feeling of obligation to give an account. But it would be fair not to count 
argumentation from within the scope of unempirical representation as rational 
argumentation. It may also mislead.
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Addressing a different set o f issues, complementarity
Lay sense-making in this study addressed a broad range of issues and concerns.
There were some areas of overlap with scientific and regulatory discourse, at least as 
they have been described in previous studies (see Birke et ah, 1998; Gunter et ah, 
1999; Hagedorn et ah, 1997; Hendry, 2002). For example, there were concerns over 
genetic contamination and regulation.
Issues addressed included a variety of social and psychological issues and 
concerns deemed related to biotechnological items, such as motivations behind 
items, who was behind items, who might use them and what for, and who might have 
access to them. Who and what the items might affect was considered, along with 
limitations and regulations that should be imposed. Morality, naturalness, impacts on 
nature, and usefulness issues were addressed. Risks and dangers were addressed. As 
with the PABE (2001) findings, many of these risk perceptions were related to 
human fallibility. Many risk perceptions were related to the ‘opening the floodgates’ 
argument. There were also issues of risks of contamination. Despite areas of overlap 
already mentioned, this is consistent with the idea that lay people address a different 
distribution of issues and concerns than scientific, regulatory and commercial 
communities (Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999; Hagedorn et al., 1997; Hendry, 
2002). Hagedorn and AllenderHagendorn (1997) examined an index of issues arising 
from technical and regulatory sources and found that scientific and regulatory 
communities dealt mainly with research oriented issues. Scientists have also been 
found to focus much more on risk than moral and ethical concerns (Birke et al.,
1998; Gunter et al., 1999). The idea that lay Icnowledge addresses a different set of 
issues and concerns speaks to a complementarity of lay knowledge.
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5. Representation of biotechnology by protestors in the run up to and during 
the BIO 2004 Biotechnology Industry Organisation’s annual convention: Field 
observation study
5.7. Introduction
The previous study examined the representation of biotechnology by members of the 
public for whom making sense of biotechnology was accompanied by a feeling of 
not being able to do anything about or influence it in any way. They felt uninvolved 
and excluded from the development of biotechnology and the debate. Sense-making, 
whilst to a degree an efficacious act, was accompanied by feelings of inefficacy. The 
present study however, afforded an opportunity to examine the representation of 
biotechnology by people who while also not being part of the business of 
biotechnology in the traditional sense, nevertheless felt that they could do something 
about it, could get involved in the debate and influence the development of 
biotechnology; and importantly, examines their representation as they take action 
towards that end.
The present BIO 2004 field observation study is in two parts, both of which 
address properties and functionality of lay sense-making and Icnowledge by 
approaching activist representation as an extension of lay representation along a 
continuum of efficacy and engagement. The same ‘specific’ approach is taken as 
with the previous study, but this is also a good opportunity to explore the relationship 
between the representation of biotechnology and group pressures and interests, 
namely a wider agenda of ‘reclaiming the commons’, and to see whether or not there 
are different properties and functionality. The previous study aimed to be specific 
about the properties and functions of representation of biotechnology and the 
meanings, images and imagery sequences that biotechnology might be endowed with 
thi'ough this process, in order to get at what these enhanced meanings are a solution 
to, to get at their usefulness. In the current study, this applies to a political and 
indeed, oppositional context.
The first part of the BIO 2004 study presented in this chapter examines the 
representation of biotechnology realised in nine speeches given by speakers at the
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Reclaim the Commons (RTC) teach-in and conference in San Francisco during the 
summer of 2004. RTC speakers were engaged in mobilising people against BIO 
2004, the Biotechnology Industry Organisation’s Annual International Convention - 
the largest industry-relations event in the biotechnology industry's calendar, which 
took place at San Francisco's Moscone Centre in June 2004. The second part of the 
BIO 2004 study examines the representation of biotechnology by RTC protesters 
during the protests against the BIO convention.
Reclaim the Commons was officially formed to organise the mobilisation 
against BIO 2004. A range of activities including a teach-in, live-in, conference, 
community projects and public events were held to mobilise protest and action 
against the biotechnology convention. The RTC organisers also mobilised 
participation in solidarity marches. RTC speakers - including founders, organisers 
and invited speakers - were members of a variety of organisations and movements 
from different regions of the globe. The nine speeches analysed in the first phase of 
the study were major features of the teach-in and conference, drawing the largest 
audiences. The main aims of the mobilisation as stated in the various speeches and 
literature were to ‘shut down the biotech convention’ and ‘expose the truth about 
biotechnology’. This was the agenda around which the protest events were organised. 
So in conducting this study it was clear that Reclaim the Commons had an agenda. It 
was expected that the representation of biotechnology in speeches given at the 
mobilisation teach-in and conference, as well as the representation of biotechnology 
during the protests, would serve that agenda, intentionally or otherwise. This led to 
considerations regarding functions of representation other than sense making.
This research relates to previous work that has taken a functional approach to 
social representations. It addresses the ends that representations and representational 
processes in a particular domain might support and it considers how they could be 
useful. The approach taken in this work differs from previous research in that it 
approaches functionality by attempting to identify what items of information are 
solutions to, and to identify effects of particular kinds of linking of representational 
stuff.
The functional approach has been taken in addressing the social 
representation of biotechnology before (see sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2). This included
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the proposition that representation also functioned to familiarise and reduce new 
items to ordinary categories as a way of coping with the sense of strangeness and 
threat that it was assumed accompanies them. This appears particularly applicable to 
biotechnology, at least for a proportion of people and a proportion of biotech items. 
Especially in the context of protests, this would seem to be a candidate explanation.
It will be interesting to see if any of the information contained in representations of 
biotechnology by protest-mobilisers and protestors would fit with the proposed 
function of coping with a sense of threat.
The study presented in this chapter affords us the opportunity to observe any 
group coordination around common themes of representation or shared framed of 
references. It will be interesting to see whether/how representation through 
mobilisation speeches, for example, generates shared frames of reference and 
common themes that permeate representation during the later protests and facilitates 
group coordination, and how effective it appears to be.
Polemical representations, often associated with protestors, dissenters, 
counter-cultural and activist groups, were proposed as oppositional in nature and 
function, as addressed in section 2.5.1. Like hegemonic representations, they were 
conceived as having a social influence function. In section 2.5,1, it was also 
discussed that social representation can be propagandist, realised in communication 
that arises out of social conflict and functioning to establish a version of the truth, or 
what is right from what is wrong, while discrediting other versions and 
differentiating itself from them (Doise, 1993). Propaganda and its constituent social 
representations can also be thought of as an attempt to assist or damage the cause of 
an organisation, movement, group or way of life. Both hegemonic representations 
and polemical representations inasmuch as they are about system justification and 
system disruption fall under this umbrella. So in the social representation of 
biotechnology by RTC protestors, we might expect to find content that is 
oppositional in nature and function, aimed at social influence, and at damaging the 
cause and image of the biotechnology industry. It is expected that RTC 
representation will establish a version of the truth and discredit others. This is 
because the main aims of the mobilisation as stated in the online and offline literature 
promoting the mobilisation and the protests were to ‘shut down the biotech
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convention’ and ‘expose the truth about biotechnology’. This study then, is also a 
good opportunity to explore the relationship between the representation of 
biotechnology and the group’s beliefs and interests, namely a wider agenda of 
‘reclaiming the commons’.
The stated RTC agenda and previous work on the functions of social 
representations mentioned above evoked considerations about lay representation of 
biotechnology not only having a sense making function, but also having other 
dimensions of functionality. Following on from the discussion in the second chapter 
about the functionality of representations it was decided that more investigation was 
needed relating the specific aspects of representational processes to functions. That 
is, not just anchoring and objectification but specific choices to do with anchoring 
and objectification, such as what were the characteristics of the material anchored to, 
or what a concept was linked to or translated into. This would be necessary to 
evaluate the potential of such functionality arising in lay representation of 
biotechnology. It was also felt that more specific investigation was necessary with 
respect to the functionality of lay knowledge to get at how even linking 
biotechnology to one specific idea or object might have an effect, might serve an 
end. The previous study had taken a functional and specific approach to the 
meanings contained in the representation of biotechnology by lay people who did not 
feel that there was anything that they could do to affect the development of 
biotechnology and had not previously engaged in the debate, getting at their 
usefulness, what types of problems specific meanings were solutions to. The BIO 
2004 study takes the same approach to the representation of biotechnology by 
protestors actively engaged in the debate. This is intended to shed light on properties 
and functionality of lay representation of biotechnology and the apparent properties 
and functionality of activist representation of biotechnology, and how it may vary 
from representation of biotechnology by those who are not actively engaged with it 
and experience feelings of inefficacy, such as the participants of the second study.
The first part of the following study examines the representation of 
biotechnology by RTC speakers, its content and the underlying sense-making 
processes, and attempts to relate them to their properties, functions and effects. The 
second part addresses the representation of protestors, many of whom appeal ed to be
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without recourse to the specific knowledge, reputations or a dedicated platform 
from which to espouse their views at great length to which the RTC speakers had 
recourse. The examination of representation by many and varied protestors during 
the protests is aimed at clarifying and making more relevant the exploration into the 
potential of lay Icnowledge along a continuum of efficacy and engagement.
It is expected that in contrast to the representation of biotechnology by those 
who are not politically engaged with biotechnology and experience feelings of 
inefficacy, representation of biotechnology by RTC speakers actively engaged in 
trying to mobilise people against biotechnology and the biotechnology convention, 
and RTC protesters who are actively engaged in said protests and spreading a 
message about biotechnology, will have additional functionality. That is, include 
features that serve ends beyond sense making, construction of Icnowledge and 
addressing the problem of not knowing.
5.2. Method
5.2.1. What was studied in part one of the study
Data for this part of the study consists of nine speeches. These were chosen because 
they featured at the agenda-setting opening and closing panels of the conference and 
a popular teach-in workshop. They also drew comparatively large audiences. The 
sample consisted of nine RTC speakers: four founders and organisers, and five 
invited speakers.
Each speech was delivered by a different speaker. The nine RTC speakers 
were members of a variety of organisations and movements with many interests. 
These included: monitoring and challenging developments in science and 
technology, such as those to do with biotechnology and nanotechnology; anti-GE and 
anti-bio-piracy; ecology and the environment; human rights spanning issues such as 
food sovereignty and the rights of prisoners, both domestic and military; local 
community movements; organic farming and the campesino movement; anti­
corporate globalisation and fair trade. Details of the speakers are listed below:
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Table 5.2.1.1. Details of the nine speakers in part one of Study Three
Speaker 1: Activist, organiser and author. Affiliate and founder of various organisations 
and movements including Action 17 and Reclaiming. Addresses issues related to feminism, 
globalisation, social justice, Wicca, spirituality and permaculture. One of the founders and 
organisers of Reclaim the Commons. Jewish female. From the US.
Speaker 2; Moderator and author, writing on the politics of biotechnology. Director at the 
Institute for Social Ecology. Has been mobilising against the annual biotechnology industry 
conventions since 1997. White male. From the US.
Speaker 3: Activist, author and public interest attorney addressing technology, public health 
and environmental issues. White male. From the US.
Speaker 4: A coordinator at Public Citizen, she organises coalitions to challenge corporate 
globalisation and advocates on behalf of communities and the environment. White female. From the US.
Speaker 5: Research Director of the ETC Group, a civil society organisation. As an author 
she writes on issues around biodiversity, the social and economic impacts of emerging 
technologies and corporate contiol. White female. From the US.
Speaker 6: National Executive Director at the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights. Work 
relates to human rights issues in the criminal justice system and issues surrounding low- 
income communities. Black male. From the US.
Speaker 7; Representative of the state of Puebla on the governing council of Mexico’s 
national Union of Autonomous Regional Peasant Organisations (UNORCA). Campaigns for 
biodiversity, food sovereignty and against patenting of life. Latino male. From Mexico.
Speaker 8: Activist and author working with the Genetic Engineering Action Network and 
other groups resisting genetic engineering, patents on life and global economic institutions. 
White male. From the UK.
Speaker 9: Founder of Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology as well 
as the Navdanya project and seed farm in India, she is an author on biotechnology, 
traditional agriculture and globalisation. Described as being a physicist and an ecologist. 
Indian female. From India.
* Details are based on representations o f  speakers in Reclaim the Commons literature and speaker 
introductions.
5.2.2. What was studied in part two of the study: Protestors, their placards, costumes 
and short one-way talk
Many of the protestors were familiar from the RTC Teach-In and Conference and 
were observed at all three events. Attendees to each of the events were estimated by
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RTC and Indymedia to be in the hundreds. US networks, the Mayor and San 
Francisco police estimated the purely protest event turnouts to be in the hundreds, 
with figures quoted between 200 and 300 per event. At the protests it was impossible 
to get an exact independent count because protestors were mobile on foot or on 
bicycles taking up different positions. The protests outside the Moscone Centre 
covered a radius of several blocks and changed throughout the day. At the Fort 
Mason protest, protestors were spread along the streets and some were gathered on 
the hill overlooking the reception.
Protestors were males and females from a wide variety of ethnic backgrounds 
and varied in age from teenagers to those beyond the average age of retirement. Of 
those individuals I spoke to most were resident in the US and most were from the 
Bay Area. I did however speak to some English individuals and observed some 
individuals from Central and South America.
In the Thematic Data Analysis and Display described below, the meaning and 
imagery realised through protestor’s placards, costumes and short one-way talk were 
thematically analysed. Not all placards and costumes were unique and many were 
used across the events without modification. Taking this into account, 120 placards,
18 costumes and 43 examples of one-way talk were analysed. The placard count is an 
approximate figure. Much of the one-way talk consisted of chanting by groups of 
protestors and each episode would be recorded as one instance. Placards often 
appeared to belong to two people and regularly bore messages on both sides, and 
many of the cyclist protestors hung message-boards or other signage around their 
necks, often facing backwards. Message boards and banners were included in the 
placard count for simplicity as the messages took the same foim, slogans combined 
with images.
5.2.3. Setting: Part one
Data collection consisted of AV recordings of speeches given on the evenings of the 
3"^  ^and 5^*’ of June, 2004, at the opening and closing panels of the Reclaim the 
Commons Teach-In and Conference at the Unitarian Hall on 1187 Franklin at Geary, 
San Francisco, California, USA; and on the afternoon of the 4^ ’’ of June at the
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Corporate Power workshop at the Women’s Building in San Francisco. This was an 
observational study of large public events and the speakers themselves were not 
aware of the purpose of the recordings at the time. There were many other 
individuals present with video cameras and as such there was no significant risk of 
data collection relating to this study biasing outcomes. AV recording was done by 
the author.
5.2.4. Setting: Part two
Protestors against the BIO 2004 conference were observed for data at thiee events in 
San Francisco during June of 2004: (1) protests to greet the delegates outside the 
BIO 2004 welcome reception at Fort Mason’s Festival Pavilion on the evening of 
June 6th; (2) an event at Union Square called the ‘really fiee market’ earlier that day 
to demonstrate alternatives to the use of biotechnology in food production, 
industrialisation of food and agriculture, corporatism and capitalism, at which many 
people registered protest against biotechnology; and (3) all day protests from 6am 
outside the Moscone Centre where the BIO 2004 convention was being held on June 
the 8"’.
All three events were organised by Reclaim the Commons to register protest 
against the BIO 2004 convention ‘and what it represents’, as SH, one of the founders 
put it.
5.2.5. Data collection
Audio-visual data was recorded mainly on a Mini-DV consumer model video camera 
without a tripod. I also captured images on a camera phone and captured audio 
through a clip-on microphone (worn discretely during the protests) attached to an 
audiocassette recorder.
Data collection relating to part one consisted of AV recordings of speeches. 
Data collection relating to part two consisted of audiovisual alongside purely audio 
recordings (mainly due to inevitably running out of video camera battery power in
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the field given available resources) of the three events described above in San 
Francisco, USA during the period of June 6^ ’’ to June 2004.
This was an observational study of large public events and the protestors 
themselves were not aware of the purpose of the recordings at the time. There were 
many other individuals present with video cameras and as such there was no 
significant risk of data collection relating to this study biasing outcomes.
Data on representation of biotechnology in mobilisation speeches described 
so far was collected as follows. I arrived in San Francisco on the 3*^  ^of June, 2004, 
and attended the opening panel of the mobilisation that evening. I sat down in the 
audience close to others with video cameras, set up my video camera, trained it on 
the stage and recorded speeches made. On the afternoon of Friday 4*^ \ I attended the 
Corporate Power, Local and Global teach-in, sat in the audience and recorded the 
lectures on video. On the evening of Saturday 5^ '’, I attended the closing panel of the 
mobilisation. Again, I sat down in the audience and video-recorded speeches made.
On the morning and afternoon of Saturday 5^  ^I gathered with others at UN 
Plaza for a march against the Iraq Wai* in solidarity, according to RTC literature, 
with Anti-G8 actions happening elsewhere. This provided me with a sense of context 
and a perspective on representation of biotechnology in speeches that appeared to 
anchor it to a wider agenda and set the intellectual context for movement solidarity. 
Arguments made later in this chapter to that effect are supported with 
representational data, but may well have been influenced by this event as well.
Data on representation of biotechnology during protests described so far was 
collected as follows. On the morning of Friday 4^ ,^ I scoped out the Moscone Centre, 
site of the BIO 2004 convention and protests, to make sure that ground could be 
covered effectively during the protests on June the 8th. On the afternoon of Sunday 
6^ ,^ I attended the Really Really Free Market event at Union Square and walked 
around the square video-recording stands, displays and costumes, and tape-recording 
talk and music. That afternoon I made my way to Fort Mason, where protestors were 
spread out along the streets and some were gathered on the hill overlooking the 
reception. I video-recorded protestors, their placards, costumes, speeches, chants and 
other talk as coaches of BIO 2004 delegates arrived and in-between arrivals. I also
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walked up to the hilltop overlooking the BIO 2004 welcome reception at Fort 
Mason’s Festival Pavilion and tape-recorded some dispersed talk by protestors.
On the morning of June the 8^ ’^ I went down to the Moscone Centre where the 
BIO 2004 convention was being held. The protests around the Moscone Centre 
covered a radius of several blocks and changed throughout the day. I moved on foot 
between concentrations of protestors, video- and audio-recording all areas of protest 
and all forms of protest I was aware of, including planned protest featured in the 
RTC literature and spin-off actions that I had been told about by acquaintances made 
at earlier events. This included protest by cyclists, which I followed on foot walking 
and running, depending on whether they were blocking traffic or cycling to the next 
location. Other forms of protest I recorded included protestors holding or wearing 
signage and costumes, chanting at and speaking to delegates as they entered the 
convention; sit-down protests blocking traffic; protestors crawling beneath coaches 
of delegates and delaying them; sing-along and dancing. Often I joined in the activity 
as I recorded it. There were many other individuals with video cameras there, 
including mainstream media and Indymedia representatives who were sympathetic to 
or even part of the movement.
5.2.6. Thematic data analvsis
1) Audio-visual recordings of the speeches were transcribed and described. That is, 
images and objects were described, while speeches, other talk and slogans were 
transcribed
2) Instances of meaning, objects and imagery were coded. This was interpretative 
coding of qualities or characteristics of instances
3) Connections were found between similarly or identically coded instances. For 
example, connections were found between informational items that were interpreted 
as similar in that they offered solutions to similar kinds of problems, identification of 
the entities behind biotechnology, for instance. Another example would be 
connections found in terms of similar kinds of linking
4) Recurring qualities or characteristics of data were identified as themes. Themes 
related to both content and process
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5) Similarities were found among themes. Master themes were identified relating to 
content and processes
6) Statements about themes were supported with reference to extracts, strings and 
tables of data
7) Themes of content and themes of process were related to effects and potential 
effects in order to try and shed light on functionality
The connections between instances should be regarded as an interpretation of the 
data, other connections could undoubtedly have been found. Much of this data was 
interpreted in terms of informational solutions, linking or representation of concepts 
by objects and translation of concepts into imagery, phenomena which had been 
found in the findings earlier on in this series of investigations. Both similarities and 
difference in these phenomena were of interest for general discussion at the end of 
this thesis. Their absence was not expected but would also have been of interest.
As described above, in part two of the study meaning and imagery realised 
through protestor’s placards and costumes were recorded and thematically analysed 
in addition to verbal communication. The placards most often contained both an 
image and a connected slogan. The costumes most often were of an object such as a 
tomato, for instance, with a related slogan, or statement, or label sewn on, or 
accompanied by a placard or signage of some sort. The 3-D objects and painted, 
drawn, collage or photographed images were equivalent to images described verbally 
in terms of associated and objectified meaning, and thus could be analysed in the 
same way: as a representation of something, as a communication of meaning and a 
solution to the problem of not knowing something. If anything, it was easier to 
understand them as in some sense discrete items than were excerpts from a speech. 
However, all of these elements - speeches, other talk, placards and costume - were 
part of the RTC’s and protestors’ representation of things they believed to be related 
to, or relatable to the biotechnology conference being held.
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5.2.7. Data display
Instances of informational solutions for what biotechnology is, the motivation behind 
it, who is behind it, how it works, what is involved and how it is used, among others 
were displayed in a table. Instances of classes of links between biotechnology and 
objects, as well as translation of biotechnology into imagery, were also displayed in a 
table. Interpretations of the data and arguments of findings were supported by strings 
of such instances and in relation to larger speech-extracts where it was thought 
additional data might prove enlightening.
5.2.8. Selectivity and interpretation
Selectivity is potentially an area of limitation for this study. That is, during the 
mobilisation and protests there are things that are covered and things that are not 
covered, and there is data that is used and data that is not used. The criteria used to 
select data to be analysed in this study was that it be representation of 
biotechnological items in communications by those mobilising and protesting, in the 
context of the mobilisation of protests against BIO 2004 and the protests themselves. 
This was the data required to examine limitations, functionality, any additional 
functionality and efficacy relative to the previous study, and complementarity of 
representation of biotechnology by protestors in an agenda-driven and oppositional 
context.
Areas and forms of protest I was aware of through RTC mobilisation 
literature and tips from acquaintances made at earlier events were recorded and 
analysed. I was not able to cover all mobilisation events for scheduling reasons. As 
already mentioned, I thought it important to cover and analyse speeches from the 
opening and closing panels of the mobilisation conference that set the agenda for the 
mobilisation and the protests, the intended contexts for the study. I was also 
particularly interested in representation of biotechnology in the context of 
mobilisation events that drew the larger audiences because I wanted to get some idea 
of the patterns of representation which had reached large numbers of people during 
the mobilisation stage for comparison with the protest stage. If representation of
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biotechnology during mobilisation was to be examined, it was just as well in my 
view that it was representation in the context of mobilisation of large numbers of 
people where whatever the impact was, all things being equal it would potentially be 
larger. This was another reason for analysing speeches from the opening and closing 
panels of the conference, which were held at the large-capacity Unitarian Hall in the 
evening. On the middle day of the mobilisation I chose to attend the teach-in ti’ack 
addressing biotechnology in the context of corporate power, local and global, rather 
than in the context of defence because I thought it would provide opportunity for 
discussion of a broader set of biotechnological items and issues. Furthermore, this 
was the major context that biotechnology and the BIO 2004 convention were 
anchored to in RTC literature and the opening panel, and was as such important to 
understand.
Some mobilisation events in the night-time did not provide representational 
data relating to biotechnology but were useful, among other things, for making 
acquaintances and finding out about activities not included in the RTC literature. 
Access to representation data at planning events and the live-in was severely limited 
by their not taking place in public environments. As I was not in a public 
environment, I stated my purpose and asked if individuals present would feel at ease 
about being recorded. Several individuals did not feel at ease or want to be recorded. 
For these reasons, this data was not used for the study.
Delimitation o f scope
To delimit the scope of the study, the examination of representation is not intended to 
be particularly representative of a social representation in a given time-period or 
space. As addressed in the Reseaich Issues chapter (section 2.5), not only does the 
thesis not assume that a particular social representation can be defined, bounded or 
perceived completely or in detail, but furthermore the dynamic nature of social 
representation, its reproduction across human and non-human media and the 
mutation inherent to it (Lahlou, 2001), do not suggest it can be done. Data collection 
and analysis is intended to examine limitations and functionality of process, as well 
as functionality at different levels within representational data. This is done with the
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aid of explanatory tools that are part of the social representations theoretical 
framework without necessarily assuming or intending to claim that there is a 
definable and Icnowable social representation. There may be patterns, convergences 
and themes in representation that is social that can be described and analysed, but 
reported social representations are researcher constructs approximating at these 
patterns, convergences and themes (Lahlou, 2001).
With particular reference to interpretation of data and the possibility of 
different interpretations, the re-presentation and analysis of representational data is 
continuation of the dynamic representational process. In interpreting themes, 
functions and informational solutions, it is being claimed that these themes, functions 
and informational solutions can feature in representation of biotechnology in 
particular contexts, while expecting that other themes, functions and informational 
solutions might be interpreted, which would only further the argument. That a theme 
can be interpreted does not mean it will be. That representation of something is 
suited to a particular purpose does not mean it will serve that purpose. That an 
informational item can solve a problem does not mean that that problem will arise.
5.3. Findings (part one): Representation of biotechnology in protest-mobilisation 
speeches running up to the BIO 2004 Biotechnology Industry Organisation *s 
annual convention
5.3.1. Informational solutionsy anchoring
This section addresses properties and functionality of informational solutions and 
anchoring realised in speeches given by RTC speakers.
The representation of biotechnology by RTC speakers produced 
informational solutions for what biotechnology is, how it works, how it is used, who 
is behind it and why, among others, as shown in Table 5.3.1.1., below:
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Table 5.3.1.1. Informational solutions in relation to biotechnology arising in nine 
speeches by RTC speakers
i) What solutions
W hat biotechnology is: one o f the ways in which coiporate power is taking over the commons, the 
things that belong to all o f  us / the coiporate privatisation o f the genes in our bodies and in our food / 
part o f  a corporate quest to extend control over all matter, life, knowledge and the collective mind / 
part o f  an operative sti ategy for corporate control o f  industrial manufacturing, food, agriculture and 
health in the 21 century / part o f  the colonisation and enslavement o f life /  a form o f enclosure /  a 
means o f  taking away freedom / a competitive and comparative advantage /  new pharmaceutical- 
producing plants / engineering fruit trees with human genes so that they can collect pharmaceutical 
products from the fruit / engineering animals so they’re better suited to mtensive factory farming 
conditions / changing animals to fit an insane system / commercially-driven eugenics / the 
commercialisation and industrialisation o f living things / genetically-engineered plants and animals / 
GM plants / golden rice / GE wheat /  GE corn /  GE soy beans / GM food / GM crops / GM seeds /  
Terminator seeds /  suicide seeds /  corporate seeds /  Monsanto seeds / sterile seed technology /  genetic 
seed sterilisation /  super weeds /  herbicide resistant vitamin A in rice /herbicide-resistance /  toxins / 
contaminants /  genetic pollution /  a weapon /  weapons / biological weapons / weapons in the war 
against farmers and against food sovereignty /  tools /  a tool /  a tool to enforce industry-monopoly /  
tool to enforce industiy brainwashing /  immoral /  offensive / a crime / new and dangerous technology 
/  death technology /  Frankenstein science / a failed prize /  inefficient / not tasty
ii) Why solutions
T he m otivation  behind b iotechnology (w hy engage in it); private gain /  the gain o f  som e small 
number o f  human individuals /  for human gain /  personal returns /  profit /  to m axim ise industry profits 
/  to gain control /  to enforce industry m onopoly /  to make the planet into a prison /  to enslave ordinary 
humans /  to assume control over their food production and condemn them to dependency /  towards 
coiporate control o f  industrial food, agriculture and health /  for com petitive and comparative 
advantage over ordinary human beings /  so that the U S can be even more than it currently is by far the 
m ost highly able to inflict biological weapons terrorism on the rest o f  the planet /  to w age a war 
against farmers and food sovereignty /  to restrict farmers /  to engineer new  pharmaceutical-producing 
plants / to grow pharmaceutical products /  to change nature to fit an insane system
iii) Who solutions (identifies targets)
Who is behind biotechnology, who controls it, who is investing in it: corporate power /  
corporations / multinational coiporations /  industry /  companies /  Fortune 500 companies / the same 
minds o f  the same people that have heavy interests in oil, are behind operation Iraqi Freedom, are 
behind our prisons / the biotech industry /  ag-biotech / pharmaceuticals / seed companies /  the five 
coiporations who engage in biotech / seed and agrochemical corporations / the seed industry / five 
transnational seed companies / Monsanto /  BASF / Bayer / Toyota /  Mitsubishi /  IBM / Exxon / 
Unilever /  Ki'aft / McDonalds / DuPont /  Dow / Syngenta /  the people at BIO / genetic engineers
Who else might have access to it: parents
W ho it affects: over 1.4 billion people, primarily poor people /  all o f us / ordinaiy human beings / 
farmers 5./ indigenous people /  children
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Table 5,3.1.1. (continued)
iv) How solutions
How it works; inserting a gene from one organism into another organism much like one might take a 
screw out o f  one machine and put it into another machine /  you w ould have to eat three kilograms to 
get the adequate vitamin A
How it will work: parents w ill choose their children’s traits out o f  catalogues /  pharmaceutical 
products w ill be grown and collected from fruit frees
W hat is involved: a corporate grab /  patenting / intellectual property rights / monopoly rights / an 
augmented intellectual property regime /  the corporate ownership o f  the entire living commons /  very 
systematically getting and owning and patenting virtually all forms o f  life / control o f  all the seeds / 
corporations patenting every form o f life, from microbes, to seeds, to animals, to human genes, to 
human stem cells, to human embryos, and even in a few instances to human adults: the entire chain o f  
life / the commodification o f life /  the patenting o f  over five-hundred animals /  patenting a Beagle /  
the patenting o f  a thousand o f  the thirty-thousand genes o f  our bodies / the colonisation o f the genes 
o f  our bodies /  the appropriation o f  the seed into the sphere o f  commercial products /  the colonisation 
o f life / corporate monopoly / oligopoly / patent regimes and trade rules that put the proprietary rights 
o f  corporations above human rights, dignity and democracy, and the needs o f  farmers and consumers / 
tremendous violation o f the integrity o f  and continuation o f  our relationship with the Earth /  corporate 
spin /  biotech industry brainwashing / myth / hype / revisionist history /  leaky genes / causing 
unwanted contamination and genetic pollution / attacking the very stuff o f  life itself /  treats living 
organisms like machines with component parts that can be manipulated / engineering fruit trees with 
human genes /  research into biological weapons /  more herbicides in our ecosystems / more toxins in 
our crops / a fifty-year old biology and a hundred-year old physics / a mechanistic worldview / 
commercialism / huge legal budgets
How it used: as weapons in the war against farmers and food sovereignty /  for biological weapons /  to 
produce sterile seeds to prevent farmers from saving seed from their harvest /  to change life so it fits 
the industrial capitalist system
How it comes about: through investment by diverse companies and institutions
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From the table above, we see that the representation of biotechnology by RTC 
speakers:
(a) Appropriates biotechnology into a wider agenda and produces informational 
solutions in relation to biotechnology that serve that agenda
(b) Produces strategic and practical solutions, such as solutions for who is behind 
biotechnology, that identify targets for feelings, protest and action
(c) Extends relevance of biotechnology to a wider audience, linldng 
biotechnology to wider issues, interests and concerns
(d) Produces informational solutions that do not rely on esoteric knowledge to be 
understood
(e) Leads to common informational themes and draws speakers into a set of 
norms
5.3.1.2. Representation of biotechnologv bv RTC speakers appropriates it into a 
wider agenda and produces informational solutions in relation to biotechnoloev that 
serve that agenda
Informational solutions displayed in Table 5.3.1,1 suggest that the concept and topic 
of biotechnology was appropriated into a wider agenda that encompasses a wider 
range of issues than just biotechnology. Appropriation is meant in the sense that the 
concept and topic of biotechnology was taken for use in a way that serves an 
oppositional agenda. This appears to have taken place through the anchoring process 
whereby the concept of biotechnology became structurally part of that oppositional 
agenda. This section is aimed at demonstrating this additional functionality in 
relation to strings of informational solutions and fuller extracts from the speeches.
What biotechnology is: part o f  a corporate quest to extend control over all matter, life, 
Icnowledge and the collective mind / one o f  the ways in which corporate power is taking over 
the commons, the things that belong to all o f  us / part o f  an operative strategy for corporate 
control o f industrial manufacturing, food, agriculture and health in the 2T* century / tool to 
enforce industry-monopoly
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What is involved; a corporate grab / the corporate ownership o f the entire living commons 
/  corporations patenting eveiy form o f  life, from microbes, to seeds, to animals, to human 
genes, to human stem cells, to human embryos, and even in a few instances to human adults; 
the entire chain o f  life / corporate monopoly / oligopoly /  patent regimes and trade rules that 
put the proprietary rights o f  corporations above human rights, dignity and democracy, and 
the needs o f  farmers and consumers /  corporate spin
Biotechnology is set in the context of ideas about a corporate takeover of the 
‘commons’, appropriated as another example of a monopolisation, talcing and 
extension of control over ‘the commons, the things that belong to all of us’ by 
‘corporate power’. Biotechnology becomes another reason to, and angle from which 
to communicate information about corporate takeover of a very wide range of 
categories, forming part of the outlook and contributing to the argument. So as well 
as informational solutions for what biotechnology is such as ‘a new and dangerous 
technology’, ‘GM crops’ or ‘Frankenstein science’, the speeches feature many 
solutions that draw biotechnology into the category of a corporate takeover, 
monopolisation and concentration of control. In the informational solutions above, 
the topic of biotechnology has become another way to talk about corporations, 
corporate power and corporate talcing. But for this to happen, biotechnology had first 
to be drawn into these categories.
The wider agenda that biotechnology is being appropriated into is the 
representation of coiporate activity along a certain dimension that is potentially 
damaging to the image and cause of industry and corporations, and to particular 
industries and corporations that are identified through informational solutions for 
who is behind biotechnology, controls it and invests in it, as shown in Table 5.3.1.1 
part (iii). This dimension is characterised by the portrayal of corporations taking over 
‘the things that belong to all of us’, trying to control everything, engaging in ‘spin’ 
and anti-competitive behaviour. And there are many more aspects to this portrait of 
the corporations into which biotechnology is appropriated:
Monsanto had the idea o f  putting herbicides and vaccines in our food. They puHed out o f  
that, which cost them 9% o f their labour-force and another 200 million dollar loss, that’s 
upfront. As Brian said, they’ve also pulled out o f  GE wheat, they’ve also pulled out o f  GE 
granola in Australia; they just pulled out o f  GE wheat and grains in all o f  Europe. Canada
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also said no to GE wheat. So this is a company that’s in retreat, in full retreat, (applause) 
and our job over the next few days and the next few years is to put the finishing touches on 
this and put this corporation away now and forever. AK
In the above extract, the appropriation of biotechnology into the portrayal of 
Monsanto as ‘a company that’s in retreat’ is part of the appropriation of the 
biotechnology conference into the campaign to ‘put this corporation away now and 
forever’.
What we are seeing, whether it is in our prisons, or genetic engineering imposed on the 
world, it’s coming from the same minds o f  the same people. Just look at the people who have 
huge Monsanto interests, they’re also the same people who are behind operation Iraqi 
Freedom. They’re not different. Some o f  them have heavy interests in oil and some o f them 
have heavy interests in biotech but between the two industries they cover basically 
everything. And for those who have such a huge stake in imprisoning and enslaving life for 
their personal returns, obviously every seed that grows free, every community that farms 
free, every society that eats free is a major threat, that’s why I want to say three cheers to all 
o f  you who have not disappeared in spite o f the Patriot Act and in spite o f  Homeland 
Security. VS
In the extract above, biotechnology is appropriated into a representation of 
those people with ‘heavy interests in biotech’ and ‘huge Monsanto interests’ as being 
‘the same people’ who were ‘behind operation Iraqi Freedom’, ‘have a huge stake in 
imprisoning and enslaving life for their personal returns’, are against food 
sovereignty and implicates them in the Patriot Act. Here, we find biotechnology 
appropriated into a much wider agenda and a conspiracy theory. The representation 
is potentially damaging not only to the cause of biotechnology, but to the image of 
the US government, the oil and biotech industries, and Monsanto. It links all these 
actors together and links them all in turn to the imprisonment and enslavement of 
life.
In the following quote biotechnology is very much the agenda, but even here 
biotechnology is appropriated towards the association of five corporations, Ag- 
Biotech and the biotechnology industry with a future where they condemn ‘us’ to 
dependency on them and freedom is lost: a ‘future of slavery’ where the planet has 
become ‘a prison for all of us’ where no one can chose what they grow or farm. So
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this is about more than biotechnology, it is about corporations and industry and their 
involvement in agricultuie as well:
for me it became a very, very clear image o f  our future being a future o f  slavery and the 
planet being a prison for all o f  us where no one could choose what they grew, no one could 
choose how they farm, we would be condemned to dependency on the five corporations 
which engage in biotechnology especially in agriculture and I love freedom too much to 
accept that. VS
In the following quote biotechnology and the industry behind it are anchored 
to ‘the system of global corporate capitalism’ and through this the platform of 
biotechnology is appropriated into the agenda of ‘taking direct action’ to shake up 
that system:
the system o f global coiporate capitalism and the biotechnology industry that comes out o f it 
works veiy hard to maintain its equilibrium and for any system to change you have to shake 
its equilibrium up in some way, and that’s the purpose o f  taking direct action, it’s a way o f  
shaking it up and saying change actually has to happen here, and w e’re not gonna just talk 
about it, we have to do some thing about it. SH
In the following quote biotechnology is appropriated into a bandwagon 
narrative about French opposition to ‘US-centred global policy’ and ‘symbols of US 
based trans-national corporate capital like McDonald’s’:
Jose Bove and the Farmers’ Confederation going after symbols o f  US based trans-national 
coiporate capital like McDonald’s. Jose o f  course, was involved in an action where they 
actually dismantled a McDonald’s that was under construction in their community partly as a 
symbol o f  their opposition to US-centred global policy but also to the biotechnology industry 
and the control o f  our food in general. BT
The above quote is an extract from a section of speech concerned with global 
opposition to global corporate capitalism. This is an example of a bandwagon 
naiTative structure -  ‘join the crowd’ - because it invites the audience to take the 
action that everyone else is taking through the portrayal of a growing mass 
movement, reinforcing people’s natural desire to join the crowd. Biotechnology is
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being appropriated into a wider agenda of opposition to and action against dé­
localisation of control over food, corporations, symbols of global corporate 
capitalism and US dominance.
Biotechnology is also appropriated into the discourse on US military policy:
The motivation behind biotechnology (why engage in it): so that the US can be even more 
than it currently is by far the most highly able to inflict biological weapons terrorism on the 
rest o f the planet
W ho is behind biotechnology; the same minds o f  the same people that have heavy interests 
in oil, are behind operation Iraqi Freedom, are behind our prisons
The following strings show biotechnology appropriated as the logical 
extension and the cautionary tale of where ‘commercialisation’, ‘industrialisation’ 
and the ‘industrial capitalist system’ can lead society:
What biotechnology is; the commercialisation and industrialisation o f  living things / 
engineering fruit trees with human genes so that pharmaceutical products can be collected 
from the fruit / commercially-driven eugenics /  engineering animals so they’re better suited 
to intensive factory faiming conditions
The motivation behind biotechnology (why engage in it); to grow pharmaceutical products
How it worlcs; inserting a gene from one organism into another organism much like one 
might take a screw out o f  one machine and put it into another machine
How it will work; parents will choose their children’s traits out o f  catalogues
W hat is involved; the commodification o f  life /  the patenting o f over five-hundred animals / 
the patenting o f  a thousand o f  the thirty-thousand genes o f our bodies / the appropriation o f  
the seed into the sphere o f  commercial products
How it used: to change life so it fits the industrial capitalist system
Biotechnology becomes a way of talking about issues related to industrialisation and 
commercialisation, such as food production, intensive factory farming conditions and
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the treatment of animals. Solutions such as biotechnology being a commercially- 
driven eugenics with parents choosing their children’s traits out of catalogues could 
be damaging to the cause of biotechnology but also paint a disturbing picture of 
where commercialisation might lead us. Biotechnology is being appropriated to 
transform commercialisation and industrialisation into things that not only affect our 
lives, but life itself. Thiough biotechnology, animals are engineered and changed to 
suit intensive factory farming conditions, fruit trees are engineered with human genes 
in order to grow products and the very genes in our bodies are being patented. 
Biotechnology is used to depict commercialisation, industrialisation and industrial 
capitalism as encroaching on the sacrosanct.
The following strings reveal more about the appropriation of biotechnology 
into the discussion on what is referred to as among other things ‘the industrialisation 
of agriculture’:
What biotechnology is: changing animals to fit an insane system /  engineering animals so 
they’re better suited to intensive factory farming conditions / herbicide resistant vitamin A in 
rice /  herbicide-resistance / weapons in the war against farmers and against food sovereignty
The motivation behind biotechnology (why engage in it): to assume control over their 
food production and condemn them to dependency /  to restrict farmers
W hat is involved: patent regimes and trade rules that put the proprietary rights o f  
corporations above human rights, dignity and democracy, and the needs o f  farmers and 
consumers / tremendous violation o f the integrity o f  and continuation o f  our relationship with 
the Earth / more herbicides in our ecosystems / more toxins in our crops
How it used; to produce sterile seeds to prevent farmers from saving seed from their harvest
Biotechnology is anchored to a representation of the industrialisation of agriculture 
as among other things a ‘war against farmers and food sovereignty’ involving a 
proliferation of herbicides, a loss of choice and cruelty to animals. In the speakers’ 
representation, biotechnology becomes a means, a tool and a weapon in that war, 
adding information to this representation of the industrialisation of agriculture. It 
becomes a way of talking about the industrialisation of agriculture, an opportunity to
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talk about it, and an angle from which to approach it. Furthermore, it becomes a 
warning about how far this industrialisation can go.
In some cases the anchoring and appropriation of biotechnology into the 
representation of the industrialisation of agriculture are characterised by an 
introduction of biotechnology followed by a lengthy history of the industrialisation 
of agriculture followed by biotechnology as an ultimate or penultimate stage in that 
process. In these cases the topic of biotechnology is being used as a platform for 
speaking more extensively about the industrialisation of agriculture. The following 
extract from just such an example provides a fuller picture of the representation of 
the industrialisation of agriculture that biotechnology is being appropriated into:
BIO [Biotechnology Industiy Organisation] did such a good job bringing this back to the 
heart o f  the struggle. But let me just put this struggle in context... Let’s not forget the torture 
o f these 3 billion animals they use every day in this country in industrial animal production... 
For fifty years these corporations have thought they were going to get away with this 
industrialization o f  agriculture, and during that time we lost ten million farmers plus ninety 
percent o f  our vegetable and ft-uit volume per seed, about 75% o f  the animals on the 
endangered species list. And the coiporations are never wrong. You know, there’s a rash o f  
suicides, farmers in this country have the highest rate o f  suicide o f  any profession. In 
Nebraska, about 500 farmers committed suicide in the last five years. So it really is not just 
fatal to the soil, fatal to the farms, fatal to the towns, fatal to biodiversity, this industrial 
model is fatal to the farmers themselves and their families... We were saying, listen, your 
system, your farming system does not comport with the survival o f farmers and biodiversity; 
living systems cannot exist in your system. So w e’ve gotta change your technology to fit 
living systems. We thought it was inevitable, but guess what happened. Two biotechnologists 
said w e’re not gonna change our technology, our industi ial capitalist system to fit life, w e’re 
gonna change life so it fits our industrial capitalist system. AK
This extract features several themes typical of the representation of the 
industrialisation of agriculture by RTC speakers which biotechnology is anchored in 
and appropriated into: cruelty to animals; the terrible cost to farmers in terms of lives 
and livelihoods, to communities, to biodiversity, ecosystems and the environment; 
the inefficiency; the corporate involvement; even the theme of suicide carries 
through. These are themes that many of the informational solutions in relation to 
biotechnology are anchored in, as illustrated in Table 5.3.1.1. As observed, the
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speaker begins with reference to the Biotechnology Industry Organisation because 
biotechnology and the industry behind it is the subject he has been invited to speak 
on, but then he proceeds to put the struggle against the proliferation of biotechnology 
in the context of a history of the industrialisation of agriculture. Even in this abridged 
version of the history one can see that much of what the speaker set out to talk about 
was the industrialisation of agriculture and not directly biotechnology. The extract 
ends with the speaker setting biotechnology in the context of the industrial capitalist 
system and the industrialisation of agriculture as the recent stage of the process. So 
we have the platform of biotechnology being appropriated into the agenda of 
representing the industrialisation of agriculture in a certain way before a packed 
audience with media present.
5.3.1.3. Produces strategic and practical solutions, such as solutions for who is 
behind biotechnologv. that identify targets for feelings, protest and action
Rather than a technical knowledge of biotechnology, representation by RTC speakers 
produces a strategic knowledge. The who solutions in part (iii) of Table 5.3.1.1 that 
deal with who is behind, controls and invests in biotechnology are all strategic 
informational solutions in that they identify targets for feelings, representation, 
protest and action, such as particular companies and industries. The other groups of 
informational solutions also contain patterns and instances that can be thought of as 
strategic.
Many of the informational solutions link biotechnology to a range of salient 
issues that engender broad concern and are already the subject of active and 
established movements, including:
corporate power / globalisation /  industrialisation / commercialisation /  capitalism / 
privatisation / monopolisation / colonisation / food sovereignty /  human rights / the treatment 
o f animals / the organic movement /  the environment / US foreign and military policy /  war /  
weapons /  prisons / farmers / indigenous people /  unions / poverty / our bodies /  children / 
eugenics /  starvation / malnutrition / medicine / health
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This not only extends relevance to a wider audience, it also sets the intellectual 
context for movement solidarity.
Biotechnology is anchored to many controversial areas by RTC speakers, pre­
dominantly ‘corporate globalisation’, commercialisation, industrialisation, the 
environment, food and agriculture, but also categories such as US military policy, 
eugenics and irresponsible science. This produces informational solutions focused on 
controversial dimensions of biotechnology, including those in the following string:
What biotechnology is: the corporate privatisation o f  the genes in our bodies and in our 
food / part o f  an operative strategy for coiporate control o f  industrial manufacturing, food, 
agriculture and health in the 2T ‘ century /  engineering fruit trees with human genes so that 
they can collect pharmaceutical products from the fruit / engineering animals so they’re 
better suited to intensive factory farming conditions / commercially-driven eugenics / the 
commercialisation and indusfrialisation o f  living things / golden rice /  GE wheat /  GE com  /  
GM food / GM crops / suicide seeds / Monsanto seeds / herbicide-resistance /  genetic 
pollution / weapons / biological weapons /  weapons in the war against farmers and against 
food sovereignty /  a tool to enforce industry-monopoly / immoral / new and dangerous 
technology /  Frankenstein science
The focus on controversial elements is illustrated above with informational solutions 
anchored to the food and agricultural dimension of biotechnology. This leads to 
solutions for what biotechnology is such as GM food and crops, and the genetic 
engineering of animals, which are controversial applications. In addition to this the 
representations being anchored to further controversial-ise biotechnology, such that 
the engineering of animals is to better suit intensive factory farming conditions and 
GM crops become weapons in the war against farmers and food sovereignty. These 
elements of the context that have attached themselves to biotechnology are 
themselves very controversial topics, such as intensive factory farming and the 
treatment of animals, the situation of farmers and local control over what people 
grow and eat. The corporate and commercial dimensions of biotechnology are 
brought into focus with items such as the corporate privatisation of the genes in our 
bodies and in our food. The crossing of species boundaries and the idea of putting 
things together which perhaps should not be put together are made vivid by solutions 
such as fruit trees engineered with human genes and Frankenstein science. Solutions
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such as suicide seeds, new and dangerous technology, biological weapons and 
commercially-driven eugenics also capture controversial and for many, negative 
ideas about biotechnology.
Many of the informational solutions displayed in Table 5.3.1.1 are also 
politically strategic in that they are products of anchoring biotechnology to 
archetypal populist nanative stmctures, both political and agrarian, where ordinary 
people are persecuted or victimised in some fashion by elites. The ‘industrialisation 
of agriculture’, ‘US foreign and military policy’ and ‘corporate taking’ of ‘things that 
belong to all of us’ naiTatives illustrated earlier are examples of these.
5.3.1.4. Extends relevance of biotechnologv to a wider audience, linkine 
biotechnologv to wider issues, interests and concerns
The very act of anchoring biotechnology to existing categories links biotechnology to 
other issues, interests and concerns. RTC speakers however, set biotechnology in the 
context of some veiy encompassing categories. As a result, a scan of Table 5.3.1.1 
reveals informational solutions in relation to biotechnology that linlc it to a wide 
variety of issues, interests and concerns. These issues, interests and concerns are 
illustrated by no means exhaustively in the following string:
corporate power / taking over o f  the commons / reclaiming the commons / ownership / 
control / sovereignty /  freedom /  privatisation / monopolisation /  colonisation / globalisation / 
industrialisation /  commercialisation /  capitalism / food and agriculture /  animals / the 
treatment o f animals / the seed / the organic movement / the environment / the mystery and 
complexity o f  nature /  respect for nature / pollution / contamination /  aberration /  danger / life 
/  sanctity o f  life / our relationship with the Earth /  US foreign and military policy / terrorism / 
war / destruction /  weapons /  prisons / people /  farmers /  indigenous people / unions / poor 
people / our bodies / children / eugenics /  starvation / malnutrition / medicine /  health /  death
The range and salience of these issues, interests and concerns that biotechnology is 
connected with by RTC speakers extends its relevance to a wider audience. The links 
to objects will be discussed in detail in section 5.3.2 of this chapter, but it is worth 
pointing out that the linlcs to food and agriculture, children, our bodies, people.
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animals and our environment connect with core concerns of our species, and also 
affect our everyday. Bringing into question the nature of our food, the ownership of 
our bodies or the make-up of our children brings home the relevance of 
biotechnology to everybody. The speeches also repeatedly link biotechnology with 
topical issues such as corporate power, globalisation and privatisation that concern 
many politically-minded people and are already the subject of active and established 
movements. The same is true of issues such as farming organic, the environment, 
unions, poverty, the situation of indigenous people and US foreign policy. These are 
established cultures of concern and many people have attitudes towards these things 
that these linlcs prime. The issues are emotive for many. Items such as freedom and 
colonisation resonate with many and invoke long histories.
5.3.1.5. Anchoring produces informational solutions that do not relv on esoteric 
Icnowledge to be understood
Anchoring draws biotechnology into non-technical and non-technological categories 
thus producing informational solutions that do not rely on esoteric Icnowledge to be 
understood. This can be seen from the following string:
What biotechnology is; one o f  the ways in which corporate power is taking over the 
commons, the things that belong to all o f us / the coiporate privatisation o f  the genes in our 
bodies and in our food / part o f the colonisation and enslavement o f  life /  a form o f  enclosure 
/ a means o f  taking away freedom / engineering animals so they’re better suited to intensive 
factoiy fai’ming conditions /  changing animals to fit an insane system /  commercially-driven 
eugenics /  the commercialisation and industrialisation o f  living things / suicide seeds /  
corporate seeds / Monsanto seeds / toxins /  contaminants / genetic pollution / weapons / 
weapons in the war against farmers and against food sovereignty /  immoral / new and 
dangerous technology / death technology /  Frankenstein science / a failed prize /  inefficient / 
not tasty
Solutions for what biotechnology is such as not tasty, inefficient, immoral, 
Frankenstein science, a weapon or the corporate privatisation of the genes in our 
bodies and in our food do not require any special or obscure knowledge to 
understand. These lay-friendly solutions are achieved tluough anchoring in non-
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technical and non-technological representations and categories, and to lay-friendly 
ideas and concrete objects. For example, ‘sterile seed technology’ where ‘plants are 
genetically modified to produce sterile seeds’ is anchored to the idea of suicide and 
becomes ‘suicide seeds’, which gives anyone who knows what suicide is a sense 
about these seeds, even if an incomplete one, and allows the formulation of an 
opinion. Anchoring of biotechnology in the food category leads to solutions such as 
‘not tasty’, which would allow a very young child to form an opinion about what is a 
very complex subject. Drawing biotechnology into the representation of a corporate 
takeover of the commons leads to it becoming a means of taking away freedom, or 
the privatisation of the genes in our bodies and in our food. Biotechnology is 
anchored in the representation of the industrialisation of agriculture as a war on 
farmers and it becomes a weapon in that war. The anchoring of biotechnology in a 
cultural representation of mad, misguided science that leads to aberration transforms 
biotechnology into Frankenstein science. The use of cultural and everyday reference 
points makes the speakers’ ideas about biotechnology navigable by ordinary people. 
Furthermore, biotechnology is drawn into a variety of categories so that even if some 
informational solutions are not understood, others probably will be.
The setting of biotechnology in the context of food and agriculture provides 
solutions for what biotechnology is that, relatively-speaking, have received extensive 
coverage in the media:
W hat biotechnology is: genetically-engineered plants and animals / GM plants / golden rice
/ GE wheat /  GE com /  GM food /  GM crops /  GM seeds /  super weeds
In these solutions, biotechnology has been linked to objects from the material world 
contained in the categories of food and agriculture and so becomes more tangible, 
concrete and familiar. Food, crops, seeds, plants, weeds and animals are easy for 
people to visualize and items such as golden rice lend themselves to understanding -  
rice is usually white or brown and biotechnology has changed it, the change being 
illustrated by its change of colour to golden or yellow. The extensive media coverage 
has made GM food and crops familiar to many, and there has also been a lot of 
coverage of genetically-modified animals. A stock of cultural images exists, such as
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large, shiny vegetables and super-plants, such as the Triffids that may help people 
make sense of items such GE corn, GM plants and super weeds.
Other areas of Icnowledge about technology that may often be difficult to 
convey simply are how it works, how it is used and what is involved. Referring to 
Table 5.3.1.1 part (iv), it is clear that many of the informational solutions for how 
biotechnology works, what is involved and how it is used do not require esoteric 
knowledge to comprehend. Furthermore, because biotechnology has been anchored 
in a variety of categories in the development of these solutions, there are various 
paths to understanding.
How it w oiiis; inserting a gene from one organism into another organism much like one
might take a screw out o f  one machine and put it into another machine / parents will choose
their children’s traits out o f  catalogues
The comparison between how gene transfer works and taking a screw out of one 
machine and putting it into another arises out of anchoring biotechnology to a 
representation of a mechanistic worldview, which ‘sees the Earth as a big machine 
and all the parts of the universe as components parts that can be manipulated and you 
can change and assumes that everything in the universe is ultimately loiowable and 
controllable and has no ultimate value other than profit and human gain’. The idea of 
parents choosing their children’s traits from a catalogue emerges from biotechnology 
being anchored to commercialism. These solutions for how biotechnology works 
contain very familiar and concrete elements that make them easy to understand and 
take sense from. For example, with the catalogue example, there is the hypothetical 
query, how could biotechnology or genetics help parents choose the traits of their 
children, and the solution that they can choose their children’s traits out of catalogues 
makes the process seem as simple as shopping, you just pick out the features you 
want, that hair colour, that height, that IQ and so on. The interesting thing about this 
form of Icnowledge, this form of how it works, is that it is not technical; it does not 
enable you to actually practice biotechnology or put you on the road to being able to, 
instead it is a lay Icnowledge and a political Icnowledge (in that it is a 
controversialising knowledge). And it is not a substitute for technical knowledge, it 
is a different form with a different function altogether. This sense-making is not just
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about making sense of biotechnology, but making their own sense of biotechnology, 
the preliminary step in appropriating biotechnology into their own agenda.
W hat is involved; a corporate grab / very systematically getting and owning and patenting 
virtually all forms o f life /  control o f  all the seeds /  the commodification o f  life /  the patenting 
o f over five-hundred animals /  patenting a Beagle / the colonisation o f  the genes o f  our 
bodies / the colonisation o f  life / coiporate monopoly /  tremendous violation o f  the integrity 
o f and continuation o f  our relationship with the Earth / corporate spin / biotech industiy 
brainwashing / myth / hype / revisionist history /  leaky genes /  causing unwanted 
contamination and genetic pollution /  a fifty-year old biology and a hundred-year old physics
Once again, in the string above, we see that biotechnology has been drawn into non­
technical and non-technological categories, producing lay solutions for what 
biotechnology involves. Drawing it into the corporate category produces a 
biotechnology that involves a corporate grab; the systematic getting, owning and 
patenting of virtually all forms of life; and corporate spin, among others. These 
informational solutions do not require esoteric comprehension. Anchoring in the 
representation of corporate activity as colonisation and monopolisation produces 
solutions such as biotechnology involving a colonisation of life and the genes in our 
bodies. Drawing biotechnology into representations of outmoded science results in 
biotechnology involving a fifty-year old biology and a hundred-year old physics. 
Biotechnology also involves things like myth, hype and revisionist history, a move 
away from the technical to the dismissive.
Referring to Table 5.3.1.1 parts (ii) and (iii), we see that the informational 
solutions also provide an understanding of biotechnology in terms of who is behind it 
and why, which also draw biotechnology into relatively accessible categories, largely 
focusing on the coiporate dimension of biotechnology and the motives of profit, gain 
and control. Again, constructing a lay sense, even a populist sense, avoiding more 
technical categories and esoteric informational solutions in relation to biotechnology.
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5.3.1.6. Leads to common informational themes and draws speakers into a set of 
norms
The speakers had similar ways of talking about biotechnology and of linldng it to 
wider issues, which led to a set of common informational themes. These resulted 
because RTC speakers anchored biotechnology in shared or similar representations 
of, in particular, a global corporate takeover, industrialisation of agriculture, 
commercialisation of life and environmental thieat. This drew speakers into a set of 
norms, a similar worldview and set of values that defined the context for 
biotechnology and the objects it would be linlced to, affecting the meanings attached 
to it and the imagery into which it was translated.
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5.3.2, Links to objects and translation into imagery
Biotechnology and concepts relating to it are linlced to objects and translated into 
imagery by RTC speakers. This includes:
(i) Links of effect - Biotechnology is linked to objects such as food, crops, children 
and animals. These are links of effect, concretising the idea that biotechnology 
affects and can affect all these objects, and in all these cases mentioned, that 
biotechnology is or will be applied to them; transforming it from an abstract concept 
into something that affects the material world
(ii) Object solutions -  Biotechnology is linlced to and represented by objects such as 
GM corn, golden rice, weapons and genetic pollution thiough metaphor, 
interpretation or the use of them as examples. To varying degrees, these objects are 
the concretising elements of informational solutions for what biotechnology is, 
coiTesponding to meanings
(iii) Links of association -  Biotechnology is also associated with objects such as 
factories, catalogues and prisons, which feature in related imagery
(iv) Translation of concept into imagery -  Biotechnology and concepts relating to it 
are translated into imagery, consisting of images of objects such as those refened to 
in (i), (ii) and (iii) that are linlced together into a series, altered to some degree and/or 
put in a dynamic visual situation depicting change or movement
Table 5.3.2.1 below displays instances of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) from the speeches:
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Table 5.3.2.I. Links to objects and translation into imagery
i) Links of effect
food /  crops /  agi’iculture /  harvest /  grains /  fruits /  vegetables /  fruit trees /  corn /  rice / seeds /  the seed  
/  farm-saved seeds / plants /  our bodies /  your body /  children / consumers /  farmers /  peasants /  local 
com m unities /  indigenous people / poor people /  humans / ordinary human beings /  people / 1 .4 billion  
people /  animals /  over 500 animals /  dog /  a Beagle /  life / all life / the rest o f  the planet (other than 
U S) /  the planet /  the Earth /  m edicine
ii) Object solutions
golden rice / GM com /  GE wheat / GE soy beans /  GM crops / GM food / food, crops, grains, fiuits, 
vegetables... fruit trees engineered / bad tasting food /  GM seeds / suicide seeds / Terminator seeds / 
super weeds /  genetic pollution / contaminants /  toxins / technology o f  death /  biological weapons / 
weapons / neutron bomb o f  biotechnology / weapons o f  mass destruction /  tools o f warfare / tools
iii) Links of association
products / pharmaceutical products /  food in pill form / catalogues /  factories /  intensive factory 
farming /  prisons / a prison planet /  bars /  cages /  US / 7 countries / companies / trans-national 
coiporations / multinational corporations / corporations / (brands such as) Monsanto /  dead people / 
dying children / anaemic women / war /  teiTorism / violence /  death /  suffering / deprivation / hunger /  
starvation
iv) Translation of concept into imagery
GM crops are being used as weapons in the war against farmers / if  GM crops are weapons, then 
Terminator technology is the neutron bomb o f  biotechnology / food, crops, grains, fruits, vegetables... 
engineered /  a very, very clear image o f  our future being a future o f slavery and the planet being a 
prison for all o f  us where no one could choose what they grew, no one could choose how they farm, 
we would be condemned to dependency on the five corporations which engage in biotechnology 
especially in agriculture / animals engineered so they’re better suited to intensive factory farming 
conditions /  when we talk about the industrial prison complex, talk about the prisons in Iraq, let’s not 
forget the torture o f  these 3 billion animals they use every day in this country in industrial animal 
production, because they treat these animals as if they were machines, and have disassembly lines / 
fi-uit trees engineered with human genes so that they can collect pharmaceutical products from the 
fruit / people choose traits for their children out o f catalogues / leaky genes /  inserting a gene from one 
organism into another organism much like one might take a screw out o f one machine and put it into 
another machine /  w e’re talking about a view that sees the Earth as a big machine and all the parts o f  
the universe as components parts that can be manipulated and you can change / it’s in their mindset to 
think o f  everything as machines / The Jetsons. You remember what they ate? They ate pills, pills, and 
they had knives and forks with the pills, which I never quite got, and they dragged this orange stuff 
into this tank for the astronauts / Frankenstein science
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The translation of biotechnology and related concepts into imagery, and the links to 
and representation by objects:
(a) Render biotechnology and concepts relating to it more tangible and concrete, 
and often more familiar
(b) Extend, highlight and concretize relevance
(c) Transform biotechnology from abstract concept into something that affects 
the material world
(d) Bring certain dimensions of and concepts about biotechnology into sharper 
focus
(e) Iconize biotechnology
(f) Invite emotion
5.3.2.2. Links of effect
RTC speakers linlc biotechnology to a variety of objects, as illustrated by Table
5.3.2.1. Part (i) of that table shows that biotechnology is linked to objects such as 
food, crops, children and animals. These are links of effect, concretising the idea that 
biotechnology affects and can affect all these objects, and in many of the cases 
displayed, that it is and can be applied to them. The links of effect, in concretising 
what biotechnology affects, concretise biotechnology, transforming it from an 
abstract idea into something that affects and can affect the material world. This 
constructed field of effect endows biotechnology with symbolic mass, weight and 
gravity. In providing biotechnology with a form, RTC speakers referred to many 
familiar and concrete objects, but nowhere more so than in relation to what 
biotechnology affects. Biotechnology is in this way connected to the salient and the 
cherished, the tangible and the familiar, to the sanctified and the everyday. Linlcs to 
objects such as food, crops, finits, vegetables, plants, seeds, children, our bodies, 
humans, life and medicine extend, highlight and concretize the relevance of 
biotechnology to all capable of understanding it. Many of these objects can be 
identified with. Categories such as agriculture, harvest, corn, rice, animals, as well as 
the preceding categories have huge cultural significance for many. Human poverty, 
the treatment of animals, the environment, the situation of indigenous peoples, local
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communities and farmers all engender global concern. Many people keep pets and 
are emotionally connected to animals, and so the categories animals, dog and Beagle 
take on additional significance here. As well as being linked to categories indicating 
salience, biotechnology is linked to categories indicating magnitude, such as ‘all 
life’, ‘over 500 animals’ and ‘1.4 billion people’, although many of the categories 
suggest magnitude. Biotechnology’s effect and potential is constmcted as both 
ubiquitous and of prime significance. The affected objects are often and variously 
elaborated and this information also forms part of the representation of 
biotechnology. For example the seed is represented as a ‘basic principle of life’ and 
food as supporting and sustaining life, further concretising the significance of the 
effects of biotechnology, always in a controversial or negative context:
The commodification o f seeds, the appropriation o f the seed, this basic principle o f  life, into 
the sphere o f commercial products BT
The issue o f  biotechnology, which in some ways is the most offensive - the corporate 
privatisation o f  the very genes in our bodies, in the very foodstuffs that support and sustain 
life SH
5.3.2.3. Object solutions
Examining the object solutions for what bioteclinology is that are displayed in Table 
5.3.2.1 part (ii), it becomes clear that the food and agricultural dimensions of 
biotechnology are brought into sharp focus by the RTC speakers. Biotechnology is 
repeatedly represented by GM food and crops and related objects such as ‘golden 
rice’, across all the speeches. Biotechnology and its applications are also linked to 
weapomy, both literally and metaphorically. ‘Biological weapons’ are used as 
examples of biotechnology. Biotechnologies are interpreted as ‘weapons of mass 
destruction’ or ‘tools of warfaie’. The ‘neutron bomb of biotechnology’ becomes a 
metaphor for genetically sterilised seeds, genetic engineering is ‘deployed’ and GM 
crops are described as ‘weapons in the war against farmers’. Objects such as GM 
corn, golden rice and weapons come to iconize biotechnology. Bioteclinology is 
being objectified by objects that are controversial, but also by objects that are less-
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debatably what might be termed public ‘bads’, such as ‘pollution’, ‘contaminants’, 
‘toxins’, ‘technology of death’; and labels with built-in negative or controversial 
connotations, such as ‘suicide seeds’ and ‘Terminator seeds’. Some of these objects 
may be less concrete in the physical sense, but they are familial*, primal and invite 
emotion and sensation. Many of these object solutions allow the audience to engage 
with the subject without systematic thought. Many people will have existing opinions 
and attitudes in relation to GM food and crops, and most will in relation to 
‘weapons’, ‘toxins’, ‘death’ and ‘suicide’. These terms are intensely value-laden and 
would tend to tarnish whatever they were associated with without some qualification 
to the contrary.
The object solutions displayed in Table 5.3.2.1 part (ii) concretize 
biotechnology to varying degrees. For instance, ‘golden rice’ has something tangible 
and concrete about it. It is clear what kind of sense data to look for, some rice plant 
or grain that is golden or yellow. The object, ‘GM crops’ is not so tangible. It is not 
as abstract as the idea of biotechnology. At least one knows to look for crops. But it 
would not necessarily be clear from the tag ‘GM crops’ how to distinguish them 
from other similar varieties of crops, for example, how to distinguish GM corn from 
normal corn. Genetic pollution, toxins and technology of death are arguably less 
concrete, but pollution, toxins and death aie very powerful symbolically and part of 
our experience as human beings; these objects do reduce the abstractness of 
biotechnology.
Links to food, crops, weapomy and pollution once again extend, highlight 
and concretize the relevance of biotechnology, portraying it as something that affects 
the material world.
5.3.2.4. Linlcs of association
Besides objectification and links of effect there are also links of association with 
objects such as factories, pharmaceutical products and prisons, which can feature in 
imagery of biotechnology. Referring to Table 5.3.2.1 part (iii) it is clear that many of 
these associations sharpen the focus on certain dimensions of biotechnology. The
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follow string of objects brings ideas about the corporate, industrial, commodifying 
and commercial nature of biotechnology into sharper focus:
products / pharmaceutical products /  food in pill form / catalogues / factories /  companies /  
trans-national coiporations /  multinational corporations / corporations / (brands such as) 
Monsanto
The following objects concretize and shaipen concepts of biotechnology as a means 
or tool of control, taking and enclosure of food production, medicine and life:
prisons / a prison planet / bars / cages
Biotechnology is repeatedly associated with negative objects, from very concrete 
objects from the material world such as dead people to the no less tangible states of 
violence, suffering and hunger. Although these states to do not qualify as material 
objects, they are things that we can feel. They are so integral to the human condition 
that they hold great symbolic power, naturally associating to many more images and 
inviting emotion. These objects bring, concretize and sharpen concepts of 
biotechnology as a public bad:
dead people / dying children / anaemic women /  war / terrorism / violence /  death / suffering / 
deprivation / hunger / starvation
The objects in part (iii) will all be familiar to most people. This association process is 
part of a familiarisation process. And once again the links extend, highlight and 
concretize the relevance of biotechnology. The linkages also cater to the heuristic 
mode of thought, giving a sense to biotechnology without necessitating systematic 
thought. Most people already know that they do not like children dying or starvation, 
and know that they do not want the Earth to become a prison planet, and do not need 
to thinlc about it too deeply.
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5.3.2.5. Translation of concept into imagery
In Table 5.3.2.1 part (iv) we see that many concepts relating to biotechnology are 
translated into, in some cases at least, veiy concrete imagery by RTC speakers, 
making them more tangible. This imagery contains many of the objects from parts 
(i), (ii) and (iii), and so it has many of the same effects and potentials.
Imagery employed by RTC speakers brings the food and agricultural 
dimensions of biotechnology into sharper focus, concretizing relevance for those 
concerned with these issues. This is illustrated in Table 5.3.2.1 part (iv) where much 
of the imagery highlights the comiections made between biotechnology, food and 
agriculture by RTC speakers. The food and agriculturally related imagery features 
many human food sources, from animals, to crops, grains, fruits and vegetables. 
These objects are concrete, familiar and salient and the imagery shows biotechnology 
affecting food producers, changing food production and the form food takes, and 
physically altering food sources. Biotechnology is portrayed as something that 
affects and transforms important areas of the material world. Some of the imagery 
portrays these effects and changes as absurd. Biotechnology is linlced to imagery 
from The Jetsons cartoon series in which the family of the title prepares to eat pills 
with knives and forks, and to the image of pharmaceutical products being grown 
from fruits. Much of the imagery portrays biotechnology as part of an aggression 
against farmers and the animals used in food production, and an attempt to extend 
complete control over how and what people choose to grow or raise. These images 
invite emotion especially from sections of society very concerned with the situation 
of farmers, the treatment of animals, food sovereignty and the state of food and 
agriculture in general. It is largely within the imagery of biotechnology in relation to 
food and agriculture that we find imagery of biotechnology and its applications as 
weapomy, or find biotechnology associated with imagery of prisons and slavery, 
concretising ideas of biotechnology as part of an enclosure, taking and extension of 
control over the commons.
The following string of imagery sharpens and concretizes concepts about 
biotechnology bringing together genes fi’om distinct organisms, species or kingdoms:
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Frankenstein science / leaky genes / inserting a gene from one organism into another 
organism much like one might take a screw out o f  one machine and put it into another 
machine / fruit trees engineered with human genes so that they can collect pharmaceutical 
products from the fruit
The entries ‘Franlcenstein science’ and Tealcy genes’ more pointedly sharpen and 
concretize ideas about this being dysfunctional and aberrant. Concepts including the 
transgression of species boundaries and human-directed life are brought into sharper 
focus, invoking moral and ethical concerns. Ideas about biotechnology involving 
incompetent, unethical, misguided, outmoded and dangerous science are sharpened 
and rendered more tangible: it is Frankenstein science and the genes are leaky.
Images such as Frankenstein and fruit trees growing pharmaceutical products from 
the fruit come to iconize biotechnology. Biotechnology is transformed from abstract 
concept into something that affects and modifies the material world. Images of 
Franlcenstein and fruits budding pharmaceuticals might repulse some and they cater 
to the heuristic mode of thought. Clicking on the Frankenstein icon brings up a 
virtual slideshow of cultural images from film and literature.
The following string of imagery concretizes and brings into sharper focus 
concepts about the commercialisation, industrialisation and ‘commodification of 
life’:
animals engineered so they’re better suited to intensive factory farming conditions / they freat 
these animals as if  they were machines, and have disassembly lines / fruit trees engineered 
with human genes so that they can collect pharmaceutical products from the fruit / people 
choose traits for their children out o f  catalogues /
Animals are engineered to better suit intensive factory farming. They are treated like 
machines and processed through disassembly lines. Pharmaceutical products are 
grown and collected from the fruit of fruit trees and parents choose their children out 
of catalogues. These images would be emotive for many and cater to the heuristic 
mode of thought. The images of intensive factory faiming, disassembly lines for 
animals and parents choosing their children’s traits out of catalogues will be 
immediately disturbing for many and grab the attention. The familiarity of many of
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the objects included in the imagery, such as catalogues, machines, animals, children 
and pharmaceuticals familiarize biotechnology and bring it closer to home. The 
imagery of biotechnology affecting and changing widely cherished objects such as 
children, animals and trees extends and concretizes relevance, and transforms 
biotechnology into something that affects the material world and things that are held 
sacred. Images such as parents choosing their children out of catalogues iconize 
biotechnology.
Ideas about biotechnology stemming from and being part of a mechanistic 
worldview are rendered more concrete through mechanistic and industrial imagery:
inserting a gene from one organism into another organism much like one might take a screw 
out o f  one machine and put it into another machine / w e’re talking about a view that sees the 
Earth as a big machine and all the parts o f  the universe as components parts that can be 
manipulated and you can change / it’s in their mindset to think o f  everything as machines / 
because they treat these animals as if  they were machines, and have disassembly lines /
Biotechnology is portrayed as something that physically works by treating living 
organisms like machines, inserting genes from one organism into another much as 
one might take a screw from one machine and put it into another. Animals are 
disassembled like machines. This is very concrete imagery. Even the very abstract 
concept of a worldview is made tangible as something that sees the world as a big 
machine and all the parts of the universe as component parts. And concepts of this 
worldview as an artificial is better approach are vividly rendered with imagery of 
The Jetsons eating pills.
5.4. Findings (part two): Representation of biotechnology by protestors during the 
protests against BIO 2004
In this section the representation of biotechnology by protestors during protests 
against the BIO 2004 Biotechnology Industry Organisation’s Annual Convention is 
explored as part of the data set emerging from the BIO 2004 field observation study. 
In particular, the representation of biotechnology by protestors during three events 
organised by RTC to protest against biotechnology, the BIO 2004 convention and
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what it represented to the organisers, is examined. Many of the protestors were 
familiar from the RTC Teach-In, Conference and the Convergence Space and many 
of the faces are observable from both video recordings of the protests and from 
audience shots taken during the Teach-In events. Many protestors had been educated 
on the relevant issues and strategies during lectures, workshops and planning 
sessions that had been publicised over the internet and locally during the preceding 
months. There were question and answer sessions, discussions and events leading up 
to the protests where ideas were exchanged and consensus was developed. At the 
Convergence Space people were constructing placards, banners and costumes, and 
planning action. These were highly organised protest events, with legal 
representation for protestors and media interviews and coverage arranged in advance. 
The co-construction of representation through speech and materials was taking place 
leading up to the protests, during the protest and after the protests. There was an 
organised promotion of information from speakers to gatherings of interested people 
- many of which were observed to go on to participate in the protests and solidarity 
marches -  and independent media, and an organised promotion of information to the 
public, general media and BIO delegates during the protest events by ordinary 
protestors and by RTC founders and organisers who participated in and to an extent 
coordinated the protests on the days concerned.
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5.4,1. Informational solutions relating to biotechnology
Table 5.4.1,1, Informational solutions relating to biotechnology realised on placards, 
through costume, in chants and short one-way talk by protestors
i) What solutions
What biotechnology is: GMOs / GM food /  food from labs / mutant food /  GM com / GMO seeds / 
pharma-rice / sti'awberries turned into salmon / purple fruit / tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / 
killer tomatoes /  genetic engineering / modification o f  DNA /  the genetic experiment / interfering with 
our genes / living pollution /  biotech medicine / not welcome / dangerous /  scary /  unsafe /  bio warfare 
/  hype /  not wanted
ii) Why solutions
The motivation behind biotechnology (why engage in it): money / profit /  for their career
iii) Who solutions (identifies targets)
W ho is behind biotechnology, w ho controls it: corporate power / corporations / biotech companies 
/  Monsanto / cancer profiteers /  biotech charmers /  BIO / G8
Who else might have access to it:
Who it affects: you / us / us all /  farmers / peasant farmers / small farmers /  indigenous people /  poor 
people
iv) How solutions 
How it worlcs:
W hat is involved: unsafe food /  food from labs / strawberries turned into salmon /  tom atoes with four 
eyes and six legs /  interfering with our genes /  manipulating life /  the rape o f  nature /  modification o f  
DNA /  contaminating the world / giving pollution a life o f  its own / GMO seed m onopoly / 
colonisation /  driving poor people deeper into poverty /  profiting from cancer /  the patenting o f  life /  
ownership o f  DNA /  danger /  hype /  biotech lies
W hat it does: pollutes /  threatens food sovereignty / threatens biodiversity, including you / endangers 
us all
How it is used: in food / in agriculture / on people / on animals / on plants / in warfare / in medicine 
How it comes about:
* Note that, exact repetitions were excluded from within solution categories.
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Examining the Table 5.4.1.1 above, it becomes clear that informational solutions 
relating to biotechnology realised on placards, through costume, in chants and short 
one-way talk during the protests against BIO 2004:
(a) Focus on sensitive and controversial dimensions of biotechnology
(b) Identify targets
(c) Take sides, serving an oppositional agenda; biotechnology is appropriated 
through anchoring to categories of deviation and threat
(d) Make biotechnology relevant to a wider audience, linking biotechnology to 
wider issues, interests and concerns
(e) Do not rely on esoteric knowledge^ to be understood
(f) Fall into common informational themes
5.4.1.2. Informational solutions focused on sensitive and controversial dimensions of 
biotechnologv
Informational solutions brought into focus controversial dimensions of 
biotechnology. For example, protestors anchored biotechnology to food and 
agriculture and this produced a set of controversial food and agriculturally-related 
informational solutions for what biotechnology is, who it affects, how it is used and 
what it involves:
What biotechnology is: GM food /  food from labs / mutant food /  GM corn / GMO seeds / 
pharma-rice / sti’awberries turned into salmon / purple fruit /  tomatoes with four eyes and six 
legs / killer tomatoes
Who it affects; farmers / peasant farmers / small farmers
What is involved: unsafe food / food from labs / sti’awberries turned into salmon / tomatoes 
with four eyes and six legs
What it does: threatens food sovereignty
Meaning, know ledge held by relatively few
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How it used: in food / in agriculture
The application of biotechnology to food and agriculture has been a particularly 
sensitive and disputed area. Applications such as GM food and crops have been 
widely-represented in the media as public bads and have met fierce public resistance 
(Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005). Protestors also connected biotechnology to globally and 
locally sensitive areas such as food sovereignty, food safety and the situation of 
farmers, particularly small farmers and peasant farmers. Items such as ‘strawberries 
turned into salmon’, ‘mutant food’, ‘killer tomatoes’ and ‘tomatoes with four eyes 
and six legs’ brought into focus ideas about biotechnology leading to the 
transgression of species boundaries, aberration and deviation from what is normal, 
and danger, evoking moral and ethical dilemmas and inviting fear. ‘Food from labs’ 
brings into focus ideas about the artificiality involved in the application of 
biotechnology to food. These informational solutions focus on the controversial 
about biotechnology and are potentially damaging to its public image and that of 
those associated with it. In general, linking biotechnology to food is of great strategic 
value in that it makes biotechnology relevant and salient to everyone. Representing 
biotechnology as affecting our food, even making it unsafe, appeals to people’s fears 
and existing wide concerns over the quality of food.
W hat biotechnology is: interfering with our genes / living pollution
W hat is involved: manipulating life / the rape o f natuie / contaminating the world / giving
pollution a life o f  its own
W hat it does: pollutes / threatens biodiversity, including you
Representation by protestors also brought into focus ideas about 
biotechnology as interference with nature, another controversial and sensitive 
dimension of biotechnology. This interference extended from manipulation, to 
contamination, pollution and destruction. Representing biotechnology as pollution, 
contaminating the world and threatening biodiversity makes it an environmental 
issue, embedding biotechnology in a wider area of contention. Use of the word
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‘manipulation’ connects the topic of biotechnology to issues of control. The use of 
the word ‘rape’ has negative connotations beyond violent, destructive or abusive 
treatment of nature. Indeed, several women in the crowd of protestors remarked that 
the BIO delegates were ‘old, white men’ suggesting a gendering and an establishing 
of out-group in relation to biotechnology.
Controversial commercial, economic and corporate dimensions of 
biotechnology were brought into focus:
The motivation behind biotechnology (why engage in it): money / profit /  for their career
Who is behind biotechnology: corporate power / corporations / biotech companies /
Monsanto / cancer profiteers / biotech charmers / BIO / G8
W hat is involved: GMO seed monopoly / colonisation / driving poor people deeper into
poverty / profiting from cancer /  the patenting o f life / ownership o f DNA
Bringing to the fore the profit motive in regards to cancer research for instance, was 
focusing on the controversial even in what is widely-perceived to be a good and 
useful application of biotechnology (Bauer, 2002). This focus was further elaborated 
when protestors chanted, ‘Biotech medicine I’m not sure, first they give you cancer 
then they profit off the cure.’
Monsanto’s involvement in biotechnology, which has attracted much protest 
and media attention, was highlighted by protestors, as was corporate involvement in 
general. This is likely to be divisive in a climate of significant anti-corporate 
sentiment and in light of the representation of corporations and companies as 
monopolistic, cancer-profiteers and purveyors of hype during the protest.
Informational solutions for what biotechnology involves such as ‘the 
patenting of life’ and ‘ownership of DNA’ are concepts relating to biotechnology 
that provoke strong disapproval. The same is true o f ‘monopoly’, ‘colonisation’ and 
‘driving poor people into poverty’. There was also an association with the G8 
countries, setting a context for a global economic ‘them’ and ‘us’ in relation to 
biotechnology.
Referring to the solutions for how biotechnology is used found in Table
5.4.1.1, most of the applications represented are highly controversial: food.
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agriculture, on people, on animals and in warfare. Even biotech medicine, whilst 
widely-perceived to be a ‘public good’ (Bauer, 2002), is put in a controversial light 
with the focus on the profit-motive. Possibly less controversial applications of 
biotechnology, such as environmental-cleanup are absent. Less controversial 
solutions for who is behind biotechnology, such as universities, hospitals, charities 
and health researchers are also absent, as are possible humanitarian motives for 
engaging in cancer research, biotech medicine or the genetic-engineering of food. 
They are also absent from the mobilisation speeches examined in part one of this 
study.
5.4.1.3. Who solutions identified targets
Solutions for who is behind biotechnology identify targets for feelings, 
protest and action in relation to biotechnology:
Who is behind biotechnology: coiporate power / corporations / biotech companies / 
Monsanto /  biotech charmers /  BIO / G8
5.4.1.4. Informational solutions took sides, serving an oppositional agenda: 
biotechnologv is appropriated through anchoring to categories of deviation and threat
What biotechnology is: mutant food / tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / killer tomatoes 
/  interfering with our genes /  living pollution / not welcome /  dangerous /  scary /  unsafe / 
hype / not wanted
Who is behind biotechnology: cancer profiteers / biotech charmers
What is involved: unsafe food / manipulating life I the rape o f nature / contaminating the 
world / giving pollution a life o f its own / GMO seed monopoly / colonisation / driving poor 
people deeper into poverty / profiting from cancer / biotech lies
What it does: pollutes /  threatens food sovereignty /  threatens biodiversity, including you /  
endangers us all
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The representation of biotechnology by protestors served an agenda 
oppositional to biotechnology, producing informational solutions that clearly came 
down on the oppositional side of the argument. Informational solutions served an 
oppositional agenda in various ways. Products of biotechnology were represented as 
aberrant, deviating from that which is normal or desired with language and imagery 
such as ‘mutant food’, ‘killer tomatoes’, ‘scary’ and ‘tomatoes with four eyes and six 
legs’. Some of the previous language and imageiy appealed to feelings and emotions 
along the lines of fear and disgust, as did solutions such as ‘dangerous’, ‘scary’, 
‘unsafe food’, ‘living pollution’, ‘the rape of nature’ and reference to biotechnology 
as ‘contaminating’. Furthermore, these dangers and adverse effects were portrayed as 
both personal and ubiquitous, linking to our food, to ‘you’, ‘contaminating the world’ 
- ‘biotechnology endangers us all’, read one of the placards. Emotions along the lines 
of disgust, anger and outrage appeared to be invited with items such as 
‘colonisation’, ‘driving poor people deeper into poverty’ and ‘cancer profiteers’. 
Ethical and moral dilemmas were invoked with items referring to interference with 
nature, ‘profiting from cancer’ and ‘manipulating life’. There were also dismissive 
solutions that portrayed biotechnology as not being an endeavour that should be 
taken seriously, or as simply unwanted: ‘hype’, ‘biotech charmers’, ‘biotech lies’, 
‘not welcome’, ‘not wanted’.
While it is clear from the informational solutions above and in Table 5.4.1.1 
that the concept of biotechnology was appropriated by protestors into the 
oppositional agenda, there is not the detailed trail left by the process through which 
this happens present in this data as there is in data from speeches or perhaps 
interviews. It is possible however, to shed a little light on the process. For example, 
biotechnology was anchored to deviant categories, that is, categories of deviation 
from that which is natural or desired. In this way GM food became ‘mutant food’, 
and the application of biotechnology to tomatoes produced ‘tomatoes with four eyes 
and six legs’ or ‘killer tomatoes’. Food where biotechnology was involved did not 
come from the normal places; it came from ‘the lab’. Biotechnology became 
‘interference’, ‘pollution’, ‘scary’, ‘dangerous’ and ‘unsafe’. This type of anchoring 
can invite feelings and emotions such as disgust, fear and the will to reject. Protestors 
have taken the concept of biotechnology and placed it into categories in order to
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support an oppositional agenda. Furthermore, biotechnology was anchored to 
categories of threat. That is, perceived threat to categories that protestors hold as 
proper and right, perhaps even cherished or sacred. This includes properties of the 
world as well as values that protestors might hold. In such a way, biotechnology 
became a threat to ‘food sovereignty’, ‘biodiversity’, ‘to us’ and to ‘nature’. 
Biotechnology and its applications were anchored to representations held by 
protestors, such as representations of commercialism, to the extent that even biotech 
medicine, widely-perceived as a public good became ‘first they give you cancer then 
they profit off the cure’.
5.4.1.5. Made biotechnologv relevant to a wider audience, linking biotechnologv to 
wider issues, interests and concerns
Table 5.4.1.1 contains informational solutions that link biotechnology to a wide 
variety of issues, interests and concerns. Protestors linked biotechnology to food and 
agriculture, to food sovereignty, to genetics, to medicine, to pharmaceuticals, to 
cancer, to labs and experiments, warfare, to corporations and corporate 
communications, to monopoly, to commercialism, to farmers, to us, to you, to 
poverty, to G8 countries, to indigenous people, to patenting of life and DNA, to 
colonisation, to the world, to biodiversity, to pollution, to contamination, to 
aberration, among other categories. Biotechnology was linked to objects and 
categories from people’s everyday lives; to salient, cherished, familiar and tangible 
categories such as food, crops and medicine; to you directly, to us, to all of us; to 
poverty, to illness and to warfare. Making these connections extended the relevance 
of biotechnology to a wider audience. Biotechnology was also embedded into 
established cultures of concern with established movements, such as movements 
concerned with the environment, the corporation, corporate responsibility, 
capitalism, commercialism, the politics of international economics, farmers, 
indigenous people, poverty, human rights, consumer rights, animal rights, war, the 
sanctity of life, and so on. This set or maintained an intellectual context for 
movement solidarity and the appropriation of topics into other or wider agendas.
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5.4.1.6. Informational solutions do not relv on esoteric knowledge to be understood
Referring to Table 5.4.1.1 we see that the informational solutions are largely non­
technical in nature and do not rely on specialist knowledge to be understood.
5.4.1.7. Solutions fall into common informational themes
Table 5.4.1.1 reveals representational convergence among protestors along several 
dimensions. There was much agreement together with patterns of anchoring and 
shared modes of symbolism in relation to what biotechnology was, what it involved 
and who it affected. There was agreement in relation to who was behind 
biotechnology, the motivation behind it and what it does. Most of the protestors 
represented biotechnology in relation to food and agricultural applications. 
Interestingly, representation fell into informational themes present in the 
mobilisation speeches examined in part one (see Table 5.3.1.1).
Solutions fell into common informational themes. For example:
Corporations were behind biotechnology
- The motivation behind biotechnology was commercial or self interest
Biotechnology was regularly represented by protestors;
As a threat
- As deviating from what is normal or desired
- As dangerous or unsafe
- In relation to food and agricultural applications
- In relation to effects on the ecology of the planet
- As harmful and threatening to nature, the world, life and biodiversity
- As intervening at the level of genes and DNA
The focus of representation during the protests is however, narrower than in the 
mobilisation speeches. Comparing Tables 5.4.1.1 and 5.3.1.1 in the previous section
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it is clear that there are fewer unique informational solutions in protest 
representation than in mobilisation representation. The contexts, areas and detail of 
biotechnology covered are less extensive. Convergence and sharper focus is also 
revealed in the high fidelity of reproduction (often practically identical) of some 
informational solutions across protest media. These include:
What biotechnology is; GMOs / GM food / mutant food / GM com /  GMO seeds / genetic 
engineering / interfering with our genes
The motivation behind biotechnology (why engage in it): money / profit 
Who is behind biotechnology, who controls it: corporations /  Monsanto 
Who it affects: us /  farmers / poor people 
How it is used: in food / in agriculture /  on people
Note that, exact repetitions were excluded from the tables within solution categories.
There was also a similar sense to many of the words used by various 
protestors to describe what biotechnology involved and did:
- manipulating, interfering
- ownership, patenting, monopoly, colonisation, (threatens) sovereignty
- (the) rape, driving (poorer people deeper into poverty)
- contaminating, pollutes
- endangers
Biotechnology was repeatedly being connected to issues of control. A sense of wrong 
interference echoes other solutions in Table 5.4.1.1 where biotechnology is ‘unsafe’, 
‘scary’, or genetics is an ‘experiment’. Adverseness of the effects of biotechnology is 
conveyed through most of the verbs used: endangers, contaminating, pollutes, 
manipulating, interfering; and is carried through in other words such as the nouns 
‘colonisation’ and ‘rape’. There is a sense of aggression and of danger.
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Protestors shared modes of symbolism, visual examples of which will be 
covered in the section on links to objects and translation into imagery which follows 
this one. One example however, was the regular juxtaposition of objects and 
categories which, to many people normally or properly do not belong together, as the 
following string illustrates:
food from labs / mutant food / pharma-rice /  strawben-ies turned into salmon /  purple finit /  
tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / killer tomatoes / living pollution /  profiting from 
cancer / the patenting o f  life /  ownership o f DNA
This type of juxtaposition conveys a sense of aberration, abnormality, deviation from 
what is normal, natural or desired, and a sense of wrongness. It invites feelings and 
emotions of disgust.
At times biotechnology is described dismissively:
hype / not wanted / not welcome / biotech charmers / biotech lies / the genetic experiment
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5,4.2. Links to objects and translation into imagery
Table 5.4.2.I. Links to objects and translation into imagery realised on placards, 
through costume, in chants and one-way talk by protestors
i) Links of effect
food / crops /  fruit /  vegetables /  com /  tomatoes / maiTow / pumpkin /strawberries / salmon / trees /  
flowers /  a bunny / you / my body /  farmers / small farmers / peasant farmer /  indigenous people /  the 
land / the world
ii) Object solutions
GM Os / GM food / mutant food /  GM  com  /  pharma-rice /  killer tom atoes / tom atoes with four eyes 
and six legs /  GMO seeds /  purple fruit /  living pollution
iii) Links of association
bombs /  dm gs /  pills /  lab /  coiporations /  M onsanto /  G8 /  US dollars /  m oney /  military /  Agent 
Orange / pollution / danger signs / unfair trade / Iraq war / war
iv) Translation of concept into imagery
tomato costumes / huge com cob costume with face /  butterfly costume / huge costume o f  Andean 
peasant farmer /  man wearing pointed hat with ‘MONSANTO M AN’ written on it (personification o f  
industry) / NO MUTANT FOOD’ with something green and ghoulish in the centre coming out o f  a 
fruit /  ‘GMOs POLLUTE’ on danger sign /  man with a ‘Monsanto’ plate hanging from his neck, also 
held sack with ‘GMO Food “Aid”’ painted on it in white / ‘TRUTH IN LABELLING N O W  on 
danger sign /  ‘NO PATENT ON LIFE’, the picture o f  a tree and a flag bearing the image o f  the Earth /  
images o f  fruit and vegetables (marrow, pumpkin, strawbeny) above no ‘GMO’ sign / ‘food fr om 
farms, not fr om labs’ / ‘SHUT DOWN CORPORATE POWER’ surrounding the ‘no GMO’ image / 
‘Monsanto - From Agent Orange to our Dinner Plate’ /  ‘STOP UNSAFE FOOD!’ suiTounding a 
purple fruit on a danger sign / ‘keep your hands out o f  my genes’ /  ‘WE DON’T WANT GMOs’ and 
on the other side o f  an image o f  a young girl picking fruit the same in Spanish /  bunny-suit with ‘who 
owns my DNA?’ on the back /  strawbendes tumed into salmon / tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / 
you stay out o f  my genes. I’ll stay outta yours / these are our streets, this is our world, our genes /  my 
body’s not your lab / ‘BIO, BIO go away, we don’t want you in the Bay’, protestors chant at the 
coaches that they believed to be carrying BIO delegates. ‘Biotech go home, biotech go home.’
Examining the Table 5.4.2.1 above, it becomes clear that the linking of 
biotechnology to objects and its translation - as well as that of related concepts - into 
imagery, that was realised on placards, through costume, in chants and short one-way 
talk during protests against BIO 2004:
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(a) Renders biotechnology and concepts relating to it more tangible and 
concrete, and often more familiar
(b) Transforms biotechnology from abstract concept into something that affects 
the material world
(c) Extends, deepens, highlights and concretizes relevance to a wider audience
(d) Brings certain dimensions of and concepts about bioteclmology into sharper 
focus
(e) Invites emotion and feeling
(f) Creates potential icons of biotechnology and reinforces some existing ones
5.4.2.2. Rendering biotechnologv and concents relating to it more tangible and 
concrete, and often more familiar
As is shown in the sections above and across Table 5.4.2.1, biotechnology was 
rendered more tangible by links to concrete objects, many of which are familiar to 
people through their everyday experience of the material world. Furthermore, ideas 
about biotechnology, such as the idea of it as a threat were rendered more concrete 
thi'ough the linlcing of such meanings to concrete objects or translation into imagery 
containing such objects.
5.4.2.3. Transforming biotechnologv from abstract concept into something that 
affects the material world: and extending, deepening, highlighting and concretizing 
relevance
Links of effect: food / crops / fruit /  vegetables / com / tomatoes / marrow / pumpkin / 
sti'awbeiTies /  salmon /  trees /  flowers /  a bunny / you /  my body / farmers / small farmers / 
peasant farmer /  indigenous people / the land / the world
Biotechnology was linlced to objects from the material world, such as food, crops, 
our bodies, animals and the land. These are links of effect, concretising the idea that 
biotechnology affects and can affect all these objects, and in all these cases 
mentioned, that biotechnology is or will be applied to them; transforming it from an 
abstract concept into something that affects the material world. Importantly, these are
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familiar objects that to varying degrees are salient, cherished and even held sacred 
by many. This extends and highlights the relevance of biotechnology to a wider 
audience, whilst deepening and concretizing that relevance.
Linlcs of association connected biotechnology to other areas of concern to 
people, opening up the possibility of relevance by association (e.g. ‘it’s another 
example o f , or ‘it’s just like’):
Links of association: bombs /  drugs / pills /  lab /  corporations /  Monsanto /  G8 /  US dollars /  
money / military / Agent Orange / pollution /  danger signs / unfair trade / Iraq war / war
5.4.2.4. Bringing certain dimensions of and concepts about biotechnologv into 
sharper focus
Referring to Table 5.4.2.1 it is clear that the food and agricultural dimensions of 
biotechnology were brought into sharp focus by linlcs of effect, object solutions and 
imagery realised during the protests. This is illustrated by the following strings:
Links of effect: food / crops /  finit /  vegetables /  corn /  tom atoes /  marrow /  pumpkin 
/strawbeiTies / salmon /  farmers / sm all farmers /  peasant farmer /  indigenous people /  the 
land
Object solutions: GMOs / GM food / mutant food / GM corn / pharma-rice / killer tomatoes 
/  tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / GMO seeds / purple fruit
Translation of concept into imagery: huge costume of Andean peasant farmer /  NO 
MUTANT FOOD’ with something green and ghoulish in the centre coming out o f  a fruit / 
‘GMOs POLLUTE’ on danger sign / man with a ‘Monsanto’ plate hanging fi-om his neck, 
also held sack with ‘GMO Food “Aid”’ painted on it in white / ‘TRUTH IN LABELLING 
N O W  on danger sign / images o f  finit and vegetables (maiTOW, pumpkin, strawberry) above 
no ‘GMO’ sign / ‘food from farms, not from labs’ / ‘Monsanto - From Agent Orange to our 
Dinner Plate’ /  ‘STOP UNSAFE FOOD!’ surrounding a purple finit on a danger sign /  ‘WE 
DON’T WANT GMOs’ and on the other side o f  an image o f a young girl picking finit the 
same in Spanish / strawben-ies tumed into salmon / tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / 
tomato costumes /  huge com cob costume with face /  man wearing pointed hat with 
‘MONSANTO M AN’ written on it
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Ideas about biotechnology leading to deviation from that which is normal or 
natural were brought into sharper focus by object solutions and imagery:
Object solutions: mutant food /  pharma-rice / killer tomatoes / tomatoes with four eyes and 
six legs / living pollution
Translation o f concept into imagery: ‘NO MUTANT FOOD’ with something green and 
ghoulish in the centre coming out o f  a fruit /  ‘food from fai-ms, not from labs’ /  strawberries 
tumed into salmon / tomatoes with four eyes and six legs / my body’s not your lab
The idea of biotechnology as a threat was brought to the fore through object 
solutions, linlcs of association and imagery:
Object solutions: mutant food / killer tomatoes /  living pollution
Links o f association: bombs /  drugs /  military /  Agent Orange / pollution / danger signs /  
unfair trade / Iraq war / war
Translation of concept into imagery: ‘NO MUTANT FOOD’ with something green and 
ghoulish in the centre coming out o f a fr uit / ‘GMOs POLLUTE’ on danger sign / ‘TRUTH 
IN LABELLING N O W  on danger sign / ‘NO PATENT ON LIFE’, the picture o f  a tree and 
a flag bearing the image o f the Earth /  images o f  fruit and vegetables (marrow, pumpkin, 
strawberry) above no ‘GMO’ sign /  ‘food from farms, not from labs’ /  ‘Monsanto - From 
Agent Orange to our Dinner Plate’ / ‘STOP UNSAFE FOOD! ’ surrounding a purple fruit on 
a danger sign / ‘keep your hands out o f  my genes’ /  you stay out o f  my genes, I’ll stay outta 
yours / my body’s not your lab
Corporate, commercial and economic dimensions of biotechnology were 
brought into sharper focus through linlcs of association and translation into imagery:
Links o f association: corporations /  Monsanto / G8 / US dollars /  money / unfair trade
Translation o f concept into imagery: man wearing pointed hat with ‘MONSANTO M AN’ 
written on it /  man with a ‘Monsanto’ plate hanging from his neck, also held sack with ‘GMO 
Food “Aid”’ painted on it in white /  ‘TRUTH IN LABELLING N O W  on danger sign /  ‘NO
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PATENT ON LIFE’, the picture o f a tree and a flag bearing the image o f  the Earth / ‘SHUT 
DOWN CORPORATE POWER’ surrounding the ‘no GMO’ image / ‘Monsanto - From 
Agent Orange to our Dinner Plate’
Issues of ownership were also brought to the fore through translation into imagery:
Translation of concept into imagery: ‘NO PATENT ON LIFE’, the picture o f  a tree and a 
flag bearing the image o f  the Earth /  ‘keep your hands out o f  my genes’ / bunny-suit with 
‘who owns my D N A?’ on the back / you stay out o f  my genes, I’ll stay outta yours / these are 
our streets, this is our world, our genes / my body’s not your lab
5.4.2.5. Inviting emotion and feeling 
Uncomplimentary juxtaposition
The object solutions for what biotechnology is communicated by protestors were 
juxtapositions of categories that in many people’s minds do not belong together, 
which might be termed uncomplimentary juxtaposition. This is well-illustrated in the 
following string:
Object solutions: mutant food / pharma-rice / killer tomatoes / tomatoes with four eyes and 
six legs / living pollution
This juxtaposition suggests aberration and invites emotions and feelings of disgust, 
discomfort, concern and possibly fear.
Much of the imagery biotechnology is translated into by protestors employs 
uncomplimentary juxtaposition:
Translation of concept into imagery: my body’s not your lab / strawberries turned into 
salmon / NO MUTANT FOOD’ with something green and ghoulish in the centre coming out 
o f a fruit /  ‘food from farms, not from labs’ / ‘Monsanto - From Agent Orange to our Dinner 
Plate’ / ‘keep your hands out o f  my genes’ / bunny-suit with ‘who owns my DNA?’ on the 
back / tomatoes with four eyes and six legs /  you stay out o f  my genes. I’ll stay outta yours
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The putting together of ‘Agent Orange’ and ‘our Dinner Plate’ is a disturbing 
thought and has a certain shock factor. The connection is being made between Agent 
Orange and GM food through ‘Monsanto’, a common solution for who is behind 
biotechnology in the context of the protests. ‘My body’s not your lab’ invites the idea 
of the body as a lab, with all the cultural associations. Food should not come from 
labs in the minds of many people, food and labs do not belong together. In the same 
vein, ghouls should not emerge from fruit and strawberries should not be turned into 
salmon. These uncomplimentary juxtapositions of categories, of objects and 
situations, suggest something wrong, out of the ordinary, deviating from what is 
normal. They invite feelings of unease, disgust, concern and possibly even fear.
Links to objects that suggest aberration, contamination and threat
Protestors linlced biotechnology to objects such as mutants, pollution, killer tomatoes, 
danger signs and weapons. These objects suggest aberration, contamination and 
threat, inviting feelings and emotions of unease, disgust, concern and possibly fear.
5.4.2.6. Creating potential icons of biotechnologv and reinforcing some existing ones
Object solutions such as ‘killer tomatoes’ iconize biotechnology or dimensions of it 
and these are reinforced through re-presentation. Translation of biotechnology and 
related concepts into imagery and object solutions, especially at protest events 
covered by various media, created potential icons of biotechnology.
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5.5. Discussion
This section addresses the key findings and implications from the first and second 
parts of the BIO 2004 study. RTC lay-representation of biotechnology is more 
efficacious than that of the participants of the previous study. This is in light of 
reported feelings of not being able to do anything about the development of, their 
exposure to and even their consumption of biotechnology among the previous 
study’s participants. The discussion that follows addresses efficacious aspects of 
RTC representation of biotechnology, functions it serves, and what elements and 
processes underlie them. It addresses arguable limitations of the RTC representation 
of biotechnology, but also how it might complement ongoing debates surrounding 
biotechnology.
5.5.1. RTC representation of biotechnologv produces political and strategic 
knowledge
Rather than a technical knowledge of biotechnology, representation by RTC speakers 
and protestors produced a political and strategic knowledge. While the informational 
solutions were not technical in that they did not set the receiver on the path to being 
able to practice biotechnology, they were nevertheless practical and efficacious. The 
RTC representation of biotechnology was an example of politically efficacious 
representation.
Biotechnology was generally anchored to political representations and so 
many of the informational solutions produced were political. They took sides -  
biotechnology was immoral, criminal, offensive, damaging, abnormal, a threat, 
inefficient and tasted bad, among other things. This oppositional stance was un- 
ambivalent.
The who solutions that dealt with who is behind, controls and invests in 
biotechnology were all strategic informational solutions in that they identified targets 
for feelings, representation, protest and action, such as particular companies and 
industries. They were pragmatic in their usefulness and practicality. The detail 
extended to individual companies.
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Many of the informational solutions linked biotechnology to a range of 
salient issues that engender broad concern and are already the subject of active and 
established movements. This not only extended relevance to a wider audience, it also 
set the intellectual context for movement solidarity. The embedding of the ‘shutdown 
BIO 2004’ programme in established cultures of concern began at the mobilisation 
stage. It can be explained in part by the broader agenda of ‘Reclaim the Commons’, 
and by the founders and speakers being members and participants of pre-existing 
organisations and movements. Another part of it, or way to the look at it however, is 
that biotechnology as a concept, topic and field of endeavour, is an entity or category 
with many logical class sets (Pardo et al., 2002).
RTC representation produced political and strategic knowledge, and the 
representation ‘style’ itself appeared political and strategic. That is to say, from the 
range of possible categories biotechnology might conceivably have been anchored to, 
objects and images it might have been linlced to, associated with, or translated into, 
the focus appeared to be on the relatively controversial.
5.5.2. Controversial-ising biotechnologv: Representation of biotechnologv focuses 
on and compounds the controversial
What might be simplified as the controversialising of biotechnology is an important 
dimension of producing the political and strategic knowledge, but also merits its own 
section.
Biotechnology was anchored to many controversial areas by RTC speakers, 
pre-dominantly ‘corporate globalisation’, commercialisation, industrialisation, the 
environment, food and agriculture, but also categories such as US military policy, 
eugenics, irresponsible science and the transgression of species boundaries.
Protestors also anchored biotechnology to categories of perceived threat and 
deviation from that which is natural and normal. This produced informational 
solutions focused on controversial dimensions of biotechnology. Through anchoring 
to such categories and representations biotechnology was associated with negative 
and controversial dimensions of the physical, sensible and cultural world, such as 
war, terrorism, violence, death, slavery, suffering, deprivation, hunger and starvation.
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some of which the receiver can engage with physically and actually feel as well as 
emotionally connect with.
Bringing sensitive and controversial dimensions and concepts about 
biotechnology into focus was achieved through setting it in contexts such as food and 
agriculture where biotechnological developments have been particularly divisive and 
link into other contentious and topical issues surrounding the environment, the 
transgression of species boundaries, food sovereignty, food safety, the situation of 
farmers and indigenous communities. These connections invoke moral and ethical 
dilemmas and invite emotions. An area such as food is also particularly sensitive 
because of its global salience. This focus on sensitive and controversial dimensions 
and concepts of biotechnology was sharpened by links to concrete objects through 
links of effect, links of association and object solutions, and by translation of abstract 
concepts into sometimes vivid imagery. Right across the speeches and protests 
biotechnology was linked to controversial objects and translated into potentially 
disturbing imagery that appealed to emotions such as concern, disgust and fear.
These include GM food and crops, transgenic plants, fruit trees growing 
pharmaceuticals, weapons in the war against farmers, biological weapons, toxins, 
genetically-modified animals and parents choosing their children’s traits from 
catalogues. These objects and images potentially evoke moral and ethical dilemmas 
relating to such issues as interference with nature, transgression of species 
boundaries, the treatment of animals and human direction of life, as well as issues of 
control and sovereignty, especially with regard to food. They may also make many 
people feel uncomfortable. Most of the biotechnological applications were those 
already being represented in the mass media as ‘public bads’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 
2005). Many of the objects such as toxins and weapons are widely perceived as 
public bads. Biotechnology was also associated with negative, controversial and 
emotive objects such as cages, prisons, multinational corporations, pharmaceutical 
products and children dying of starvation.
Cancer research and other therapeutic applications of biotechnology, which 
are widely viewed as a ‘public good’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005), could be 
problematic to an oppositional stance and potentially introduce some ambivalence. 
Speakers and protestors appeared to be de-problematising this dimension of
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biotechnology by focusing on the commercial aspects and thus bringing to the fore 
the profit motive. This was incorporated into the representation of biotechnology in 
such a way that potentially undermines trust in therapeutic research. It was suggested 
that ‘first they give you cancer, then they profit off the cure’. This could be 
interpreted as turning defence into offence. There was also an absence of other 
potentially problematic areas of biotechnology such as environmental clean-up 
applications. In terms of solutions for who is behind biotechnology, there was a focus 
on the corporate dimension and an absence of solutions involving universities, 
hospitals, charities, health researchers or academic scientists, which may have been 
less controversial. And as we see from the example of cancer research, the solutions 
for the motivations behind biotechnology focused on profit and self-interest and 
omitted possible humanitarian motives altogether. Hearing a BI02004 delegate on 
the ground working in what he claimed to see as medical biotech, for him these 
issues were far removed from the actuality of what he was involved in: ‘We’re trying 
to save people’s lives!’ he said. ‘And you’re trying to stop us!’
The why solutions, which represent motive, portrayed minority interests, 
aggression and a quest for control over the world and the people in it as among the 
motivations for engaging in biotechnology. Such representations of motive 
potentially undermine trust in those behind biotechnology. Furthermore, connections 
were made at both a local and international level between those behind 
biotechnology, the legislature, and a number of governments, thus undermining trust 
in regulation as well. In fact, biotechnology and the industry behind it were 
embedded in a global industrial capitalist system that favoured elite interests over 
those of ordinary people, which is a common populist narrative. Biotechnology was 
being anchored to what could be interpreted as two overlapping branches of populist 
nanative identified by Margaret Canovan (1981), political and agrarian, at the radical 
end rallying cries intended to persuade ‘ordinary people’ or in the latter case, 
ordinary farmers, to rise up against or resist a powerful elite or complex, and more 
generally calls for them to get involved (Brass, 2000; Canovan, 1981; Taggart,
2000). Populist narratives are age-old persuasion rhetoric which many causes have 
been anchored to since at least the classical period. The representation of motive by 
RTC speakers is opportune and could be considered strategic at a time when tmst in
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governmental scientific authority is reportedly at an all time low on both sides of 
the Atlantic (House of Lords, 2000).
Emotion and feeling were appealed to in various ways. Examples included 
what was termed uncomplimentary juxtaposition, the juxtaposition of objects or 
categories - to represent biotechnology, its applications or products - that to most 
people do not belong together, conveying a sense of aberration, abnormality, 
deviation from what is normal, natural or desired, and a sense of wrongness. These 
symbolic structures were vivifying elements of informational solutions and one of 
their functions appeared to be to invite feelings and emotions along the lines of 
concern, discomfort, fear, disgust and outrage. Independent of uncomplimentary 
juxtaposition, many of the objects biotechnology was linked to suggested aberration, 
contamination and threat, inviting the same kinds of emotion and feeling. 
Biotechnology was rendered personal and salient by linlcs of effect that transformed 
biotechnology into something that affects us and the things we hold dear, directly.
The language and concepts used in representing biotechnology were often 
emotive, sensitive, divisive and culturally-loaded. They regularly invoked topical 
concerns, moral issues, issues of control and ownership, or long, troubled histories. 
There was also an ongoing theme of biotechnology’s adverseness.
5.5.3. Representation extends, deepens and concretises relevance
Anchoring extended the relevance of biotechnology to a wider audience, linking 
biotechnology to wider issues, interests and concerns. Links to objects and 
translation into imagery highlighted and concretized that relevance. This extension, 
concretizing and bringing into sharp focus of relevance is likely to have increased the 
influence potential of the speakers’ and protestors’ message.
Biotechnology was drawn into various non-technological, non-esoteric 
categories and wide-ranging representations which brought it into the context of 
wider issues, interests and concerns, thereby extending the relevance of 
biotechnology to a wider audience. The very act of anchoring biotechnology to 
existing categories and representations links and contextualises biotechnology with 
other issues, interests and concerns. RTC speakers in particular however, set
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biotechnology in the context of some very encompassing categories and 
representations. (Protestors did also, but they did not have the length of exposition to 
express and then embed in such detail.) The range and salience of the issues, interests 
and concerns that biotechnology was consequently connected with extended its 
relevance to a very wide audience, if not a global one. There were links to core 
concerns of our species that also affect our everyday. The speeches also repeatedly 
linked biotechnology with topical issues that concern many politically-minded 
people and are already the subject of active and established movements, of 
established cultures of concern; issues which many people have attitudes towards 
that the links might prime; issues that might be emotive for many, resonate and in 
some cases invoke long histories.
This extension and deepening of relevance was highlighted and concretized 
by linlcs to objects and translation into imagery. Links of effect were of particular 
importance in this respect. Biotechnology was linked to objects such as food, crops, 
children, our bodies and animals. These links of effect concretized the idea that 
biotechnology affected and could affect all these objects; that it was and could be 
applied to them. These links of effect, in concretizing what biotechnology affects, 
concretized biotechnology, transforming it from an abstract idea into something that 
affects and can affect the material world; concretizing its relevance. Biotechnology 
was in this way connected to the salient and the cherished, the tangible and the 
familiar, to the sanctified and the everyday: to food, to the seed, to our children, to 
our bodies, to life and to medicine. Biotechnology was linlced to objects that can be 
identified with, that many people are emotionally connected to, or that hold huge 
cultural significance, such as the farmer, the child, children in poverty, the body, 
animals, the seed, rice, corn and wheat. There were also links of magnitude. 
Biotechnology was linked to categories such as ‘all life’, ‘over 500 animals’ and ‘1.4 
billion people’.
The objects that biotechnology was associated with and translated into also 
varyingly highlighted and concretized its relevance. Biotechnology was associated 
with objects of varying levels and senses of concreteness. From factories, 
pharmaceutical products, prisons and dead people through to violence, suffering, 
hunger and death, these are all physical, sensible or cultural objects familiar, tangible
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and relevant to people from their everyday, embodied, social and cultural lives. This 
expanded out from objectification in the traditional sense of links to concrete objects 
in the material and physical world, to links to feelings and actions from the sensible 
and physical world. And biotechnology was translated into objects such as food, 
pills, weaponry and pollution, again rendering it material, immediate and relevant for 
more people.
Much of the imagery employed by RTC speakers tells simple stories of the 
relevance of biotechnology to people, sharpened versions of more systematic 
arguments elsewhere in the speeches. This sharpening is analogous to the way in 
which a rumour might be the sharpened version of an actual event (Allport & 
Postman, 1945). The imagery appears to capture an essence of the argument while 
bringing home the relevance of biotechnology in a vivid and tangible form.
The imagery of relevance appeared to fall into two main categories: firstly, a 
sequence of familiar and cherished objects transmogrified, bastardized, contaminated 
or put together in a way that perhaps they should not be; secondly, a familiar, 
significant, perhaps cherished object, beset by another object associated with 
biotechnology. The relevance being brought into sharp focus is the negative or 
controversial affect of biotechnology on the cherished, the salient, the everyday, and 
on us. So we have images of biotechnological applications as weaponry being used 
against farmers, fruit trees turned into factories producing pharmaceuticals, animals 
tailored for intensive factory farming, parents choosing their children’s traits out of 
catalogues, the planet being turned into a prison by biotech companies, living 
organisms being treated like machines with component parts and GM crops with 
leaky genes contaminating other plants.
Similarly to the mobilisation, though not in as much detail, during the 
protests the relevance of biotechnology and the arguments addressing it were 
extended to a wider audience by the anchoring of biotechnology to various non- 
technological categories and representations, and the linking of it to various ideas 
and images contained within those categories and representations. These links 
included linlcs to images of objects tangibly familiar to members of the wider 
population from their everyday experiences of the material, sensible and cultural 
world; from salient and cherished categories such as food, medicine, the land and our
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bodies, to categories such as weaponry, pollution and the corporation that are 
perceived by many as thieats. Links to tangible and salient objects concretised, 
highlighted and deepened the relevance of the message. This relevance-making 
attuned biotechnology to established cultures of concern. This also maintained an 
intellectual context for movement solidarity and the cross-appropriation of topics 
into other and wider agendas.
5.5.4. Representation produces informational solutions that do not require esoteric 
knowledge to be understood (or Non-esoteric solutions for esoteric problems)
The production of informational solutions that do not rely on esoteric knowledge to 
be understood was functional and symbolic. Functionally it potentially widened the 
scope of people who might be engaged and possibly influenced by the message by 
making it accessible. Symbolically it lay claim to the concept and topic of 
biotechnology by representing it in a different language. Solutions for what 
biotechnology is, how it works, what is involved and how it is used might very well 
have been technical and required an esoteric knowledge to be understood. Instead, 
the majority of the solutions were lay-friendly.
Non-technical, non-esoteric informational solutions were produced by 
drawing biotechnology into non-technological categories and non-technical 
representations. The use of cultural and everyday reference points made the 
speakers’ ideas about biotechnology navigable by ordinary people. Biotechnology 
was also drawn into a variety of categories, therefore even if some informational 
solutions were not understood, others probably would be. Parallel to this, different 
types of solutions were offered, such as solutions for what, why, who and how, 
providing another level of variation in the ways for people to come at and understand 
biotechnology. Furthermore, biotechnology was set in contexts that have initiated 
relatively wide media coverage, such as food and agriculture with regards to GM 
food and GM crops, and general cultural and moral speculation, such as the 
transgression of species boundaries and parental choice over children’s traits. RTC 
speakers also made use of cultural currency, such as Franlcenstein, eugenics,
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globalisation, the US, multinational corporations and other items with widespread 
symbolic value.
5.5.5. Representation produces common information themes that people can unite 
and coordinate around
The similar ways in which RTC speakers anchored biotechnology, the shared or 
similar set of representations they anchored to, drew them into a set of norms, uniting 
them in their mobilisation of people against the biotechnology conference.
The examination of the representation of biotechnology realised in mobilisation 
speeches revealed informational solutions that fell into informational themes 
expressing a common perspective on biotechnology and identifying common targets 
for feelings, representation, protest and action. These were informational themes that 
protestors could potentially organise and coordinate around. This was supportive of 
Lahlou’s (2001) notion of representation having a group coordination function, but 
the second part of the BIO 2004 study provided the opportunity to explore whether 
the notion of group coordination functionality would be supported by data on 
representation of biotechnology in the context of the actual protests.
Jost and Ignatow (2001) had pointed out that Lahlou’s (2001) notion of a 
group coordination function of representations had not actually been addressed in the 
study that accompanied his assertions. In part two of this study, the representation of 
biotechnology by protestors during protests against the BIO 2004 Biotechnology 
Industry Organisation’s Annual Convention was observed and examined. This data 
also supported Lahlou’s (2001) notion of a group coordination function. Protestor 
representation converged on common informational themes, themes that were 
present in the mobilisation speeches, indicating a pattern of representation that can be 
interpreted as a social representation. This shared framework was necessary to the 
coordination of the group. Without some level of agreement on such matters as what 
biotechnology is, who is behind it, their motivations and what is involved, the 
message would have lacked coherence.
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5.5.6. Representation appropriates the concept and topic of biotechnologv into 
wider, oppositional agenda
Anchoring of biotechnology to wider, politically-represented issues by RTC speakers 
appropriated the concept and topic of biotechnology into their wider, oppositional 
agenda.
Biotechnology was not just anchored to categories by RTC speakers; it was 
anchored to representations of things and as such was pulled along with the 
momentum of that representation; the engine being the goals and the values. The 
informational solutions produced therefore were value-laden and served an agenda, 
in this case oppositional to biotechnology, but also a wider agenda that was 
oppositional to corporate power, industrialisation, commercialism and capitalism, 
and supported organic farming, local control over production and the vision of an 
economy not driven by the profit motive. Representations are dynamic; they are 
moving. In this case, the RTC agenda is pulling a set of representations about 
corporate power, industrialisation, commercialism and capitalism in a certain 
direction along an oppositional track. The anchoring of biotechnology to this set of 
representations is much like someone getting on to a moving train, they then move in 
the direction of that train. Yet more than this is happening. Biotechnology becomes 
another platform from which to get on the train: another angle from which to 
approach various issues; another way to talk about them and another reason to do so. 
It becomes part of a network of issues.
Although the faculties and cultural materials necessary to accomplish this 
degree of appropriation are available to ordinary lay people, the speakers did also 
benefit from some very specific knowledge, reputations and a dedicated platform 
from which to espouse their views at great length. It was therefore useful to examine 
in this regard the representation of biotechnology by individuals, and in a context, 
without these advantages. In part two, representation by many and varied protestors 
during the protests was examined. These individuals did not have a dedicated 
platform from which to espouse their views at any length in a comprehensive or 
unfettered fashion, or a dedicated audience ready to listen to lengthy or systematic 
exposition. They did not call upon individual reputations, and they did not
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demonstrate any very specific knowledge, not that the protests would have been a 
suitable forum for it. They did not appear to be doing or saying anything that any 
engaged layperson would not have been able to do or say. Therefore, this part of the 
study clarified and made more relevant the exploration into the potential of lay 
knowledge along a continuum of efficacy and engagement. It appears from this 
exploration that representation during the protests, although fragmented across many 
human and non-human media, also appropriated the topic and concept of 
biotechnology into an oppositional agenda, one which was wider than biotechnology, 
but nevertheless remained coherent and focused.
Through representation, protestors appropriated the concept of biotechnology 
into an oppositional agenda, and the informational solutions seiwed that agenda. 
Amongst other things, they took sides. The mechanism of this appropriation that is 
clear from the data was the anchoring of biotechnology to categories of deviation and 
of threat. This took biotechnology as a concept out of categories that proponents and 
practitioners of biotechnology would in all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside 
in, categories such as that of technologies that might make people’s lives better, into 
categories such as those that lead to a deviation from that which is natural or normal 
and threaten us and the environment we live in, categories that might turn people 
against biotechnology. Thiough this mechanism protestors took the concept and topic 
of biotechnology, and indeed the BIO 2004 platform, into their own use and into 
their own oppositional agenda.
The RTC agenda appeared broad enough to allow individuals to emphasise 
particular dimensions of the agenda, and appropriate biotechnology in more focused 
a manner. For example, repeated chants of several young white women anchored 
biotechnology specifically to a representation of the activities of ‘old white men’, as 
white male delegates entered the Moscone Centre.
If the public became more engaged with respect to biotechnological 
developments, the findings of this study suggest that there is much potential for 
biotechnology to be appropriated into a wide range of agendas, that perhaps it would 
not be dealt with on its own merits. The reason for this seems to be that 
biotechnology involves an extremely complex and wide-ranging set of issues and 
interconnects with a vast array of objects, many of which are controversial, and
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subjects of established oppositional movements and debates. These include issues 
and objects both local and global. On the other hand, representation of biotechnology 
by RTC speakers illustrates the opportunity for members of society outside of the 
business of biotechnology to involve and include themselves in its development, in 
the debate, and to take some ownership of a field that may well affect their lives.
5.5.7. More on influence
Various qualities of the representation of biotechnology by RTC speakers and 
protestors have possible implications for the influence of the message. This is apart 
from the influence speakers would have derived from any perceived authority 
(Cialdini, 2007).
As discussed previously, the representation of biotechnology by speakers and 
protestors appealed to emotions and feelings in various ways. This may have had 
implications for the influence potential of the message. People and groups attempting 
to persuade others often appeal to the emotions to gain influence (Pratkanis & 
Aronson, 1991). A vivid appeal to emotion can increase the impact and make a 
lasting impression. The vivid case study of the Union Carbide disaster in the speech 
by VS was an example of this. Many of the appeals to emotions such as fear, disgust 
and anger were vividly presented -  at length in the speeches -  in shorter formats 
during the protests.
The use of culturally-loaded language, concepts and symbols is often used in 
propaganda and persuasion in lieu of discussion and argument, with the motivation 
of associating the communicator or object of communication with what is being 
alluded to (Pratkanis et al., 1991). In the mobilisation speeches they were in fact 
embedded in arguments or narratives. During the protests however, they were mostly 
in the form of simple image/slogan placards, costumes, chants and other one-way 
talk. RTC mobilisation speeches were not only appeals to emotion and feeling. They 
were presentations and re-presentations of arguments and narratives. Speakers had a 
dedicated platform to do so. The mobilisation attendees were engaged, motivated, 
found the subject relevant to them and showed this by attending the events, many of 
them again and again, where they would sit down and listen for an hour or more.
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Since the attendees had dedicated the time and apparently found the subject highly 
relevant, some systematic and thorough processing of the message was likely to take 
place and thus presenting detailed arguments and narratives was appropriate 
(Chaiken, 1987; Chen & Chaiken, 1999; Petty, Cacioppo, & Goldman, 1981). 
Furthermore, attitude, belief and behaviour changes reached through systematic 
thought tend to be more lasting than those reached through less systematic thought, 
so argument and education in the issues was important to the mobilisation. This 
communication strategy appealed to both systematic and heuristic modes of thought, 
the latter being the mode of thought in which people use cognitive shortcuts based on 
perceived patterns, trigger stimuli or cues. During the protests however, the platform 
was less suitable for building a systematic argument and was being covered by large 
numbers of independent and network media. Although limited extended interviews 
were given to Indymedia representatives, the dominant forms of communication 
were simple image/slogan placards, costumes, chants and other one-way talk. 
Members of the general viewing public are likely to be cognitive misers on the issue 
and therefore appealing largely to emotions and feelings, using cultural symbols, 
images and slogans may have been the effective strategy to attain and keep their 
attention and thus leave the door open to a change in attitudes, beliefs or behaviours 
(Langer, 1989; Langer, 1997). This is not necessarily true for Indymedia’s online 
viewers, as it is an example of online participant-media (http://www.indymedia.org), 
and one of the networks through which the mobilisation itself was promoted.
Speeches and protest representation regularly invoked topical concerns, moral 
issues, issues of control and ownership, or long, troubled histories. As discussed 
previously, RTC representation of biotechnology extended, deepened and 
concretized biotechnology’s relevance. Bioteclmology was represented as personal 
and salient for everyone by links of effect that transformed biotechnology into 
something that affects the message-receiver and the things they hold dear. This was 
important for influence potential, as it widened the pool of people who might find the 
RTC message relevant, and personally so. Perception of relevance has been shown to 
lead to greater message-influence on beliefs, attitudes and behaviour (Darke & 
Chaiken, 2005; Dewis & Len, 1993; Roser, 1990; Walton, 1999).
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5.5.8. Efficacy of representation
There appears to be additional functionality to the representation of biotechnology by 
both RTC speakers and protestors when compared to the participants of the previous 
study. The concept of the efficacy of representation however, is getting at a 
difference in degree. Making sense of something is to a degree an efficacious act in 
itself. Constructing a sense of new and unfamiliar things through representation 
produces informational solutions to not knowing; to not having information and to 
ignorance. It familiarises new things and renders the abstract more tangible. But it 
can still coincide with the feeling, or the actuality of not being able to do anything 
about these things, or not believing that they hold any personal relevance. Simply 
making sense of something is not particularly efficacious and so should not be 
termed efficacious representation. So what we are talking about is a continuum of 
efficacy. Further along this continuum of efficacy is representation that not only 
makes sense of something but also appropriates it for the individual and/or group’s 
own use, into their own agenda, possibly even a wider agenda or an oppositional 
agenda; that can give the individual or group a platform from which to speak on the 
topic concerned, and then turn that topic into the platform from which to speak on 
other topics. Merely reducing a strange, abstract idea to a normal category, to 
existing representations without apparent purpose or use beyond trying to 
understand, is not what is being refened to here by the term, efficacious 
representation.
As already mentioned, representation of biotechnology by RTC speakers and 
protestors appropriated the concept and topic of biotechnology into their own 
agenda. These functions were accomplished through the mechanisms of anchoring, 
linking abstract concepts to more concrete object images and imagery sequences, and 
with recourse to much culturally available knowledge. These faculties and 
Icnowledge stores are available to ordinary lay people. The speakers did however also 
benefit from reputations, a dedicated platform, some very specific knowledge, and 
ready and coherent Icnowledge structures, all of which constitutes their warrant to 
voice. The many and varied protestors during protests against the BIO 2004 
biotechnology industry convention did not, however. These individuals did not have
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a dedicated platform or audience, call upon individual reputations, demonstrate very 
specific knowledge, or have the benefit of a platform that allowed for long and/or 
coherent exposition.
One can conceive of a continuum of efficacy and engagement of lay 
representation and knowledge with regard to biotechnology. The more engaged the 
lay grouping, the more their agendas are engaged, the more fully biotechnology will 
be appropriated into those agendas and the greater the pull of existing cultural gravity 
on it. The RTC speakers and protestors are of course further along this conceptual 
continuum of engagement with regard to biotechnology than participants of the 
previous study.
While the findings of this study suggest that lay sense-making potentially 
enables engaged citizens to take ownership of even complex, esoteric domains such 
as biotechnology, they also suggest that engaged lay sense-making potentially 
introduces more politicisation of the biotechnology debate. Ironically, the 
engagement and sense of efficacy themselves may be the challenge here, because if 
people are engaged, their agendas may also be engaged. Perhaps, therefore, as a 
source of lay knowledge about biotechnology, a disinterested public may in some 
ways be preferable to an interested public.
5.5.9. Functionalitv
The discussion so far suggests functional dimensions to RTC representation of 
biotechnology. This and the previous study reveal rich functionality of lay 
Icnowledge and lay sense-making in relation to biotechnological items. Some of this 
is finer-grained functionality that plays a part in other functionality. This is the 
essence of the richness of the functionality. There is interdependent functionality at 
different levels of analysis, which can be conceived of as building up to broader 
functions such as influence, producing versions of the truth and ultimately making 
sense of items by producing solutions to the problem of not knowing.
Relative to the previous study, the study presented in this chapter reveals 
additional and extended functionality. Firstly, we will address functions interpreted
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primarily from analysis of findings. Secondly, we will address functions looked for 
in the data on the basis of previous literature on functions of social representations.
Appropriation
In the present study, it is apparent that social representation functions in a way that 
appropriates the concept and topic of biotechnology into a wider, oppositional 
agenda. This functionality is in a sense additional to, and in another sense extended 
from, the representation of the previous study. In the second study, biotechnology 
does not appear to have been appropriated into participants’ pre-interview agendas.
In the present study biotechnology does appear to be appropriated into pre­
mobilisation and pre-protest agendas. This is the sense in which this is additional 
functionality. On the other hand it can also be thought of as extended functionality in 
the sense that even representing the concept and topic of biotechnology in different 
language involves a mild form of appropriation that occurs in Study Two and that 
would be expected in all representation with a verbal element. The concept and topic 
is taken into the representer’s own use in order to make sense of that concept and 
topic and account for it. This however, is much more reactive. The capability to 
appropriate the concept and topic of biotechnology into a pre-existing agenda, and ' 
even an oppositional and wider agenda, would appear to extend from this milder 
appropriative form. Informational solutions now produced serve an agenda not only 
of opposition to the biotechnology conference and biotechnology itself, but also a 
wider agenda oppositional to corporate power, industrialisation, commercialism and 
capitalism, and supportive of organic farming, local control over production, and a 
vision of an economy not driven by the profit motive. This more pro-active form of 
appropriation is involved in other functionality, just as representation functioning to 
render the concept and topic of biotechnology in different language and imagery is 
involved in it.
As discussed earlier, a pronounced form of appropriation that occurs is the 
taking of biotechnology as a concept out of categories that proponents and 
practitioners of biotechnology would in all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside 
in, categories such as that of technologies that might make people’s lives better, into
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categories such as those that lead to a deviation from that which is natural or normal 
and threaten us and the environment we live in, categories that might turn people 
against biotechnology. This is common during the protests and is involved, along 
with other mechanisms already described, in rendering biotechnology more 
controversial, what was referred to earlier as controversial-ising. Related to this but 
more common across the speeches, is to take the concept out of categories that 
proponents and practitioners of biotechnology would in all likelihood prefer 
biotechnology to reside in, and place it in established cultures of concern related to 
industrialisation, corporate globalisation, the mechanistic worldview and US foreign 
policy. This cross-appropriation of the topics across contexts, establishes intellectual 
contexts for movement solidarity, which in turn enables a kind of extended group 
coordination function that will be discussed further on. Other functionality that pro­
active appropriation is implicated in are what might be termed social influence 
functions. When biotechnology is appropriated, we have seen that it can be taken into 
use as another platform from which to construct, deconstruct and discredit versions 
of the truth; another angle from which to approach various broad social issues, 
another way to talk about them and another reason to do so. In this way, proactive 
appropriation is interdependent with functions such as social influence, propaganda, 
system disruption and system justification. Functions such as these can be enabled by 
proactive appropriation, and they can provide a rationale for instances of it.
As was discussed in more detail earlier, appropriation is not only related to 
other dimensions of functionality, but also to what is arguably a limitation of 
representation of biotechnology by various groupings in society. If the public became 
more engaged with respect to biotechnological developments, the findings of this 
study suggest that there is much potential for biotechnology to be appropriated into a 
wide range of agendas, that perhaps it would not be dealt with on its own merits. On 
the one hand, the appropriative dimension of representation illustrates the 
opportunity for members of society outside of the business of biotechnology to 
involve and include themselves in its development, in the debate, and to take some 
ownership of a field that may well affect their lives. On the other hand, the 
appropriative dimension of representation appears to contribute, perhaps even enable 
the politicisation of the debate, which can be interpreted as one of its drawbacks.
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Extending, deepening and concretising relevance
In the present study we see social representation extend, deepen and concretise 
relevance of biotechnological items in a pronounced way. Earlier on in the 
discussion, the various ways in which this is done are described. In the previous 
study, we see relevance extended into the social sphere, personalised and concretised 
in various ways, but in the present study this process is extended even further and 
appears more intentional. Biotechnology is not only linked to a wider set of issues, it 
is also linked to many issues that already engender a great deal of concern and are 
the subject of active and established movements. Biotechnological objects are linked 
to many objects widely held to be salient. In particular, biotechnological objects are 
United to widely cherished objects through linlcs of adverse effect.
The extension, concretizing and bringing into sharp focus of relevance is 
likely to have increased the influence potential of the speakers' and protestors’ 
message, and so there would appear to be interdependencies here with social 
influence, propaganda, system disruption and justification functions. Extending, 
deepening and concretising relevance would also appear to be involved in 
emotionalising, controversial-ising, and in establishing intellectual contexts for 
movement solidarity.
Producing informational solutions that do not require esoteric Imowledge to be 
understood
In the present study, as in Study Two, representation can be seen to produce 
informational solutions that do not require esoteric knowledge to be understood (or 
non-esoteric solutions for esoteric problems). The production of informational 
solutions that do not rely on esoteric knowledge to be understood widens the scope 
of people who might be engaged and possibly influenced by the message by making 
it accessible. It also lays claim to the concept and topic of biotechnology by 
representing it in a different language. Solutions for what biotechnology is, how it 
works, what is involved and how it is used might very well have been technical and
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required an esoteric knowledge to be understood. Instead, the majority of the 
solutions are lay-friendly.
As already alluded to, the capability is related to appropriation and probably 
has an impact on social influence functions.
Controversialising
In the present study, the group’s representation of biotechnology has a 
controversialis-ing function. That is, representation of biotechnology focuses on and 
compounds the controversial about biotechnology. There are a range of anchoring 
and linldng options available, and then, as described in section 5.5.2, there are 
directions that are gone down and there are directions that are not gone down. 
Controversialising functionality emerges from the meeting of what is available and 
choice, not necessarily conscious choice. Some portion of what is controversial or 
negative is not only controversial or negative for people that hold something like the 
RTC view of corporatism, industrialism, agriculture, or US foreign policy, but also 
for a wider public. It seems that it can be said with some confidence that there are 
some biotechnological objects that are seen as ‘public bads’, for instance (Bauer, 
2002; Bauer, 2005), and that the RTC representation objectifies biotechnology with 
these and not with those items that have been found to be widely perceived as public 
goods.
Identification
As in the previous study, sense-making processes function to identify targets for 
feelings and blame. Unlike the previous study, taigets are also identified for protest 
and action. Representation produces informational solutions identifying who is 
behind items, who controls them, who might use them, who might have access to 
them, who they affect, who they might affect and what might be affected. Actors are 
identified, items are identified, and those people and things that are, would or might 
be affected are identified.
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Judgement
Judgemental functionality was suggested firstly early in the process of analysing 
Study One categorisation data. It was then found to be present in Study Two, and 
now in the current study. Categorisations and labelling in the first study, and 
informational solutions relating to biotechnological items in areas such as risk, 
usefulness and morality in this and the previous study, include judgements. In the 
present study, representation produces moral/ethical, danger/safety, 
effectiveness/value, unnaturalness/naturalness, motivational and other judgements.
Prediction
In this and the previous study, representation produces prediction about things like 
how items might be used in the future, who might get access to them, and who might 
be affected if they do.
Now, we will address functions looked for in the data on the basis of previous 
literature on functions of social representations.
To render the new and unfamiliar, familiar;
The findings of the present study address some functions looked for in the data on 
the basis of previous SR literature. As with the previous studies, findings are 
consistent with one of Moscovici’s (2001) foundational propositions that people 
construct representations in order to make the new and unfamiliar, familiar. 
Familiarisation occurs where biotechnology is anchored to categories familiar to 
RTC protestors, such as threat, unnaturalness, corporate globalisation, 
industrialisation, the environment and agriculture. Furthermore, biotechnology is 
drawn into various non-technological, non-esoteric categories and wide-ranging 
representations which bring it into the context of issues, interests and familiar to a 
wider audience. There are cultural and everyday reference points, as well as contexts 
that have initiated relatively wide media coverage.
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And the intangible, tangible
The other fundamental function described by Moscovici is that of representation 
helping render the intangible, tangible. In the present study we see quite clearly that 
rendering abstract concepts more tangible can in turn aid manipulation and control of 
them. The findings reveal in some detail, ways in which biotechnological items and 
ideas surrounding them are rendered more tangible. Some of these will now be 
recapped.
In the present study as in the previous one, representation produces 
informational solutions relating to biotech items such as who is behind the items, 
who might use them, who might have access to them, who they might affect and how 
they might be used, which render them more tangible, identifying actors or agents in 
relation to items, and what the item may itself be acting upon.
As in the previous study, much of the representation appears dedicated to 
making ideas related to biotechnology more tangible. Linlcs are found linking 
biotechnology to things (images/objects) that were affected by it. These links of 
effect, in concretizing what biotechnology affects, concretize biotechnology, 
transforming it from an abstract idea into something that affects and can affect the 
material world. Links are also found linking biotechnology to things that were 
associated with it (mainly images/objects -  but there were also linlcs to other sensory 
objects that I have not seen mentioned as sensory objects, and thus part of 
objectification, elsewhere in the social representations literature, such as smells and 
tastes). Some objects become solutions for what an item is, and thus the item has 
been rendered more tangible. Some object images are linlced to an item and put 
together in sequence, so the item or idea about an item, such as its relationship with 
other things, is translated into imagery to render it more tangible. The concretising 
function is performed quite creatively, if necessary. For instance, one of the ideas 
about biotechnology that is rendered more tangible through imagery on various 
occasions is that of the unnaturalness of items and the ‘putting together of things that 
perhaps do not belong together’. Categories of imagery which to most people do not 
properly or ordinarily belong together can be juxtaposed to concretise this idea of
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unnaturalness or aberration. So, representation not only draws on and links to 
elements of the physical, sensible and cultural world to render ideas and items more 
tangible, but also remixes and mashes up these images (in the broad sense, not just 
visual but pan-sensory) through top-down and bottom-up imagination. Some of the 
imagery is particularly emotive, which potentially renders ideas more tangible by 
provoking feelings.
Coping with threat
In the previous study, some of the anchoring and objectification seemed to 
compound and sharpen fears and sense of threat. Items were anchored to cautionary 
representations involving racial and genetic discrimination, violence, social 
engineering, gender-based infanticide and designer children. On the face of it, this 
seemed to support Jost and Ignatow’s (2001) view that social representations in 
relation to biotechnology do not appear to fit with a coping function and that 
representation is actually more likely to exacerbate fear and a sense of threat. In 
Study Two, when participants anchored to fictional, mythical and other cautionary 
representations, they tended to represent biotechnological items from within the full, 
terrible scope of those representations as expressed. In addition to this, it was found 
that participants after all their representation and much menacing imagery were left 
with a sense of inefficacy, a feeling of not being able to influence the development of 
biotechnological items. However, the participants of the second study did not appear 
very engaged with the topic of biotechnology in their lives outside of the interviews. 
Moving along the continuum of engagement to those ready to protest against 
biotechnology and displaying a greater sense of efficacy in this regard, we could ask 
the question, did collectively representing biotechnology perform a coping function?
Social representation of biotechnology by RTC protestors could be 
interpreted as facilitating an individual or group’s coping with a sense of threat. The 
who solutions that deal with who is behind, controls and invests in biotechnology are 
all identified targets for feelings, protest and action, such as particular companies and 
industries. If the sense of threat is made more tangible and familiar through
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representation, this could conceivably aid coping with it, as now it is something one 
can act upon. This would also apply, to some degree, to participants of Study Two.
Social and lay representation of biotechnology produces informational 
solutions to problems like what is it and what does it involve that do not require 
esoteric knowledge to be understood. As well as improving accessibility, this also 
symbolically lays claim to the concept and topic of biotechnology by representing it 
in a different language. This can be symbolically and functionally empowering. 
Solutions for what biotechnology is, how it works, what is involved and how it is 
used might very well be technical and require an esoteric knowledge to be 
understood. Instead, in the studies of this thesis the majority of the solutions are lay- 
friendly. Parallel to this, different types of solutions are offered, such as solutions for 
what, why, who and how, providing another level of variation in the ways for people 
to come at and understand biotechnology. In previous discussion in this chapter, we 
also talk about how protestor representation appropriates the concept and topic of 
biotechnology into their own agenda. That is an extension of this empowerment. It is 
possible to argue that this accessibility and symbolic empowerment could aid in 
coping with fear and a sense of threat. Nevertheless, protestors do appear, as in the 
case of Study Two participants, to be representing items in such a way as to sharpen 
and compound any sense of threat, which seems to run counter to a coping with 
fear/sense of threat function. For instance, many of the objects biotechnology is 
linlced to suggest aberration, contamination and threat. Of course, if social 
representation of biotechnology has a variety of functions, then some could run 
counter to others at times, so this does not rule out a coping function. Certainly we 
see much functionality in the present study that could be interpreted as aiding 
someone in coping with fear and a sense of threat in relation to biotechnology. If we 
assume that they did believe themselves and the commons to be under threat, then 
representing biotechnology in a manner that it is damaging to the cause and image of 
biotechnology, coordinating and uniting around such a representation, producing 
informational solutions that identify targets for feelings, protest and action, and 
appropriating biotechnology into their own wider agenda all fit with a coping and 
‘dealing with if  type of function. However, simply being more specific about the 
functions, for example stating that this information solution identifies targets for
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action, means that you do not have to stray too far from the data and suppose 
coping, which supposes dealing with a problem ‘successfully’ (Encarta online 
dictionary, 2007), and that requires you define success, which will vary according to 
goals. What were the stated group goals: ‘to shut down BIO 2004’. Did they do so? 
No. Were they successful? Maybe, because perhaps they fulfilled implicit goals, 
perhaps individuals fulfilled their individual goals. Some protestors mentioned that 
they ‘wanted to be part of something’, and they had been. Others wished that they 
had been able to ‘change more people’s minds’. Coping appears to happen at the 
individual level, because group goals are stated, but individual goals are felt.
Evaluation
Moscovici (1984) asserts that the anchoring system of classification assigns items 
positive or negative value; that in fact, ‘neutrality is forbidden’ by its logic. Positive 
and negative evaluation enables opinion formation. As expected, across the three 
studies we find that representation involves evaluation, ranging from assigning items 
to positive or negative categories such as moral and immoral or good and bad, 
through evaluations of increasing complexity. Complexity of evaluation enables and 
is complexity of judgement, including judgements regarding morality, risk, 
usefulness, unnaturalness and motivation. Occasionally, these evaluations actually 
appear mixed or lukewarm, if not quite neutral. In the present study however, 
representation consistently and markedly assigns value in the polarised terms 
Moscovici outlines. Consistently negative evaluations are made about biotechnology 
in assigning it to categories that are held as negative by the protestors, such as 
industrialisation of agriculture and corporate globalisation. As mentioned earlier, 
RTC informational solutions take sides: biotechnology is immoral, criminal, 
offensive, damaging, abnormal, a threat, inefficient and tasted bad, among other 
things. Value assignment is un-ambivalent. As Moscovici (1984) makes clear, the 
assigning of positive or negative value is intrinsic to social representation, part of the 
toolkit so to speak. In the present study, we see this harnessed towards a clear 
agenda.
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Group coherence, identity, distinctiveness and coordination
One function looked for in the present study in particular, is the group coordination 
function. The present study affords the opportunity to examine a protest-mobilisation 
by a self-defined grouping, and the protests that follow, for a group coordination 
function of their representation.
Findings from the present study do appear supportive of Lahlou’s (2001) 
proposed group coordination function. Social representation is shown to produce 
common informational themes that people unite and coordinate around. 
Biotechnology is anchored in similar' ways across RTC speeches. A shared or similar 
set of representations is anchored to, drawing speakers into a set of norms, giving at 
least the impression of their being united in their mobilisation of people against the 
biotechnology conference. They identify common targets for feelings, representation, 
protest and action. These are informational themes that protestors organise and 
coordinate around. This is indicated in the second part of the present study, wherein 
the representation of biotechnology by protestors during protests against the BIO 
2004 Convention is observed and examined. This is supportive of Lahlou’s (2001) 
notion of representation having a group coordination function
Interestingly, the present study appears not only to provide data to support 
Lahlou’s group coordination function, but also to suggest that the conception of the 
group coordination function can be extended to a multi-group coordination function, 
with coordination around topical and transitory issues such as the biotechnology 
conference. Many of the informational solutions link biotechnology to a range of 
salient issues that engender broad concern and are already the subject of active and 
established movements. This sets the intellectual context for movement solidarity. 
The embedding of the ‘shutdown BIO 2004’ programme in established cultures of 
concern begins at the mobilisation stage. It can be explained in part by the broader 
agenda of ‘Reclaim the Commons’, and by the founders and speakers being members 
and participants of pre-existing organisations and movements. The social 
representation of biotechnology by Reclaim the Commons appears to perform a 
multi-group coordination function.
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Social influence
In the present study, RTC representation is about establishing a version of the truth, 
discrediting other versions of the truth and also differentiating the RTC-type 
worldview from a ‘corporate’, ‘capitalistic’ and ‘mechanistic’ type of worldview. 
This fits very well with Doise’s (1993) conception of propagandist social 
representations arising out of social conflict. It also fits the common dictionary 
definition of propaganda as an attempt to assist or damage the cause of an 
organisation, movement, group or way of life (Collins English Dictionary, 1998). 
RTC representation attempts to assist its own cause and damage the cause of 
biotechnology, the biotechnology conference, and certain actors and institutions seen 
as being involved. This in turn fits the idea of the system disruption function (Jost & 
Banaji, 1994), or the social influence function of polemic representations associated 
with dissenters, protestors and activist groups, which is oppositional in nature 
(Moscovici, 1988).
Biotechnology is represented as immoral, criminal, offensive, damaging, 
abnormal, a threat, inefficient and tasting bad, among other things. This oppositional 
stance is un-ambivalent. Social representation of biotechnology among RTC 
protestors is aimed at influencing perceptions of biotechnology in the direction of the 
negative in such a way that could damage the image and cause of biotechnology.
This social representation is clearly oppositional in nature and in these ways fits with 
Moscovici’s (1988) idea of polemic representations. Biotechnology is anchored to 
categories and representations that are negative and controversial in the RTC 
worldview. For a more general view, most of the actual applications biotechnology is 
objectified by are those already being represented in the mass media as ‘public bads’ 
(Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005). As argued earlier in this section, applications and 
dimensions of biotechnology viewed as ‘public goods’, are de-problematised through 
representation or omitted altogether, In establishing a version of the truth, the group 
produces a convenient truth, which is socially reinforced, at first by other speakers, 
then by other protestors.
What could also, where believed, damage the image of the biotech industry 
and other actors and institutions represented, is the representation of motives. The
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why solutions, which represent motive, portray minority interests, aggression and a 
quest for control over the world and the people in it as among the motivations for 
engaging in biotechnology. Such representations of motive potentially undermine 
trust in those behind biotechnology. It also functions to discredit their versions of the 
truth. Biotechnology is being anchored to what could be inteipreted as two 
overlapping branches of populist narrative identified by Margaret Canovan (1981), 
political and agrarian, at the radical end rallying cries intended to persuade ‘ordinary 
people’ or in the latter case, ordinary farmers, to rise up against or resist a powerful 
elite or complex, and more generally calls for them to get involved (Canovan, 1981; 
Brass, 2000; Taggart, 2000). This seems a telling sign of an attempt at system 
disruption and social influence, because populist narratives are age-old persuasion 
rhetoric which many causes have been anchored to since at least the classical period.
Many elements of RTC representation are supportive of the idea of social 
influence and propagandist functionality of social representation. There are appeals 
to emotions and feelings, such as fear, anger, protectiveness and disgust. People and 
groups attempting to persuade others often appeal to the emotions to gain influence 
(Pratkanis et al., 1991). A vivid appeal to emotion can increase the impact and make 
a lasting impression. The vivid case study of the Union Carbide disaster in the speech 
by VS is an example of this. ‘Us and them’ dichotomies are constructed; ideas and 
images of difference, deviation, strangeness, unnatui alness and threat are brought to 
the fore. Speeches and protest representation regularly invoke topical concerns, 
moral issues, issues of control and ownership, or long, troubled histories. As is 
discussed in more detail further on in this chapter, RTC representation of 
biotechnology extends, deepens and concretizes biotechnology’s relevance. 
Biotechnology is represented as personal and salient for everyone by links of effect 
that transform biotechnology into something that affects the message-receiver and 
the things they hold dear. This is important for influence potential, as it widens the 
pool of people who might find the RTC message relevant, and personally so. 
Perception of relevance has been shown to lead to greater message-influence on 
beliefs, attitudes and behaviour (Darke et al., 2005; Dewis et al., 1993; Roser, 1990; 
Walton, 1999). Lastly, RTC representation appropriates the concept and topic of
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biotechnology into a wider, oppositional agenda: it is appropriated as a platform 
from which to tiy and influence related debates.
Rational argumentation
Jovchelovitch (2001) conceives of social representations functioning to facilitate 
rational argumentation. Does representation of biotechnology by 
participants/subj ects of studies conducted for this thesis appear to facilitate rational 
argumentation? Well, rational argumentation would be argumentation based on 
reason rather than emotion or prejudice, argumentation in accordance with reason 
and logic (Encarta Dictionary: U.K. English, 2007). The studies conducted for this 
thesis do appear to reveal some degree of facilitation of rational argumentation. In 
the absence of material objectification of items or technical understanding, 
representation constructs solutions to Imowledge problems such as what is the item, 
who is behind it and why, who might use it, and who might be affected. Solutions of 
some sort to these kinds of problems are probably a necessary basis to rational 
argumentation, and these solutions are relatively economical. The production of 
informational solutions that do not require esoteric knowledge to be understood also 
facilitates rational argumentation and provides an alternative to an emotional reaction 
to not understanding. Rational argumentation does not necessarily follow from the 
production of facilities for rational argumentation, however. In the present study, the 
lay knowledge making process appears to facilitate prejudicial argumentation 
through selective anchoring and objectification, de-problematising of representation 
and omission, as discussed earlier. This could well mislead. The language and 
concepts used in representing biotechnology are also often emotive, sensitive, 
divisive and culturally-loaded. These elements would probably not facilitate 
argumentation based on reason, but rather argumentation based on emotion or 
prejudice.
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5.5.10. Possible limitations of social representation of biotechnology
The findings of the present study suggest several possible limitations of social 
representation of biotechnology. These arise from the pull of the representation being 
anchored to, variations in focus on and omission of certain aspects of the domain 
being represented, emotiveness and what is tei*med here, loaded-ness. Each one of 
these elements that it is argued might give rise to what could be interpreted as 
limitations of resulting representation, will be addressed in the following paragraphs.
The pull o f the representation being anchored to
In the present study, we find biotechnology and particular biotechnological items 
being anchored to representations that are political in nature and have clear for and 
against characteristics. Many of the informational solutions about biotechnological 
items produced through this process were consequently political. As already 
discussed, biotechnology is not just anchored to categories; it is anchored to 
representations of things and as such is pulled along with the momentum of that 
representation, the goals and values of the group. This produces value-laden 
Imowledge that can appear to serve agendas over understanding. As such, the phrase 
making sense can decouple from the sense of it as understandings and be identifiable 
much more readily with its sense as construction. Representations are dynamic; they 
are moving. In the present study, the RTC agenda is pulling a set of representations 
about corporate power, industrialisation, commercialism and capitalism in a certain 
direction along an oppositional track, and the anchoring of biotechnology to this set 
of representations pulls it along with them. Biotechnology also becomes another 
platform from which to address various issues; another way to talk about them and 
another reason to do so. It is being used. Of course, depending on your perspective, 
this could be interpreted as abuse of the concept and topic of biotechnology.
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Lost in representation -focus and omission
In the previous studies, a range of biotechnological items was presented to 
participants. In the present field observation study unlike the previous studies, the 
item focus is independent. In the RTC representation of biotechnology, we see that as 
Flick (2001) described could happen with representation, certain areas of a domain 
can be brought into sharper focus whilst other areas can become blurred, or can be 
omitted from the composition altogether. From a certain perspective, this could be 
seen as a limitation of the knowledge produced, that it is an unfair representation of 
the domain. Of course, in political representation such as that examined in this 
chapter, this phenomenon can be convenient and possibly even harnessed.
The findings show that there is a domain chosen, biotechnology, but in more 
than one sense the coverage of the domain is not even. To recap, most of the 
biotechnological applications focused on were those already being represented in the 
mass media as ‘public bads’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005). Cancer research and other 
therapeutic applications of biotechnology, which are widely viewed as a ‘public 
good’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005), could be problematic to an oppositional stance 
and potentially introduce some ambivalence. Speakers and protestors appeared to be 
de-problematising this dimension of biotechnology by focusing on the commercial 
aspects and thus bringing to the fore the profit motive. There was also an absence of 
other potentially problematic areas of biotechnology such as environmental clean-up 
applications. In terms of solutions for who is behind biotechnology, there was a focus 
on the corporate dimension and an absence of solutions involving universities, 
hospitals, charities, health researchers or academic scientists, which may have been 
less controversial. And as we see from the example of cancer research, the solutions 
for the motivations behind biotechnology focused on profit and self-interest and 
omitted possible humanitarian motives altogether. From the range of possible 
categories biotechnology might conceivably have been anchored to, objects and 
images it might have been linlced to, associated with, or translated into, the focus 
appealed to be on the relatively controversial.
Apart from the focusing itself, certain elements of a domain and meanings 
they have been given can be made more of, relative to others, by linking them to
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more tangible, vivid imagery. As already discussed in this chapter, it is not only the 
more standard image-object side of objectification covered in social representations 
literature, but also other tangible sensory objects of thought, such as taste and smell, 
that can be linlced with meanings to bring certain elements of the composition into 
sharper, more vivid focus than other elements, that can fade into the background.
Related to the points already made, there is an appropriation of the concept 
and topic of biotechnology. It is taken out of categories that proponents and 
practitioners of biotechnology would in all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside 
in, categories such as that of technologies that might make people’s lives better, into 
categories such as those that are widely perceived to lead to a deviation from that 
which is natural or normal and threaten us and the environment we live in, categories 
that might turn people against biotechnology. This particularly appropriative 
representation is more a feature of this study than the previous ones, and appears to 
be related to the level of engagement with the topic. One can conceive of a 
continuum of engagement of lay representation and knowledge with regard to 
biotechnology. The more engaged the lay grouping, the more their agendas are 
engaged, the more fully biotechnology will be appropriated into those agendas and 
the greater the pull of existing cultural gravity on it. There could be a concern that if 
the public became more engaged with respect to biotechnological developments, 
thesis findings suggest that there is much potential for biotechnology to be 
appropriated into a wide range of agendas, that perhaps it would not be dealt with on 
its own merits.
Emotiveness and loadedness
We see much representation that can be interpreted as emotive in the present study, 
and unlike in the previous study, it can be interpreted as intertwined with an agenda 
to influence. In the previous study, emotive representation occurs without any sign of 
such an agenda. In the present study, as has already been suggested, it appears as if 
emotive imagery is harnessed to the purpose of influence. Objectification in 
particular could perhaps appear prone to emotiveness, which it could be argued may
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distract from facts and amplify the perceived significance of certain dimensions of 
items.
The loaded-ness that comes along with anchoring, objectification and 
metaphor is something that might fmstrate groups such as scientists who appear to 
exalt exacting definition. In the present study, cultural loaded-ness includes symbols 
such as Franlcenstein, globalisation, the multinational corporation, certain brands, the 
U.S., the seed, nature and others, which when anchored to, or objectified by, come 
with a plethora of associations that appear to load the concept and topic of 
biotechnology with meanings that some who work in the field might find spurious or 
unwarranted.
5.5.11. Addressing a different distribution of issues, complementaritv
Representation of biotechnology in this study addresses a broad range of issues and 
concerns. There are some areas of overlap with scientific and regulatory discourse. 
For example, there are concerns over genetic contamination. There are also a lot of 
areas that have not been found to be a major focus of scientific, regulatory and 
commercial discourse (Birke et al,, 1998; Gunter et al., 1999; Hagedorn et a l, 1997; 
Hendry, 2002). These include concerns over impacts of biotechnology on native 
cultures and local agricultural economics, or concerns about the system of ideas 
driving biotechnology. Despite areas of overlap already mentioned, this is consistent 
with the idea that people outside of scientific, regulatory and commercial 
communities address a different distribution of issues and concerns. The idea that 
groupings outside of the techno-scientific, regulatory and commercial communities 
address different sets of issues and concerns, and not just the same issues deficiently, 
speaks to a complementarity of lay knowledge.
5.5.12. In summai'V
The findings of the study presented in this chapter contribute to the main themes 
running through this thesis. The findings suggest things about social representation 
of biotechnology that could be interpreted as limitations. They suggest additional and
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extended functionality. As with the previous studies, findings also suggest that 
representation of biotechnology by people outside of techno-scientific, regulatory 
and commercial communities might complement knowledge sets generated from 
those discourses.
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6. Overall discussion
This chapter discusses issues arising from the thesis, including limitations, 
constraints, functionality and efficacy of lay knowledge and its formation in relation 
to biotechnology. It then goes on to argue that the limitations of and constraints on 
lay knowledge formation can lead to rich functionality, efficacy and appropriation of 
a concept and topic such as biotechnology.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine lay knowledge of biotechnological items and 
its formation in order to identify and shed light on functionality and limitations, and 
what underlies them. Previous literature suggested that lay sense-making and 
loiowledge form part of an environment for biotechnology that may act to facilitate 
or constrain elements of its development, and that its development may have 
implications for many areas of life, including our view of ourselves. This meant that 
lay knowledge may hold consequences for and contain perspectives on 
biotechnology worth considering. Biotechnology was also considered a suitable 
opportunity to address possible limitations and functionality of lay knowledge 
because its complexity, diverse implications and promise of ongoing developments 
within and beyond the human lifespan presents a challenge for lay sense-making and 
stakeholder understanding of it. For these reasons, further investigation of 
functionality and limitations of lay sense-making of biotechnological items was 
deemed important.
The social representations literature had suggested a number of functions that 
lay sense-making and loiowledge may seiwe, although several of these functions have 
been contested. This thesis set out to examine lay sense-making and loiowledge of 
biotechnological items to identify functions and to explore the nature of any 
functionality found, how it came to be and the processes involved. To recap, in this 
thesis the term ‘function’ refers to what use, action, or effect some mechanism or 
property of lay sense-making or dimension of lay loiowledge, is suited to or serves. 
Functionality does not have to be intentional, even if it appears to be so.
Findings of both qualitative and quantitative studies indicated that the public 
has a poor scientific loiowledge of modem biotechnology, and poor scientific
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knowledge and accuracy had been put forward as a limitation of a wider lay 
public’s loiowledge of biotechnology. This critique however, was judging lay 
loiowledge against benchmarks external to it. Other findings suggested that lay 
loiowledge of biotechnology was a distinct and different kind of knowledge 
addressing a separate set of concerns. This thesis takes the perspective that lack of 
accui'ate scientific content does delimit the scope of lay loiowledge. However, as 
knowledge distinct from scientific knowledge with some different functions and 
addressing a different distribution of issues and concerns, it is important to look at its 
limitations beyond the degree of scientifically accurate content. Social 
representations theory suggested another limitation of lay sense-making and 
loiowledge of a domain under consideration, namely the foregone conclusion 
phenomenon. This suggested that it might be fruitful to investigate lay sense-making 
and knowledge of biotechnological items for limitations beyond the degree of 
scientific, technical or specialist knowledge that they may re-present and contain. 
These would be assessments of limitations of lay sense-making and knowledge based 
on examinations of actual lay knowledge about biotechnology, qualitatively distinct 
from any assessed lack of scientific content or accuracy among the public.
The chapter on research issues discussed findings suggesting that members of 
the public address a different set of issues and concerns than do scientific and 
regulatory communities, and that the commercial and academic techno-scientific 
communities with highly pressured and focused mandates for biotechnological 
research and results may not have sufficient incentives or awareness of the 
implications of their own research to properly take them into account. It was 
therefore expected that in studies conducted for this thesis, lay sense-making would 
address a different distribution of issues and concerns than do scientific, regulatory 
and commercial loiowledge sets, and may even be complementary to them.
This thesis argues that functionality of lay sense-making and knowledge of 
biotechnology is rich and can be thought of as multi-levelled, with the more 
fundamental functions having a role in broader-stroke functions. This is suggested by 
the findings of Studies Two and Three, where interdependent functionality at 
different levels of analysis appears to build up to broader functions such as influence,
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producing versions of the truth and group coordination. Functionality is revisited in 
sections 6.4 and 6.6 of this chapter.
Several functions of lay knowledge and sense-making are proposed in 
relation to biotechnological items. These include target identification and the 
production of informational solutions that do not require esoteric knowledge to be 
understood, suggested by findings of all three studies; the extension, deepening and 
concretising of relevance, suggested by the second and third studies; and additional 
functionality such as appropriation and controversialising suggested by the third 
study, which investigates representation of biotechnology at higher levels of 
engagement. Various modes of linldng, judgement and prediction are also suggested 
as functions, although these are closely related to and might be interpreted more in 
the vein of specifications, clarifications and extensions of previously proposed 
functions, namely objectification and evaluation. Mechanisms, choices and processes 
through which these functions come to be are specified, including the role of finer- 
grained functions where applicable.
Thesis findings confirmed several previously proposed functions of social 
representation. These included the rendering of the new and unfamiliar, familiar; the 
rendering of the intangible, tangible; evaluation; and in the third study, social 
influence functions. The thesis also specified how some of these functions can come 
about in the context of lay representation of biotechnological items, and in the 
context of mobilisation and protest actions. Third study findings also provided 
confirmation of a previously proposed function that it had been claimed lacked any 
supporting evidence, namely the group coordination function. Findings also suggest 
what could be interpreted as an extension of the group coordination function. The 
RTC representation of biotechnology suggested that informational solutions linking 
biotechnology to a range of salient issues that engender broad concern and are 
already the subject of active and established movements could function to set the 
intellectual context for movement solidarity. This in turn suggests that the conception 
of the group coordination function can be extended to a multi-group coordination 
function. Findings relevant to a previously proposed coping function of social 
representation were less conclusive. Findings did not seem supportive of the
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previously asserted notion of social representation functioning to facilitate rational 
argumentation.
This thesis proposes several arguable limitations of and constraints on lay 
loiowledge and sense-making in relation to biotechnological items. It is proposed that 
the pull a representation exerts on the item being anchored to it can leave lay sense- 
making of biotechnological items vulnerable to underlying agendas and 
politicisation. This is argued with particular reference to the findings of the third 
study, but its antecedents can also be seen in the second study. Instances of the pull 
of the representation occur in the second study without any apparent agenda in play. 
In Study One however, some suggestion of subordination of categorisation to 
interests and coherence using the task-based methodology appear to mildly 
supportive of the idea that lay sense-making of biotechnological items is vulnerable 
to interests to some degree even when agendas are not explicitly engaged. Study 
Three findings also suggest that the feature of representation whereby certain areas 
of a domain can be brought into sharper focus whilst other areas can become blurred, 
or be omitted from the composition altogether (Flick, 2001), in relation to the 
representation of a domain with many logical class sets such as biotechnology, can 
introduce bias and mislead. It is proposed that aspects of lay sense-making appear 
conducive to emotiveness which could be argued to distract from the facts and to be 
divisive in some of the examples from the second and third studies. Findings from 
these studies also suggest that the symbolic nature of lay sense-making is prone to 
introduce symbolic loadedness, opening up lay knowledge of biotechnological items 
to many associations and interpretations, and loading the concept and topic of 
biotechnology with meanings and associations that some who work in the field might 
find spurious or unwarranted. A bias towards the cautionary was also found in some 
cases of the representation of biotechnological items in Study Two. Such features of 
lay sense-making and knowledge of biotechnological items are argued to limit the 
scope and use of this knowledge and the trust that will likely be placed in it.
Many of the factors involved in the limitations are specified, such as the 
particular sets of anchoring and linking choices that can constrain and shape the 
construction of a sense about biotechnological items and can ultimately mislead. 
Thesis findings also suggest something akin to the foregone conclusion or ‘priority
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of the verdict over the trial’ phenomenon (Jodelet, 1991; Moscovici, 1984, p.32), in 
the lay sense-making of biotechnological items. In making sense of biotechnological 
items in order to give an account of them, participants tended to represent 
biotechnological items from within the full scope of the representations anchored to, 
as expressed. Explaining it in terms of informational solutions, even if the connection 
being made firstly had been based on who^ for instance the type of organisation 
involved, the why, the how and even the what of that biotechnological item might 
also be inferred from that representation.
Thesis findings confirmed previous findings suggesting that lay knowledge 
addresses a different distribution of issues and concerns. The idea first suggested by 
these earlier findings and presented in the Research Issues chapter, that this 
addressing of a different distribution of issues and concerns speaks to a 
complementarity of lay knowledge about biotechnology, was supported by findings 
and maintained across the thesis.
From the beginning, one of the approaches taken in this thesis to the examination of 
lay sense-making and knowledge of biotechnological items was the functional. The 
traditional perspective on what might be termed the content of social representations 
as loose networks of ideas, imagery and metaphor while valid, or more hierarchical 
structures which in the Research Issues chapter are challenged as restrictive bearing 
in mind the dynamic nature of social representations as originally conceptualised, are 
not helpful in the way that the descriptions of process and mechanism, namely 
anchoring and objectification are helpful to an examination of functionality. While 
accepting idea and image as components of social representations and lay 
loiowledge, it became clear early on in the analysis of the second study that these 
ideas and images were being brought together by participants into representation of 
biotechnology that consisted of informational solutions for not only what 
biotechnology is, but also how it might be used, who controls and may have access to 
it and their possible motivations, among other things. In the second study these were 
solutions to the problem of not knowing in a situation where participants felt obliged 
to proffer an account of the biotechnological items, but solutions could also be 
tactical such as in the identification of targets for feelings, protest and action in the
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third study. This perspective immediately lent itself to addressing issues of use and 
functionality. A related issue is, that in a similar fashion to the way that organisms 
and parts of organisms can be pre-adapted or exapted for later selective parameters 
(Buss, Haselton, & Shackleford, 1998), so it is seen that particular mechanisms and 
processes that fulfil a particular function in the political environment of the third 
study of this thesis are also shown to be present in the second study or implicated in 
the first, where they do not appear to be fulfilling that function. A useful term for 
these situations might be ex-functions, meaning something mechanisms or processes 
can function to do in a different situation, but do not function to do in the present 
situation. This non-necessity of teleology is also true for the conception of 
informational solutions. They are solutions for problems, but that is not to say they 
were necessarily consciously produced as such, yet they were produced and can be 
used as such. In this way informational solutions are produced and ex-functions are 
present that can have consequences and may serve a purpose, but where they do not 
it can still be said that they could have consequences and suit a use.
In this thesis, objectification was parsed out and further specified into kinds 
of links to objects and translation into imagery. Biotechnological items were shown 
to be linked to objects and translated into imagery by participants. These kinds of 
links to objects are described in detail in section 4.3.2 and 5.3.2. They include links 
of effect, which concretise the idea that biotechnology affects or can affect particular 
worldly objects, transforming it from an abstract concept into something that affects 
the material world. There is also a personalisation of effect in some cases, with items 
potentially affecting ‘me’, ‘my (x)’ and ‘us’. There are also object solutions, where 
biotechnological items are linked to and represented by objects such as ‘that sheep 
they cloned’. To varying degrees, these objects are the concretising elements of 
informational solutions for what biotechnological items are, corresponding to 
meanings. Thirdly, there are linlcs of association, where biotechnological items are 
only associated with objects, some of which feature in related imagery. Then 
fouithly, there is the translation of concept into imagery, where biotechnological 
items are translated into imagery, consisting of images of objects as already 
described that are linked together into a series, altered to some degree and/or put in a 
dynamic visual situation depicting change or movement. This parsing out and further
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specifying was intended to shed more light on the nuances of objectification, to 
enable the examination of different strategies or directions that could be taken with 
objectification, and to allow for linking to objects of varying degrees and shades of 
concreteness from the concrete images of everyday objects from the physical world, 
tlirough tangible sensory objects such as flavour and odour that I have not seen 
mentioned as sensory objects, and thus part of objectification, elsewhere in the social 
representations literature, through to cultural images conceived in the human mind 
that might not be particularly concrete in the sense of having a physical counterpart 
outside of human representation, but are still quite tangible to many due to their 
repeated and enduring representation. These gradations of concreteness can all 
conceivably play a role in objectification but the traditional concept makes it harder 
to examine elements from various areas of this space together because of its 
abstract/tangible dichotomous connotation.
Using data collection methods such as free sorting tasks and semi-structured 
interviews with open-ended questions in informal settings, and field observation 
under the conditions of the third study lent confidence that the representation and 
categorisation data collected were likely to have been much more a product of the 
people studied and much less influenced by the researcher than they would have been 
with constrained-response methods and possibly formal settings. Collecting data in 
situ and in real-time, particularly relevant to the third study, provided live context 
such as solidarity actions and personal observations that would not have been 
available from media coverage, as well as opportunities for cross-referencing 
‘official’ literature with in-context representation and actions, which would not have 
been available solely from analysis of representation in that official literature. In 
these ways it had advantages over analysis of literature, or reported and retrospective 
data.
This thesis is limited as to the insights it can provide into social 
representations of biotechnological items. In order to define or make broad 
statements about things like the structure and configuration of a particular social 
representation of biotechnology beyond recognising patterns, themes and 
convergences, further assumptions and contingent arguments would have to be made 
in addition to methodological changes. This is because representation is dynamic and
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mutating, and associated construction of meaning is ongoing and does not stop for 
analysis. It is argued that social representations are not de-limitable and that their 
broad configuration across a population is unknowable, and that this is particularly 
true in relation to biotechnology, for which ongoing developments in the field 
interact with rapidly changing contexts and natural idea mutation. A recent event 
such as losses of data by government departments in the UK can have implications 
for representations of bio-banking, for example. The context has changed and the 
representations available to anchor human genetic informational items to have 
changed. Add to this that elements of a social representation of something are 
reproduced across many different media with varying fidelity, some of which are 
beyond the reach of the researcher, and it becomes clear that it was important to 
delimit the scope of this thesis in the aforementioned respect.
It is important to acloiowledge explicitly that the researcher in interpreting 
data presented in this thesis, and the reader in making sense of the data and the 
interpretations, continue the process of social representation being studied through 
this different mode. That is especially obvious of this research because the data 
presented in Studies Two and Three in particular are not only data on representation, 
they are that representation. One criticism of the interpretation of data in this thesis 
might be that other interpretations could be made. This thesis not only assumes that 
other interpretations of the data could be made, but that they will be made. Another 
way of looking at these interpretations from within the social representations 
framework is that they are reproductions of the representation presented into the 
reader’s mind with varying fidelity, anchored to available context, which will vary 
from mind to mind. That is the point. The representational functionality will 
differentially activate, what is important is that elements, mechanisms and processes 
of representation can function in certain ways under certain circumstances and that 
therefore there are associated vulnerabilities and opportunities. It is argued that these 
vulnerabilities and opportunities should be considered given the wide and profound 
implications of biotechnology and lay sense-making being part of an environment for 
it that can facilitate or constrain.
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In the following sections, issues arising from the thesis regarding limitations, 
functionality and complementarity will be discussed in more detail.
6.1. Initial limitations of and constraints on lav knowledge production in relation to 
biotechnoloev
This sub-section consists of a first pass at understanding the more readily apparent 
limitations of lay loiowledge and its production in relation to biotechnology.
The limitations of lay knowledge production in relation to biotechnology 
include lack of direct connection with, and in many cases even access to, 
biotechnology. Biological know-how, and more specifically biological-manipulation 
know-how, is in many cases not accessible to lay people due to some of it being tacit, 
some of it being proprietary, and some of it relying on little-known bodies of 
knowledge being understood. Biotechnology can also be understood as the practice, 
use, or implementation of biotechnology, or biological know-how. In this case, in 
addition to the reasons mentioned above, there may be others relating to health, 
safety, law and possibilities of contamination, among others. Even the cases where 
these problems do not restrict access, most lay people do not access, or have access 
to, biotechnology in its practice or technical knowledge sense, and therefore do not 
interact with it, do not lay eyes upon it, do not smell, hear, touch, or otherwise gather 
material sense data on it. To the extent they do so, it is not to an extent where they 
form an expert loiowledge of it, or a technical loiowledge of it, or they would no 
longer be lay people. As such, lay people have to make sense of biotechnology. This 
kind of lay production of knowledge has however, certain limitations in addition to 
the constraints on access and direct connection. Lay loiowledge of biotechnology in 
particular, has also extensively been argued to be lacking necessary substance. We 
will deal with the first point first, then we will address the latter.
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6.2. Limitations of lav knowledge arising from processes of lav knowledge 
production
Once lay knowledge regarding biotechnology is approached as knowledge distinct 
from scientific knowledge, its limiting features can be assessed quite apart from the 
degree of scientifically accurate content.
Lay sense-making, anchoring and objectification have been shown to lead to 
implicit assumptions and forgone conclusions, or the ‘verdict before the trial’. There 
is an asymmetry to lay knowledge production which favours cultural memory over 
the details of the new development. The item is anchored to existing knowledge and 
compared, classified, categorised and in a sense brought under some conceptual 
control. The initial producers of the item do not get to completely control how it is 
conceptualised, communicated or even named. It begins to take on the attributes of 
the class it is assigned to, the category it is placed in, the prototype it is compared to, 
the case it is objectified by. Relying on social memories, implicit assumptions are 
part of the representation. Objectification by test cases or prototypes leads to 
‘foregone conclusions’. Moscovici powerfully extends the legal metaphor, referring 
to this phenomenon as ‘the priority of the verdict over the trial’ (Moscovici, 1984, 
p.32). In the Research Issues chapter, the summary of Denise Jodelet’s classic study 
of French villagers’ representation of mental patients placed in their midst by the 
medical authority illustrates the verdict before the trial point in relation to unfamiliar 
newcomers to a community (Jodelet, 1991). Jodelet found that even in the cases 
where a villager was aware of discrepancies, the mental patients would still acquire 
the generally accepted attributes of the category.
Here, we will go on to explore some other details and dimensions of lay 
knowledge and sense-making that have come up during the thesis so far and could be 
interpreted as limitations.
Unempirical anchoring
Marris et al (2001) made a point of their having found lay knowledge of 
biotechnological items among their participants to be empirical, such as knowledge
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about human fallibility derived from their daily experience. In Study Two of this 
thesis we found that some participants anchored the more recent and radical 
biotechnological items to non-empirical knowledge (see 4.3.3.1), In the absence of 
recourse to analogous 'real-world' examples of such items and their implications, 
some participants anchored the media-byte descriptions of these new developments 
to representations emerging from science fiction and myth. Fiction and myth 
provided a lot of material in the form of ideas and imagery for making sense of items 
involving genetic information, cloning and trans-genesis, and also xeno­
transplantation. The use of mythical imagery and themes in making sense of 
biotechnology has been found in earlier studies as noted by Gaskell (2001).
Bias towards the cautionary?
In Study Two, it became apparent that even though a participant might be anchoring 
a biotechnological item to what is a fictional, non-empirical representation, they 
would still go on to draw on that representation to reach a conclusion about the item. 
Now, it turns out that many of these fictional and mythological representations are 
cautionary tales, and this could be argued to create an unfounded bias towards the 
cautionary in these cases.
Even when cautionary representations being anchored to were not fictional, 
but were established factual history, a bias could be claimed. When participants 
anchored to the cautionaiy representations, they tended to represent biotechnological 
items from within the full, sometimes terrible scope of the representations as 
expressed. Therefore, even if the connection being made firstly had been based on 
who, for instance the type of organisation involved, the why, the how and even the 
what of that biotechnological item might also be inferred from that cautionary 
representation.
The pull o f the representation being anchored to
In Study Three, we found biotechnology being anchored to political representations 
that took sides, and many of the informational solutions produced about the
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biotechnological items were political (see 5.3.1.2, 5.4.1.4). They took sides. 
Biotechnology is not just anchored to categories, it is anchored to representations of 
things and as such is pulled along with the momentum of that representation; the 
engine being things like the goals and the values. This can produce value-laden 
Imowledge that can appear to serve agendas over understanding. As such, the phrase 
making sense can decouple from the sense of it as understanding, and be identifiable 
much more readily with its sense as construction. Representations are dynamic; they 
are moving. In Study Three, the RTC agenda is pulling a set of representations about 
corporate power, industrialisation, commercialism and capitalism in a certain 
direction along an oppositional track (see 5.3.1.2, 5.3.1.3). The anchoring of 
biotechnology to this set of representations is much like someone getting on to a 
moving train, they then move in the direction of that train. Yet more than this is 
happening. Biotechnology becomes another platform from which to get on the train: 
another angle from which to approach various issues; another way to talk about them 
and another reason to do so. It is being used. Of course, depending on your 
perspective, this could be interpreted as abuse of the concept and topic of 
biotechnology.
In Study Three we saw representation overtly subordinate to agenda, but it 
can be much more subtle, such as in Study One where we appear to see some 
subordination to interests and to coherency across sorting decisions, as discussed in 
section 3.4 and subsections. There are many ‘seemingly convenient’ representation 
choices occurring across the thesis studies, which could be interpreted as biases -  
biases according to interests, according to agendas, anchoring to biased 
representations.
Lost in representation -  focus and omission
In representation, certain areas of a domain can be brought into sharper focus whilst 
other areas can become blurred, or be omitted from the composition altogether 
(Flick, 2001).
In Study One and Two, a range of biotechnological items was presented to 
participants (see 3.2.2.1, 4.2.2). In Study Three, a field observation study, the item
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focus is independent. We see that there is a domain chosen, biotechnology, but the 
coverage of the domain is not even. Most of the biotechnological applications 
focused on were those already being represented in the mass media as ‘public bads’ 
(Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005). Many of the objects such as toxins and weapons are 
widely perceived as public bads. Cancer research and other therapeutic applications 
of biotechnology, which are widely viewed as a ‘public good’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 
2005), could be problematic to an oppositional stance and potentially introduce some 
ambivalence. Speakers and protestors appeared to be de-problematising this 
dimension of biotechnology by focusing on the commercial aspects and thus bringing 
to the fore the profit motive. This was incorporated into the representation of 
biotechnology in such a way that potentially undermines trust in therapeutic research. 
It was suggested that ‘first they give you cancer, then they profit off the cure’. 
Pharmaceutical drugs were contextualised by a future where they grew on trees. 
These might fit the blurring portion of the photography metaphor. There was also an 
absence of other potentially problematic areas of biotechnology such as 
environmental clean-up applications. In terms of solutions for who is behind 
biotechnology, there was a focus on the corporate dimension and an absence of 
solutions involving universities, hospitals, charities, health researchers or academic 
scientists, which may have been less controversial. And as we see from the example 
of cancer research, the solutions for the motivations behind biotechnology focused 
on profit and self-interest and omitted possible humanitarian motives altogether.
Apart from the focusing itself, certain elements of a domain and meanings 
they have been given can be made more of, relative to others, by linking them to 
more tangible, vivid imagery; and as shown in Study Three, it is not only the more 
standard image-object side of objectification covered in social representations 
literature, but also other tangible sensory objects of thought, such as flavour, that can 
be linked with meanings to bring certain elements of the composition into sharper, 
more vivid focus than other elements, that can fade into the background.
Related to this, there is an appropriation of the concept and topic of 
biotechnology. It is taken out of categories that proponents and practitioners of 
biotechnology would in all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside in, categories 
such as that of technologies that might make people’s lives better, into categories
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such as those that are widely perceived to lead to a deviation from that which is 
natural or normal and threaten us and the environment we live in, categories that 
might turn people against biotechnology. This particularly appropriative 
representation is more a feature of Study Three (see 5.3.1.2, 5.4.1.4) than Two, and 
appears to be related to the level of engagement with the topic. One can conceive of a 
continuum of efficacy and engagement of lay representation and knowledge with 
regard to biotechnology. The more engaged the lay grouping, the more their agendas 
are engaged, the more fully biotechnology will be appropriated into those agendas 
and the greater the pull of existing cultural gravity on it. There could be a concern 
that if the public became more engaged with respect to biotechnological 
developments, thesis findings suggest there is much potential for biotechnology to be 
appropriated into a wide range of agendas, that perhaps it would not be dealt with on 
its own merits.
Emotiveness and loadedness
Objectification in particular could perhaps appear prone to emotiveness, which it 
could be argued may distract from facts and can be divisive. We see much 
representation that can be interpreted as emotive representation in Study Two and 
Three (see 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and their subsections; see 5.3.2, 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.2.5). In 
Study Thi-ee, as discussed there, it can largely be accounted for by an agenda to 
influence. In Study Two, it occurs without any sign of such an agenda. Much of what 
could be interpreted as emotiveness appears to be the building in of emotional and 
moral reactions. One such construction is aptly illustrative of this: what was termed 
uncomplimentary juxtaposition, the juxtaposition of objects or categories - to 
represent biotechnology, its applications or products - that to most people do not 
belong together, conveyed a sense of aberration, abnormality, deviation from what is 
normal, natural or desired, and a sense of wrongness. Some juxtapositions came pre­
packaged, such as Frankenstein and griffins, and some appeared to be more novel 
constructions, such as trees budding pills.
The loadedness that comes along with anchoring, objectification and 
metaphor is something that might frustrate groups such as scientists who appear to
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exalt exacting definition. Symbolic load carries many opportunities for varying 
interpretation which can set off Chinese Whisper type phenomena. We see cultural 
loadedness in both Study Two and Three (see 4.3.1.1, 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.5; see 5.3.2,
5.4.1, 5.4.2 and subsections). These include symbols such as the prison, the neutron 
bomb, Franlcenstein, globalisation, the multinational corporation, certain brands, the 
U.S., the seed, nature and others, which when anchored to, or objectified by, come 
with a plethora and/or profound associations that appear to load the concept and topic 
of biotechnology with meanings and associations that some who work in the field 
might find spurious or unwaiTanted.
6.3. From the knowledge deficit model
There are very many studies showing that lay publics’ knowledge about 
biotechnology and biotechnological items demonstrates a lack of accurate, scientific 
content. In this thesis, lay knowledge regarding biotechnology is approached as 
knowledge distinct fiom scientific Imowledge with some different functions, and as 
such it was important to look at limitations beyond the degree of scientifically 
accurate content and the external benchmarks of current scientific standards. 
Limitations in this regard are still important to lay Imowledge production in terms of 
shedding light on constraints to do with the inputs to the knowledge and consequent 
limitations of the Imowledge itself. As such, some of the related thoughts addressed 
in the chapter on research issues will be reviewed here to move the discussion 
forward.
The PABE report (2001) also notes that many stakeholders in the GM debate 
fiame public responses to GMOs in terms of a lack of knowledge or of being ‘non- 
scientific’. There are experts in areas such as GM food and crops, including 
scientists, food producers, public health advisors and public understanding 
researchers, that argue that lay people have a ‘Imowledge deficit’ (Hansen et al., 
2003). Leaving aside the argument that ‘deficit’ is the wrong term to apply to what is 
actually a different kind of Imowledge, which has already been argued in the chapter 
on research issues, what is meant is that lay people tend to lack sufficient, and 
sufficiently accurate, scientific Imowledge.
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Results of both quantitative and qualitative studies do lead to the conclusion 
that the public has a poor scientific Imowledge of modern biotechnology (European 
Commission, 1997; Food Future, 1995; Gaskell et al., 2003; Hamstra, 1998; INRA 
Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000; Wellcome Trust, 1998).
Much of this data is gathered through biotechnology quiz formats consisting of 
statements such as ‘ordinary tomatoes do not contain genes, while genetically 
modified tomatoes do’ and ‘there are some bacteria that live on water’, to which they 
were asked to respond, ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘do not Imow’, but self-reports and focus 
groups also confirm these findings. For example, according to INRA (2000), 80% of 
both supporters and opponents of biotechnological applications report that they are 
‘insufficiently informed about biotechnology’. Focus group findings in the PABE 
report (2001) suggested that ordinary members of the public did not hold technical 
Imowledge of the science, research, regulation and commercialisation involved.
Reviewing the Eurobarometer surveys, knowledge on matters relating to 
biotechnology and genetics is found to have only slightly improved over the decade 
since the first survey (European Commission, 1997; Gaskell et al., 2003; INRA 
Europe, 1991; INRA et al., 1993; INRA Europe, 2000).
What can be taken from knowledge-deficit research data is that lay people are 
to a significantly large extent, not drawing on scientific or scientifically accurate 
information in forming their opinions and making their decisions about 
biotechnology and biotechnological items. This thesis explored the type of 
information that lay people do appear to be drawing on, which can even include 
fictional and other non-empirical information. Lack of scientific knowledge is one 
logical reason lay people would resort to such informational inputs. It is not the only 
one. They could for instance do so because it was most readily accessible or simply 
because they wanted to. A constraint such as lack of accurate scientific Imowledge to 
draw on in representing biotechnology and related items leads to limitations 
however, in areas such as scientific accuracy, know-how, understanding, and how 
seriously what the individual or group concerned may communicate is taken by 
certain influential actors in the biotechnology and related policy space.
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The question arises, why does knowledge limited in the ways discussed above 
survive and proliferate, not just in biotechnology space but in relation to many 
esoteric domains? What functionality and area(s) of efficacy might cause it to do so, 
and what is the source of such functionality and efficacy, if they indeed exist?
6.4. A functional approach to lav knowledge
Whatever the limitations and constraints discussed above, lay knowledge of 
biotechnology exists. It would appear that it might have some functionality that 
exists alongside these limitations and constraints. Perhaps there can be more to 
Imowledge and to making sense of things in the world, including things that arise out 
of the technological application of science, than scientifically accurate, explicitly- 
delimited, fair and unbiased understanding.
The social representations theoretical framework included some explanatory 
tools for addressing functionality of lay knowledge and the process of lay knowledge 
production. Research that has taken a functional approach also suggests a range of 
functions.
In social representations theory, lay knowledge of new developments such as 
developments in the field of biotechnology, consist of social representations, which 
were explained in the chapter on reseaich issues. This sub-section will briefly revisit 
a variety of functions proposed in the SR literature, which were reviewed in more 
detail in the section on functions of representations in the chapter on research issues, 
that helped explain and address some of the knowledge functionality found in studies 
conducted as part of this thesis dissertation:
To render the new and unfamiliar, familiar;
Moscovici (2001) suggested that people construct representations in order to make 
the new and unfamiliar, familial’. Underlying this view of the function of social 
representation is the assumption that people are uneasy with the new, the uncanny 
and the unfamiliar. They find such items strange and disturbing. If they are not able 
to resist the intrusion of the strange and unfamiliar into their lives they will have to
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make a representation of it. This makes the strange and disturbing idea into 
something familiar that they can feel more at ease with.
In Study Two, representation renders biotech items more familiar for 
participants by producing informational solutions to problems such as what the items 
are, what the motivations behind them are, who is behind them, who they might 
affect, how they might be used, and others (see 4.3.1). Items are brought into more 
familiar contexts, such as wider cultural representations, and less so peer anecdotes 
and even direct experiences through analogy (see 4.3.3.2 - 4.3.3.8). Items are related 
to familiar entities, such as institutions, historical situations, stories and myths, and 
made familiar through association.
Familiarisation occurs in Study Three where biotechnology is anchored to 
categories familiar to RTC protestors, such as threat, unnaturalness, corporate 
globalisation, industrialisation, the environment and agriculture (see section 5.4.1 
and subsections). In the run up to the protests, biotechnology was drawn into various 
non-technological, non-esoteric categories and wide-ranging representations which 
brought it into the context of issues, interests and familiar to a wider audience (see 
5.3.1.4, 5.3.1.5). There were cultural and everyday reference points, as well as 
contexts that have initiated relatively wide media coverage, such as food, crops, 
medicine, drugs, children, parental choice, movie references, and more.
And the intangible, tangible
Classification and the concretising objectification mechanisms of representation help 
render the intangible, tangible. We see from Study Three of this thesis that it can also 
aid manipulation and control of concepts that were previously alien and unknown.
In Study Two and Three, representation produces informational solutions 
relating to biotech items such as who is behind the items, who might use them, who 
might have access to them, who they might affect and how they might be used, 
which render them more tangible, identifying actors or agents in relation to items, 
and what the item may itself be acting upon. In Study Two, this function of 
representation is well illustrated when in absence of recourse to analogous 'real-
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world' examples of recent and radical items some participants linlc them to images 
and situations emerging from science fiction and myth.
In both Study Two and Three, much of the representation appears dedicated 
to making ideas related to biotechnology more tangible (see 4.3.2, 5.3.2, 5.4.2 and 
their subsections). Links were found linking biotechnology to things (images/objects) 
that were affected by it, and to things that were associated with it (mainly 
images/objects -  but there were also links to other sensory objects, such as flavour). 
Some objects became solutions for what an item was, and had thus been rendered 
more tangible. Some object images had been linlced to an item and put together in 
sequence, so the item or idea about an item such as its relationship with other things 
had been translated into imagery to render that more tangible. The concretising 
function could be performed quite creatively, if necessary. For instance, one of the 
ideas about biotechnology that was rendered more tangible through imagery on 
various occasions was that of the unnaturalness of items and the ‘putting together of 
things that perhaps do not belong together’. On several occasions this idea was made 
more tangible by linking it in one of the ways described above to the image of a 
griffin or Frankenstein. Alternatively however, categories of imagery which to most 
people do not properly or ordinarily belong together could be juxtaposed to 
concretise this idea of unnaturalness or aberration. So, representation not only drew 
on and linked to elements of the physical, sensible and cultural world to render ideas 
and items more tangible, but also remixed and mashed up these images (in the broad 
sense, not just visual but pan-sensory) through top-down and bottom-up imagination. 
Some of the imagery was particularly emotive, which could potentially render them 
more tangible by provoking feelings.
Perhaps an important point about representation rendering something about 
biotechnology tangible is that it is not necessarily objectively rendering a 
biotechnological item tangible, such as material objectification of a biotechnology 
like being in a laboratory applying know-how with necessary equipment would; 
although object solutions and translation into imagery are proxy-concretisations for 
this. It is more the case that representation constructs a web of concreteness and 
familiarity around such an item. A zone of associations and, as is distinguished from 
other objectification mechanisms in Studies Two and Thiee, links of effect, which in
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Study Three appear of particular importance in this respect. Biotechnology there 
was linlced to objects such as food, crops, children, medicine, our bodies and 
animals. These links of effect concretized the idea that biotechnology affected and 
could affect all these objects; that it was and could be applied to them. These links of 
effect, in concretizing what biotechnology affects, concretized biotechnology, 
transforming it from an abstract idea into something that affects and can affect the 
material world. Biotechnology was in this way connected to the everyday world and 
aspects of it that define it for us. Biotechnology was linlced to objects that can be 
identified with, that many people are emotionally connected to, or that hold huge 
cultural significance.
Coping with threat
Some of the anchoring and objectification examined in this thesis seemed to 
compound and sharpen fears and sense of threat. In the second study for instance, 
some items were anchored to cautionary representations involving racial and genetic 
discrimination, violence, social engineering, gender-based infanticide and designer 
children. How does this fit with Wagner et a f  s (2002) and Moscovici’s (1984) ideas 
of social representation being a way of coping with threat? On the face of it, it would 
seem that as Jost and Ignatow (2001) point out, social representations in relation to 
biotechnology do not appear to fit with a coping function. Representation is actually 
more likely to exacerbate fear and a sense of threat. In Study Two, when participants 
anchored to fictional, mythical and other cautionary representations, they tended to 
represent biotechnological items from within the full, tenible scope of those 
representations as expressed. In addition to this, it was found that participants after 
all their representation and much menacing imagery were left with a sense of 
inefficacy, a feeling of not being able to influence the development of 
biotechnological items. However, the participants of the second study did not appear 
very engaged with the topic of biotechnology in their lives outside of the interviews. 
Moving along the continuum of engagement to those ready to protest against 
biotechnology and displaying a greater sense of efficacy in this regard, we could ask 
the question, did collectively representing biotechnology perform a coping function?
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Social representation of biotechnology by RTC protestors as examined for 
Study Three, could be interpreted as facilitating an individual or group’s coping with 
a sense of thieat. The who solutions that dealt with who is behind, controls and 
invests in biotechnology were all identified targets for feelings, protest and action, 
such as particular companies and industries. If the sense of threat is made more 
tangible and familiar through representation, this could conceivably aid coping with 
it, as now it is something one can act upon. This would also apply, to some degree, to 
participants of Study Two.
Social and lay representation of biotechnology produces informational 
solutions to problems like what is it and what does it involve that do not require 
esoteric knowledge to be understood. As well as improving accessibility, this also 
symbolically lays claim to the concept and topic of biotechnology by representing it 
in a different language. This can be symbolically, and functionally empowering. 
Solutions for what biotechnology is, how it works, what is involved and how it is 
used might very well be technical and require an esoteric Imowledge to be 
understood. Instead, in the studies of this thesis the majority of the solutions are lay- 
friendly. Parallel to this, different types of solutions were offered, such as solutions 
for what, why, who and how, providing another level of variation in the ways for 
people to come at and understand biotechnology. In the Study Three discussion we 
also talk about how protestor representation appropriates the concept and topic of 
biotechnology into their own agenda. That is an extension of this empowerment. It is 
argued that this accessibility and symbolic empowerment could aid in coping with 
fear and a sense of threat. Study Three protestors did appear however, as in the case 
of Study Two participants, to be representing items in such a way as to sharpen and 
compound any sense of threat, which seems to run counter to a coping with 
fear/sense of threat function. For instance, many of the objects biotechnology was 
linlced to suggested aberration, contamination and threat. Of course, if social 
representation of biotechnology has a variety of functions, then some could run 
counter to others at times, so this does not rule out a coping function.
Assuming that the mobilisation speakers and protestors did believe 
themselves and the commons to be under threat, much of the functionality in Study 
Three could be interpreted as aiding someone in coping with fear and a sense of
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threat in relation to biotechnology. Nonetheless, being more specific about the 
functions, for example stating that a particular informational solution identifies 
targets for action, means that you do not have to suppose coping, which supposes 
dealing with a problem ‘successfully’ (Encarta online dictionary, 2007), and that 
requires you define success, which will vary according to goals. As discussed in 
section 5.5.9 of the last chapter, there may be multiple goals both explicit and 
implicit, at the level of the group and at the level of the individual. Some protestors 
mentioned that they ‘wanted to be part of something’, and they had been. Others 
wished that they had been able to ‘change more people’s minds’. However, the stated 
group goal to shut down BIO 2004 was not achieved. Fulfilment of coping would be 
difficult to determine in a group situation such as this.
Evaluation
Moscovici (1984) asserts that the anchoring system of classification assigns items 
positive or negative value; that in fact, ‘neutrality is forbidden’ by its logic. Positive 
and negative evaluation enables opinion formation.
As expected, across the three studies we found that representation involved 
evaluation, ranging from assigning items to positive or negative categories such as 
moral and immoral or good and bad, through evaluations of increasing complexity. 
Complexity of evaluation enabled and was complexity of judgement, including 
judgements about morality, risk, usefulness, targeting, agency, motivation and 
responsibility. Evaluation was also predictive at times: about what will or might be.
It was formation and expression of opinion.
In Study Three, representation more obviously assigned value in terms 
positive and negative, in this case negative, to biotechnology in assigning it to 
categories that were held as negative by the protestors, such as industrialisation of 
agriculture and corporate globalisation. RTC informational solutions took sides: 
biotechnology was immoral, criminal, offensive, damaging, abnormal, a threat, 
inefficient and tasted bad, among other things. Value assignment was un-ambivalent. 
As was made clear by Moscovici (1984) however, the assigning of positive or
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negative value is intrinsic to social representation, part of the toolkit so to speak, 
and can be harnessed to towards an agenda.
Group coherence, identity, distinctiveness and coordination
Findings from Study Three of this thesis do appear supportive of Lahlou’s proposed 
group coordination function (see 5.4.1.7). In Study Three, social representation 
produced common informational themes that people united and coordinated around. 
Biotechnology was anchored in similar ways across RTC speeches. A shared or 
similar set of representations was anchored to, drawing speakers into a set of norms, 
giving at least the impression of their being united in their mobilisation of people 
against the biotechnology conference. They identified common targets for feelings, 
representation, protest and action. These were informational themes that protestors 
could potentially organise and coordinate around. This was supportive of Lahlou’s 
(2001) notion of representation having a group coordination function, but the second 
part of the BIO 2004 study provided the opportunity to explore whether the notion of 
group coordination functionality would be supported by data on representation of 
biotechnology in the context of the actual protests.
Jost and Ignatow (2001) had pointed out that Lahlou’s (2001) notion of a 
group coordination function of representations had not actually been addressed in the 
study that accompanied his assertions. In part two of this study, the representation of 
biotechnology by protestors during protests against the BIO 2004 Biotechnology 
Industry Organisation’s Annual Convention was observed and examined. This data 
also supported Lahlou’s (2001) notion of a group coordination function. Protestor 
representation converged on common informational themes, themes that were 
present in the mobilisation speeches, indicating a pattern of representation that can be 
interpreted as a social representation. This shared framework was necessary to the 
coordination of the group. Without some level of agreement on such matters as what 
biotechnology is, who is behind it, their motivations and what is involved, the 
message would have lacked coherence.
What Jost and Ignatow (2001) seemed to be criticising in Lahlou’s (2001) 
presentation of the group coordination function, was that he argued that social
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representation functioned to facilitate group coordination by producing individual 
guidelines for eating behaviour that could be aggregated to co-produce social events 
called meals, but did not then provide findings showing the following of individual 
guidelines for eating behaviour facilitating co-production of meals. Study Three 
findings support his notion of a group coordination function by showing that social 
representation produced common informational themes including common targets 
for feelings, representation, protest and action that people actually coordinated 
around, targeting the BIO 2004 convention with protest, messages and action in a 
coordinated manner, representing common targets such as Monsanto in similar ways, 
expressing similar feelings and addressing a shared goal.
Interestingly, Study Three appeared not only to provide data to support 
Lahlou’s group coordination function, but also to suggest that the conception of the 
group coordination function can be extended to a multi-group coordination function, 
with coordination around topical and transitory issues such as the biotechnology 
conference. Many of the informational solutions linked biotechnology to a range of 
salient issues that engender broad concern and are already the subject of active and 
established movements (see 5.3.1 and subsections). This set the intellectual context 
for movement solidarity. The embedding of the ‘shutdown BIO 2004’ programme in 
established cultures of concern began at the mobilisation stage. It can be explained in 
part by the broader agenda of ‘Reclaim the Commons’, and by the founders and 
speakers being members and participants of pre-existing organisations and 
movements. The social representation of biotechnology by Reclaim the Commons 
appeared to perform a multi-group coordination function.
Social influence
In Study Three, RTC representation was about establishing a version of the truth, 
discrediting other versions of the truth and also differentiating the RTC-type 
worldview from a ‘corporate’, ‘capitalistic’ and ‘mechanistic’ type of worldview (see
5.3.1, 5.4.1 and their subsections). This fit very well with Doise’s (1993) conception 
of propagandist social representations arising out social conflict. It also fit the 
common dictionary definition of propaganda as an attempt to assist or damage the
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cause of an organisation, movement, group or way of life (Collins English 
Dictionary, 1998). RTC representation attempted to assist its own cause and damage 
the cause of biotechnology, the biotechnology conference, and certain actors and 
institutions seen as being involved. This in turn fitted the idea of the system 
disruption function (Jost et al., 1994), or the social influence function of polemic 
representations associated with dissenters, protestors and activist groups, which is 
oppositional in nature (Moscovici, 1988).
Biotechnology was represented as immoral, criminal, offensive, damaging, 
abnormal, a threat, inefficient and tasted bad, among other things. This oppositional 
stance was un-ambivalent. Social representation of biotechnology among RTC 
protestors was aimed at influencing perceptions of biotechnology in the direction of 
the negative in such a way that would damage the image and cause of biotechnology. 
This social representation was clearly oppositional in nature and in these ways fit 
with Moscovici’s (1988) idea of polemic representations. Biotechnology was 
anchored to categories and representations that were negative and controversial in the 
RTC worldview. For a more general view, most of the actual applications 
biotechnology was objectified by were those already being represented in the mass 
media as ‘public bads’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005). As argued earlier in this section, 
applications and dimensions of biotechnology viewed as ‘public goods’, were de- 
problematised through representation or omitted altogether. In establishing a version 
of the truth, the group produces a convenient truth, which is socially reinforced, at 
first by other speakers, then by other protestors.
What could also, where believed, damage the image of the biotech industry 
and other actors and institutions represented, was the representation of motives. The 
why solutions, which represent motive, portrayed minority interests, aggression and a 
quest for control over the world and the people in it as among the motivations for 
engaging in biotechnology. Such representations of motive potentially undermine 
trust in those behind biotechnology. It also functions to discredit their versions of the 
truth. Biotechnology was being anchored to what could be interpreted as two 
overlapping branches of populist narrative identified by Margaret Cano van (1981), 
political and agrarian, at the radical end rallying cries intended to persuade ‘ordinary 
people’ or in the latter case, ordinary faimers, to rise up against or resist a powerful
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elite or complex, and more generally calls for them to get involved (Canovan, 1981; 
Brass, 2000; Taggart, 2000). This seems a telling sign of an attempt at system 
disruption and social influence, because populist narratives are age-old persuasion 
rhetoric which many causes have been anchored to since at least the classical period.
Many elements of RTC representation were supportive of the idea of social 
influence and propagandist functionality of social representation. There were appeals 
to emotions and feelings, such as fear, anger, protectiveness and disgust. People and 
groups attempting to persuade others often appeal to the emotions to gain influence 
(Pratkanis et al., 1991). A vivid appeal to emotion can increase the impact and make 
a lasting impression. The vivid case study of the Union Carbide disaster in the speech 
by VS was an example of this. ‘Us and them’ dichotomies were constructed; ideas 
and images of difference, deviation, strangeness, unnaturalness and threat were 
brought to the fore. Speeches and protest representation regularly invoked topical 
concerns, moral issues, issues of control and ownership, or long, troubled histories. 
As discussed at length at the end of Study Three, RTC representation of 
biotechnology extended, deepened and concretized biotechnology’s relevance. 
Biotechnology was represented as personal and salient for everyone by links of effect 
that transformed biotechnology into something that affects the message-receiver and 
the things they hold dear. This was important for influence potential, as it widened 
the pool of people who might find the RTC message relevant, and personally so. 
Perception of relevance has been shown to lead to greater message-influence on 
beliefs, attitudes and behaviour (Darke et al., 2005; Dewis et al., 1993; Roser, 1990; 
Walton, 1999). Lastly, RTC representation appropriated the concept and topic of 
biotechnology into wider, oppositional agenda: it was appropriated as a platform 
from which to try and influence related debates.
Rational argumentation
The studies conducted for this thesis do appear to reveal some degree of facilitation 
of rational argumentation. In the absence of material objectification of items or 
technical understanding, representation constructs solutions to knowledge problems 
such as what is the item, who is behind it and why, who might use it, and who might
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be affected. Solutions of some sort to these kinds of problems are probably a 
necessary basis to rational argumentation, and these solutions are relatively 
economical. The production of informational solutions that do not require esoteric 
knowledge to be understood also facilitates rational argumentation and provides an 
alternative to an emotional reaction to not understanding. Rational argumentation 
does not necessarily follow from the production of facilities for rational 
argumentation, however. In Study Three, the lay knowledge making process 
appeared to facilitate prejudicial argumentation through the selective anchoring and 
objectification, de-problematising representation and omission discussed earlier in 
this section. This could well mislead. The language and concepts used in 
representing biotechnology were also often emotive, sensitive, divisive and 
culturally-loaded. These elements would probably not facilitate argumentation based 
on reason, but rather argumentation based on emotion or prejudice.
In Study Two, some representation anchored some items to unempirical, 
fictional, even mythical representations in absence of recourse to real-world 
examples. Giving an account of a biotechnological item with recourse to a myth or a 
science fiction film may be a rational act in the absence of recourse to relevant 
empirical material and a feeling of obligation to give an account. But it would be fair 
not to count argumentation from within the scope of unempirical representation as 
rational argumentation. It may also mislead.
6.5. Other appreciation of lav Icnowledge and sense-making relating to biotechnologv
Lay knowledge and sense-making relating to biotechnology address a different set o f  
issues and concerns, and so may be complementary to other knowledge sets
The idea that lay Imowledge addresses a different set of issues and concerns speaks 
to a complementarity of lay knowledge. That it may contribute to filling out the big 
picture of biotechnology. Hendry (2002) argues that scientific and 
commercial/industrial communities engage in separate discourses about 
biotechnology than do the general public, based around different preoccupations and 
concerns. The PABE report (2001) argues that ordinary members of the public
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possess knowledge of GMOs from which their concern derived. Marris et al explain 
that the ‘kind of Imowledge’ employed by members of the public to make sense of 
GMOs is of a ‘different kind’ to that seen as relevant by scientists, policy makers and 
promoters of GMOs. The main type of knowledge employed in evaluating GMOs 
was found to be an empirical lay knowledge of the past behaviour of the actors, or 
types of actors involved, such as regulatory authorities. There was also ‘Imowledge 
about human fallibility derived from their daily experience, which had taught them 
that formal rules and regulations, though well intended, would not, in the real world, 
be fully applied’ (p. 10). Thirdly, there was ‘non-specialist’, commonsense 
Imowledge about things such as the behaviour of insects, for example bees flying 
from field to field, which it was believed might pose contamination risks.
These concerns appear to have derived from histories such as track records, as well 
as environmental and social context, and not just what might be termed the narrow 
facts of the science, regulations or procedures.
Hagedorn and AllenderHagendorn (1997) sought to identify issues of public 
concern over agricultural and environmental biotechnology through a content 
analysis of opinion surveys and the popular press. A frequency index was generated 
to ranlc issues under categories of genetically engineered foods, plants, animals and 
micro-organisms. This index of issues was compared to a similar index of issues 
arising from technical and regulatory sources. They found that scientific and 
regulatory communities had ‘dealt’ mainly with research oriented issues, whereas the 
public had largely ‘been concerned with a different subset’ of issues relating to 
‘ethics, safety and value’. The idea that the public are concerned with ‘a different 
subset’ of issues than scientific and regulatory communities deal with, suggests that 
public perspectives might have value apart from the degree to which they contain 
what is often termed ‘accurate’ or ‘factual’ scientific information. Others have 
suggested that the public has serious ethical and moral concerns, which many 
scientists have been found to view as unproblematic, focusing too much on risk 
(Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999).
In this thesis it appeared that much of the lay sense-making addressed the 
social and environmental context, and the ecology of biotechnology. How these 
contexts might influence the uses and effects of biotechnology, and how
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biotechnology might affect the contexts. The ecological issues: the implications of 
the connections between things for the effects of biotechnological items, and specific 
current and projected linlcs of effect. The moral, contextual and ecological web of 
concerns and inter-related issues that lay sense-making addressed appeared broader 
and differentiated in type from what studies have indicated is addressed by scientific, 
commercial and regulatory discourses (Birke et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999; 
Hagedorn et al., 1997; Hendry, 2002; Michael & Brown, 2004).
As in the studies reported in PABE (2001), in Studies Two and Three the 
various actors involved and what was known about their past behaviour were inputs 
to the lay knowledge produced (see 4.3.1.1,4.3.3.2 - 4.3.3.8; see 5.3.1.1, 5.3.1.2,
5.4.1.3). Motivations and possible applications were inferred from representations of 
past behaviour, as well as from lifelong experience of other human beings (see 
4.3.1.5). It was not just about large organisation and institutions but also about, for 
example, what parents would choose to do, or might be tempted to do when faced 
with certain choices arising from biotechnological developments. The scope of the 
studies conducted for this thesis in terms of biotechnological items went beyond the 
GMO’s covered in the PABE studies, and additional issues such as that of parental 
choice arose from items such Genetic Screening. There was also speculation about 
what other actors might become involved in the future, and concerns over what 
would happen if another Hitler-type figure arose again. Across the thesis studies, 
there was concern over what the targets would be, and in terms of human beings, 
who items affected and might affect. In Studies Two and Three, items were also 
anchored to structural issues of human society, such as the divide between rich and 
poor, and variations in politics and demographics across countries and how these 
might influence who might be affected and how people might be affected.
There were areas of lay knowledge production that could be interpreted as 
overlapping with authoritative discourses, such as in validity of safety assessments 
and vulnerabilities in regulatory frameworks, but these were largely concerns 
regarding limits to human ability, reliability and understanding. Considering histories 
of science, government policy and industry, there still appears to be room for other 
perspectives on issues surrounding the connectedness of things, ethics, morality and 
safety. Some areas that arguably suggest this are antibiotic-resistance, the still
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looming nuclear threat and growing anxieties over bioengineered threats, mobile 
phone masts and Wi-Fi. Revealed lay concerns and the knowledge produced in 
addressing them could be argued to complement scientific, technical, regulatory and 
commercial discourse.
6.6. The rich functionalitv of lav knowledge and sense-making revealed in relation to 
biotechnologv
This thesis revealed rich functionality of lay Icnowledge and lay sense-making in 
relation to biotechnological items. Some of this functionality has been alluded to in 
relation to broader-stroke functionality previously proposed but deserves closer 
inspection. Lay sense-making functionality shown in relation to biotechnology in this 
thesis in general can also benefit from closer inspection to appreciate the richness of 
the functionality. The issue of efficacy will also be addressed.
Some functions that have been discussed in length already were expected or 
looked for in the data on the basis of previous literature on lay sense-making, but the 
specifications of functions to follow were realised primarily from analysis of 
findings. Some of this is finer-grained functionality that plays a part in other 
functionality both aforementioned and to be mentioned. This is the essence of the 
richness of the functionality. There was interdependent functionality at different 
levels of analysis, which could be conceived of as building up to broader functions 
such as influence, producing versions of the truth and ultimately making sense of 
items by producing solutions to the problem of not Icnowing.
Appropriation
In Study Three, it is apparent that social representation appropriates the concept and 
topic of biotechnology into a wider, oppositional agenda (see 5.3.1.2). Informational 
solutions produced served an agenda not only of opposition to the biotechnology 
conference, but also a wider agenda oppositional to corporate power, 
industrialisation, commercialism and capitalism, and supportive of organic farming, 
local control over production, and a vision of an economy not driven by the profit
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motive. Biotechnology became another platform from which to construct, 
deconstruct and discredit versions of the truth; another angle from which to approach 
various issues, another way to talk about them and another reason to do so. It became 
part of a network of issues. In this way, the appropriation function is interdependent 
with functions such as social influence, propaganda, system disruption and system 
justification.
A pronounced form of appropriation that occurred was taking biotechnology 
as a concept out of categories that proponents and practitioners of biotechnology 
would in all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside in, categories such as that of 
technologies that might make people’s lives better, into categories such as those that 
lead to a deviation from that which is natural or normal and threaten us and the 
environment we live in, categories that might turn people against biotechnology. This 
was common during the protests. Another pronounced form, more common across 
the speeches was to take the concept out of categories that proponents and 
practitioners of biotechnology would in all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside 
in, and place it established cultures of concern related to industrialisation, corporate 
globalisation, the mechanistic worldview and US foreign policy. Hearing a BI02004 
delegate on the ground working in what he saw as medical biotech, for him these 
issues were far removed from the actuality of what he was involved in; “We’re trying 
to save people’s lives!” he said. “And you’re trying to stop us!”
If the public became more engaged with respect to biotechnological 
developments, the findings of this study suggest that there is much potential for 
biotechnology to be appropriated into a wide range of agendas, that perhaps it would 
not be dealt with on its own merits. The reason for this seems to be that 
biotechnology involves an extremely complex and wide-ranging set of issues and 
interconnects with a vast array of objects, many of which are controversial, and 
subjects of established oppositional movements and debates. These include issues 
and objects both local and global. On the other hand, representation of biotechnology 
by RTC speakers illustrates the opportunity for members of society outside of the 
business of biotechnology to involve and include themselves in its development, in 
the debate, and to take some ownership of a field that may well affect their lives.
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Appropriation also has apparent interdependencies with two functions 
revealed in this thesis: the production of non-esoteric information solutions to 
esoteric problems, and the establishment of intellectual context for movement 
solidarity, which is a kind of extended group coordination function. Firstly, even 
representing the concept and topic of biotechnology in different language is a milder 
form of appropriation that we see in Study Two. Secondly, cross-appropriation of 
topics into other and wider agendas sets intellectual contexts for movement 
solidarity.
Extending, deepening and concretising relevance
In Study Thiee we see social representation extend, deepen and concretise relevance 
of biotechnological items in a pronounced way (see 5.3.1.4, 5.4.1.5). In Study Two 
we see relevance extended into the social sphere, personalised and concretised in 
various ways, but in Study Three this process is more conscious and efficacious. 
Anchoring extends the relevance of biotechnology to a wider audience, linlcing 
biotechnology to wider issues, interests and concerns. Links to objects and 
translation into imagery highlight and concretize that relevance. This extension, 
concretizing and bringing into sharp focus of relevance is likely to have increased the 
influence potential of the speakers’ and protestors’ message, and so there would 
appear to be interdependencies here with social influence, propaganda, system 
disruption and justification functions. There are also interdependencies with 
emotionalising, group coordination and movement solidarity functions, and a marked 
interdependency with the more specific linking and connectivity function.
The very act of anchoring biotechnology to existing categories and 
representations links and contextualises biotechnology with other issues, interests 
and concerns. RTC speakers in particular however, set biotechnology in the context 
of some very encompassing categories and representations. The range and salience of 
the issues, interests and concerns that biotechnology was consequently connected 
with extended its relevance to a very wide audience, if not a global one. There were 
linlcs to core concerns of our species that also affect our everyday. The speeches also 
repeatedly linked biotechnology with topical issues that concern many politically-
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minded people and are already the subject of active and established movements, of 
established cultures of concern; issues which many people have attitudes towards 
that the links might prime; issues that might be emotive for many, resonate and in 
some cases invoke long histories. This extension and deepening of relevance was 
highlighted and concretized by links to objects and translation into imagery. Links of 
effect were of particular importance in this respect. Biotechnology was linlced to 
objects such as food, crops, children, our bodies and animals. These linlcs of effect 
concretized the idea that biotechnology affected and could affect all these objects; 
that it was and could be applied to them. These links of effect, in concretizing what 
biotechnology affects, concretized biotechnology, transforming it from an abstract 
idea into something that affects and can affect the material world; concretizing its 
relevance. The objects that biotechnology was associated with and translated into 
also varyingly highlighted and concretized its relevance. Biotechnology was 
associated with objects of varying levels and senses of concreteness. This expanded 
out from objectification in the traditional sense of links to concrete objects in the 
material and physical world, to links to feelings and actions from the sensible and 
physical world.
Producing informational solutions that do not require esoteric knowledge to be 
understood
In Studies Two and Three, representation could be seen to produce informational 
solutions that do not require esoteric knowledge to be understood (or non-esoteric 
solutions for esoteric problems) (see 4.3.1, 5.3.1.5, 5.4.1.1). The production of 
informational solutions that do not rely on esoteric knowledge to be understood 
widened the scope of people who might be engaged and possibly influenced by the 
message by making it accessible. It also lay claim to the concept and topic of 
biotechnology by representing it in a different language. Solutions for what 
biotechnology is, how it works, what is involved and how it is used might very well 
have been technical and required an esoteric Imowledge to be understood. Instead, 
the majority of the solutions were lay-friendly.
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Controversial ising
In Study Three, the group’s representation of biotechnology had a contioversialis-ing 
function. Representation of biotechnology focused on and compounded the 
controversial about biotechnology (see 5.3.1.1, 5.3.1.3, 5.3.2 and subsections,
5.4.1.2, 5.4.2.4, 5.4.2.5). Controversialising involved several more fundamental 
functions and choices, not necessarily conscious. Anchoring and anchoring choices, 
linking and linlcing choices, objectification and objectification choices. These 
conceptions of functions do overlap. The next four paragraphs take us through 
various controversialising steps because this function is a good example for showing 
some of the interdependency of functions apparent in lay knowledge production of 
biotechnology.
Biotechnology was anchored to many controversial areas by RTC speakers 
and protestors. Through anchoring to such categories and representations 
biotechnology was associated with negative and controversial dimensions of the 
physical, sensible and cultural world. Sensitive and controversial dimensions and 
concepts about biotechnology were brought into focus through setting it in contexts 
where biotechnological developments have been particularly divisive and link into 
other contentious and topical issues. These connections invoke moral and ethical 
dilemmas and invite emotions. This focus on sensitive and controversial dimensions 
and concepts of biotechnology was sharpened by links to concrete objects through 
linlcs of effect, links of association and object solutions, and by translation of abstract 
concepts into sometimes vivid imagery. Right across the speeches and protests 
biotechnology was linked to controversial objects and translated into potentially 
disturbing imagery that appealed to emotions such as concern, disgust and fear.
These objects and images potentially evoke moral and ethical dilemmas relating to 
various issues. They may also make many people feel uncomfortable. 
Contoversialising objectified biotechnology with biotechnological applications 
already being represented in the mass media as ‘public bads’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 
2005). Biotechnology was also associated with other negative, controversial and 
emotive objects. Applications of biotechnology widely viewed as a ‘public good’, 
such as therapeutic applications (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005), which could be
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problematic to an oppositional stance and potentially introduce some ambivalence, 
appeared to be de-problematised by focusing on the commercial aspects and thus 
bringing to the fore the profit motive. There was also an absence of other potentially 
problematic areas of biotechnology such as environmental clean-up applications. In 
terms of solutions for who is behind biotechnology, there was a focus on the 
corporate dimension and an absence of solutions involving non-profits, which may 
have been less controversial within the particular worldview. And as we see from the 
example of cancer research, the solutions for the motivations behind biotechnology 
focused on profit and self-interest and omitted possible humanitarian motives 
altogether.
This controversialising representation produced controversialised 
informational solutions relating to biotechnology out of the controversial dimensions 
of biotechnology. There are many functional interdependencies apparent in relation 
to this function. There were many controversialising uses of the linking function, 
which appears as fundamental to representation as anchoring and objectification, and 
is interdependent with them: links to contentious, divisive and controversial issues 
and obj ects; links of effect where something cherished was adversely affected by a 
biotechnological item; links of association where biotechnology was associated with 
something negative or controversial; Units to emotive objects; and linking together of 
objects that to most people do not belong together, creating imagery that conveys a 
sense of aberration, abnormality, deviation from what is normal, natural or desired, 
and a sense of wrongness. One of the functions of such imagery appeared to be to 
invite feelings and emotions along the lines of concern, discomfort, fear, disgust and 
outrage. There was an emotionalising of biotechnological items. Emotion and feeling 
were appealed to in various ways. The language and concepts used in representing 
biotechnology were often emotive, sensitive, divisive and culturally-loaded. They 
regularly invoked topical concerns, moral issues, issues of control and ownership, or 
long, troubled histories. There was the ongoing theme of biotechnology’s 
adverseness.
The why solutions, which represented motive, portrayed minority interests, 
aggression and a quest for control over the world and the people in it as among the
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motivations for engaging in biotechnology. This was a class of a finding and 
making reasons function of representation, a broad dimension of making sense.
Earlier it was also argued that this specific functionality plays a part in 
broader-stroke functionality such as social influence and propaganda.
Identification and linking
A  fundamental function of lay representation appeared to be identification. This 
includes the identification of targets for feelings, blame, protest, credit and so on (see
5.3.1.3, 5.4.1.3). In Study Two and Three it was found that representation produced 
informational solutions identifying who is behind items, who might control them, 
who might use them, who might have access to them, who they affect, who they 
might affect and what might be affected (see 4.3.1 and subsections; 5.3.1.1, 5.3.1.3, 
5.4.1.1). Actors were identified, in Study Three items were identified, and those 
people and things that were, would or might be affected were identified. Other things 
were identified.
The identified were linlced together into networks of effect, of association, 
metaphoric links, analogies, of issues, links to the familiar, links to the tangible and 
other linkages. These networks are conceptual aids and sense made of items and 
ideas. The networks of association and effect can also be interpreted as ecological 
sense, or ecological knowledge: knowledge of connectedness of things in the world 
and how they affect each other.
Identification and linking are interdependent with other functions discussed.
Finding and making reasons, and Emotionalising have already been addressed in 
this section as functions.
Judgement
Judgemental functionality was suggested firstly early in the process of analysing 
Study One categorisation data (see 3.3.4), and then was present in Studies Two and 
Thiee (see 4.3.1.2; 5.3.1.1, 5.4.1.1). Categorisations and labelling in the first study.
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and informational solutions relating to biotechnological items in areas such as risk, 
usefulness and morality in Studies Two and Three, included judgements. 
Representation produced moral/ethical, rislc/safety, usefulness/value, 
naturalness/normality, motivation/underlying reason, and other judgements
Prediction
In Studies Two and Three, representation produced prediction about things like how 
items might be used in the future, who might get access to them, and who might be 
affected if they do (see 4.3.1.4; 5.3.1.1). There was some limited predictive 
categorisation in Study One (see 3.3.4.1).
Efficacy o f representation
Making sense of something is to a degree an efficacious act in itself. Constructing a 
sense of new and unfamiliar things through representation produces informational 
solutions to not laiowing; to not having information and to ignorance. It familiarises 
new things and renders the abstract more tangible. But it can still coincide with the 
feeling, or the actuality of not being able to do anything about these things, or not 
being engaged enough to do anything about them. Simply making sense of 
something is not particularly efficacious and so should not be termed efficacious 
representation. So what we are talking about is a continuum of efficacy. Further 
along this continuum of efficacy is representation that not only makes sense of 
something but also appropriates it for the individual and/or group’s own use, into 
their own agenda, possibly even a wider agenda or an oppositional agenda; that can 
give the individual or group a platform from which to spealc on the topic concerned, 
and then turn that topic into the platform from which to speak on other topics. In 
such a way, there appears to be additional functionality to the representation of 
biotechnology by both RTC speakers and protestors observed in Study Three when 
compared to the participants of Study Two. The concept of the efficacy of 
representation however, is getting at a difference in degree. Merely reducing a 
strange, abstract idea to a normal category, to existing representations without
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apparent purpose or use beyond trying to understand, is not what would be referred 
to here as efficacious representation.
6.7. Limitations and constraints on lav knowledge production mav lead to rich 
functionalitv
Lack of, or limited, foundational scientific knowledge, technical know-how, practice, 
use, or implementation in relation to biotechnological items lead to the production o f  
informational solutions that do not require esoteric knowledge to be understood
Lack of or limited foundational scientific knowledge, technical loiow-how, practice, 
use, or implementation in relation to biotechnological items appear to be what make 
it necessary to produce informational solutions to problems such as what is the item 
and what does it involve that do not require esoteric knowledge to be understood. The 
production of informational solutions that do not rely on esoteric knowledge to be 
understood widens the scope of people who might be engaged by making 
biotechnology accessible. As well as improving accessibility, this also symbolically 
lays claim to the concept and topic of biotechnology by representing it in a different 
language. This can be symbolically and functionally empowering. Solutions for what 
biotechnology is, how it works, what is involved and how it is used might very well 
be technical and require an esoteric knowledge to be understood. Instead, in the 
studies of this thesis the majority of the solutions are lay-friendly. This functionality, 
producing non-esoteric solutions to esoteric solutions, and any empowerment made 
possible by it, arises from and is made necessary by a situation constrained by the 
limitations described at the beginning of this paragraph.
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Lack o f access to and interactions with material objectifications o f biotechnological 
research and development constrains lay people wanting to render biotechnological 
items more tangible to link them to objects out in the wider physical, sensible and 
cultural world, extending relevance to a wider population o f people in the process
Without recourse to material objectifications of biotechnological research and 
development, if lay people want to render biotechnology and biotechnological items 
tangible they must link them to objects outside of this rather esoteric domain, to 
objects out in the wider physical, sensible and cultuial world. These objectifications, 
it is argued, will be more relevant to a wider population of people, and hence 
relevance will be extended, and will in many cases be deeper because they will relate 
more directly to people’s lives. This extension, deepening and concretising of 
relevance of biotechnology occurs in the lay representation sphere. The 
objectifications most prevalent in the media and on public transport are probably not 
the ones most prevalent in research and development discourse, yet they have this 
functionality.
Limited foundational scientific knowledge, technical know-how, practice, use, or 
implementation in relation to biotechnological items, as well as constraints on 
access and direct interaction constrains lay knowledge and sense-making relating to 
biotechnology to separate sets o f issues and concerns, and in that way makes more 
likely its complementarity in the sense o f addressing a separate set o f issues and 
concerns that may benefit from consideration
Lack of or limited foundational scientific knowledge, technical know-how, practice, 
use, or implementation in relation to biotechnological items, and constraints on 
access and direct interaction with these, mean that the focus of lay knowledge 
production is itself constrained to non-research and development oriented dimensions 
of biotechnology. This then leads to the situation where lay knowledge might be 
complementary, in the sense of addressing a somewhat distinct set of issues and 
concerns that may benefit from consideration, to scientific discourse. If we lived in a 
society where lay people had fuller access to biotechnological know-how, much of
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which is currently tacit and proprietary and some of it relying on other little-known 
bodies of knowledge to be understood, as well as practical experience of the material 
objectifications of the biotechnological research and development process, then the 
knowledge sets might overlap to a greater extent. Crucially, then the lay 
misunderstanding of science and limited experience would play a greater role. As it 
is lay knowledge and sense-making relating to biotechnology address a different set 
of issues and concerns, and so may be complementary to other knowledge sets (Birke 
et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1999; Hagedorn et al., 1997; Hendry, 2002; Marris et al., 
2001).
The prioritisation o f the verdict over the trial endows the new item with a sense o f 
familiarity, with all its associated pay-offs. The power ofpre-judgement is also 
related to appropriation, extending relevance, producing informational solutions 
that do not require esoteric Imowledge to be understood, propagandist and influence 
functionality
The problem of the verdict before (or over) the trial arises from a situation in which 
existing categories and objects (including test case objects, or prototypes) are used in 
normalising an item so that it can be classified and assigned category attributes. 
Existing representation is overweight in the consideration relative to new information 
and so there is a bias towards foregone conclusions, or conclusions that have given 
relatively much more weight to what is already known than to what was new and 
different about the item. This cultural weight however, is what endows the new item 
with a sense of familiarity, with all the associated pay-offs. An item more familiar 
may be less threatening, more accessible, more addressable, and familiarisation can 
be the start of a conversation about the item. The verdict before the trial may often be 
an economical first step in developing a sense of something being known: its being 
represented and addressable: essentially meeting people where they are at 
conceptually, and then the debate can commence. As well as being at least an 
intermediary solution to the problem of not knowing, it may help coping with fear of 
this unlaiown and any related sense of threat. It is also about economical evaluation 
for the formation of opinions and the making of judgements and predictions upon
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which decisions of some sort may need to be made and action may need to be taken, 
or not undertaken.
This power of the pre-judgement is related to appropriation. It is the ability to 
appropriate the concept and topic of a new and esoteric item with limited 
understanding into one’s own agenda, or in the milder form, into one’s own 
worldview. This cannot be done with the new information of which the lay 
individual has limited or no understanding and, with respect to which is thus at a 
disadvantage in a debate. Instead, thiough this functionality an item can be lifted into 
a familiar domain about which the lay individual or group knows.
The verdict over the trial is the limitation. The verdict is based on something 
among the things that the lay public Icnow about -  some common sense thing -  and 
not based on the trial, which would be the attempted understanding of the narrowly 
loiown, esoteric things that they do not know about the item. This limitation is also 
the strategy, in a non-teleological sense, for extended relevance. As already 
mentioned, the verdict is based on common sense things, and the context and objects 
such things consist of are more commonly known and encountered than the esoteric 
details of the item are likely to be by definition, and are therefore more likely to seem 
relevant. Social representation, with all its limitations, is where lay publics begin to 
know that the item matters to them, and is not just some arcane pursuit.
Prioritising the verdict over the trial produces informational solutions that do 
not require esoteric Imowledge to be understood. Would the trial? Perhaps eventually 
the debaters would arrive at a consensus and there would be a summation that would 
be interpreted for the layperson. In the meantime there might well be expert 
testimony, jargon, and moving away from the legal metaphor, there would be a lot 
that would be seen and heard and done that would be difficult for a lay person to 
understand, at least without the foundational esoteric knowledge. The limitation of 
lay knowledge production that is the prioritisation of verdict over trial also produces 
informational solutions that do not require esoteric Imowledge to be understood by 
other lay people who might choose to join the debate.
In Study Three, a group of people hold an existing negative or controversial 
representation of corporate globalisation, industrialisation of agriculture, or US 
foreign policy, and that representation includes certain actors, such as particular
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companies. Biotechnology has their attention, and they believe some of those same 
companies to be behind certain new, or planned biotechnological items, such as bio­
factories or advances in genetic screening and selection. These items might then be 
assigned to the category of industrialisation, globalisation or the category of 
activities of said companies. In the prioritisation of the verdict over the trial scenario, 
the item will now be assigned the common attributes of the category rather than 
being given an independent trial to discover whether this is a unique or different kind 
of case. This will function to controversialise the item. If this item becomes a test 
case or prototype for other biotechnological items, and if those particular companies 
become test cases and prototypes for companies involved in the biotechnology 
industry, then these limitations of lay knowledge production could also lead to 
damage of the image and cause of the biotechnology industry, establish a new 
version of the truth, system disruption functionality, system justification 
functionality, the discrediting of other existing versions of the truth and other 
propaganda and social influence functionality.
Constraints such as limited resources and limited access to material objectifications, 
tacit and proprietary knowledge, and clear GMO labelling may favour the 
prioritisation o f the verdict over the trial, and lead to much o f the concretising 
functionality discussed in this chapter
In the case of Jodelet’s villagers, there were material objectifications of mental 
patients, the mental patients themselves, in the village, so the verdict over the trial 
arguably had no justification. But what if a real trial would be difficult or impossible 
in the light of a lay individual’s responsibilities, freedoms, access and resources, as 
might be the case with biotechnological items. What if the appropriate education and 
practical experience would be too costly in terms of time, what if access to material 
objectifications was restricted, what if technical knowledge were partly tacit and 
proprietary, what if GMO labelling were misleading or non-existent? How would 
one go about rendering biotechnology or a particular biotechnological item tangible 
then? Through metaphoric and analogous objectification, through links to objects 
within one’s own experience and existing knowledge of the world; not through the
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trial. In this way, the concretising functions discussed in this chapter arise out of the 
situation of limitations and constraints regarding direct access, interaction, knowing 
which food items are modified, and practical education and experience (time in the 
lab), that offers some economic justification for the verdict over the trial.
The pull o f the representation being anchored to and the appropriative dimensions o f 
functionality
Existing representations appear to have a force a bit like gravity that pulls the new 
item in the direction of the existing representation, worldview, or agenda. It might be 
cultural inertia, (social) cognitive economy, the desire for consistency, or in some 
cases the pull of an agenda. It would appear that it can be an innocent limitation of 
lay sense-making: the favouring of an existing point of view, a representation 
coloured somewhat by a pre-existing theory or disposition; over-representation of the 
old in the representation of the new. It could even be that fictitious elements of a 
conceptual aid anchored to in order to help thinlc thiough an abstract concept become 
the actual basis for conclusions about the item concerned. For example, in Study 
Two, it became apparent that even though a participant might be anchoring a 
biotechnological item to what is a fictional, non-empirical representation, they would 
still go on to draw on that representation to reach a conclusion about the item, 
representing the biotechnological item from within the full scope of the fictitious 
representation as expressed. Therefore, even if the connection being made firstly had 
been based on who, for instance the type of organisation involved, the why, the how 
and even the what of that biotechnological item might also be inferred from that 
fictitious representation. This weighting however, may have something to contribute 
to the explanation of the appropriative dimensions functionality. Biotechnology is 
not just anchored to categories, it is anchored to representations of things and as such 
is pulled along with the momentum of that representation in terms of agendas, 
politics, values, the worldview, the idea of consistency, the language used, the 
examples deemed relevant or convenient, and so on. In Study Three, the RTC agenda 
is pulling a set of representations about corporate power, industrialisation, 
commercialism and capitalism in a certain direction along an oppositional track. The
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anchoring of biotechnology to this set of representations is much like someone 
getting on to a moving train, they then move in the direction of that train. Yet more 
than this is happening. Biotechnology becomes another platform from which to 
address various issues, another way to talk about them and another reason to do so.
Unempihcal anchoring can enable making sense, evaluation, opinion formation, 
judgement, giving an account, and concretising abstract ideas o f an item in the 
absence o f recourse to analogous 'real-world' examples
Informational solutions regarding biotechnology constructed partially out of 
unempirical ideas and imagery could be interpreted as a limitation of those 
informational solutions. In Study Two, anchoring of recent and radical 
biotechnological items to non-empirical representations emerging from science 
fiction and myth enabled making sense of, evaluation, opinion-formation, judgement 
of, giving an account of and concretising abstract ideas relating to those items in the 
absence of recourse to analogous ‘real-world’ examples of such items and their 
implications. Fiction and myth provided a lot of material in the form of ideas and 
imagery for making sense of items involving genetic information, cloning, trans­
genesis, and also xeno-transplantation. The use of unempirical, mythical imagery and 
themes in making sense of biotechnology has been found in earlier studies as noted 
by Gaskell (2001).
Focus and omission involved in appropriation, influence and propaganda related 
functionality
In representation, certain areas of a domain can be brought into sharper focus whilst 
other areas can become blurred, or be omitted from the composition altogether 
(Flick, 2001). This can lead to uneven representation and can be criticised for leaving 
representation open to bias. From another perspective, it also leads to influence and 
propaganda functionality. In Study Three, controversialising, establishing a version 
of the truth, discrediting another version of the truth, system disruption functionality 
and potentially damaging the cause and image of an industry all involved the
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freedom to represent unevenly, to focus in on some dimensions and to omit others, 
and allow others to fade into the backgi'ound. This included the focusing in on 
biotechnological applications already being represented in the mass media as ‘public 
bads’ (Bauer, 2002; Bauer, 2005), discussed earlier.
Related to this, the ability to represent selectively also worked inversely as 
well, enabling the appropriation of the concept and topic of biotechnology. It was 
taken out of categories that proponents and practitioners of biotechnology would in 
all likelihood prefer biotechnology to reside in, categories such as that of 
technologies that might make people’s lives better, and placed into categories such as 
those that are widely perceived to lead to a deviation from that which is natural or 
normal and threaten us and the environment we live in, categories that might turn 
people against biotechnology.
Emotiveness and loadedness involved in some functionality
Objectification in particular could perhaps appear prone to emotiveness, which it 
could be argued may distract from facts. We see much representation that can be 
interpreted as emotive representation in Study Two and Three. In Study Three this 
could also be interpreted as functioning to increase influence potential through 
emotionalising issues, as discussed earlier. In Study Two, it occurs without any sign 
of such intentionality. Much of what could be interpreted as emotiveness appears to 
be the building in of emotional and moral reactions. In Study Three this may well 
have the function of eliciting further reactions. For example, imagery conveys a 
sense of aberration, abnormality, deviation from what is normal, natural or desired, 
and a sense of wrongness. The loadedness that comes along with anchoring, 
objectification and metaphor is something that might frustrate groups such as 
scientists. We see cultural loadedness in both Study Two and Three. These include 
symbols such as Frankenstein, globalisation, the multinational corporation, certain 
brands, the U.S., the seed, nature and others, which when anchored to, or objectified 
by, come with a plethora and/or profound associations that appear to load the concept 
and topic of biotechnology with meanings and associations that some who work in 
the field might find spurious or unwarranted. Symbolic load carries many
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opportunities for varying interpretation which can set off Chinese Whisper type 
phenomena. Nevertheless, this loadedness functions to convey a lot of meanings and 
invoke certain reactions such as anger, fear and disgust. The emotiveness and 
loadedness appear to play a part in controversialising, concretising relevance, 
influence and propaganda related functionality.
Lack o f scientific knowledge and complementarity
Not having scientific and technical categories to place items into is what constrains 
them to being anchored to non-technical and non-technological categories, and 
constrains them to separate sets of issues. So this is a basis of this type of 
complementarity.
6.8. In summarv
This thesis further elucidates lay sense-making and knowledge of biotechnological 
items, their functionality and limitations, and specifies underlying mechanisms and 
processes. It proposes new functions and limitations of lay Icnowledge and its 
formation, and exposes some of the challenges and opportunities posed in making 
sense of ongoing developments in a somewhat esoteric field with large numbers of 
logical categories. It shows that while lay sense-making has many limitations and 
constraints on it in this regard, the representational process can be very empowering, 
allowing lay people to take ownership of a concept and topic such as biotechnology 
that might very well affect their lives. On the other side of that equation, it is argued 
that as lay people become more engaged with biotechnology, not only does the 
functionality and efficacy of their representation appear to grow but their agendas 
may also become more engaged, helped along by the broad and sometimes profound 
implications of biotechnology for many areas of life, suggesting that biotechnology 
may be less likely to be judged on its own merits, or may be stalled by negotiation of 
competing interests. This in turn suggests that while engagement with biotechnology- 
related issues may be empowering for the lay individual, from another perspective 
there may be benefits to an unengaged public in terms of less impediment to progress
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of certain lines of research more vulnerable to controversy. The final argument of 
this thesis is that the limitations of and constraints on lay knowledge formation 
relating to biotechnological items themselves appear to lead to its rich functionality 
and its complementarity.
It is hoped that perspectives introduced in this thesis dissertation, such as 
informational solutions and the specification of kinds of objectification will help in 
the functional examination of social representations, especially with regard to the 
different representational choices that can be made or directions that can be taken, 
whether that be strategic and tactical, or less conscious in nature. An informational 
solutions approach might also be helpful in comparison studies assessing the 
complementarity or otherwise of different discourses and knowledge sets through 
determining whether they address different problem sets, or perhaps whether they 
address similar problem sets in contradictory ways that might lead to conflict. There 
is also scope for research on the vulnerability to politicisation of biotechnologies or 
advanced applications that may be viable for humans in the future, such as those 
targeting senescence or society as a whole.
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Appendix A: Multiple sorting task data sheet (Study One)
FIRST FREE SORT 
Overall reason for sort:
Category labels used & which elements/cards are in each category
> Group 1 Label:
Group 1 Cards:
> Group 2 Label:
Group 2 Cards:
> Group 3 Label:
Group 3 Cards:
> Group 4 Label:
Group 4 Cards:
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SECOND FREE SORT
Overall reason for sort:
Category labels used & which elements are in each category
> Group 1 Label:
Group 1 Cards:
> Group 2 Label:
Group 2 Cards:
> Group 3 Label:
Group 3 Cards:
> Group 4 Label:
Group 4 Cards:
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THIRD FREE SORT
Overall reason for sort;
Category labels used & which elements are in each category
> Group 1 Label:
Group 1 Cards:
> Group 2 Label:
Group 2 Cards:
> Group 3 Label:
Group 3 Cards:
> Group 4 Label:
Group 4 Cards:
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FIRST STRUCTURED SORT
Overall reason for sort; To what extent do you think that more research should be
encouraged in each of these areas?
> Group 1 Label : research should be encouraged 
Group 1 Cards
> Group 2 Label -  not clear whether or not research should be encouraged 
Group 2 Cards -
> Group 3 Label -  research should be discouraged 
Group 3 Cards -
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SECOND STRUCTURED SORT
Overall reason for sort: To what extent do you thinlc that each biotechnology
application leads to deviation from what is natural?
> Group 1 Label: No deviation from what is natural 
Group 1 Cards:
> Group 2 Label: Some deviation from what is natural 
Group 2 Cards :
> Group 3 Label: Great deviation from what is natural 
Group 3 Cards:
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Appendix B; Sorting instructions for Multiple Sorting Task (Study One)
“I am carrying out a study of what people think and feel about Biotechnology. So I 
am asking a number of people, chosen at random to look at the following cards 
and sort them into groups in such a way that all the cards in any group are 
similar to each other in some important way and different from those in the 
other groups.
You can put the cards into as many groups as you like and you can put as many cards 
in each group as you like. It is your views that count.
When you have carried out a sorting I would like you to tell me the reasons for your 
sorting and what it is that the cards in each group have in common. When you 
have sorted the cards once I will ask you to do it again using any different 
principles you can think of and we will carry on as many times as you are able 
to produce different sorts.
Please feel free to tell me what ever occurs to you while you are sorting the cards”
(Adapted from Canter, Brown and Groat, 1985)
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Appendix C; Semi-structured interview schedule for Study Two
1) First of all, thank you for agreeing to do this interview. As explained before, 
it will be a semi-structured, in-depth interview that may last anywhere up to 
an hour. Of course, you are free to end or pause the interview at anytime you 
wish. The subject of the interview is your view of biotechnology, genetics 
and related items that are brought up. There will be a number of sub-topics to 
cover but your views and thoughts are what are most important and so the 
schedule will be quite flexible for that reason.'^
2) Ok, let me begin by asking, what comes to mind when you think about 
biotechnology?
3) Participants ‘ responses are then followed up by prompts such as ‘How do 
you feel about it/that \ ‘What’s your view on that’, ‘Why... ’ and so on. I f  the 
participant is having any trouble answering the question in number (2) 
above, it may be re-framed as ‘What, i f  anything, have you seen or heard in 
relation to biotechnology? ’ ‘Nothing’ or ‘Not much ’ are viewed as 
acceptable responses.
4) The above line o f questioning was repeated in relation to ‘Genetics ’.
5) A) Ok, I’m going to ask you to look at the following cards^ one by one with 
certain biotechnology-related items printed on them and tell me the things 
that come to mind as you look at them B) After looking at each one and 
telling me what comes to mind, please tell me how you feel about the item C) 
Then, please turn over the card and read the brief description of the item and 
tell me if what comes to mind has changed and if how you feel has changed, 
and if so, in what ways?
6) Then, take them through the stages A-C in schedule item (5) above, step-by- 
step, following up lines o f thought that have been related to the item and 
asking prompter questions, such as those in (2) and ‘Why do you think you 
feel that way about them? ’, or ‘Does that have anything to do with.,? ’.
Researcher is fi'ee to follow up interviewee’s line o f thought e.g. if  participant brings up a 
biotechnological item that would have been addressed by the researcher later on, or if  inteiviewee 
brings up another topic in relation to item under consideration 
Previously, potential inteiviewees had been qualified on the basis o f  their not being in the business 
o f  science or technology, particularly anything biotechnology-related. They had also been qualified on 
the basis o f  responding that they did not know much about biotechnology. Participants were also 
asked details age, ethnicity, nationality, religion/faith or lack thereof, parental status, employment 
status, level o f  formal education, and whether they or someone close to them, suffered from a serious 
disability or illness?
 ^See Table 4.2.2.1
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Appendix D: Images from the protest events examined for Study Three
%
Above: Images from the Really Really Free Market held at Union Square. Below: Images from 
protests outside the BIO 2004 convention held at the Moscone Center. San Francisco
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